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While sound practices in Hong Kong and Manila operate separately, they are 
interlinked by various factors that have enabled their practices, respectively. 
This research is a study of such connection. In particular, I claim that sound 
practices in Hong Kong and Manila share distinct characteristics that allow 
inter-referencing to be adopted as an effective tool in approaching the 
problem at hand. Sound practice for both Hong Kong and Manila is uniquely 
located in the interstices of music and art—a location where their distinct 
form, history, and ethics are entangled with those of music and art. I argue 
that this unique location of sound practice is brought about by the conditions 
that have enabled it. Among these conditions are the earlier encounters 
between Hong Kong and Manila—through artist exchanges and events or 
gatherings such as exhibits, festivals, and conferences since the 1960s. With 
these encounters, direct relations are traced to the current sound practice by 
virtue of organizational, conceptual, or ideological affinity. Thus, I propose 
that sound practice should be understood not as an autonomous art 
movement, but one that is a product of the society where it emerges from. 
 
Besides the historical connection, this study will expound on the three factors 
that enable the sound practices at issue: technological movements, DIY 
culture, and art institutions. Technological movements or technological 
developments enabled the evolution of forms and the development of 
different sound projects. DIY culture gave sound practitioners inspiration on 
how to organize themselves as communities in relation to or despite the 
prevailing art market. Meanwhile, various discourses in the contemporary art 
world in Asia, concerning both music and visual arts, gave rise to conditions 
where sound projects can be understood as a tradition, expression, 
representation, or commodity, among others. Specific manifestations and 
interventions of these three factors, from early 1990 until the mid-2010s, are 
identified and analysed vis-a-vis the current conditions of the practice. This 
research will show that it is within the constellation of these three enabling 
factors that the sites of practice are shaped and the ethics of the practice 
moulded. In conclusion, I will discuss how sound practice may continue to 
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PREFACE: The Art That is Sound Practice 
 
As a practitioner in this field, particularly as an archivist and a curator, my 
primary motivation for mapping out sound practice is to understand 
“groupings”, which, since the beginning, has been a term to cover 
connotations including “network”, “community”, “scene”, “group”, 
“organisation”, “collective”, and “band”, etc. I am further interested in 
knowing how individual practice came about, how individual practice 
became connected to groupings, how these groupings are connected with 
each other, how they relate to the rest of the art world or the rest of the 
society that hosts them, and how they figure in the production of artistic 
sound works. In other words, I would like to find out what the art that is 
sound practice is all about. In this thesis, these questions are called 
“conditions of enablement”. The term was suggested during a consultation 
with Tejaswini Niranjana early on in the research. My desire to learn about 
these conditions of enablement is premised on two encounters: first, with 
sound practices, which include sound art and experimental, electronic, 
digital, and noise music from Southeast Asia, Japan, Taiwan, and Hong 
Kong in my curatorial practice; and second, with the literature from Europe 
and Americas that included histories of the forms I have encountered in my 
practice.  
 
It cannot be assumed that what is within this category called “sound 
practice” is already a given. The use of “sound practice” instead of “sound 
art practice” was initially suggested by Anson Mak during an interview, also 
in the early stage of the research. Since this field is relatively new and 
constantly evolving, choosing what terms to use requires thorough 
assessment as it may have a lasting effect in future and further studies. In 
the case of Manila, while the term “sound art” has been used since the late 
1990s, its meaning has varied depending on how, when, and who uses it.  
According to Wire Tuazon, a Filipino artist and founder of Surrounded by 
Water (SBW), a pivotal site of sound practice in Manila, he did not even 
  iv
know that there is something called “sound art”. 1  When he organised the 
Sound Art Festival in SBW, he used the term simply to refer to “sound made 
by artists”. Tuazon comes from the scene I am most familiar with—1990s in 
Manila, artist-run space driven scene, which hosted experimental and non-
conventional art that had no space in the galleries or museums.2  In this 
scene, those who made sound works came from the fields of visual arts, 
alternative music, and film, among others. Sometimes, they used “sound 
art” in their promotional materials, as Tuazon did, although none of them 
then labelled themselves as sound artists.  
 
The course of organising the materials for this research coincided with the 
2017 Feedback Forum, a forum attached to WSK: The Festival of the 
Recently Possible, an artist-initiated festival of new media art, held in Manila 
since 2004. In 2017, I was invited to be the convenor for the forum, which 
focused on a rapportage of sound practices in Asia. Merv Espina, my co-
convenor, and I agreed not to use the then default term “sound art” for the 
forum, and instead, used “sound practices” as an umbrella term to include 
sound art and all “other musics”. On the one hand, sound art now has its 
own canonical definition, albeit new, with the influx of literature, particularly 
from the West. On the other hand, the term “sound practice” does not pre-
determine what and what is not sound art or other musics; it is inclusive as it 
enables us to include in the discourse soundscape, sound engineering and 
other sciences, sound anthropology and other sound sociations3, sound 
archiving, etc. What is central in this discourse is practice, with sound as its 
subject and medium, and art as its intended space of articulation.  
 
My search in Hong Kong for a possible similar scene described above led 
me to Dennis Wong (Sin:Ned) and the performance platform he had been 
organising, Noise to Signal (NTS). During the first NTS I attended, Sin:Ned, 
 
1 Wire Tuazon, interviewed by Dayang Yraola, Cainta, Rizal, Philippines, 17 January 2016.  
2 Dayang Yraola, “Art Projects and artist initiatives as an alternative platform for young 
Filipino global artists” Social, Theory, Politics and Arts Conference, London: Birkbeck 
College, 2009, unpublished.  
3 John Urry, Sociology Beyond Societies, Routledge: London, 1999. 
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Steve Hui (Nerve), and Chau Kin-Wai (kwc) mentioned that in Hong Kong, 
“sound art” is art—it is found in the galleries.4 And what they do (at NTS) is 
not sound art, but music, a different type of music. Instead, the three named 
soundpocket and Samson Young as practitioners of sound art. But when I 
reviewed previous activities of soundpocket and Contemporary Musiking 
Hong Kong (Young’s platform), I found that Sin:Ned and Nerve have also 
been part of their past projects. 
 
These two separate and conflicting instances in Hong Kong and Manila 
strengthened my curiosity to study this practice—where these “musicians of 
a different kind” and “sound artists” belong.  I came to ask: What do we do 
with these ambivalences in labels, groupings, or categorisations in the 
practice? Is this all there is or could further explorations be done to map out, 
locate, and make sense of whatever this practice is, within the art world and 
beyond? Hence, this thesis. 
 
This thesis captures a particular present of sound practice in Hong Kong 
and Manila, with focus on 1995-2015.  This research is a way of articulating 
the ecology of sound practice as a social formation, with recognition that the 
practice is in constant verge of change.  The chronological scope of this 
research is chosen as I find them pivotal in the formation of the practice—at 
the helm of major socio-political change in Hong Kong through the 
handover; and the time when Manila art scene is being reshaped by artists-
run-spaces as the Aquino government declared that art and culture is not a 
priority of the state (contra the past Marcos administration, which prioritised 
arts and culture). I then offer this research as a functional framework to 
understanding the future of the sound practice. My dual role as an active 
practitioner in both Manila and Hong Kong (and elsewhere), and as an 
academic, brought me in a privileged but also somewhat restricted space of 
understanding the subject, the path and the trajectories of this inquiry in the 
lenses of cultural studies.  
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CHAPTER I: Existing Conversations: Where do they come from?  
 
A. Research Background 
 
This introductory chapter presents the questions of this research, explains 
the context in which they are raised, and discusses the framework wherein 
they are to be answered. Here, I discuss the possible contribution of this 
research project to the conversations in cultural studies from and about Asia. 
 
While sound art has taken a definitive surge in cultural attention in the 
last five years, I want to underscore that such entrance occurs 
tentatively and ambivalently. For it seems sound art continues to hold 
an unsettled place within artistic institutions, which could be said to 
unearth the impasse between an overtly “visual” institutional structure 
with an intensely “sonic” medium.  
    - Brandon LaBelle, 20061 
 
This quotation from LaBelle is meaningful for grounding this research. It 
identifies where to start looking in terms of time (“in the last five years” or 
approximately in 2001) and space (the “unsettled place within artistic 
institutions”). This research, then, will keep coming back to the connection 
between sound practices and music and art in recent years.  
 
1. Sound practices on the interstice of music, visual arts, and performing arts 
Salome Vogelin defines “sound art” as an art practice that “has sound as its 
‘object’ of investigation [...] within the production of art and the world through 
a sonic sensibility.”2  What sound practices produce, then, are sound works—
made of sound, consumed aurally, and are about sound, sounding, hearing, 
and listening, etc. I adopt this definition as it includes the variety of forms and 
styles that are applicable or have been applied to sound works. It also helps 
differentiate sound practices as distinct from and not only subsumed under 
 
1 Brandon LaBelle, Background Noise: Perspectives on Sound Art, London and New York: 
Continuum, 2006, p.153 
2 Salome Vogelin, Listening to Noise and Silence: Towards a Philosophy of Sound Art, New 




music, visual arts, and performing arts. I would like to note that “sound art” as 
used in this chapter refers to sound practices’ former generic name. 
 
In this chapter, I address how sound practices are distinct from music, visual 
arts, and performing arts. Specifically, I ask: What of these three art forms do 
we need to understand for us to understand sound practices? Why is it that 
despite being entangled with these three art forms, sound practices should 
be considered as an art practice distinct from them?  
 
Electronic, Experimental, and Noise Music 
 
There is a common perception that sound practices are “music”, or at least, 
“weird music” or “other music”.  “Weird music” implies that a certain work 
qualifies as music but is a certain type or subtype thereof.  “Other music” 
implies that the work satisfies the criteria of what qualifies as music, except 
that the aesthetics may be different from what is popular, classical, or 
traditional. In practice, some sound works, especially the compositive3 ones, 
are described based on their musicality or unmusicality or how they break out 
of or subscribe to musical conventions, which serves more as a 
categorisation but does not necessarily signal hierarchy. It is quite common, 
too, for the terms “sound artist” and “musician” to be used interchangeably.4 
These two observations are reflected in literature, where sound practitioners 
are grouped with electronic, experimental, and noise musicians and sound 
artists in occasions of historicising5. With these, one can sense the centrality 
of music in sound practice conversations.  
 
 
3 For the definition of “compositive sound work” and other categories, refer to Dayang Yraola 
“From Here/Hear Sound Art in Manila”, 2016, unpublished. 
4 Some survey sites uses “sound artist” is to refer to musicians: “The Best Manila Sound 
Artists”, https://www.ranker.com/list/manila-sound-bands-and-artists/reference; and “Manila 
Sound Artists”, https://www.last.fm/tag/manila+sound/artists, retrieved 3 May 2018.  
5 Cedrick Fermont and Dimitri della Faille, Not Your World Music: Noise in Southeast Asia: 
Art, Politics, Identity, Gender and Global Capitalism, Berlin and Hushhush (Ottawa, Canada): 
Syrphe, 2016; Monika E. Schoop, Independent Music and Digital Technology in the 
Philippines, New York: Routledge, 2017; David Nicholls, “Avant-garde and experimental 
music,” Cambridge History of American Music, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1998, pp.517-534; Peter Manning, Electronic and Computer Music, revised and expanded 




What is this electronic music? What is this experimental music? What is this 
noise music? How are these three types of music related to each other and 
to sound art? And how are all these sound practices?  
 
Electronic music is a form of music that developed in the late 19th century in 
consonance with the ideals and technological developments of the period.6 
Simply put, electronic music is music that is “conceived and created with 
electronic music instruments”.7  It is understood as an umbrella term for the 
following genres: ambient, illbient, minimalism, new age, space music, 
electronica, techno, environmental, avant-garde, downtown, proto-techno, 
electro, krautrock, world, dub, trance, house, acid house, and rave; which 
may have emerged based on equipment or tools and events for 
performance.8 Thom Holmes describes practitioners of electronic music as 
highly experimental, as they work on the “generation and manipulation of 
electronic signals and approaches to composing music using such new 
sounds.”9  
 
In tracing the history of electronic music, Holmes identifies six generations of 
the genre, starting from the 1900s: (1) 1900-1919 using direct current; (2) 
1920-1959 using vacuum tube; (3) 1960-1969 using transistor; (4) 1970-1979 
using integrated circuit; (5) 1980-1989 using microprocessor with emphasis 
on hardware; and (6) 1990-present using microprocessor with emphasis on 
software.10 
 
Meanwhile, Peter Manning divided the genre’s history into eight chapters, 
starting from 1945: (1) developments in 1945-1960 focusing on Paris 
(musique concrete), Cologne (elektronische musik), Milan and other parts of 
Europe, and America; (2) new horizons in electronic design focusing on 
voltage-controlled synthesizer; (3) works on tape, live electronic music, rock 
 
6 Holmes, Thom. Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture, 5th 
ed., New York: Taylor & Francis Group, 2015, p.6. 
7 Ibid., p.8 
8 Ibid., P5 
9 Ibid., p.6  




and pop genre in the 1960s; (4) digital revolution or use of computer 
technology for music in the 1970s-1980s; (5) characteristics of digital audio; 
(6) MIDI-based technology; (7) desktop synthesizers and digital signal 
processing; and (8) new horizons for computer produced music.11   
 
From these two scholars—Holmes and Manning—it can be gleaned that an 
emphasis on the tools and technology by which music is produced is central 
to labelling a particular music as electronic music. In a later section of this 
chapter, I will discuss how sound practitioners use the same electronic audio 
equipment that electronic musicians use—a fact which, I claim as one of the 
reasons why sound practice is usually considered a sub-form of electronic 
music.   
 
Experimental music, in a sense, is a broader label than electronic music as it 
covers any music that challenges musical conventions. David Nicholls 
argues that the boundaries of what is called experimental music will remain 
problematic because almost all forms of radicalism, such as experimentation 
in music, “pushes the boundaries of acceptance”.12 In addition, what one 
considers experimental may, at another time, become the convention. 
Michael Nyman addresses these issues by saying: “Experimental composers 
are, by and large, not concerned with prescribing a defined time-object 
whose materials, structuring and relationships are calculated and arranged in 
advance, but are more excited by the prospect of outlining a situation in 
which sounds may occur, a process of generating action, a field delineated 
by a certain compositional rules.”13  
 
Within the discussion of electronic music and experimental music, musicians 
such as Erik Satie and Claude Debussy were considered the genres’ 
forerunners, as they both experimented heavily on scales in the late 1880s. 
 
11 Manning, 2004. 
12 Nicholls, 1998, pp.517; Paul Hegarty, “Noise Threshold: Merzbow and the end of Natural 
Sound, Organised Sound 6, No.3 (December 2001): 193; Thom Holmes, 2015; Michael 
Nyman, Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999, p.4 as cited in LaBelle, 2006, p.9 




Meanwhile, John Cage, Edgard Varese, and Karlheinz Stockhausen were 
considered pioneers who influenced most of our conceptions of “chance” in 
music production and listening.14 At the onset of the 1960s, a few other 
names emerged, such as La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, and 
Philip Glass, which Nicholls considers those whose work were “the best-
known incidence of extrospective and retrospective radicalism since 1960.”15 
Among these names, Cage, Varese, and Young were some of those whose 
influence reached the territories of visual arts and performing arts—
particularly Cage’s various writings, performances, and collaborative works,16 
Varese’s Philips Pavilion of 1958,17 and Young’s site-specific installation.18   
 
It can therefore be said that the relationship between sound art and 
experimental music lies in the shared list of personalities and practitioners 
that are considered their forerunners or pioneers.  
 
Noise music, like electronic and experimental music, is a complicated form 
as it is materially and conceptually tied to what is considered noise. Noise is 
usually considered as “unwanted sound, unorganised sound, [or] excessively 
loud sound.”19  Voeglin offers another definition, calling noise “[sound] that 
deafens (the) ears to anything but itself.”20 She points out that a sound can 
be considered noise if it demands our attention more than the other sounds 
in the environment and requires our sole focus to “the exclusion of all other 
sensorial possibilities.”21 From these definitions, it is clear that noise (as an 
object) is a type of sound. And this sound is connected to a social context 
from which it draws its meaning—a social context where it is sounded, 
sounding, or interrupting sounding or silence.22   Noise music, then, generally 
 
14 Holmes, 2015, p.113-146. 
15 Nicholls, 1998, p.529. 
16 LaBelle, 2006., p.7-23 
17 Alan Licht, Sound Art, Beyond Music, Between Categories, New York: Rozzoli, 2007, p.44 
18 Licht, 2007, p.68-86 
19 Hegarty, 2001, pp.193-200. 
20 Voeglin, 2010, p.44 
21 Ibid., 2010, p.47 
22 Douglas Kahn, Noise, Water, Meat, A History of Sound in the Arts, Cambridge, MA: The 
MIT Press, 2001; Matthew Harrison Tedford, “The Museum of Conceptual Art: A 




pertains to the use of noise as medium and subject in creating music. A 
precise identifier of what it is may vary depending of the very definition of 
noise (the same can be said with the idea of “experimental”). However, if 
noise is also a sound, then is noise music a type of sound art?  This is an 
issue left unanswered in the literature that were reviewed for this research. 
Instead the question as to whether noise music is sound art continues to 
complicate any point of labelling.  
 
In historical accounts on noise and noise music, the futurist Luigi Russolo 
provides the entry point of discussion. His “The Art of Noise: Futurist 
Manifesto”23 made explicit how noise can be made into music.  Japanese 
artists like Masami Akita (aka Merzbow) and Otomo Yoshihide are likewise 
constantly mentioned in relation to the topic. After all, noise is big in Japan. 
They have their own brand of noise music, which has been recognised since 
the 1990s and has even been written into a book in 2013 by David Novak, 
titled Japanoise.24 Meanwhile, Cedrik Fermont and Dimitri dela Faille 
proposed two possible streams that brought noise music to be practised in 
Southeast Asia (SEA). First, there is the academic stream, which traces the 
origin of contemporary noise music to academic experimental composers, 
including Pierre Schaeffer, Pierre Henry, Edgard Varese, Iannis Xennakis, 
and Pauline Oliveros. Second, there is the avant-garde experimental stream, 
which includes performing arts, underground music, and avant-garde rock 
experimentations and is represented by groups from North America like The 
Velvet, Lou Reed, Tunnel Canary, Throbbing Gristle, and Sonic Youth.25  
Fermont and dela Faille recognised that noise music from both streams 
entered SEA, the Philippines included, as a product of its colonial 
experience—knowledge, skills, taste in music, and other factors, transmitted 
 
Practices: Situating Sound Installation Art Since 1958,” San Diego: University of San Diego, 
2008; Wlliam Hellerman and Don Goddard, “Catalogue for ‘Sound/Art’ at the Sculpture 
Center”, New York, 1-30 May 1983; Licht, 2007. 
23 Luigi Russolo, The Art of Noise (futurist manifesto, 1913), translated by Robert Filliou, 
UBU Classics, 2004. http://www.artype.de/Sammlung/pdf/russolo_noise.pdf, retrieved 2 
January 2018. 
24 David Novak, Japanoise, Music at the Edge of Circulation, Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2013.  




through the education of SEA artists in Europe and/or North America and the 
exchange of goods in cities and urban centres.26 Noise music is therefore an 
imported concept, which, to date, exists in the form by which it entered the 
region in the 1960s/70s. At present, in both the Philippines and Hong Kong, 
there exists no local term for noise music despite the fact that there are a lot 
of local terms that refer to noise.27 
 
What the above narration shows is that as with electronic music and 
experimental music, noise music and sound art likewise share a number of 
personalities who are considered the fields’ pioneers. Given this, as well as 
Fermont’s and dela Faille’s materials, it can be inferred that the two streams 
by which noise music travelled could also have been the same entry points 
and pathways for sound art.  
 
In summary, we have explained how sound art is attached to noise music: 
first, they share some of their pioneers; and second, they both have 
ambiguous definitions (of sound and music) because of the mobility of the 
cultures where their definitions draw meaning from.  
  
Having looked at the historical experience of sound art with electronic, 
experimental, and noise music, I claim that the genres’ shared tools, which 
include materials and technologies; shared pioneering personalities; and 
shared ambiguity of definition or differentiation from what is called music 
have caused and nurtured their entanglement. 
 
Visual Arts and Performing Arts 
  
This section traces how sound practices are entangled with visual arts and 
performing arts. It emphasises the place of sound practices in art practice 
and scholarship. What follows are accounts based on keywords that show 
the relationship between sound practices, visual arts, and performing arts. 
 
 
26 Ibid., p.48 




The term sound art is attributed to William Hellerman. It was the title of an 
exhibit, (Sound/Art), sponsored by his Sound Art Foundation in New York in 
1983.28  The exhibit offered listening as another manner of art consumption 
in the gallery29; in it, sound was treated as an exhibited object/subject. A 
closer scrutiny of the exhibit yielded the following observations: (1) hearing or 
experiencing sound (in the works) was paired with seeing, with the latter 
considered the primary tool for experiencing art; and (2) sound had to be 
understood or experienced vis-à-vis the gallery, a space that, by original 
design, is mainly intended for visual arts pieces like paintings and sculptures 
(and therefore may not be ideal for sounding or listening works).  
 
A decade earlier, in 1970, conceptual artist and curator Tom Marioni 
launched the Museum of Conceptual Art with a performance titled Sound 
Sculptures. This work clearly brought the conversation away from music, by 
bringing the performance into a museum situation and by borrowing a term 
attributed to visual arts (sculpture) to label the performance. Further, it was 
said to be a “performance lacking any clear narrative, but they all took as 
their medium an embodied or physical aurality.”30 This assigns sound 
sculpture, specifically; and sound art, generally, to the realm of sensory 
experience rather than of storytelling. Historical accounts trace this type of 
performance to Happenings and Fluxus, Environmental Art, Minimalism, and 
Conceptual Art, with John Cage31 (and, to some extent, Marcel Duchamp)32 
as the central influence or driving force. This form is now called sound 
performance or simply, performance, perhaps so as not to be confused with 
installative sound works.  
 
A few years before this, in 1967, Max Neuhaus coined the term sound 
installation, to refer to his own projects, where he placed sound “in space 
 
28 Licht, 2007, p.11 
29 Hellerman and Goddard, 1983 
30 Ouzonian, 2008; and Tedford, 2011 
31 LaBelle, 2006, p.xiii, p.101 
32 Alan Licht, “Sound Art: Origins, Development and Ambiguities” in Organised Sound 




rather than in time (the latter usually used to measure music).”33 This brings 
us back to history, specifically to Edgard Varese’s Poeme Electronique in 
1958, where he combined experimental music, architecture, and video 
projection; treating sound as a spatial as much as a temporal project.  
Closely related to this idea are the works of Yasunao Tone, La Monte Young 
and Bill Fontana who, besides working on sound installations, had 
recognised the importance of sound environment, which in the 1970s, R. 
Murray Schafer called soundscape or acoustic ecology. 
Drawing from these historical accounts, the typologies of what forms 
comprise sound practice may be listed as: sound installation, sound 
sculpture, soundscape, sound performance, and sound art. I have adopted 
these ideas in creating my own typology of sound as artworks for this 
thesis.34  
 
In summary, this section showed us how sound practice got its name and 
labels for its various forms: sound art (Hellerman, 1983) as the general 
umbrella term is a kind of art that uses hearing as a primary tool for 
experiencing art; sound sculpture (Marioni, 1970s) as the name first assigned 
to performative sound art but later adopted for more appropriate use to refer 
to sounding objects; sound installation (Neuhaus, 1967) as the label for 
works that are space-specific; and soundscape (Schafer, 1970) as the term 
that covers works that deal with sound and its environment.  
 
This research claims that sound practice is entangled with visual arts and 
performing arts because: (1) it is within these two art forms that sound 
practice had been given a name, which was key for it to assume its own 
identity; (2) sound practice shares visual arts and performing arts spaces 
such as galleries, installation sites, and alternative art spaces even though 
they are not necessarily typical venues for musical performances; (3) sound 
practice shares forms that are attributed to visual arts such as objects, 
 
33 Ouzounian, 2008, p.6-7 




installation, and events, where works become sound works because they are 
sounding. 
 
Of Art Movements: Futurism, Avant-Garde, Happenings and Fluxus and 
Environmental Art  
 
Sound practice is itself an art movement. Alan Licht declares that sound art is 
not time-bound nor geographically bound, and it only got its name long after 
people have already been practicing under its principles.35 (Again, sound art 
here is used as a generic term to refer to sound practice.) In this fluidity, and 
as was illustrated in previous sections, sound art became engaged with other 
art movements to determine its own existence and survival. 
 
In relation to this, I am proposing two manners by which art movements 
could ground the discussion on the conditions that enabled sound practice. 
First, the philosophies of these art movements enabled a way of thinking for 
sound practitioners. The latter were provided with conceptual tools to 
understand and make sense of the works that they produce.  Second, and 
essentially interlocked with the first, these art movements created new forms 
that demanded new actions, interactions, and reactions from the art world 
that hosts them.  
 
In several writings that historicised sound practice, there are at least five art 
movements that are linked to it: Futurism (through Luigi Russolo), Avant-
Garde (particularly through the influence of John Cage), Happenings and 
Fluxus, and Environmental Art.  
 
Futurism is an art movement that emerged at the start of the 20th century. 
Founded by poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (aka FT Marinetti), the 
movement was formed within the experiences of the European 
Industrialisation, First World War, and what is coined as the modern.  Its 
creative aspiration is a commitment to challenge and destroy older forms of 
 




culture in order to make manifest the modern life.  Futurism is an art 
movement that fosters ideals instead of a recognisable style. It is within this 
movement where the spirit of experimentation on sound producing 
instruments by visual artists came from. In the first decade of the 1900s, two 
painters, Luigi Russolo and Ugo Piatti, built “intonarumori”, commonly known 
as a noise-making machine. 
 
The post-War Avant-Garde movement in music, or to be more precise, John 
Cage’s ideas and works, remain the most recognised and strongest influence 
behind building conditions for sound art practice. Cage came from music.  He 
pioneered at least three approaches in music-making, which are 
indeterminacy, electroacoustic, and extended technique. Indeterminacy is a 
type of composition that allows different interpretations depending on the 
performer.36  Electroacoustic is music that is composed using electric music 
or sound instruments. Meanwhile, extended technique refers to the unusual, 
non-standard, or unorthodox playing of musical instruments. Besides 
pioneering these approaches, Cage is known to have influenced sound 
practitioners through his writings, at the core of which is the proposal to 
approach music conceptually.  By this, he means that “music is both a thing 
and a reflection on the thing”. 37. To understand music and sound means to 
consider them in the context of their sociality and not simply as objects. 
 
It is through this conceptual approach to music that Cage’s thoughts grew 
with conceptualism in the arts. Cage’s thoughts are recognised to have 
contributed in the late 1950s to 1970s art movements such as Happenings 
and Fluxus. Happenings and Fluxus are performance platforms that were 
conceived post-Futurist, Dadaist, and Cage, particularly relieving the arts 
from the dominance of institutionalised art in terms of site of performance, 
form, aesthetics, and circulation. Happenings is participative performance, 
 
36 James Pritchett, The Music of John Cage. Music in the 20th Century. Cambridge, New 
York, Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1993.  




which requires the audience to perform. On the other hand, Fluxus is a show 
that is a cross between vaudeville, gags, jokes, and games.38   
 
The Environmental Art movement, also known as site-specific art movement, 
ecological art movement, or land art movement, pertains to art that is 
produced using the environment as both a material and a staging ground.  
The movement emerged between the 1960s and 1970s, following the 
preceding art movements that removed from the gallery the privilege of being 
the exclusive site for art production and consumption.  
 
In summary, Futurism made available the conception of art that challenges 
the past by creating new conditions of production (such as sounding 
machines produced in collaboration with visual artists).  It is from this 
tradition that sculptural and installative sound art works may trace their 
lineage.  The Avant-Garde movement, through Cage, made available 
different approaches in making music that does not follow musical 
conventions, which will later on be adopted by sound art practitioners; and a 
conceptual approach to understanding music, which extended to later art 
movements—Happenings and Fluxus. Futurism and the Avant-Garde 
movement did not only set new conditions of production (by regarding 
galleries as sites of performance and not only of exhibition and even non-art 
spaces as possible sites of performance) but also offered new forms to be 
considered as art (such as works produced not only by artists but also by 
their audience).  From these conditions emerged performative and 
compositive types of sound art. Finally, Environmental Art physically brought 
art outside the galleries and museums, using the environment as both the 
canvas and staging ground of these works. With this, soundscape, another 
form of sound art practice, came to be.  
 
In the light of the question in this subsection, which is: What did these art 
movements enable for sound art practice? I conclude that the art movements 
mentioned liberated the artistic forms; engaged everyday life in production 
 




and consumption; and allowed them to break away from the gallery systems, 
which are characteristics that sound art practices today (including those of 
Hong Kong and Manila) follow. 
 
Besides giving it a name, art movements gave to sound art practice a 
discursive platform (Russolo, Varese, and Cage on liberating sound from 
music towards auditory; Duchamp on musical ready-mades; Brian Eno on 
visual music; and Murray Schafer on acoustic ecology) and economy 
(because it exists in the same art world as visual arts, sound art is exposed 
to different economies of art, such as art sales, commissions, and grants) 
and enabled a condition where artists (can) forge their identity (through) and 
conventions. 
 
Practice-wise, the importance of tracing lineage and the relationship of sound 
art to music and other arts, as Jaime Sexton claims, lies in the fact that 
certain developments or events or occurrences in these particular fields are 
“key context to the emergence of sound art.”39 It validates a fundamental 
point that sound art is, indeed, art. By extension, it allows us to understand 
that sound art emerged and exists in a context that is shared with other arts, 
and not in isolation.  
 
2. Characterisation in the art world 
In this section, I will try to identify specific characteristics of the art world that 
have an implication on the mapping and locating of sound practices. It is 
important to include an elaboration on the art world as it is where the 
discussion above (on the entanglement of forms, histories, movements, 
personalities, etc.) is located conceptually and materially—it is where 
everything makes sense.  The questions for this section are as follows: How 
do we find sound practices in the art world? What is it that we should look 
for? What is it that we find when we consider sound practices as art?  
 
39 Jamie Sexton (ed), Music, Sound and Multimedia, from the Live to the Virtual, Edinburgh: 





To answer the first two questions, I propose that we look at three factors: 
first, labelling—how the art world labels itself (whether based on chronology 
or period, geography, or a combination of both); second, scene—smaller 
sections (sound art has a scene that is tangled with other art generated in the 
urban contemporary setting; some practitioners call this “community” rather 
than “scene”, focusing on camaraderie, as is usual in the case of Manila; 
meanwhile, some prefer the term “scene”, focusing on its visibility vis-a-vis 
other art scenes); and third, position taking—the role/s of agents, 
hybridization (most important for sound art: artist-curator, artist-musician). 
The third question could be answered by unravelling the specific contents of 
these three factors.  
 
Labelling 
The art world is not one place. If anything, it is the context in which the 
discourse of art (re)lies.  It deals with the relationships and connections 
between artworks and art practices and the environment that surrounds 
them. It is in this latter sense that the art world is meant to have the same 
sense as ecology.  
 
Art worlds may be labelled or called based on geography or chronology. 
Based on geography, an art world may pertain to a city (Manila), a country 
(Philippines) or continent (Asia). Based on chronology, it may refer to a 
particular period (1970s, 1990s, etc.) or periodisation (colonial era, 
contemporary, post-War, etc.). It could also be a combination of both 
geography and chronology (Manila Post-War art world). The purpose of 
labelling is beyond providing identification handles; instead, labelling signifies 
ideologies that propel the operation of an art world.  For example, the Manila 
Post-War art world is not simply a label for art that exists in Manila after the 
Second World War.  Instead, the label necessarily implies that the artworks 
subsumed therein as well as their production and circulation, carry with them 




exist, which is a city after a World War. For this research, I looked at 
contemporary art world of Asia. 
 
Howard Becker wrote that both “artness” and “worldness” are problematic;40 
however, despite this, labelling is a task taken up by art history to make 
sense of what is gathered, performed, expressed, and circulated in this 
particular field vis-a-vis the continuity, discontinuity, construct, and 
deconstruction, among others.41 
 
In talking about this exact topic, Filipino art historian Patrick Flores alerts us 
to the “rigorous conceptualization of ‘historical moments’”;42 and to attend to 
the project of “reconceptualisation” and “recalibration” to “acknowledge the 
limits of the current norm and tries to begin elsewhere or be attentive to 
different range of materials to constitute both the global and the art 
historical”.43  In view of this, the term contemporary art world of Asia, used to 
locate Hong Kong and Manila in the bigger conceptual space of art history, is 
a placeholder for when they are needed to be invoked together.  At present, 
as in Flores’s view, this pair is already of a “different range”, and hence, does 




The art world is made-up of smaller sections, which practitioners call scene 
or scenes.44 At its core is form; for example, there’s a painting scene, 
photography scene, punk music scene, zine scene, noise music scene, and 
 
40 Howard S. Becker, Art Worlds, Berkeley, California; London: University of California 
Press, 2008, p.36. 
41 Some works used as a reference for this claim are as follows: Apinan Poshyananda, 
“Positioning Contemporary Asian Art,” Art Journal, Spring 2000, pp. 10-13; Joan Kee, 
“Introduction: Contemporary Southeast Asian Art, The Right Kind of Trouble,” Third Text, 
Vol. 25, Issue 4, July 2011, 371-381; Nora Taylor, “Art without History? Southeast Asian 
Artists and Their Communities in the Face of Geography,” Art Journal, August 2011, pp.7-
22; Patrick Flores, “Art History and the Global Challenge: A Critical Perspective,” Artl@s 
Bulletin, Vol. 6, Issue 1 (2017), pp. 32-34; Oscar Campomanes, “Spatializing the 
Contemporary, Philippine-Style,” Asia Art Archive, 2013, 
https://aaa.org.hk/en/ideas/ideas/spatializing-the-contemporary-philippine-style 
42 Patrick Flores, “Address of Art: Vicinity of Region, Horizon of History.” Typescript, n.d.  
43 Flores, 2017 




so on.  A scene may be further categorised geographically and 
chronologically, such that a noise scene may be the noise music scene in 
Manila in 2010s45 to distinguish it from “not the noise scene” or another noise 
scene of another place and/or another time.  
 
In both Hong Kong and Manila, the term “sound art scene” is very rarely used 
directly, if at all; “sound scene” is taking currency but only very recently (in 
the past year). This may have to do with the entanglement of forms (with 
music, visual arts, and performing arts) that was discussed in the earlier 
section of this chapter. The rarity of using a scene label does not mean the 
absence of an actual scene, as long as its practitioners can be identified.46   
 
For this research, it is productive to pay attention to the music scene— 
particularly the alternative music scene, underground music scene, 
experimental music scene, electronic music scene, noise music scene, punk 
scene, etc., separately and together.  It is also productive to look at the art 
scene—particularly the media art scene, installation art scene, experimental 
film scene, performance art scene, zine scene, makers’ scene, etc., 
separately and together. These scenes are those that have a direct relation 
to the formation of sound practice in different capacities. Many sound 
practitioners are considered to have come from any (one or more) of the 
scenes mentioned above.47 This, thus, begs the question of age, such that 
we ask: If sound practitioners came from any of these other music or art 
scenes, are we to assume that sound is a newer form?  I propose “yes”.  
Sound practice, being young, besides its entanglement with other forms, 
 
45 This is coming from what Fermont and Dela Faille were describing: “It is mostly from the 
2010s that proper scene dedicated to noise, electroacoustic and sound art emerged in the 
Philippines.” p.102 and “Today, Filipino noise scene is still small compared to others, for 
instance, to that of Indonesia.” p.105 
46 Like Samson Young and Anson Mak recognise themselves as sound artist, from interview 
by Dayang Yraola, Hong Kong, 16 May 2016 for Young, and 19 April 2016 for Mak. 
47 Some of those interviews were that of Kung Chi Shing, 15 July 2016; Jaffa Lam, 13 July 
2016; Cedric Maridet, 17 April 2016; all held in Hong Kong; Erick Calilan, Tad Ermitano and 
Mark Laccay, Manila, 15 December 2015; interview held in Manila; Claro Ramirez and 
Eileen Legaspi, 26 January 2016; Merv Espina, Tengal Drilon, 13 September 2015; these 




could also be the reason why practitioners have not been used to calling a 
scene of sound practitioners as a “sound scene.”  
 
Whether the label is used or not, sound practitioners seem to agree with the 
general definition of scene being an organic representation of organisation or 
grouping of practitioners.  This grouping is marked by the activities that they 
share. Among the activities are: (1) the production of objects or events 
(artworks); (2) the production of events for staging (performance, exhibit, 
etc.) artworks; (3) the circulation of artworks (physically or through other 
media—print, online, sales, etc.); and (4) the documentation and discourse-
making that revolves around the artworks or the ideas that inspired the 
artworks. What should be highlighted at this point is that the grouping or the 
membership to this grouping is brought by working together, “doing stuff” 
together, and engaging with one another.   
 
In a sense, this echoes what Wegner and Lavine call community of practice, 
wherein togetherness is brought by practice. In their research they point out 
that “communities of practice are groups of people that have mutual 
engagements, a joint enterprise, and a shared repertoire,”48 which could very 
well describe how sound practitioners behave collectively.  
 
This claim was best illustrated in the presentation of Joe Kidd, founder of 
Ricecooker Archive in Kuala Lumpur and a veteran electronic musician, 
during the 2017 WSK Feedback Forum,49 wherein he said:  
 
"I am heavily involved with the DIY punk scene in Malaysia, which is 
connected to Indonesia, [and] to [the] Philippines [...] those days, 
when you're in the punk scene there is an unwritten rule where 
 
48 Jean Lave, “Situating learning in communities of practice,” in Perspectives on Socially 
Shared Cognition, 2, 1991, 63-82, and Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, Communities of 
Practice: Learning, Meaning and Identity, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998. 
49 A forum organised for sound practitioners in Asia to report current state of practice in their 
own cities.  This is part of WSK! Festival, the longest running media art festival in the 
Philippines. I co-organised and co-convened this forum with another Filipino media art 





everyone, anyone who is in the scene should do something to help out 
the scene."50   
 
In his statement, Kidd showed the three ingredients of community of practice 
being practiced by members of the punk scene: the ability to recognize and 
perform the assumed role of a member, whether explicit or implied, ensures 
membership to scene. This same community spirit can be observed in sound 




If “membership” to a scene is based on how practitioners attend to shared 
activities with other “members”, consistency and regularity of participation 
becomes recognised as “positions” or “roles.”  A person in the art practice 
may be an artist, curator, etc.—labels that are necessary to identify 
participants of activities in the art world.51 In this regard, two points are 
relevant for the study of sound art: first, as Bourdieu illustrated, position-
taking is mobile—one can take on different roles in different situations; and 
second, position-taking permits hybridisation of agents—one can take on two 
or more different roles at the same time. For music, Titmarsh noted that “the 
most notable of this hybridisation is the artist-musician and the supposed 
synchronicity between musical practice, abstraction, chromatic scales, and 
composition.52 This same sense of hybridisation is one of the foundations of 
ethics of sound art practice which will be elaborated on later in the chapter.  
 
As discussed, the art world—the space where the ecology of sound art 
resides—necessitates labels that serve as handles for furthering discourses; 
it is comprised of scenes or smaller units wherein the performance of the 
practice happens; and in this ecology, position-taking is mobile or changing 
and patronises hybridisation of roles of agents. All of these, though, do not 
 
50 This is quoted from the transcript of the forum. I was also present when Joe Kidd 
mentioned this, as I was the moderator for the panel where he spoke. 
51 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production, Essays on Art and Literature, New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1993; and Becker, 2008 





happen exclusively. As Douglas Kahn claims, “sound does not exist merely 
to sonorize the historical scene; it can be “a means through which to 
investigate issues of cultural history and theory.”53 From this claim, I direct 
this research away from the art studies inquiry where existing literature had it 
conveniently hosted, towards a cultural studies inquiry, by investigating how 
sound practice can inform issues of cultural history and theory, of social 
formation, of the embeddedness of (art) practice to other aspects of society 
beyond the fields of art. 
 
This project inter-references the conditions of enablement of sound practice 
in Hong Kong and Manila. Condition of enablement is a concept formulated 
to refer to the specific situations that allowed sound practice to happen. 
Enablement is used here in the same sense as Jan Renkema’s usage—as 
something opposite to motivation; where enablement focuses on applying 
action, motivation focuses on increasing the desire to perform action.54 The 
use of “inter-referencing” is borrowed from the usage in Asia as Method and 
Chua Beng Huat’s “Inter-Asia Referencing and Shifting Frames of 
Comparison”.55 What this method advocates is the use of different Asian 
cities as multiple points of references.56 Further, citing Aihwa Ong who 
defined inter-referencing not merely as a comparative study but an 
interweaving of inquiries and problematisation between the experiences of 
the cities that are being studied, its aims are to “cite, draw inspiration from, 
allude to, and contrast”.57 It is with these views in mind that I define inter-
referencing as the task of taking one experience or subject to inform the 
other and ultimately to be able to extract an answer or a question relevant to 
the point of inquiry of the research.58 To understand this project, we first have 
 
53 Kahn, 2001, p.2 
54 Jan Renkema, The Texture of Discourse: Towards an outline of connectivity theory. 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2009, p.86.  
55 Kuan Hsing Chen, Asia as Method: Toward Deimperialization, North Carolina: Duke 
University Press, 2010; and Beng Huat Chua, “Inter-Asia referencing and shifting frames of 
comparison,” in The Social Science in the Asian Century, Carol Johnson, Vera Mackie and 
Tessa Morris-Suzuki, Canberra: Australia National University Press, 2015 
56 Chua, 2015, p.68. 
57 Aihwa Ong, “World cities, or the art of being global,” in Ananya Roy and Aihwa Ong, eds. 
Worlding cities: Asia experiments and the art of being global, as cited in Chua, 2015, p.68. 




to ask: What of the conditions of enablement of sound practices am I inter-
referencing? Why is inter-referencing important?  
 
The first question can be further broken down as: Is it the physical locations 
of these sound practices that I am inter-referencing? Is it the size of the 
condition? Is it the formulation of the condition? Is it the participants of the 
condition?  To briefly respond (with the following responses to be expounded 
in the later chapters): First, I am inter-referencing the formulation of the 
condition that enabled sound practices.  This means looking at what the 
condition is made of or whom it is made by and what factors made the 
condition happen (e.g. technological movements, DIY culture, art 
institutions). Second, I am inter-referencing the activities of sound art 
practitioners while within the available conditions. This means examining 
what artists do in these conditions.  
 
The second question—on the importance of inter-referencing—may be 
addressed by posing these questions specific to the research: How are the 
conditions of enablement manifested (how did they happen and how were 
they received) in the ecology of sound practices in Hong Kong and Manila? 
How do sound practitioners in Hong Kong and Manila experience (how are 
they inspired, how are they affected, and how do they make use of) these 
conditions? How do the manifestations of the conditions of enablement and 
the experiences of sound practitioners shape the present ecology of sound 
art practice that includes Hong Kong and Manila? With these questions, 
inter-referencing opens up (1) the possibility of finding answers from referring 
to both cases, which may not be revealed when looking only at one subject; 
and (2) finding new subjects generated from referring one subject to the 
other (Hong Kong and Manila together besides Hong Kong only and Manila 
only, separately).  
 
These two questions will be answered in Chapters III and IV, which will tackle 





Choosing to inter-reference Hong Kong with Manila is not entirely self-
evident, especially in sound practice. Hong Kong is usually studied together 
with other East Asian cities and Manila with other Southeast Asian cities.59  
And because of this newness of pairing, the reason for studying them 
together is examined— Why are we studying them now? On what grounds 
they can be understood together? For my research, it is exactly this 
“alienation” of the two cities that inspired me to focus on them together. In 
particular, I am curious about from which junction or intersection I need to 
approach them together, given that there has been very little (almost no) 
exchange in the sound practice between these two. Despite this, it is on 
record that these two cities have had strong cultural linkages in the earlier 
decades60 because of their close physical distance and open political 
borders.61 In addition, Hong Kong is one of the main recipients/supporters of 
the Philippines’ overseas workers’ diaspora.62 There likewise exists a 
document by the Legislative Council Secretariat of Hong Kong stating “Hong 
Kong’s Ties with the Philippines”63, emphasizing their strong and consistent 
ties over a period of time in history. This historical relationship between the 
two cities topic is explored further in Chapter II on the genealogy of sound 
practice. 
 
On the unusualness of the pairing that I chose, I am encouraged by Isabel 
Ching’s study on the conceptual art in Myanmar, Singapore, and the 
Philippines in the 1960s.64 Her pairing of countries, like mine, is unusual. 
 
59  Fermont and dela Faille, 2016 
60 This will be discussed further in Chapter II: Before Sound Practices 
61 Hong Kong is 1.40hrs away from Manila by airplane. There is a flight almost every hour. 
Both Filipinos and Hong Kong don’t need visa to go in each other’s country for a given 
period of time. 
62 There are 6,500 Overseas Filipino Workers are in Hong Kong as of 2017, from Statistical 
Table on Overseas Filipino Workers, by Philippine Statistics Authority, released on 28 May 
2018. https://psa.gov.ph/content/statistical-tables-overseas-filipino-workers-ofw-2017, 
retrieved on 17 January 2019. 
63 Legislative Council Secretariat, Information Note: Hong Kong’s Ties with the Philippines, 
1999  
64 Isabel Ching, Frames of Conceptualism from Southeast Asia: Myanmar, the Philippines 
and Singapore from 1960s to 1990s, unpublished and on-going research. I do not have full 
access to this research material. The little information I know was from an email exchange 
with the author and in Judha Su’s essay, “Southeast Asian Art History Doesn’t Have a 




However, she justifies this choice as an act of “questioning assumptions”.  In 
choosing to study Hong Kong and Manila, I, too, question the usual pairing or 
placing of Manila with Southeast Asia and Hong Kong with East Asia. 
Echoing Ching’s choice as applied to conceptual art, I feel that sound 
practice is a “historical phenomenon in arts in Asia that is not often spoken 
of.” I also take advantage of the fact that the history of sound practice in Asia 
is still being written and take on the challenge of “how to construct knowledge 
in a meaningful way and how to educate future generations.”65 
  
As part of this new exploration, the section that follows investigates the art 
world, the sites where the practice can be found and its ethics articulated, 
that Hong Kong and Manila either separately occupy or share with each 
other (and with other cities). 
 
 
B. Conceptual Framework: Conditions of Enablement  
 
What is this so-called “condition of enablement of sound practices?” To 
reiterate an earlier section in this chapter, it is the specific situation in the art 
world that allows the conception, production, consumption, and exchange of 
sound artworks that is sustained enough to be considered a practice.  There 
are, then, different conditions and different aspects of the practice that are 
enabled. This project focuses on the conditions of enablement that are 
applicable to both Hong Kong and Manila—conditions formed by the 
intersection of technological developments and DIY culture that is subsumed 
within the discourses of contemporary art world in a construct called the 
ecology of sound practice.  
 
This research argues that there are three major factors that enable sound 
practices: technological movements, DIY culture, and art institutions. This 
section asks: What are these technological movements that enable sound 
practices? How do these technological movements enable sound practices? 
What aspects of DIY culture enable sound practices? How does DIY culture 
 




enable sound practices? What sectors of the art institution enable sound 
practices? How do these art institutions enable sound practices? How is DIY 
culture negotiated in relation to art institutions? What aspects of sound 
practices do these three factors engage with, activate, or arrest?  
 
Cursory response as follows:  
Technological movements gave sound practice objects, instruments, and 
programs; and enabled a condition where artists can innovate it in terms of 
form and other material aspects. Later, digital technology, also contributed a 
model for practitioners to conduct exchange through the open source 
system. 
 
Do-it-yourself (DIY) culture, largely inherited from the punk scene, gave 
sound practices a system for it to sustain itself through the initiative and 
constant action of practitioners. As in the punk scene, this system is trans 
local or linked beyond local borders, networked (which emphasises its being 
connected), and anti-institution/anti-consumerism. These characteristics 
enabled a condition where artists were able to build an organic ecology with 
porous borders—new practitioners are allowed to enter and practitioners 
from other ecologies are allowed to interlink.  It is an ecology, too, with a 
system of symbiosis or support and where sustenance is in place as a 
response to the inability of music and/or arts economy to provide for sound 
practices.  
 
Art institutions enabled a condition of discourse, new economics, and new 
modes of production. There is always an impression of stability when a 
practice connects with or enters an institution. However, this is not entirely 
the case for sound practice as some practitioners remain antagonistic to the 
idea of connecting their practice with an art institution.  
 
How these three factors shaped the ecology of practice will be discussed in 





1. Ecology of sound practices 
The term “ecology” is used here in the sense similar to how Julian Steward66 
used it for cultural ecology.  Steward defines cultural ecology as “the study of 
adaptive processes by which the nature of society and an unpredictable 
number of features of culture are affected by the basic adjustment through 
which man utilized a given environment”.67  He further claims that “the thrust 
of this ecological inquiry is to distinguish more adequately those features of 
social organization and cultural values that are closely related to the human 
use of the environment.”68  Applied to this research, ecology refers to the 
relationship between sound art practitioners and other agents in a particular 
environment or field. 
 
In the previous part, sound practice was positioned within a field,69 cohabiting 
with music, visual arts, and performing arts.  This field, also known as the art 
world,70 is where different agents (artists, critics, theorists, historians, 
curators, collectors, gallerists, and audiences)71  take various positions or 
roles in the production of artistic products and practices.72  
 
Putting the two earlier ideas together, this section claims that sound practice 
thrives within a conceptual space, called ecology, where production and 
exchange or a relationship between practitioners happen; and that this 
ecology is one of the many that floats within the art world. I ascribe to Filipino 
art studies scholar Patrick Flores’ views on this matter.  In two of his 
discussions on art history in Southeast Asia, he used the terms “ecologies of 
 
66 Father of ecological studies in Anthropology, Fikre Berkes, Sacred Ecology, 3rd ed. 
Routledge, 2012, p.26. 
67 Steward as quoted in Berkes, 2012, p.6. 
68 Robert Netting, Cultural Ecology, Prospect Heights, Ill: Waveland Press, 1986, pp.99-100. 
69 Using the term “field” in the same sense that Bourdieu used it in Field of Production, New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1994. As for Bourdieu, field or field of production to be 
specific is a realm where art, its meaning and values, are produced by various agents 
dealing with various types of capital, with an interest to various positions.  
70 I am using art world with small letters, because the term is used here to refer to an 
abstract organization or network of practice and not the institution (of art canon) 
71 Titmarsh, 2013, p.33 




art worlds” and “various ecologies of art making”, recognising the existence 
of several ecologies. 
 
For this research, the art world where the sound art practices of Hong Kong 
and Manila can be labelled as the contemporary art world in Asia.  This label 
pertains to a contemporary art world composed of art that is or that can be 
found in Asia. It can be further understood by breaking down its components, 
as follows.  
 
According to Flores, the contemporary art world operates on 
“contemporaneity”, “a condition, an epoch, a paradigm and even a 
placeholder replacing the similarly contested notion of postmodernity; [that] 
forces artists and writers to think [about] what they perceive as the present 
as never before.”73 Furthering this thought, Joan Kee adds, “notions of the 
‘contemporary’ cover issues of globalisation, globalism or the global turn,74 
which, although big concepts, may be thinly summarised as “newfound 
consciousness of the ‘outside’ as seen from the purported ‘inside’ of what 
had previously been described as the international art world.”75 These ideas 
affirm what Arjun Appadurai discussed in relation to modernity, which is 
“outward-boundedness” as a tendency of this so-called contemporary.76 The 
contemporary art world, therefore, is one of biennales, triennials, cross and 
cultural art exchanges, in addition to international pavilions and festivals that 
were designed after the Wars. It is one where regional and local are used to 
refer to “representatives” in these staging (exhibition or performance) 
platforms. The bounds of what is “inside” and “outside” may vary from case 
to case. Whatever these bounds are, what this globality of the contemporary 
claims is the consciousness of practitioners towards what is happening 
outside and that there is something happening outside that expands the 
conversation and the practice from inside, as mentioned in Denise Tsui’s 
 
73 Draft call for papers, unpublished email, 24 July 2009, from Kee, 2011, pp.371-372. 
74 Kee, 2011, pp371-381, p.372 
75 Ibid. 
76 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural dimensions of Globalization, Minneapolis: 




essay on Yogyakarta (aka Jogja),77 which I claim to be likewise applicable to 
the case of Hong Kong and Manila. 
  
Sites of sound practice 
 
One form of “inside/outside” is based on the extent of the scope in which the 
members of the scene participates. This extent is referred to in this research 
as site of sound practice or simply, site of practice. Site of sound practice is a 
favoured concept over simply sound art scene for two reasons: first, it does 
not have the burden of the earlier definition of scene being centred in the 
form, given that sound practice is recognised as a form in the interstices of 
different art forms; and second, the term brings to focus the activity—which is 
performing the practice—and the ‘“site” as an indicator of location.  Site of 
sound practice as a term, then, better articulates the point that what is being 
discussed or sought here is the location where the activity of the practitioners 
is happening. It maintains the essence of the scene as being the grouping of 
practitioners but also carries over the distinction that this grouping is formed 
by function or performance of their practice. 
 
The following are sites of practice that I found during data gathering: (1) 
circles/organisations/collectives/bands; (2) networks; and (3) scene.  
 
The site of practice is transmuted into organised circles like organisations, 
collectives, bands and/or others of different organisational structure or label 
but are ultimately organised groups.  These are formed when the relationship 
of the participants of projects have reached a certain level of intimacy usually 
brought about by their having participated in a series of projects repeatedly; 
and when practitioners have made a decision to forge a long term plan and 
have devised rituals, traditions, and rules for induction of newcomers. Like 
projects, an organisation and/or collective may be initiated by a person, a 
group, or an institution. A collective is supposedly more loosely organised 
compared to an organisation in terms of hierarchy. In the case of sound 
 




practice, however, the two terms are interchangeable.  
 
A network is actually more of a linkage than a grouping. It refers to a much 
larger scope of participants, which includes those who may or may not be 
directly part of the practice. And that this network as a site of practice is 
organic or constantly changing. A network is by no means initiated by 
anybody. Instead, it is usually a non-formal alliance of practitioners who have 
had a sustained/consistent practice over time, which is known, and might 
have influenced other practitioners. What is central to the connection in a 
network as a site of practice are project and/or programmes.  The size and 
scale of a project may vary—as small as two people can work on a 
collaborative project or as large as N number of people can work on one 
project. For practitioners, consistent participation in projects assures 
membership to the scene. There are two main types of projects: (1) 
intersection, coined as such because this is where practices intersect are 
types of projects on tested conditions of enabling sound practice and initiated 
by those who have been recognised as members of the scene; and (2) 
tendencies, coined as such because these are new conditions where 
practitioners perform their practice.  Both intersections and tendencies may 
be further classified depending on who initiated them. The project could be 
any or a combination of the following: (1) a solo initiative, where there is one 
person who leads the project conception and implementation; (2) a collective 
initiative, which can range from one-time to a series of projects and which 
can be initiated one or more collectives/s; and (3) an institution initiative, 
which can be done by any institution regardless if they are art-related, profit, 
non-profit, etc.78 
 
Scene as a site of practice refers to the connection based on the attendance 
of practitioners to their art production that is making music, noise or other 
sound works. It is therefore a site of practice that is formed based on the art 
 
78 Case studies and more discussion on tendencies and intersections on an essay I wrote: “  
 "Listening to sound practices in Manila, within the region: sources, intersections, 
tendencies”, for “Acoustic Historiographies Workshop”, Transregionale Forum Studien, 




form. Among the three sites, scene is the easiest to spot and the hardest to 
explain. A scene maybe formed because of an initiator, a space, or a 
platform.  What the scene requires is a consistency of presence—of the 
initiator, as that one person who practitioners can always go to or send out to 
represent what everybody else is doing; or of the space where practitioners 
can always go back to or where practitioners can be found; or of the event or 
activity that practitioners organised themselves or, like the space, where 
practitioners can surely be found.  
 
The above claim follows earlier scholarship, particularly Nancy Sullivan’s, 
who described the art world as “an ‘imagined community’ of tiered 
commercial, communicative, and social networks spread across the globe”;79 
and Becker’s, who called it a “network of cooperative links”.80  
 
Ethics of sound practice 
 
One of the pieces of literature that strongly guided me in exploring the idea of 
the ecology of sound art practice was Tsui’s review of the contemporary art 
scene in Jogja as part of the Southeast Asia art world. From her examination, 
as in my previous claim, the art world is a community, describing it, thus: 
“there is a prevailing sense of community spirit among the agents of art.” 
Dubbed the “Jogja way”, it is where people operate with the belief that 
“anything is possible as long as there is passion and desire to make it 
happen.”81 It is a sense that is not exclusive to artists who are 
disenfranchised by whatever else system there is in the art world, instead, it 
is shared across generations and practices. This is the artists’ response to 
the socioeconomic situation of Yogyakarta: “not driven by commercial 
success, but by a sense of community and shared responsibility.”82 
 
 
79 Nancy Sullivan, “Inside Trading: Postmodernism and the Social Drama of Sunflowers in 
the 1980s Art World,” in George E. Marcus and Fred R. Myers, The Traffic in Culture, 
Refiguring Art and Anthropology. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California 
Press, 1995, p.257. 
80 Becker, 2008, p.34 
81 Tsui, p.540 




It is this almost utopic image of a community of practice that I used as a 
backdrop for my own exploration of the sound practices of Hong Kong and 
Manila. After all, it is quite common for practitioners to say that it was their 
friendship with other practitioners that brought them to the scene in the first 
place and that they keep doing what they are doing because it provides 
occasions to be with friends. Although without a name (unlike the “Jogja 
way”), both Hong Kong and Manila practitioners have their way of negotiating 
their practice among peers, to other sites of practice, with the art world, and 
sometimes beyond the art world, which is the society that may or may not 
have an interest with the sound art practice.  
 
Approaching this topic from the cultural ecology perspective, Mark Sutton 
and E.N. Anderson mentioned that a cultural group, such as a scene in the 
art world, such as the sound scene, functions with a “unique pattern of 
learned behaviour.”83 I think unique here should be taken in the sense of 
being particular to that group. I also think that paying attention to the idea 
that the behaviour performed by the members of the group are learned is 
crucial. What are these behaviours, then?   
 
Monika Schoop, in her study of the independent music scene in Manila 
suggested that belonging to the scene (even with the existence of 
subscenes) is defined by members centred on “connections between its 
members in the form of collaborations and friendships.”84 Incidentally, in the 
interviews done, especially in Manila, this, too, was how the scene was 
described: with the practice behaving like a community.  Congenial and 
collegial engagement bring and keep the members of the scene together. 
 
In the case of Manila, the practice as community-life can be contextualised 
by earlier studies on Filipino psychology by linguist Virgilio Enriquez.85 
 
83 Mark Q. Sutton and E.N. Anderson, Introduction to Cultural Ecology, 3rd ed., Lanham, 
Maryland: Altamira Press, 2014, P.113 
84 Schoop, 2017, p.40 
85 Virgilio Enriquez, “Kapwa: A Core Concept in Filipino Social Psychology”, in Virgilio 





Enriquez proposes to look at kapwa as base of interaction among people. 
Kapwa is loosely translated as “fellow being”86 but the term also signifies 
unity between the self and others.87 The act of that manifest this fellow-ness 
and unity is called, pakikipagkapwa tao.  Pakikipagkapwa tao is said to refer 
to “humanness to its highest level,”88 making it the most desired virtue in any 
social situation, including that of ecology of sound practice. 
 
In my own past research in contemporary art practice, I also find the essence 
of bayanihan useful in trying to understand the dynamics of practitioners and 
how the ethics of practice are formed. Enriquez translated bayanihan as 
“togetherness in common effort”, which I find as an insufficient description of 
the system. Enriquez, too, had classified bayanihan among the list of traits,89 
which he labelled superficial, or “surface concept consistent with the Western 
orientation aimed to perpetuate colonial status of the Filipinos.”90 What I want 
to emphasise in bayanihan is this: it is an act and it can come in many forms. 
For example, if a house91 needs to be moved from one location to another, 
men of the village will gather and help carry the house to its destination. 
Another example, it is acceptable to leave a young child in the care of trusted 
neighbour while one attends to work with the added guarantee that other 
(usually) mothers will look after your child as if he/she were their own. In the 
more urban and modern settings, bayanihan is often demonstrated when 
natural calamities happen, in the way people organise to do rescue 
operations, relief operations, medical mission, and victims counselling, 
among others. Bayanihan, therefore, is an act that fosters the common good 
 
86 Panganiban, 1972, Enriquez, 1979, de Guzman, 1968 and Calderon, 1957 in Enriquez, 
1986, p.11 
87 Ibid., p.11 
88 Santiago, 1976, in Enriquez, 1986, p.12. 
89 Other traits on this list were: hiya (propriety), utang na loob (gratitude), pakikisama 
(yielding to the will of the leader or majority), bahala na (surrendering to Bathala/god), amor 
propio (sensitivity to personal upfront), and bayanihan (togetherness in common effort). 
These traits appeal to a network of affect in Filipino psychology, for example utang na loob, 
with loob being the interior of the person, branches to sama ng loob (resentment), kusang 
loob (initiative), lakas ng loob (guts); and most of the time is used to subjugate the 
(post)colonial subject.  
90  Enriquez, 1986. 
91 In the Philippines there is something called a bahay kubo or a cube house on stilts. It is 
made out of bamboo and thatched roof, which makes it light enough to be carried by several 




or, at least, a common goal; it is usually unpaid labour: and it is purely 
voluntary and “paid-forward”. 
 
Further, according to in Enriquez, there are different levels and modes of 
social interaction, as follows: (1) pakikitungo (transaction/civility with), (2) 
pakikisalamuha (interaction with); (3) pakikilalahok (joining/participating with); 
(4) pakikibagay (in conformity with/in accord with); (5) pakikisama (being 
along with); (6) pakikipagpalagayan (being in rapport/understanding); (7) 
pakikisangkot (getting involved); (8) pakikiisa (being one with).92 The 
differences in these levels and modes reflect the distance between a person 
and the rest of the community. There is the ibang-tao or the outsider 
category, who are the recipients of pakikitungo (level of amenities), 
pakikibagay (level of conforming), and pakikisama (level of adjusting). Then 
there is the hindi ibang-tao/tayo/atin or the one-of-us category, who are the 
recipients of the three levels of interaction accorded to outsiders, in addition 
to pakikipagpalagayang-loob (level of mutual trust) and pakikiisa (level of 
fusion, oneness and full trust).93  
 
Although pakikipagkapwa-tao and bayanihan are concepts lifted from Filipino 
psychology, practitioners in Hong Kong exhibit this same concept in their 
own practice. At the beginning of the research, it was common to hear from 
Hong Kong practitioners that there is no community (only scenes) for sound, 
and that the scenes were clearly marked by form (i.e. experimental music is 
clearly different from sound art). Despite this, however, close observation of 
the so-called scenes made it readily apparent that practitioners therein were 
not antagonistic to each other, that there were many occasions when they 
were helpful towards each other, and that there were some who maintained 




92 Santiago and Enriquez, 1976, in Enriquez, 1986, pp.9-10 




2. Factors enabling the practice 
I propose that we view technological movements, DIY culture, and art 
institutions as the factors that enabled sound practice. It is from these factors 
that sound practice drew inspiration; gathered tools for creating work; and 
went on to have a sense of identity and model structure for forming 
groupings for sustainability.  This proposal echoes Kahn’s claim that there 
are three conditions from which the Avant-Garde developed, namely, 
discursive, technological, and institutional.94 The discussion of all three is 
discursive as it points towards the relationship to or against professionalising 
or institutionalising sound practices through the discourse of dominant 
art/culture, sustainability, access and resources, mode of production, 
distribution, and consumption, among others. With this, I claim that sound 
practice, although non-institutionalised in its “traditional sense”, is not 




This research looks at two definitions of technological movements. The 
first—that it is the development of tools that are used to amplify, record or 
manipulate sound/noise/music—is gathered from review of existing literature 
from related fields of sound studies and sound and music production, among 
others. The other—that technology is a “way of thinking for making”—is 
borrowed from Filipino avant-garde musician and ethnomusicologist, Jose 
Maceda.  
 
In sound and music production, there are three major types of technologies 
that were developed.  First, the technology for amplification and 
transmission. This development includes the invention of the telephone, 
radio, microphones, loudspeakers, and much later, Internet platforms (radio 
streaming, SoundCloud, BandCamp). Second, the technology to capture or 
record and playback. These include the phonograph and recording devices 
 
94 Douglas Kahn, Wireless Imagination, Sound, Radio and the Avant-Garde, London: The 




(wax cylinder, tape, vinyl, mini-divi, CD, DVD). Third, the technology to create 
sound (and, consequently, music). Under this technology are keyboards, 
synthesizers and other gears (pedals, drum machines, samplers, MPC), as 
well as computational and digital programs: (Max/MSP, Processing, 
SoundForge, Vegas, Ableton Live, Reason, Pure Data, Logic).95 
 
The invention of these technologies may be plotted chronologically, however, 
I would like to point out that their value in the emergence and development of 
sound art is not necessarily tied to time. Technology for sound transmission, 
recording, and production can continuously affect the practice of sound art 
from when it was first explored until, possibly, the present. For example, 
recording devices that came out around the 1940s and were removed from 
the market around the 1990s may still be used by sound artist six years ago 
as part of his work for the very reason that the equipment is already 
obsolete.96  
Jose Maceda’s definition of technology captures what has been described 
above. However, he added the idea of understanding technology as a way of 
thinking to be able to make. He illustrated this by saying that technology has 
two aspects—software and the hardware. Hardware is what was described 
above. On the other hand, software is the faculty of man—the thinking, 
strategy, and system that make the hardware useful. Factoring in the 
software, according to Maceda, is the only way to humanise technology and 
 
95 https://gearpatrol.com/2015/10/22/influential-tools-electronic-music/ 
96 An example of this is a performance Arvin Nogueras did for the closing of the exhibit 
“Inverted Telescope” at the Cultural Center of the Philippines in July 2018. The description of 
the work as follows: “Nogueras a.k.a. Caliph8 will be performing a live sound piece using 
100 vinyl records from the CCP Library and Archives and from his personal collection- an 
assortment of titles and genres from Asian ethnomusicology, field recordings, early new 
music composers to experimental music from the past. The performance focuses on sound 
manipulation using modified parts of 6 turntables, 2 independent custom-built tone arms, and 
actual phonograph players. Instead of extracting the sound from the source to a recorder, as 
is common practice in sound production, some vinyl records are cut by hand and tape 
affixed in patterns across its surfaces. Other devices will also be used to interfere with the 
sound to either prolong or truncate certain phrases or notes of the recorded sound in the 
phonograph emitting sound pulses, mangled chants and broken rhythms all interweaving in 
a whirling sound pool of improvised contradictions. The sound archive becomes a creative 
medium rather than a static imprint of the past which is in keeping with Nogueras’ 20+ year 
affinity to the vinyl record format. Sampling and sound manipulation are the main focus of his 
sound work.” 
https://d.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1520327901373587&id=1063949370344778&_




“the only way for modern man can look up in order to extricate himself from 
gigantic system of present living, which tends to destroy the very essence of 
man, whose spirit far exceeds what a computer society can possible give 
him.”97  
 
It is in this view that innovation or inventions following creative 
experimentation in technology (hardware) is paid attention to here as a 
determining act or movement that enables sound practice.   
 
In this case, both the introduction of new and the obsolescence of old sound 
devices provided a condition of enablement for sound practice. This 
subsection will not attempt to enumerate the different tools that came out of 
the aforementioned technological categories; instead, it will gather from 
literature instances when they are recognised to be pivotal in the emergence 
and development of sound practices.  
 
The first thing that modern people did to sound was to amplify; and to amplify 
for the purpose of transmission, to allow more than one person to hear the 
sound. This is evident in how vaulted interiors of churches allowed speech, 
songs, and instrumental sounds to travel within the architecture and reach 
people even outside the structure although within a close proximity.98 The 
invention of the telephone and radio did the same thing.  It also allowed 
sound to travel away from its source.  These two latter technologies, 
however, made the reach much wider, even beyond the sight boundaries.  
 
With respect to this and the software and hardware aspects that Maceda 
described, the invention of the Telharmonium is a good example. A precursor 
of the organ and the electronic keyboard, it was inspired by the principles 
used in developing the telephone,99  but with a “creative agenda”. This kind 
of experimentation, which paved the way for the invention of instruments to 
 
97 Jose Maceda, “A Primitive and a Modern Technology in Music,” National Centre for the 
Performing Arts Quarterly Journal, Vol.VII, 2 June 1978, pp.36-38. 
98 Licht, 2009, p.17 




be able to create new sounds, is, at present, a branch of sound art practice.  
It links activities of sculptors (as far as visual arts is concerned) and makers 
(as far as innovators societies is concerned).100  
 
Another type of creative movement coming from this particular technological 
advancement is the engagement of sound to moving images, like the so 
called “absolute radio” and “absolute cinema” of the 1920s,101  wherein 
noises, sounds of nature, and “unheard sounds” produced by this same 
technology received attention from artists. Live music, as well as phonograph 
records, were used to accompany silent films. This development was 
followed by sound film.102 Within this period were various experimentation 
with sounds and images within the genre of cinema/film. A notable example 
is Walter Ruttman’s sound film without images, titled “Weekend” (1929).103  
The so-called “audio phonic-led revolution in communication technologies” 
happened, as coined by Douglas Kahn, which involved radio, sound film, 
microphony, amplification, and phonography.104 This kind of experimentation 
is related to the present sound practice as some of the practitioners either 
started in this same trajectory of image-vis-a-vis-sound or did it during the 
later phase of their practice.105 
 
Recording enabled capturing and replication of music performance. Schoop, 
in grounding her research on independent music, mentioned that technology 
and technological innovations are closely tied to ethnomusicology.  The 
invention of audio recording devices enabled ethnomusicologists to bring 
 
100 On this link is an example of work of Filipino artist, Lirio Salvador, who views his 
“Sandata” as both a sculptural work, but also a sound/noise/music instrument: 
https://youtu.be/flGFdI4U1wk; on this other link is a sample work by Hong Kong artist, Cheuk 
Wing Nam, who like Salvador, create sculptural works that are sounding, which may be 
valued as a cross between art and music: https://www.evilagnivv.com/wp/portfolio/message-
series/ 
101 Licht, 2009, p.35 
102 Licht, p.36 
103 Licht, 2009, p.36; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfGdlajO2EQ 
104 Kahn, 2001, P10 
105 One possible example of a practitioner with this inclination from Hong Kong is Anson 
Mak, a general description of her works on this link: http://ava.hkbu.edu.hk/people/dr-mak-
hoi-shan-anson/; from the Manila, Tad Ermitano has a similar practice having had attended 





samples of what they are studying to their universities.106 Besides the growth 
of ethnomusicology, experimentation on the use of magnetic tapes in the 
1940s and 1950s, birthed what is now called musique concrete through 
Pierre Schaeffer and Pierre Henry.107 Musique concrete as a form is 
generally characterised as manipulation of documentary sound recordings 
into music that “divorced them from the object that made them.”108 In another 
volume addressing an anthropological study of the popular music scene in 
Asia, Bart Barendregt, et.al., recognised the same role of recording 
technology, that “new media technology enables new ways of making music 
[...] separate musical traditions and introducing new styles and sounds. In the 
1970s, cheap cassette technology allowed musical entrepreneurs to re-
engage localized forms of identity, offering a platform for ethnic and 
traditional genres that industries previously had ignored.”109 This later birthed 
the site of production dubbed “bedroom studios”, which could refer to literal 
bedrooms that doubled as music studios but also to any non-formal studio. 
Barendregt, et.al., quoting anthropologist Lars Gjelstad, observed that 
“bedroom practices such as tape compilations, musical diaries, or self-
constructed dance floors have to be understood as moments in a wider 
circuit of the production, circulation, and consumption of cultural products.”110 
This wider circulation and consumption of cultural products included or 
covered the practices of sound art.111  Therefore, the pioneering 
experimentations of Schaeffer and Henry; and later, the innovation of 
bedroom studios; opened up a branch of experimental music practice, which, 
up to the present is a technique used by sound artists doing compositive 
works.112 
 
106 Schoop, 2017, Chapter 2. 
107 Licht, 2007, p.38 
108 Licht, 2007, p.38 
109 Bart Barendregt, Peter Keppy and Henk Schulte Nordholt (eds.), Popular Music in 
Southeast Asia: Banal Beats, Muted Histories, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 
2017, p. 12 
110 Barendregt, et.al., p.14 
111 This is the reason why one of the gatherings of sound practitioners in Manila is called 
“Bedroom Lab” 
112 On this channel is an example of Caliph8’s compositive work, inspired by 






The discussion on bedroom studios may be extended to the entry of digital 
technology not only in capturing music but also in producing sounds.  Schoop 
recognised how the digital technology in music production, promotion, and 
distribution aided the formation of the Philippine independent music scene 
and ensures its survival to this day.113 Her research implies that having digital 
devices readily available enabled the independent music scene in Manila to 
survive even within a changing market.  Computers, computerised gadgets, 
and digital programs were the means of production, while social media 
became the platform for distribution.114 This claim is supported even by 
sound practitioners that Schoop did not include in her research. In one of the 
interviews, Jing Garcia recalled that there was a time when Children of 
Cathode Ray, his band, would bring a monitor and a (tower) CPU to 
performance venues. After a few years, they shifted to using laptops and 
sequencers, which are more sophisticated computer machines than the bulky 
CPU.115  Besides the actual production of work, through digital technology 
innovations, especially in the entry of social media as a platform of 
distribution, a new form of economy was birthed among musicians and 
artists. It is an economy that is based on sharing, which is called in digital 
language as open source. In simple terms, this is a network that enables 
practitioners to support each other’s projects through sharing of technical 
knowhow, listening to each other’s work, and informing others about other’s 
work, among others. In Schoop’s terms, what digital technology enabled is 
the empowerment of independent practices.116 This idea forms one of the 
bases of how sound practices, including sound art, are able to exist without 
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Do-it-yourself (DIY) culture is another term for self-sustainability that 
emerged as a reaction to the lack of state support because of marginality of 
form or unfavourable agenda. Sound practice being a practice born largely 
from the music field, takes much inspiration on the punk culture as it lends a 
system that sustains sound practice. It should be noted, however, that my 
discussion of the punk culture in Manila (and consequently, in Hong Kong) is 
informed by the earlier discussion on Filipino psychology. Therefore, aspects 
of the punk culture that are discussed below will be analysed with respect to 
pakikipagkapwa-tao and bayanihan.  
   
Punk is an interdisciplinary art movement that began in the 1970s, propelled 
by activism. Like most art movements that are ideology-based rather than 
style-based, there is no one way to describe what punk is.117 Marc Bayard 
wrote, “The major problem with trying to explain punk is that it is not 
something that fits neatly into a box or categories. Not surprising, as punk 
had made the explicit aim of trying to destroy all boxes and label.”118 Punk, 
therefore, is characterised by what its art does, rather than what its art looks 
or sounds like—they encourage other people to do their own punk music, for 
them to break down the boundaries between performer and audience and to 
render the idea of a “star” (expert, master) immaterial. Lohman suggests that 
punk, however, may be studied through its “artefacts (recorded music, zines 
and clothing), its events (performance on TV and live), and its institutions 
(shops and record labels, record companies and the press).”119  
 
 
117 Works reviewed: Ken Spring and Luke Mayton, “The Paradox of Punk,” International 
Journal of Education and Social Science, Vol.2, No.10, October 2015, 56-64; Jeremy 
Wallach, “Living the Punk Lifestyle in Jakarta,” Ethnomusicology, Vol.52, No.1, Winter 2008, 
98-116; Kirsty Lohman, The Connected Lives of Dutch Punks: Contesting Subcultural 
Boundaries, London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017; Gareth Dylan Smith, et.al., Punk 
Pedagogies: Music, Culture and Learning, Taylor and Francis Group, 2017; Ian P. Moran, 
“Punk: The Do-It-Yourself Subculture,” Social Sciences Journal, Vol.10, Issue 1, Article 13, 
2010, 58-65; Andy Bennett, “Punk’s Not Dead: The Continuing Significance of Punk Rock for 
an Older Generation of Fans,” Sociology, Vol 40 (2), 2016, 219-235; Ryan Moore, 
“Postmodernism and Punk Subculture: Cultures of Authenticity and Deconstruction,” The 
Communication Review, 7:305-327, 2004 
118 Craig O’Hara, The Philosophy of Punk, More than Noise!, Edinburg: AK, p.11 




As an art movement,120 punk is related to previous movements in different 
aspects.  With the avant-garde movements, punk shares “unusual fashions, 
blurring of boundaries between art and everyday life, juxtapositions of 
seemingly disparate objects and behaviours, intentional provocation of the 
audience, use of untrained performers, and drastic reorganisation (or 
disorganisation) of accepted performance styles and procedures.”121  With 
Dadaist, they share the same level of subversiveness by “rejecting all 
previous existing social and aesthetic values.”122 Punks and Futurists both 
used unusual/outrageous fashion in everyday affairs to express their 
sentiments against institutionalised art.123 Sound artists, too, share most of 
these characteristics; except maybe that sound artists are less subversive 
than punks, in a sense that not all of them engage in political activism.   
 
In their anti-institution, anti-establishment stance, punks are known to have 
built their own way of life—a culture that is self-sufficient, labelled as DIY.  As 
such, punks organise their own gigs, produce their own records, literature 
(zines), and merchandise, and create their own performance space, among 
others.124 O’Hara claims, “The ethos of Punk business has been “do-it-
yourself.” This is an extension of the anarchistic principles requiring 
responsibility and cooperation in order to build a more productive, creative 
and enjoyable future. (...) The idea of not relying on the prevailing outside 
forces in society to create for us to consume is a truly subversive 
development in our age of ever-increasing centralization, technocratic 
rationalization, and behavioural manipulation.”125 
 
Much closer to my research, referring to contemporary art in Asia, Yoshitaka 
Mori claims, “It is worth considering a neglected area of mainstream art 
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history: DIY and punk aesthetics within the context of trans-Asian culture. 
Rallying against the standardisation of contemporary art in the age of 
globalisation, contemporary punk culture and its DIY aesthetics have thrived 
since the later 1970s and are still spreading in Asia. They have their own 
independent, often underground, networks, where ideas and cultural 
products are exchanged. Reciprocal visits for gigs have even created their 
own DIY economy that is able to survive in the harsh capitalist world.”126 A 
deeper discussion on the DIY cultural production of the punk scene in Asia is 
Jeremy Wallach’s study of punk movement in Jakarta, where he claimed that 
despite this “DIY endeavour [having] very limited commercial reach and even 
less profit potential”, it was able to foster the growth and sustainability of the 
punk culture, lifestyle, and philosophies, making Indonesia one of the 
countries with largest punk population.127  
 
It is this, the DIY ethos, that sound practitioners strongly share with the 
punks. Likened to punks, sound practitioners are known to organise their 
own events, which they hold in a wide range of and sometimes unusual 
performance venues—an auditorium, a front lawn of a house, and even a 
roadside.128 In these spaces, there is usually no distancing between the 
performers and the audience;129 the organisers are also performers;130 class 
lines are blurred131 (despite punk’s history of engagement with the struggle of 
the working class in UK);132  ethnic differences are de-emphasized;133 the 
identity as a purist underground movement or subculture is kept;134 and the 
language where the form came from is used (English, most of the time, for 
both punks and sound practitioners).135 At the centre of all these is a theory 
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of “connectedness”, which embeds “individual lives in their connected social 
world; be that historically, spatially, or socially.”136  
 
As described in the previous sections, sound practice is in-between or within 
music, visual arts, and performing arts. Therefore, it cannot fully be assumed 
the production systems are determined or a given. For example, not all 
sound art can benefit from the production studio system. Similarly, most 
sound artists cannot engage in art market because they do not produce 
sellable art. One reason why sound practice distinguishes itself from music, 
visual arts, and performing arts is its disenfranchisement from resources 
allotted for these three, which are more defined art forms; resources such as 
grants, exhibitions, and performance spaces. Because of this, self-sufficiency 
became a relevant choice of survival. The punks’ DIY culture enabled the 






While the effects and relationship of technological movements and DIY 
culture with sound practices can be traced historically and with full conviction, 
the inclusion of art institutions as an enabler of sound practice remains an 
arguable position.  This is ultimately because punk culture, the brand of DIY 
culture that sound practice adapted, is essentially anti-institution. 
 
In the more recent years, however, the participation of art institutions in 
forming and sustaining sound practices has become too pronounced—there 
are universities that have sound art curricula or organize talks and 
workshops by and for sound practitioners; some art fairs feature sound 
works; there are galleries that hold sound works exhibits; foundations and 
other funding agencies started giving grants to sound projects; and finally, in 
 




connection to the first item, sound practice now has its own art history, which 
is imparted in formal academic settings or as part of non-formal studies.  
 
These activities do not only signal new, available, or additional platforms that 
are not artist-initiated anymore. The current growing interest of art institutions 
in sound practice has led to changes in the ethics of practice, the dynamics 
in production, and the configuration of the ecology. Participation to the 
activities organized by art institutions provided a condition for the sound 
practice to submit itself to discourses of art institution or engage in it as a 
form of critique. An illustration of how this manifests will be made clearer with 
the use of empirical cases in Chapter IV.  
 
While art movements provide a solid conceptual support that enables sound 
artists to articulate their identities and technologies allow them to express 
their works, with the challenging of conventions and breakaway from 
institution, one may ask: How does sound art practice survive? From 
whom/what does it draw its technical and practical resources? How does it 
sustain its production? And how does it manage its conventions? Returning 
to Isabel Ching’s dissertation on conceptual art, she mentioned that unlike in 
her own country, Singapore, resources are more meagre for artists in the 
Philippines (and Thailand), yet they continue their art production without 
government support. She declares this “a complex question [that] requires a 
deeper understanding of what culture is and what it needs to sustain 
itself.”137  
 
In summary, I have argued that (1) sound art is entangled with music, visual 
arts, and performing arts by virtue of shared history, production, distribution, 
and consumption; therefore, a project of mapping makes more sense than a 
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project of disentanglement; (2) sound practice is set within conditions where 
technological advancements, DIY culture, and art institutions affect and 
determine the material production of sound works by providing conceptual, 
material, and organisational tools. 
 
 
C. Research Method 
1. Gathering from the inside 
In choosing my approach for this research project, I considered three main 
factors. First, the subject of my inquiry— sound practices in Hong Kong and 
Manila—has limited literature, which means that the bulk of the inquiry will 
have to be done within the context of practice. Second, the subject of my 
research is also where my own practice, or at least a good part of it, is. Third, 
there is a recognition of the need to study the practice among its practitioners 
or, at least, document in writing “what is happening” (and what has 
happened).138 Therefore, this research project is intended as a response to 
the expressed desire of the community. 
 
Given these factors, I have chosen to conduct the research using analytic-
interpretive autoethnography.139  I find that the analytic-interpretive approach 
is most appropriate because my intention is to transform personal stories of 
practitioners in Hong Kong and Manila to “culturally meaningful and sensible 
text.”140 Analytic-interpretive autoethnography is an ethnographic research 
method141 that focuses on cultural analysis and interpretation through 
personal stories. The method has three components: (1) the self; (2) others; 
and (3) culture, which is a web of the self and others. Applied to this 
research, the first corresponds to sound practice in Manila, which is the 
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practice I belong to; the second to sound practice in Hong Kong; and the 
third to the contemporary art world of Asia, the cultural field that ties the 
Manila and Hong Kong subjects. 
 
According to Heewon Chang, there are three different positions of the self in 
autoethnography. A study can: (1) have the self as the main character of 
investigation; (2) consider the self as a co-participant, along with others; or 
(3) focus on others in relation to the self.142 For this research, I am using the 
third position, where the main lens is directed towards others, but in relation 
to my own practice. This is where autoethnography and inter-referencing 
fostered by Inter-Asia Cultural Studies come together.   
 
In my research, as earlier mentioned, I aim to understand the sound practice 
in Manila by learning about the sound practice in Hong Kong. This means 
that I will use data from Hong Kong (for example, information from an 
interviewee from Hong Kong about the types of venues used in sound gigs) 
as a guide for my search in my own site of practice Manila (for example, for 
the types of venues used in sound gigs in Manila). I will then bring together 
and analyse the data from both cities to see what it says about sound 
practice, in general (for example, that the types of gig venues determine the 
demographics of the audience, the network of support for the practice, and/or 
the popularity of sound practice in the performance circuit). This is important 
because being an insider, most of the time, elements of the practice are too 
familiar that it becomes impossible to look at and analyse them objectively. 
  
There are two main tasks in analytical-interpretive autoethnography. First, 
data analysis, or the “identification of essential features and the systematic 
description of interrelationships among them” and how things work.143 
Second, data interpretation, which is the finding of cultural meanings beyond 
data or how the researcher makes them to mean vis-a-vis the problem,144 
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which could also transcend the factual data to probe into what is to be made 
of them.145 Looking at what I wanted to accomplish in this research, these 
two tasks are most suited. First, I intend to identify the essential features of 
sound practice in Hong Kong and Manila, how things work for each of them 
and how could they possibly be related to each other. Second, I will subject 
such data to questions of formation, sustainability, and 
development/broadening of practice; probe the practices’ connection with 
other fields, including different aspects of societies; and interpret them as a 
manifestation of a culture that enable conditions of an organic or evolving art 
practice.  
 
As mentioned on the Preface, I approach this thesis from my dual position of 
being an active sound practitioner and an academic. Choosing to focus on 
Hong Kong and Manila is informed by this dual position as I have a practice 
as a curator and artist (working largely on sound) in both Manila and Hong 
Kong; I am doing my postgrad studies in Hong Kong; and I continue to 
participate (online and personally, whenever I am in Manila) in the academic 
activities in University of the Philippines, where I am a faculty member for 
both College of Fine Arts and College of Music. I particularly chose the 
chronological scope of 1995-2015, as these are important periods for both 
cities. As mentioned in the Preface, this is relevant for Hong Kong, as it was 
the time of handover, which brought institutional, social, and even personal 
“anxiety” to the people of Hong Kong.  It is important for the Philippines, 
particularly Manila, as this was the time when most artist-run spaces and 
other artist-initiated activities were most active. They were those who 
accommodated and sustained the non-traditional, non-selling, innovative, 
conceptual and experimental kind of art, where sound practice belongs.  
 
This project primarily surveys participants and their participation in sound 
activities.  It documents a particular present, which captures the 
characteristic of sound practice, as manifested in the ecology.  By saying that 
it is a “particular present”, I am implying that the characteristics of this 
 




ecology is ever changing.  And further claim that documenting it at this 
moment is useful and necessary as it will set out future directions and 
trajectories. 
 
Again, I look at these futures from my location as a practitioner and as an 
academic. As far as practice is concerned, there had been call among us to 
write about what we did and what we are doing. Among those explicitly 
expressed was from Manila by Tad Ermitaño, through Jing Garcia’s blogpost, 
wherein Ermitaño was quoted saying:  
“I guess the writing problem is inherent in any ‘emerging’ art for. All we 
really need are one or two writers who are dedicated and 
knowledgeable (…). Let us buy him a book or two about avant garde, 
electronic music, and sound art. Someone should also write an article 
‘What the FUCK is sound art?’ and ‘Sound art in Manila.”146 
  
As a practitioner therefore, this is my response to this call of my colleagues in 
the practice, write about “us” and “we”. But since I also have a practice in 
Hong Kong, I further complicated my response to this call by including Hong 
Kong in the scope of the “us” and the “we”.  This is not to say that my Manila 
practice and Hong Kong practice are the same. This is an attempt to trace 
how one is able to have a practice in both—What allows it? To what extent? 
And to what end? 
 
As an academic exercise, this research fills a present gap in the scholarship 
of sound practice. There have been none written on these exact topics—
sound practice, Hong Kong, Manila, 1995-2015, and conditions of 
enablement—in the literatures I have reviewed. In (alternative) musicology, 
there are some attempts to write about the practice of sound, either as part of 
or as “sound art” or “other music”.  
 
The subject of my research, in all fronts, is new: sound practice (through 
sound art) has only gained scholarly attention in the past decade; sound 
practice as a distinct art practice on its own (although maintaining its creative 
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dexterity/sociability) has only been pushed in the past five years; there is no 
exhibit literature that defines sound practice and elaborates on its features as 
an art practice in Hong Kong and Manila separately and together (what exists 
is limited to a number of essays that enumerates practitioners, events, and 
organisations); and there has been no active exchange in sound practice 
between Hong Kong and Manila (except for the projects I initiated, at least at 
the time I started my research).  Studying Hong Kong and Manila together, 
then, is clearly justified.  Despite the dearth of information, I collected data by 
gathering whatever written documentation was available—including invitation 
or promotional materials for gigs and other projects, newspaper and 
magazine clippings, Facebook events pages, (very occasionally) manifestos 
written by practitioners, and blogposts. Literature on experimental, electronic, 
alternative, underground music were particularly helpful, as for the longest 
time, sound practices resided in the same field. Literature on the arts, 
particularly exhibit catalogues and websites of art galleries, were likewise 
useful in constructing the genealogy and mapping the ecologies of the two 
sites of sound practice.  
 
The bulk of data, however, was gathered from interviews. Throughout the 
course of this research, I interviewed 22 practitioners from Hong Kong147 and 
26 practitioners from Manila148 between November 2015 to December 2018. 
Some interviews were held via Skype or Facebook chat, but about 90% were 
done in person. Since the interviewees and I were mostly familiar with each 
other (all of them I met prior to the interviews for this research), instead of a 
question-and-answer format, interviews were set-up as conversations.  There 
were three points of discussion: (1) their portfolio, training, 
inspiration/motivation; and the creation process for their work/s; (2) the scene 
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where they belong to and where they do their practice; (3) categories and 
labels—experimental, electronic, noise, sound art, sound artists, musicians, 
art, sound practice, scene, community, etc. I had multiple conversations with 
some informants to double check or ask for additional information.149 Most 
informants gave me a copy of their portfolio and samples of their works (on 
DVD or video files). Three of them—Tengal Drilon (for Sabaw Media 
Kitchen), Mary Ann Salvador (wife of Lirio Salvador for Intermedya, 
Elemento, and Siningdikato), and Wire Tuason (for Surrounded by Water)—
gave me a copy of all the materials related to my research that they were 
able to retrieve from their personal files 
 
Remaining active in the practice, which meant doing sound projects and 
attending related events and socials with practitioners (who are my 
informants) while doing the research was imperative for me as participation is 
determined by the presence in the scene. True to this, I have participated in 
three major events that focused precisely on the conditions of the present 
sound practice—WSK Feedback Forum (Manila, 2017) where I was co-
convenor; Symposium on Underground Music-Making in Hong Kong and 
East Asia (Hong Kong, 2018); and Hanoi New Music Festival (Hanoi, 
2018)150 where I was panel moderator and paper presenter. I was also 
invited to a workshop that, although with a different focus, helped me with 
data analysis and interpretation—Acoustics Historiographies in Asia (Berlin, 
2018), essentially a meeting of junior and senior sound/music studies 
scholars. I have organised two activities for sound practitioners in the course 
of doing research—Composite Noise(s), a soundscape cultural exchange 
between Hong Kong+Macau and Manila+Los Angeles artists in January 
2017; and Composite Circuits, which is a sound art exhibit and performances 
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for Manila artists in June 2018.  
 
2. Two Asias (Asia as Method) 
It is enticing to follow the direction of existing scholarship in sound practice 
outlined in the first section of this introduction, which tries to define the 
practice by defining its many forms and that focuses on making arguments 
on the issue of its place in music and the arts. This is what I started to do in 
the early days of my research, with an essay focused on typologizing what 
could be considered as part of the sound practice. Although I formulated the 
types, the general idea of how the forms are pigeon-holed into one type or 
another (even providing in-betweens) is a concept that I borrowed from 
Western art historical tradition. This is exactly what Chua Beng-Huat alerted 
us against doing, saying, “(…) scholars in Asia, who are trained in the Euro-
American academies, pluck ready-made concepts from existing literature 
generated in the latter context, and apply them to local conditions in Asia.”151 
Simply identifying sound practice as a local version of a Western form 
captures very thinly the  essence of a very thick practice. I recognised that 
what I need to find is a research method that will allow me to see the subject 
of my research in a new light.  
 
Kuan-Hsing Chen’s introduction in Asia as Method, says:  
“I believe that critical studies of experiences in Asia might be able to 
offer a new view of global history, and to pose a different set of 
questions. This is the true potential of Asia as method.” 152 
 
Asia as method, then, fits exactly what I hope to achieve.  In the field, my 
practice has been called bi-local or multi-local, which only implies that I am 
“based” in more than one city. This does not say so much about how being 
bi-local or multi-local should mean anything in practice, except perhaps about 
mobility or the ability to teleport. This research, as a trajectory of my practice, 
brings the “bi” and “multi” into one place, where it will be sensible and 
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meaningful in understanding the cultures that birthed and sustains the 
practice/s that have life beyond ones physical or geographical border. In this 
research, I subject my knowledge and understanding of the sound practices 
within the production of knowledge from Asias and of Asias.   
 
I am using “Asias” to emphasise that in studying Hong Kong and Manila, I am 
looking at them as cities that are part of East Asia and Southeast Asia, 
respectively. This identification is important as the network of practice, which 
is also the two cities’ geographical regions, has implications to the 
characteristics of the practice.  
 
I am particularly looking at Hong Kong and Manila as postcolonial, 
cosmopolitan, urban, cities, that both serve as hosts to art that is historically 
formed in the West, which now has a sustained local and networked 
practice—local practice means there is sound practice in Hong Kong and 
Manila; while networked practice means that these local practices are 
interlinked with other local practices. In this research, emphasis is given to 
the existence of the local practice (and its resulting network) rather than the 
emergence of the art practice from the West.  
With this, I approached the materials using Kuan-Hsing Chen’s Asia as 
Method,153 wherein the task is not only to understand different parts of Asia 
but also to have a renewed understanding of the self; not only to replace 
Western theories with Eastern theories, but to theorise using Asia as a base 
from which knowledge is produced; and not to propose one city as the 
opposite of the other but one whose experience can inform the other. This 
was done through inter-referencing of the experiences, directions, and 
conditions of sound art practice in Hong Kong and Manila.  
 
3. Chapters of the thesis 
The thesis has five chapters. The first chapter is the introductory chapter, 
titled Existing Conversations.  It contains research background that is a 
 




review of related literature focused on two main topics—sound practices as 
interstice of music, visual arts, and performing arts; and their characterisation 
in the art world. The conceptual framework talks about how these conditions 
of enablement of sound practice can be understood by identifying the 
ecology of sound practice as its location and the factors enabling the sound 
practice (e.g. technological advancements, DIY culture, and art institutions).  
Methodology explains how authoethnography and inter-referencing became 
the obvious choice of methodology; and Asia as method is likewise chosen 
based on what the materials dictated. The second chapter, titled Before 
Sound Practice, tackles the genealogy of sound practices. In this chapter, I 
proposed to examine art/culture programs that Hong Kong and Manila both 
participated in from the 1960s to 1980s as shared cultural current, borrowing 
the concept from art historian Ahad Mashadi, and to recognize the role of 
these historical moments in seeding the conditions for Hong Kong’s and 
Manila’s sound practices from the 1990s to present. In particular, the lineage 
traced in this chapter are from music, visual arts, and media arts. The third 
chapter, titled Ecologies of Sound Practices, analyses the relationship of 
practitioners and the field where the practice is held.  It is divided into two 
parts—sites of practice and ethics of practice. The fourth chapter, titled 
Enabled Conditions, talks about the different factors that enabled the sound 
practices and presents the conditions that these factors created for the 
practice. Finally, the fifth and concluding chapter summarises the main points 
of the previous chapters and concludes the research by proposing notes on 
further/future theorisation of sound practices. I call this last chapter a 





CHAPTER II. Before Sound Practices: A Genealogy 
 
In the field of contemporary art and music, where sound practice is 
occasionally discussed, it is common to find research that treats Hong Kong 
in the context of China or East Asia and Manila in the context of Southeast 
Asia. However, this idea has been changing in recent years, particularly in 
the domain of art market. The two cities are now seen together in art 
headlines, which could be attributed to Hong Kong being a centre for the art 
market and the one closest to the Philippines.    
 
“When an international art collector from Turkey visits Hong Kong in 
order to attend Asia’s leading contemporary art fair and finds that the 
two Filipino paintings he wanted to purchase are already sold, a few 
things are clear: The lines of the art world are starting to form a circle, 
and Filipino art as started to take its place in this new shape. (...) 
 
Rillo said, “it used to be that people asked what made the art 
we have distinctly Filipino and it was hard to answer. Nowadays it’s 
not a disadvantage because it’s about the artist, not so much where 
he is from.”  
   -- Sunshine Lichauco de Leon, 2011154 
 
In the first quotation, De Leon, a writer from one of the largest newspaper 
outfits in the Philippines, places the Philippines as part of the international art 
market, with Hong Kong as its gateway. She then quotes Rachel Rillo of 
Silverlens, a commercial gallery in Manila, who identified how the question of 
race/nation used to be a factor (although no longer) in this art market 
negotiation. 
 
In practice, Hong Kong and Manila belong to two different practice networks 
(not to be confused with “network as site of practice”, which will be discussed 
in Chapter III). This means that sound activities in Hong Kong and sound 
practitioners from Hong Kong usually work with those from/in China, Macau, 
and Taiwan. Their Manila counterparts, meanwhile, usually work with those 
from/in Southeast Asia, particularly Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and 
 
154 Sunshine Lichauco de Leon, “Philippine contemporary art’s growth spurt at Hong Kong 




Vietnam. Japan is a common partner for these two cities; however, it does 
not necessarily link them together. They, too, have respective networks in 
Europe, with Germany being one of the most active for both Hong Kong and 
Manila.155  
 
Although it is not explicit, and not exactly discussed by practitioners, the 
configuration of their respective practice network may have to do with 
geography, shared heritage, and entangled histories. These are the same 
reasons why there is a channel for goods, both tangible and intangible, 
including art and knowledge, between the cities in the practice network. This 
is particularly true for China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau.  
 
This is not to say that there had been no linkage between Manila and Hong 
Kong.  As it will be shown later in the chapter, there had already been a 
strong relation between Hong Kong and Manila in the past (and even in at 
present, in various aspects, but not in the area of sound practice). Particular 
to the case of sound practice, however, I would like to claim that the 
establishment of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
nurtured Manila’s relationship with other Southeast Asian cities, rather than 
with Hong Kong. While the ASEAN was established at the time when Hong 
Kong and Manila were sharing their respective project of internationalisation 
in the arts (which will be discussed later) with each other, this shared agenda 
was not sustained the following decades. In the following decade (1980s), 
Philippines became preoccupied with restoration of democracy, which 
included paying more attention to participation in the discussion of post-
authoritarian/post-martial law condition—and experience which is more 
closely shared with other Southeast Asian cities rather than with Hong Kong. 
This similar political crisis would come to Hong Kong in the decade that 
followed; by then, Manila was already facing a different crisis, which was 
more internal (than international).  
 






This could be the reason why there have been very few materials on and 
related to sound practice that studies Hong Kong and Manila together.  This, 
despite the fact that proximity and the extent of the relationship between 
these two cities in various endeavours suggests that Hong Kong and Manila 
is not an entirely unusual pair for research inquiry.  
 
The aim, therefore, is to bring to light again or to highlight the strong linkage 
between Hong Kong and Manila. This chapter approaches Hong Kong and 
Manila together, by examining connections between them that are older than 
the now very attractive art market discourse being illustrated in the 
quotations above. I claim that the shared contextual currents of Hong Kong 
and Manila,156 which are found in music, visual arts, and cinema, among 
other arts, in the earlier three decades (1960s-1980s) and framed in a bigger 
program of internationalism (in the arts) and modernism (in all other aspects 
of the urban life), seeded the conditions that enabled sound practice in the 
1990s until the present time. From this, I sketch what I call a genealogy of 
sound practice. Genealogy is used here in Foucault’s sense—tracing and 
examining relationships of pasts besides, beyond, or even against the 
dominant historization. It is not to search for origin but to make sense of what 
is manifested by the relationships.157 What I did is not in search for origin of 
sound practice in Manila and/or Hong Kong but to challenge the dominant 
historization of music and arts, separately. I looked for projects/relationships 
in well-established music lineage and related it to a “non-music” practice or 
“other music” practice, which is later to be identified as part of sound 
practice. I did the same for arts, by tracing the influences in a well-defined art 
lineage to “not-only-visual-art” practice or “other art” practice, which later, too, 
will be identified as part of sound practice. Further, I did not examine “history” 
to identify the connection of the development of form vis-à-vis period, as is 
usually done in art history, but instead, to reverse engineer the formation of a 
community of practice. 
 
 





To this end, I ask: What art and culture events in the earlier decades (1960s-
1980s) that Hong Kong and Manila jointly participated in can be claimed to 
have any relation to the formation or form of sound practice in the decades 
that followed? How do these events relate to sound practice in the later 
decades to present (1990s-2010s)? 
 
Going back to the point of positionality, making this claim is important and 
necessary for the practice and as an academic exercise. In sound practice, 
bringing this connection forward opened up an avenue for Hong Kong and 
Manila practitioners to do projects together. To my direct knowledge and 
participation, there have already been artist exchanges between Manila and 
Hong Kong, with earliest in January 2017 and another scheduled for 
November 2019.  
 
As an academic exercise, I find it important to study Hong Kong and Manila 
together as this fills the void of having the opportunity to produce knowledge 
between the experiences of these two cities in an emerging art field.  The 
socio-political conditions in both Hong Kong and Manila are changing rapidly, 
and so do the characteristics of the sound practice. As a matter of fact, they 
have already changed from the time I started this research until the time I am 
writing this. Capturing the togetherness of the subjects in the changing 
intellectual landscape is a challenge this research faces.  
 
When I presented the genealogical claims of this research to scholars from 
fields with more established (older) history, such as fine arts and music, my 
claims were challenged. Looking at the togetherness of musicians with 
formal music training with those without formal training in the same field, and 
appraising them to be equal stakeholders in one eco-system are contested in 
three points. First, senior scholars with music training questioned the 
belongingness of music trained and non-music trained practitioners in the 
same field. My response to this is that existing literature on history of sound 
art proposed that activities within the music field enabled the present sound 




projects.158 Second, some practitioners who did not come from music training 
argue that they are not in the same field as those with music training despite. 
My response is that this is inconsistent with what documentations of past 
sound activities present, where it featured both non-formal trained and 
formally trained musicians—the same group of people who say they don’t 
belong to each other.159 Third, some practitioners from visual arts, media 
arts, and performing arts did not identify themselves as sound practitioners 
as they claim that “they do other arts, not only sound.” I submit then, that 
though genealogy presented in this chapter, although may shed light on the 
current sound practice, it could also be a source of further contestations in 
the future. 
 
Throughout the research, I use Manila to refer to Metro Manila instead of the 
Philippines as my work only covers the sound practice whose main 
performance is in Metro Manila.160 It should be noted, however, that like most 
art centres, Manila as a site of sound practice also hosts artists from different 
cities or regions. In recent years, sound scenes have emerged in other cities 
in the Philippines (one identified in Tarlac, which is in Luzon island; one 
identified in Cebu and another in Dumaguete, both in the Visayas island). 
However, their experience as a scene or community might be entirely 
different from those in the Manila scene or community. Hence, including 
them (or using the “Philippines” instead of “Manila”) would require a different 
and a much bigger scope of research, which I am unable to attend to at 
present. 
 
As Hong Kong is much smaller geographically, even though sound art 
activities (exhibits, performances, talks, etc.) are spread-out in different 
districts, it is not necessary to segregate the practice in Hong Kong between 
Hong Kong Island and that of New Territories or that of Kowloon, because 
the practitioners herein are the same.  
 
158 As detailed in literature review in Chapter 1 
159 This was mentioned in several interviews and during informal conversations throughout 
writing the thesis. The list of activtiies is appended in this thesis. 




Although Hong Kong is a Special Administrative Region of 18 districts, while 
Manila is a city of 16 districts, when referring to the two, I will be using the 
term “cities” to be consistent with the focus of this research, which is looking 
at Hong Kong and Manila as co-equal units as far as hosting sound practice 
is concerned.  
 
A. Shared Contextual Current 
 
I borrowed the concept shared contextual current from Singaporean art 
historian Ahmad Mashadi,161 who used it in his essay that contextualised the 
social and cultural condition of Southeast Asia in the 1970s.  He claimed that 
the decade is premised on two factors. First, 1970s Southeast Asia is an 
emerging nation—emerging out of Western colonisation and interestingly 
(and unfortunately) intercepted by Cold War ideologies. Second, post-World 
War II decade is marked by artistic development shifts towards 
internationalism or internationalisation, with Euro-America as its model or 
most dominant influence.  It is with these two ideas, more than (or besides) 
the geography, that Mashadi inter-referenced significant art historical 
moments in at least four countries in Southeast Asia—Indonesia, Malaysia, 
the Philippines, and Singapore.  
 
I find this concept of shared contextual current useful as I draw Hong Kong 
and Manila together. Shared contextual current is a tool, which I find 
particularly helpful in analysing why historical moments that Hong Kong and 
Manila shared are of value to my research problem. To reiterate an earlier 
point made, Hong Kong and Manila sound practice have not been studied 
together in the past. The challenge for this chapter is not only to find 
historical moments where Hong Kong and Manila interacted, but to find how 
these experiences shared is valuable to the formation of sound practices in 
both cities.  
 
As earlier discussed in the chapter, as far as sound practices are concerned, 
 




Hong Kong belongs to the China practice network, together with Shanghai, 
Beijing, Macau, and Taiwan. On the other hand, Manila belongs to the 
Southeast Asian practice network, together with Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, and occasionally, Myanmar. This separation 
of practice network is neither planned nor formally organised. Any 
practitioner, however, would immediately recognise this.  This, I claim is the 
main reason why it is seemingly unusual to study Hong Kong sound art 
practice with Manila. This chapter makes use of this connection (or 
separation), which could inform better the conditions and characteristics of 
present sound practice in both Hong Kong and Manila together.  
 
What follows are two sections: first, culture and arts projects that were 
participated by both Hong Kong and Manila, which could be considered as 
their shared contextual current; and second, specific events, activities, or 
personalities that present sound practitioners identify as their predecessors.   
 
The period this chapter covers, namely, 1960s-1980s, is historically pivotal 
for both Hong Kong and Manila, in all aspects of society, but most notably in 
terms of business and trade for Hong Kong and social service and culture 
infrastructure for the Philippines. Both Manila and Hong Kong were emerging 
from the series of destruction that happened during World War II and the 
preceding political unrest in the respective countries.  
 
It was also during this period that both Hong Kong’s and Manila’s culture and 
art sectors attended to the project of internationalisation, as either a state 
agenda or an artist-initiated agenda. This attendance to this project of 
internationalism during the 1960s-1980s is what I claim as Hong Kong’s and 
Manila’s shared contextual current that is productive for the purpose of 
studying sound art practices.  Among the features of the shared contextual 




both built structures and people/institutions as infrastructures162 for art and 
culture projects. It is a shared contextual current, therefore, if it has 
happened in the same chronological period, it was participated by both 
(Hong Kong and Manila in this case), and that it was coming from the same 
political, social, economic, or cultural agenda.   
 
1. Hong Kong: A Brief Historical Context 
In the 1960’s, Hong Kong was said to be “resuming its pre-1950s role as the 
People’s Republic of China’s main entrepot”.163 Here, local Chinese operated 
small to medium scale factories, Shanghai industrialists built bigger and more 
industrial advanced factories, and British corporations operated shipyard and 
sugar refineries.164 The continuous unrest in the Mainland, which was in 
strong contrast with the thriving economy in Hong Kong, brought an influx of 
refugees and economic migrants. Hong Kong, which was then already 
returned under the British rule after a short period with the Japanese Imperial 
Army, responded to the developments by putting in place efficient 
infrastructures such as industrial buildings and roads, massive housing 
projects, and improved water supplies and communication lines, among 
others.165 From the 1960s to the 1980s, Hong Kong was one of the most 
modern and most cosmopolitan cities among the Southern countries of 
China. It was in this condition when the “immigrant nature of the 
population”166—transient and not dealing with colonial administration—gave 
birth to a Hong Kong identity that “was based on a shared outlook and a 
common popular culture which blended traditional Chinese culture with that 
imported from overseas, with the influences of the USA, Britain, and Japan 
being particularly noticeable”.167 Hugh Baker called the generation that 
 
162 “People as infrastructure” is borrowed concept from AbdouMaliq Simone, “People as 
Infrastructure: Intersecting Fragments in Johannesburg,” Public Culture, Vol.16, No.3, 2004, 
pp.407-429. 
163 Steve Tsang, A Modern History of Hong Kong, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
2007, p159 
164 Ibid. pp. 159-165 
165 Ibid., p165; also in John M. Carroll, A Concise History of Hong Kong. Landham, MD: 
Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2007, pp.160-171 
166 Tsang, p.167-8 
167 Tsang, p.194; Also discussed in Michael Ingham, Hong Kong: A Cultural History, New 




embraced this identity “Hong Kong Man”.168 Although in constant search of 
balance for all the cultural influences and/or perhaps because of these 
influences, the Hong Kong Man participated in production of culture.   
 
John Carroll noted that the 1970s “saw the creation of Cantopop,”169 while 
the late 1960s to the early 1970s saw the “explosion of local film industry— 
led by Shaw Brothers and Golden Harvest Studios.”170 Within this period, too, 
cultural institutions and infrastructures were inaugurated, among which were 
the City Museum and Art Gallery in City Hall in 1962, the Chatham Gallery 
(the first gallery in the territory) in the same year, the Hong Kong Art Centre 
in 1977, and the Fringe Club in 1983. A Fine Art program was established at 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 1963. Videotage, one of the earliest 
media organisations that exists until today, was founded at the tail end of 
1986. Through these and similar institutions, Hong Kong communicated its 
conception of contemporary art through exhibitions that attempted to define 
Hong Kong “art today” and “art now”, and “contemporary Hong Kong art”. 
The city utilised platforms of exhibiting in the institutions, touring/travelling 
exhibitions, workshops and residencies,171 to attend to a then growing circuit 
of art practice that Michelle Wong called “cosmopolitan and international.”172 
 
2. The Philippines: A Brief Historical Context 
For the Philippines, the period of the 1960s until the early 1980s is 
historically marked by the infamous rule of Ferdinand Marcos. The Republic 
of the Philippines was a young democracy when Marcos became president in 
1965. He stayed in power until February 1986, with Martial rule from 1972 to 
1981. Behind this dictatorial rule was the fashioning and refashioning of the 
country’s identity as an independent and progressive nation, coming from 
 
168 Hugh Baker, “Life in the Cities: The Emergence of the Hong Kong Man,” The China 
Quarterly, No. 95 (September 1983), pp. 469-479.  
169 Carroll, 2007, p.168 
170 Ibid. 
171 From a handout given by Asia Art Archive titled for “Hong Kong Socio-Political 
Development//Women//Art Ecology” during Hong Kong Conversations 2018: Women in Art, 
Fringe Club, March 2018 




377 years of Spanish colonisation,173 48 years of American occupation,174 
and three years of Japanese Imperial rule. During the Marcos era, 
legislations and services were framed under the slogan “Bagong Lipunan” 
(New Nation), which retrieves a conceived pre-colonial identity—brown, 
strong, spiritual175 and a participant of a network of trade beyond the 
Philippine waters.176 Within this political framework were the culture and arts 
programs of the equally known and more relevant to this research, Imelda 
Romualdez Marcos, Ferdinand’s wife. From 1966 to 1982177, Imelda started 
building the Cultural Center of the Philippines Complex, which, in the 
Philippines remains unchallenged in terms of scale of infrastructure catering 
to culture and arts.  The complex is comprised of Cultural Center Theater of 
Performing Arts (1969), Folk Arts Theater (1974), Philippine Center for 
International Trade (1976), Philippine International Convention Center 
(1976), Philippine Plaza Hotel (1976) (now Sofitel since 2016), Coconut 
Palace (1978) and Manila Film Center (1982). It is through this cultural 
complex that the Imelda (officially, the Philippines), was able to host the 1971 
International Symposium on Musics of Asia, the 1974 Miss Universe 
Pageant, the 1975 Asian Composers’ League Conference-Festival, the 1979 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, and the infamous 
1982 Manila International Film Festival. In addition to these efforts, the 
government also supported the participation of the Philippines in the 32nd 
International Art Exhibition of the Venice Biennale in 1964. Despite the 
controversies that this complex and the whole Marcos regime epitomises (to 





174 1898-1946, with a brief break when Japanese government took over in 1942-1945 as an 
offshoot of the Pacific War 
175 Symbolically manifested in the Marcoses portraits, themselves representing Malakas 
(strong) and Maganda (beautiful), a legend that Philippines came from ancestors who were 
birthed by a giant bamboo.  
176 Literally manifested by promoting free trade zones, to continue Chinese and Islamic 
States trade routes, as well as the European trade routes through the Manila Galleon.  
177 Gerard Lico, “The Cultural Center of the Philippines Complex,” Edifice Complex: Power, 





Like the artists from Hong Kong who were engaged in the art world of the 
1960s, the artists from Manila during those decades attended to an 
international network of practice, bringing with them their cosmopolitan 
identity.    
 
B. Project of Internationalisation in Culture and Arts  
 
From the brief histories above, we can arrive at two points: first, both Hong 
Kong and Manila are cosmopolites;178 and second, both cities aimed to 
internationalise their arts and culture sector. 
 
Cosmopolitanism is a Western construct that reached Hong Kong and Manila 
through the colonial experience. Since the 1800s, men from wealthy families 
in the Philippines were sent to Europe to study arts, literature, philosophy, 
medicine, and other fields. These men grew used to the ways and thinking of 
both East and West. They knew the latter’s languages, they read their 
literatures, and they used their thoughts as a catalogue from which to pick 
ideas that could be brought back home. From these men, called the ilustrado 
(the enlightened), came a number of the Philippine revolutionary and/or 
reformation movement leaders.179  
 
In Hong Kong, by 1980, there emerged what Hugh Baker called “Hong Kong 
Man”180 to refer to the generation that was “born and bred in Hong Kong with 
a unique cultural formation”,181 who were accustomed to both Chinese and 
British ways. But even prior to this, Hong Kong people had already been 
readily exposed to ways of both East and West as a colony of the British for 
 
178 Steven Vertovec and Robin Cohen (eds.), Conceiving Cosmopolitanism: Theory, Context 
and Practice, New York: Oxford University Press, 2002, p.5. 
179 Megan Thomas, “Introduction, Worldly Colonials: Ilustrado Thoughts and Historiography,” 
Orientalists, Propagandists, and Ilustrados, Filipino Scholarship and the End of the Spanish 
Colonialism, University of Minnesota Press, 2011, pp.1-23; and Ma. Luisa Camagay, “Mga 
Ilustradong Filipino nagmulat sa kaalamang bayan,” Update Diliman, 
https://upd.edu.ph/mga-ilustradong-filipino-nagmulat-sa-kaalamang-bayan-camagay, 
retrieved 15 May 2019. Among the ilustrados were Jose Rizal, Juan Luna, Antonio Luna, 
Felix Resurrección Hidalgo, etc. 
180 Hugh Baker, 1983, 478-9, as cited in Grant Evans and Siumi Maria Tam, Hong Kong: The 
Anthropology of a Chinese Metropolis, Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1997, p.3.  




99 years (1842-1997) and as the window to “what was left of ‘traditional 
China’, when Mainland closed”. 182 Evans and Tam expounded that this East 
and West discourse is attractive for many reasons, including that: “Hong 
Kong Chinese, when they encounter Mainlanders, are able to explain their 
differences from them by their ‘Westerness’. Meanwhile, when they 
encounter expatriates, they can explain their differences from them by their 
‘Chineseness’. Hong Kongese code-switch between these two 
characteristics with ease.”183  This persisted until 1980s when borders to the 
“real China” were opened.184 This closing and opening up of the China 
borders is one of the root causes of the question of identity. The closure of 
borders caused the exodus of refugees from Mainland to Hong Kong, which 
were “essential ingredients for the rapid transformation of Hong Kong into a 
modern industrial society.” 
 
Here, I use the concept of cosmopolitanism in its socio-cultural sense, as a 
“process or a behaviour, values or disposition, manifesting a capacity to 
engage cultural multiplicity.”185 Cosmopolitanism is a “sense of belonging”. 
For Kwame Appiah, this belonging is a reflexive process that points to being 
proactive and taking responsibility.186 This claim implies that cosmopolites 
are engaged with multiples rather than rootless. And it is in this capacity that 
both Hong Kong and Manila artists nurture a network of practice extending 
beyond their city’s boundaries. Cosmopolitanism is a trait or disposition that 
made it easier for the states to implement their projects of internationalising 
the culture and arts sector. 
 
Teilhard Paradela, a Filipino-Canadian scholar, delivered a performance 
lecture in Berlin in January 2018, on how Filipinos watch beauty pageants, 
particularly Miss Universe. The 1974 Miss Universe, hosted by the 
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186 Kwame Appiah, “The Ethics of Identity, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005, 
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Philippines, in Imelda Marcos’ then new Cultural Center of the Philippines 
Complex, was not only a beauty pageant; it also served as a staging ground 
for the latest in broadcast technology: satellite broadcast. Paradela took 
notice of the implications of the use of this technology in the pageant’s 
programming and what it brought to the Filipino audience.187 In so many 
words, the satellite broadcast allowed Philippine audience to be elsewhere, 
while physically being in Manila. This example illustrates how or in what 
sense I am using the idea internationalisation—it is when a particular 
platform allows or enables participation to a conversation beyond the nation, 
linked with other nations. 
 
Participation in this whole project of internationalisation cannot simply be 
read as importation of the West to the East. As Mashadi noted, “The 
economic and social transformations that took place in the 1970s necessarily 
inflected cultural discourse by compelling artists to reflect on a broad 
spectrum of social conditions. Such transformations also demanded that 
artists turn inward to focus on the condition known as the self so as to open 
up the potential of art as practice.”188 These prompted artists to look inward 
and to locate their practice in a bigger world.  
 
This level of introspection, as an aspect of internationalisation was 
acknowledged in a paragraph on Philippine Art Supplement in 1981, which 
states: 
“Today, Philippine art is competent, sophisticated, in level of 
international art. Our artists work with the sense of humour of a 
Filipino, a stamina of an Asian, and thinking of the world. They are 
informed about what’s going on and are quick to draw the borderline. 
And they are active in investigating the problems of Filipino 
experiences in art.”189 
 
What I mean by the project of internationalisation, then, is how the state (1) 
 
187 The pageant in Manila happened in the early morning, so it can be on live telecast in the 
evening in USA. It was summer in the USA, so participants wore summer attire, even if it 
was July in Manila, which is the 2nd month of typhoon season.  
188 Mashadi, 2011, p.417 




built infrastructure of international standards; (2) created or hosted 
international events; (3) participated in international events; and (4) 
supported art that subscribed to international dominant styles— 
“international” here being interchangeable with “modern”, which means being 
from “elsewhere” or outside.190  
  
In art and music in the 1970s, at the time of internationalisation, the dominant 
international styles were abstract and avant-garde, respectively; and projects 
like these were what the state supported.  More conservative styles (i.e. 
realism) stood against this international style.191 In Manila, opposite the state-
supported art activities were artist-initiated activities sustained by the 
community.  Both phenomena—state support for abstraction and community 
support for artists—would later be beneficial to the community of sound 
practice at present, in that it made the art scene open to experimental forms 
and prepared artists for a life of self-sufficiency.  
 
In the section below, I draw upon writings on art, music, and cinema to 
illustrate this cosmopolitanism and internationalisation and to respond to the 
question of shared cultural current and intimate the level of connection 
between Hong Kong and Manila.  
 
1. Urban Musicscape: Popular, Academic, and In Print 
There are two sectors where music connects Hong Kong and Manila. First, 
there is the popular music scene, through Filipino singers and performers in 
club and bar circuits in Hong Kong; and second, there is the conservatory of 
music scene, through the Asian Composers’ League and similar 
organisations.   
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To cover both these sectors, this section, then, will have two parts. One will 
outline how musicians from the Philippines became a part of the Hong Kong 
urban life and how this connection changed over time. The other will address 
the formation of the Asian Composers’ League, a sectoral initiative that 
originated from Hong Kong, which remains today an active agent in uniting 
musicians, particularly composers in contemporary practice. I find these two 
topics important in the discussion of the genealogy of sound practices as 
they bring out two points that I want to highlight. First, that some personalities 
in these historical moments have been inspirational to the present sound 
practitioners. Second, that the participation of Filipinos in the Hong Kong 
music scene is a historical proof of a shared contextual current between 
Hong Kong and Manila, despite its later demise. 
 
Filipino musicians have been a part of Hong Kong urban scene since the late 
1940s. With their natural musical inclination, combined with their exposure 
and experience under American occupation, Filipino musicians were able to 
work in the Shanghai jazz music scene since the 1920s.192 When the 
People’s Republic of China was established, or after 1949, they started 
working in Hong Kong hotels, nightclubs, orchestras, and films.193 It was an 
amiable relationship, even described at one point as follows: 
 
“These were homegrown Hong Kong talent (referring to Fabulous 
Echoes, Danny Diaz and the Checkmates, Tony Carpio, Rowena 
Cortes, Teresa Carpio, etc.) many had watched grow up on pop 
shows at places like City Hall, and later, television. Local musicians 
looked up to them as they were bloody good, and which was the best 
form of endorsement-- and sense of belonging. No one thought about 
their nationality. They were Hong Kong belongers.”194 
 
Later, economic hardship and political instability, compelled more Filipinos, 
musicians included, to take advantage of opportunities abroad, particularly in 
 
192 Lee William Watkins, “Filipino Musicianship in Hong Kong and Their Hybridized 
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193 Hugh Chow, “Soundtrack to the city: how Filipino musicians rocked Hong Kong,” 20 
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their country’s more prosperous neighbours, like Singapore, Malaysia, and 
Hong Kong.195 Filipino musicians started considering their performance as a 
“way of making a living.”196 Donald Ashley, a Hong Kong musician who was 
one of the most vocal critics of Filipino musicians in Hong Kong, was quoted 
saying “(…) they were cheapening the role of musicians by taking every gig 
that came their way for whatever chump change was offered.”197 Much later, 
towards the 1990s, artists that were signed by Hong Kong record labels or 
who decided to maintain a career in popular music in Hong Kong would 
either enter into the process of “un-Filipino-ing”—making themselves appear 
more white198—or contend with the (derogatory) label of being a copyist 
instead of an artist.199   
 
At present, Filipino performers are still seen in clubs and bars in Hong Kong, 
particularly in Wan Chai area. It is not within the scope of my research to 
measure the extent of discrimination or acceptance of Filipino musicians in 
Hong Kong. It is my point, however, that the connection between Hong Kong 
and Manila through club and bar music performance, although it has evolved 
(or declined) through the years, still exists.   
 
Watkins’ said, “(...) the marginal space of the migrant Filipino musician 
emerges as an interstitial place, where cultural differences contingently and 
conflictually touch.”  It could even be hypothesised that it is the contestation 
and the negotiations in this marginal space that allows it to continue to exist. 
With this, I look into another site of practice in music where cultural 
differences are entertained: the Asian Composers’ League.  
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The Asian Composers in the 20th Century, released by the Japan 
Foundation in 2002, included a country report on Hong Kong, titled “China-
Hong Kong, Composing Music in Hong Kong”. There, Chan Wing-Wah of the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong traced the history of musical tradition in 
Hong Kong starting from 1841—from “amateur” choral singing to its colonial 
and migration past, which brought in practices following Western musical 
tradition. The report covered the period during the Wars, around the 1930s-
1940s, when the first Hong Kong-born composers participated in the local 
music practice; up to the “present” practice, led by Doming Lam, a Hong 
Kong local who was educated in the conservatory of music in the U.S.200 
 
It was in Lam’s generation when the Asian Composers’ League (ACL) was 
founded in Hong Kong in April 1973,201 with the express purpose of 
“promoting the art music activities in Asian countries, as well as fostering 
mutual exchange between these countries.”202 The founding delegation was 
attended by three delegates from Japan, six from Taiwan, and six from Hong 
Kong. The venues of the regular ACL meetings were assigned to different 
countries as membership grew. To date, there have already been 35 ACL 
Conference and Music Festivals, hosted by different member countries. 
Leadership was likewise passed on to members from different countries. 
Prominently quoted in the website of ACL was a phrase from Philippine 
National Artist for Music and ACL Honorary Member Jose Maceda (1917-
2004)203, saying that the “source of musical composition is a product not only 
of the many groups of instruments in Asia, but also views about myths, 
animals, intelligence number among the many cultures and languages of the 
region.”204 This emphasised the role of ACL not only as a music organisation 
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but as a cultural organisation of Asian cultures and beyond.205  
 
The 3rd ACL Conference and Music Festival held in the Philippines in 1975 
is particularly relevant to the present sound art practices. The conference 
issued “a challenge to Asian composers to win back the Asian audience”206 
from more modern forms particularly those from the West.207 One panel, 
“Electronic Medium in Asian Music” was even devoted to a so-called modern 
form.208  For this panel, it was Hong Kong composer Doming Lam who 
introduced the main resource speaker, Shoko Shida, a Japanese composer 
who favoured using electronic medium. Shida’s presentation, which started 
by introducing different kinds of waves and identifying various elements 
employed in composing electronic music,209 implied that the medium was 
rather new for the audience of the conference.210 The open forum that 
followed reflected strongly the creative leaning of most of the established 
composers in attendance.  One of the concerns shared was losing basic 
humanism when music is created mechanically.211 Another concern was how 
to measure virtuosity in the new form.212 Jan Morthenson, a guest from 
Sweden, supported the apprehension, by stating that it is already the age of 
computer music, that there are computer capable of replacing human voices 
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and instruments.213 Through all these, Maceda offered that the electronic 
music, much like other creative expressions, are extensions of the mind and  
reflections of what is happening in society.214  It is in this general air of 
openness to what is new and innovative that Maceda gained his place as 
one of the most important influences of sound art practitioners in Manila as 
well as contemporary composers from Hong Kong.215  
 
Maceda was also the lead proponent of an earlier symposium called Musics 
of Asia, held in Manila in April 1966, sponsored by the Philippine government 
and supported by the UNESCO International Council of Music. This 
symposium is important in this whole attempt to find a shared contextual 
current for Hong Kong and Manila, as it is one of the earlier attempts to 
understand the music of Asia, not as an East/West confrontation, but 
according to the limited means and time at its (Asia’s) disposal.  The event 
redefined the brand of avant-garde music that is understood in this Asia— 
such that this “avant-garde music has been interested in the exploration of 
sound phenomena—in tonal qualities that cannot be expressed in scales, or 
by the traditional use of instruments, or by the usual associations of sound 
and emotions.”216 Hence, it opened up a musical world (called Asian music), 
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Another aspect of musical communities that were present in both Hong Kong 
and Manila during these earlier decades were the music communities in 
print, most notably in local music magazines.  In Hong Kong, the mid-1980s, 
was the most vibrant period for local music magazine. There were at least 
four mainstream magazines—New Times, Good Time, Young Beat Weekly, 
and Music Industry. In the alternative distribution, there were five—Music 
Week, Rock Bi-Weekly, Youth Weekly, Guitar Magazine, and Monitor. In the 
early 1990s until the early 2000s, Yuen Chi Chung, a music critic since the 
late 1980s, published his own magazine, called Music Colony Bi-Weekly, 
which, despite being a self-funded publication, reached Mainland China and 
Taiwan, with a circulation of 10,000 during its peak.217  In the Philippines, 
“song hits” were the most popular. These were song books containing chords 
and lyrics, photographs and occasional short texts of the most popular music 
and musicians of the season. The most widely circulated among these song 
hits was Jingle Chordbook Magazine, which almost resembled a full lifestyle 
magazine as it also contained interviews of artists and reviews of new songs 
or albums. 218 Published by the Jingle Clan Publication, the circulation of 
Jingle started in 1970,219 and it has an active community of collectors until 
the present time.220  For both Hong Kong and Manila, these publications and 
the many other aspects of popular music circulation slowly declined and 
eventually collapsed due to social anxieties brought by political, economic, 
and public health issues, and even technological advancements.221 
Nonetheless, at their height, these printed materials contributed to the 
formation of what is now sound practice by providing practitioners with 
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information and a sense of community.222  
2. Asian Art: Hong Kong and Manila Art Exchange 
While Hong Kong was the staging ground for Filipino music performers in the 
earlier decades after the War; Manila served as the staging ground for visual 
arts from Hong Kong in the same decade. Michelle Wong’s essay 
“Circulating Abstraction: Exhibiting Hong Kong in Manila, 1961-1982,”223 is 
the main source of this claim.  In her essay, Wong narrated how members of 
the Hong Kong Modern Literature and Arts Association (1958-64) and the 
Circle Art Group (1964-72) regularly exhibited in Manila for three decades.   
 
She counted about 15 exhibitions of Hong Kong artists in the Luz Gallery in 
the 1960s, featuring works by Cheung Yee, Wucius Wong, Ban Lau, Hon Chi 
Fun and Jackson Yu;224 at the time when Hong Kong’s “exhibition 
infrastructure was barely existent.”225 This series of exhibitions was said to 
have started when Locsin met Cheung Yee in Hong Kong and acquired 
some of his work. Locsin later introduced Cheung Yee to Luz.226 
 
Luz Gallery is owned by Filipino artist Arturo Luz (b. 1926), now National 
Artist for Visual Arts, who, during the Marcos regime from 1970s to the 
1980s, ran a number of major culture and arts institutions, including the 
Design Center of the Philippines, the Museum of Philippine Art, the 
Metropolitan Museum of Manila; and together with two other prominent 
names, architect Leandro Locsin (1928-1994), who like Luz is now a National 
Artist for Visual Arts, and conceptual artist Roberto Chabet (1937-2013), the 
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Cultural Center of the Philippines.227  
 
The exchange between Hong Kong and Manila visual arts was further 
nurtured when around the same period, Hong Kong, in return hosted an 
exhibit featuring artists from Manila. The exhibit called, Fifth Asian Art: 
Contemporary Philippine Art, featured 63 works by 24 artists228 from the 
Philippines and was curated by Laurence C.S. Tam. Leonides Benesa, one 
of the pioneer art writers in from the Philippines noted that this was the 
“biggest and most representative of the abstract side of Philippine 
painting.”229 The exhibit ran from 17 October until 2 November 1980 at the 
Low Block, Exhibition Hall at the Hong Kong City Hall. It was jointly 
presented by the Hong Kong Urban Council and organised by the Hong 
Kong Museum of Art and the Museum of Philippine Art, one of Luz’ 
institutions. According to the Chair of the Urban Council, this exhibit was 
held: 
“For the varied cultural traditions of the peoples of Asia to be 
presented to advantage for the appreciation of an international 
community before perhaps lost forever. It was also the intention to 
encourage the new Asian spirit to find expression in the current idiom 
and not be doomed for lack of means to develop in full.”230  
 
Hence, the event was clearly a part of the project of internationalisation, but 
not only by Hong Kong or Manila separately, but together as “Asian”. 
 
Wong was explicit in identifying that the connection between Hong Kong and 
Manila was brought by both their “quest for internationalism”231 in the 
contemporary art world then. It is through their engagement with abstract 
forms that Hong Kong artists were able to exhibit in Manila galleries. It was 
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fitting, therefore, that the culmination of the Hong Kong and Manila art 
exchange, was an exhibit at one of Marcos-built infrastructures that 
participates in this creation of international stage: the Metropolitan Museum 
of Manila. The exhibit, called HK Art, ran in September 1982, and featured 16 
Hong Kong artists.232  
 
This symbiosis between the Hong Kong and Manila arts scenes was 
disrupted by subsequent events that took place in them. The 1984 signing of 
the Joint Declaration of Chinese and British governments brought different 
forms of anxiety to the Hong Kong people—like that of “returning home” (to 
Mainland China)233 and “disappearance,”234 among other issues of the 
postcolonial identity.  At almost the same period in the Philippines, Marcos 
was ousted, and was replaced by Corazon C. Aquino, whose focus was on 
restoring democracy.235 The Aquino government assigned the administration 
of culture and arts programs to a statutory body, the National Commission for 
Culture and the Arts, which had nation-building as its main agenda, rather 
than participation in the international stage.236 
 
3. Experimental film, video workshop, conceptual and media art 
Like the Filipino jazz musicians and the rest of the band scene, cinema was 
also something that Hong Kong “inherited” from Shanghai when China 
closed in the 1940s. Film production in Hong Kong grew so in demand that it 
eventually became a commodity for local and international markets. 237  
Besides this, the rise of martial arts cinema in Hong Kong coincided with the 
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period of cultural transformation of the territory from a small trading post to a 
modern industrial city.238  As in music, Hong Kong and Manila likewise had 
“encounters” through this genre.  The earliest recorded screening of a Hong 
Kong-produced Cantonese film in Manila was as early as June 1944.239  
 
But it is not directly this film connection, which I find relevant for my research 
in sound practices. Continuing the discussion on visual arts, it was in the 
same decade, from the 1970s to the early 1980s, when the visual arts 
exchange was strong between Hong Kong and the Philippines, when the 
Hong Kong New Wave films started.  A style of “new films that challenged 
stereotypical Hong Kong productions,” New Wave films are focused on 
getting across conceptions of Hong Kong identity.240 This new form of 
filmmaking was supported by an organisation of practitioners called Phoenix 
Cine Club. Founded in 1974 by film critic and writer Kam Ping-Hing, the club 
provided “exposure to experimental film culture and experience in self-
organisation.”241 It is from this spirit of innovation and self-sufficiency spurred 
by the Phoenix Cine Club where the first generation of video artists emerged. 
Among the first members of the club were Wong Ka-Wah, Freddie Wong, 
Kimmy Choi Kam-chun, Lambert Yam, Ellen Pau, Comyn Mo, Jim Shum 
Sing-tak, and Wong Chi-fai. 242 It was also from this group where the first 
video artists and later, media artists, emerged. 
 
In 1982, a multimedia collective was founded by architect Danny Yung Ning-
tsun, called Zuni Icosahedron (Zuni).  Zuni was a group that promoted avant-
garde art, aided in heightening interest in more experimental approach to 
artmaking, and encouraged the attitude of self-organisation earlier fostered 
by the Phoenix Cine Club. Members of the latter, like Ellen Pau, engaged in 
collaborative projects with Zuni.  
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Media art scholar and artist Linda Lai recognised Zuni, along with the Hong 
Kong Art Center, and the Goethe Institut-Hong Kong, as the three key 
players in the blossoming field of media art in the 1980s.243 In 1983, these 
three entities organised the Hong Kong International Video Art Exhibition, 
accompanied by a three-week workshop led by video artist Barbara 
Hammann. 244  Lai offered in her own telling of the history of media art in 
Hong Kong that it was Tsai Wen-ying, in 1979, who did the first media art 
exhibit in Hong Kong. It was also Tsai who made the first sounding sculpture 
in Hong Kong in 1980.245  However, it was the above workshop which she 
referred to as “the most significant workshop in local media art history,”246 
with its technical legacy and aesthetic influence reflected in the earlier forms 
of media art in Hong Kong. 
 
Through their association starting from Phoenix Cine Club, collaborations 
with Zuni, and exposure to the festivals and workshops organised by the 
three key media art entities mentioned above; those who were later known 
as the pioneer media artists in Hong Kong, namely, Ellen Pau, May Fung, 
Wong Chi Fai, and Comyn Mo, founded Videotage in 1986.  Videotage is a 
non-profit artist collective “dedicated [to] the production, development and 
study of film, video and other alternative time-based media art.”247 
 
In the case of Manila, in a research I conducted in 2012, I found out that in 
the contemporary practice of media art in the Philippines, video art has the 
“strongest potential to be of widest practice” because the technology it 
requires is affordable, the medium is flexible or versatile enough to 
accommodate new expressions and representations, and the visual media of 
moving images is familiar to the audience.248 Teddy Co, a commissioner of 
the National Commission for Culture and the Arts, Cinema Committee, 
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expressed a similar observation, saying that, “the access to technology [is] 
the key driver in the adoption of video as a medium.”249 According to Filipino 
curator Lisa Chikiamco, the earliest of media artists or video artists in the 




But as in the case of Hong Kong, it was a film workshop that made a large 
impact on media art practice then that is still relevant to the sound practices 
now. Co-organised by the Goethe Institut-Manila with Mowelfund251 and the 
Philippine Information Agency252 and held between 1985 until the Revolution 
in 1989, the workshop provided training to artists of non-film 
background/education. Conducted by two German resource persons, Ingo 
Petzke and Christoph Janetzko, it is recognised today as a “highly influential” 
activity that “helped incubate” some of the most respected names in 
independent cinema like Lav Diaz, Raymond Red, and Roxlee, all of whom 
are award-winning filmmakers.253 It was from these workshops where media 
artists Tad Ermitaño, Blooms Borres, Regiben Romana, Magyar Tuason, and 
other members of the longest existing experimental/noise/electronic/sound 
band, Children of Cathode Ray, came from.   
 
The timing of the workshop was impeccable, because during that time, the 
Aquino government did not have programs that supported experimental 
works, unlike during the time of the Marcoses. As mentioned earlier, the 
Aquino government was more focused on rebuilding the nation by revamping 
executive and administrative policies. What the workshop provided the 
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budding media artists at that time were opportunity, venue, motivation, and 
resources for media experimentation. It is through the workshop that music, 
(abstract) visual arts, and moving images/video art first came together 
through music videos of local bands. This saw through a varied practice that 
took on different names including video art, moving images, experimental 
film, indie film, among others; each bearing with it a different level of 
experimentation, abstraction, and distancing from what was film as a 
narrative medium or what was seen in the mainstream cinema.  
 
On the one hand, the Goethe/Mowelfund/PIA workshop was already 
preceded by a budding experimental film movement led by artists like Eric de 
Guia (aka Kidlat Tahimik, now National Artist for Film), Raymond Red, Rox 
Lee, and Nick de Ocampo. On the other hand, a decade later, but with the 
same impact to later sound practice, Roberto Chabet, who was the inaugural 
curator of the Cultural Center of the Philippines and a professor at the 
University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts, mentored a group of artists 
who were more inclined to work on conceptual art. It was the spirit of being 
emergent and marginal to a profitably mainstream media/circle that fostered 
the formation of a self-sustaining community with artist-run spaces as its 
base.  It was in these artist-run spaces—two in particular, Big Sky Mind and 
Surrounded by Water, founded by students of Chabet—where experimental 
video art, underground music, and conceptual installation art found home.  
 
Although, there were no exchanges between Hong Kong and Manila in this 
aspect of video/media art, I consider this development as a shared 
contextual current as it was the same organisation (Goethe Institut) who 
served as originator or spearhead for the activities that propelled this sector 
of the art practice. 
 
In the final section of this chapter, I shall discuss the specific personalities 
considered as progenitors by present sound practitioners in various aspects 
and levels of engagement. They are divided between those who came from a 




of visual artists and media artists.   
 
C. A Genealogy of Sound Practices 
The above section traces the relationship of Hong Kong and Manila as far as 
cultural activities of institutions are concerned. From this track, I discuss how 
Hong Kong and Manila share the same art world in different periods, for 
different forms. It is this general claim of relations that brought me to further 
exploring more specific relations and adding another factor in the mix. The 
section that follows analyses the aspects of the music and art practices in 
Hong Kong and Manila that can be considered nodes to the present sound 
practice. The nodes are not point of origin but are points of connection, 
interlink, or entanglement.  
 
Approaching the question of relations using genealogical analysis is useful, 
as it provided answers to understanding a new art practice that exists within 
the interstice of more established/older art fields. By looking at these 
“alternative histories” or relation of occurrences, events and personalities I 
am able to identify where, to whom, and when present practitioners of sound 
practice could have possibly thought that the “art” they wanted to do could be 
done. This is another contributing factor to the condition that enabled the 
practice. 
 
1. Musical Lineage  
Sound practitioners of the present look at two threads of musical lineage—
that of the avant-garde from the conservatory and that of 
alternative/underground/independent music scene.  
 
As I earlier presented in the Hanoi New Music Festival,254 the musical 
lineage of Filipino artists can be traced back to the academic or music 
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conservatory. Tad Ermitaño255 and Arvin Nogueras openly claim Maceda as 
an inspiration.  In particular, they cite his two monumental works, “Ugnayan” 
and “Cassettes 100”, as something that has left a creative mark in their 
practice.  “Ugnayan”, composed in 1963, involved the playing of 20 tracks of 
recorded Filipino indigenous music instruments through the radio.256  The 
piece premiered in 33 radio stations in Metro Manila on January 1, 1974.257  
Meanwhile, “Cassettes 100”,258 written in 1971, likewise involved playing pre-
recorded music from indigenous music instruments. However, the music 
players were handled by 100 performers while they move around in a 
performance space. Often presented as a happening, “Cassettes 100” 
highlights the relationship of this particular work to an art movement where 
sound art claims ancestry. Much later, in 2013, after Maceda’s collections 
had been processed into a functioning archive, more sound art practitioners, 
took an interest in not only on his musical works, but also on his writings, 
which contains philosophies on music, musicking, and music cultures, among 
others, of and in the Philippines and Asias.  
 
Two unique contributions to the present sound practices may be attributed to 
Maceda: first, his treatment of his compositions as a spatial project wherein 
the musicking is understood and appreciated in relation to the space and the 
movement within it; and second, his voluminous philosophising of music, 
musical practices, and traditions, which give his readers enchanting images 
of an always contemporary sonic cosmology. 
 
Maceda was followed by several generations of composers with the same 
creative dexterity. From Maceda’s school of musical thinking and practice 
came Ramon Santos (b.1941) and Francisco Feliciano (1941-2014) in the 
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1970s and 1980s; and Jonas Baes (b.1961), Josefino Toledo (b.1959), 
Verne dela Pena (b.1959), Mary Jane Po (b.1958), and Arlene Tiongson 
(b.1959) between the 1980s to 1990s.259 Maria Christine Muyco,260 who, 
although not recognised in Santos’ book, has the closest connection with the 
present sound practice as she had been part of some of the events held by 
and for the sound community, followed in the most recent two decades, still 
coming from Maceda’s progressive tradition. 
 
Besides his connection with the Asian Composers’ League, Maceda’s 
influence can also be found in music and art occasions in Hong Kong. As a 
matter of fact, Maceda’s last composition in 2004, was a work commissioned 
by the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, and was posthumously premiered in 
Hong Kong.261  More recently, he was also one of the subjects of an exhibit 
at the Asia Art Archive, curated by Inti Guerrero, titled “15 Invitations, Udlot-
Udlot”; juxtaposing his work with artists from various fields, like Pio Abad, 
Anand Patwardhan, Jan Svankmajer, and Koki Tanaka.262 Maceda’s 
prominence in some music and art events in Hong Kong, however, did not 
translate to an influence in the sound practice in Hong Kong. In fact, there 
was not any one particular personality to which present sound practitioners in 
Hong Kong attribute creative/spiritual affinity.  
 
There are present sound practitioners in Hong Kong who have conservatory 
training, like Kung Chi Shing, one of the territory’s pioneers of experimental 
music; William Lane of the Hong Kong New Music Ensemble; and Samson 
Young, one of the most prominent sound art practitioners in Hong Kong at 
the moment and founder of Contemporary Musicking Hong Kong. But 
beyond the academic training of these three mentioned, it was difficult to 
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trace the connection between present sound practitioners in Hong Kong and 
academic music.  
 
The symposium held at Art and Culture Outreach in 10 December 2018, 
titled “Symposium on Underground Music-Making in Hong Kong and East 
Asia”, organised by two Canadian scholars based in Hong Kong, Damien 
Charrieras263 and Francois Mouillot,264 points to underground music as a 
possible thread of musical lineage, a site of practice from where present 
sound practices can trace roots. Underground music was defined in the 
symposium as “inclusively as an eclectic collection of marginal styles and 
genres linked by aesthetic sympathies of innovation and experiment.”  
 
With the 1980s as the assumed period of its height, it is a much younger 
scene against what was described in Manila and compared to the academic 
music scene that Hong Kong and Manila shared through Asian Composers’ 
League. But it is an important decade in Hong Kong’s musical history. 
Although not a source mentioned during the symposium, Eric Ma, in his 
study of alternative bands in Hong Kong, 265 claimed that “in [the] 1980s and 
1990s, subcultural266 voices in Hong Kong were quite difficult to surface and 
develop into wider collective forms.”  It was a condition he illustrated to give 
attention to the “sudden ‘uprising’ of alternative bands post-1997.”267  
 
In 1987, The Box, an experimental music duo composed of Kung Chi Shing 
and Peter Suart, emerged and, later on, became a precedent to the present 
sound practice in Hong Kong. Kung Chi Shing was born and raised in Hong 
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Kong in the 1960s. Inspired by the Chinese composer Chou Wen-chung, he 
undertook academic music training in the University of Hawaii in the 
1970s,268 then returned to Hong Kong in the late 1980s. Peter Suart was also 
born in the 1960s and raised in Hong Kong. After studying art in England, he 
returned to Hong Kong in the late 1980s and worked in music, theatre, and 
visual arts. Although with different training, having come from the same 
generation and being exposed to the same brand of experimentation in the 
decades when they were students and when they were starting their practice, 
The Box duo contributed to the Hong Kong music/sound performance stage 
a different brand of avant-garde music that uses sounds, words, images, 
movements, costume, and environment in a theatrical performance.  It is for 
this reason that The Box is also called a “theatrical music ensemble.”269 
 
In an interview with Kung, he mentioned that when he returned to Hong Kong 
in the 1980s, nobody was doing sound art. He, however, recognised that 
there were already those who were doing noise and experimental sound, 
albeit in the context of music and not of “sound installation”.270 To understand 
sound practice following its experimental music lineage, he recommended 
that I look into names like Richard Tsang, Wing Wah Chan, Doming Lam, 
Lam Man Yee, Wing Fai Law, who are all from the 1970s generation.271 
Some of these personalities were already mentioned in the earlier discussion 
on the Asian Composers’ League.  From the 1980s generation, which Kung 
is part of, the following names were mentioned: Chan Hin Yai, Joshua Chan, 
Nelson Hiu, Dickson Dee of Sound Factory, and Xper Xr (aka Chris), who 
according to present practitioners is one of the first industrial noise music 
artists in Asia.272  Meanwhile, from the 1990s, there were Nerve (Steve Hui), 
Sin:Ned (Dennis Wong), and later, Anson Mak, who combined band music 
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and phonography. In 1996, Kung left Hong Kong again for 10 years. At the 
time of his return, a new generation had already bloomed, practicing both 
experimental music and noise similar to what they did in the earlier decades, 
as well as what is called sound art. Among this present generation are 
Wilmer Ong, Fiona Lee, and Andio Chan, who started their practice around 
the late 2000s.273 Kung closed his interview saying that:  
“We are in the interesting period now. The government is unpopular, 
censorship is stronger. When politics is unstable, it is a good time for 
arts. When there is more censorship. Hong Kong art will be better 
because of the tension, uncertainty of the future. That is how I 
think.”274 
 
Back to the symposium, another point of interest is how the participants were 
identified/labelled: composer, DJ, sound artist, artist, producer, independent 
musician, event organiser, and professor, among others—a mixture of 
academics and non-academics who have either researched, organised, or 
performed this so-called underground music. In my view, these labels help in 
recognising the very diverse demographics of participants in underground 
music in Hong Kong, which could mostly be considered as sound 
practitioners at present,275 especially if we are to supplement the symposium 
with artist-curator Edwin Lo’s narration in his essay “Sound Practices in Hong 
Kong”.276 Lo attempts to narrate a kind of history that is relevant to tracing 
the musical lineage of sound art practice in Hong Kong, largely by identifying 
some of the past events and practitioners. Among the earliest that he 
recognised to have been experimenting with sound since 1980s was Xper Xr, 
who also practiced in the UK and France.  Another was Pun Tak Shu, who, 
besides his own practice, also established the Culture Industries Association, 
an exhibition and performance venue that includes sound. There were also Li 
Chin Sung and Henry Kwok, whose establishment of Sound Factory, and 
much later, Noise Asia, introduced many foreign artists, including Yoshihide 
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Otomo and Zbigniew Karkowski, who later practitioners like Dennis Wong 
(Sin:ned) consider influential to their own practice. Another artist named Alok 
established Lona Records in 2002. Sin:Ned established his ReRecords, 
which organises a performance series called “Noise to Signal”. And although 
with a master’s degree from the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, 
Steve Hui (aka Nerve) is part of this circle of performers of 
experimental/electronic/noise and sound.  
 
The same thread of musical lineage is also present in Manila, although under 
a different name: alternative music scene. Similar to how underground music 
in Hong Kong is defined, alternative music in Manila refers to music that is 
not in the mainstream media or cultural economy for reasons of aesthetics. 
Occasionally, it is also called independent (or indie) music or underground 
music. 
 
This thread could relate to the earlier discussion on the Filipino performers 
being copyists, which stems from Filipinos’ strong exposure to Western 
music, earlier than most of other countries in Asia. Particularly for Manila 
sound art practitioners, punk music, hardcore rock, and metal were among 
the earlier influences.   
 
Eric Caruncho’s book, Punks, Poets, Poseurs: Reportage on Pinoy Rock and 
Roll,277 is a useful literature to begin this search of musical lineage of sound 
practice. The book contains 38 essays, written more as chronicles, on 
specific events that transpired between the 1970s until the mid-1990s. Some 
of the interesting cases Caruncho mentioned were the punk fundraising 
concert in Trinity College that was supposed to help bring Jagat Guru to the 
Philippines in 1986.278 He also talked about the Satanism scare that was 
proliferated by the Catholic Church towards the hardcore punks in 1987.279   
The rise and fall and rise of one of the foremost rock icons from Manila, Joey 
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Pepe Smith, was also included therein.280  In addition, he talked about the 
emergence of performers and bands from the regions; adding indigenous 
music instruments to the musical palate; and protest songs in the time of 
youth activism; among others.281Besides a list of events and artists, what this 
book contributes is a description of the scene that was telling of the dynamics 
of practitioners and their relationship to the bigger society:  
“There was an incredible period of freedom in the early Seventies 
before rampant paranoia took over, when the brotherhood of freakdom 
reigned. Freaks recognized each other through some arcane radar, 
one could accept a token from a perfect stranger without fear, 
provided he gave off the right vibes, and had the right hair. The glue 
that bound it all was music. Pinoy musicians just finding their wings, 
learning to soar.”282 
 
According to Caruncho, this harmonious environment halted during the 
declaration of Martial Law in 1972, when people started to be more 
paranoid.283 Caruncho also recognised the presence of Jingle, a chord 
book/music magazine that served main literature that bound artists and 
audience alike.  
 
The second part of Caruncho’s book talks more about bands that emerged 
from the younger generation of performers in the early to late 1990s, who 
were able to build an almost cult following.  These bands were comprised of 
college-age performers, had their own album releases, guested on television 
shows, and were featured on radio programs. They capitalised on their youth 
to maintain their being independent in the non-mainstream rock and roll 
scene. Among them were Advent Call, the Jerks, Put3ska, Color it Red, 
Eraserheads, Yano, and Wolfgang. The connection between this band scene 
and college/university students that was implied in Caruncho’s book was 
affirmed by journalist Erwin Romulo, who, in an interview, shared that, 
indeed, the popularity of alternative music scene was nurtured by college 
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students, with support of few others who might be a bit older and/or those 
who have more stable resources (but not institutions).284  
 
More recent published books on the subject include a similar narration of the 
alternative music scene in Manila. Monika Schoop’s Independent Music and 
Digital Technology in the Philippines285 talks about how the availability of 
digital technology has brought ease in producing independent music, but at 
the same time, discusses the social implications of the affordability or access 
to technology.286 On the issue of formation of scene, more directly than how 
Caruncho described, Schoop claims the contribution of the early punk and 
hardcore scenes to the sustenance of the independent music practice and 
how practitioners favoured the DIY practice despite the possibility of getting 
signed to major labels.287 
 
The idea of the alternative to the alternative music scene that was earlier 
mentioned came from Cedrik Fermont and Dimitri della Faille’s Not Your 
World Music, Noise in Southeast Asia: Art, Politics, Identity, Gender and 
Global Capitalism.288 Featuring historical moments that are directly linked 
with the present sound practices, the book used Southeast Asia as the 
backdrop for the historical narrative, not only as a geopolitical boundary, but 
more as a network of practice for noise music. Noise music, in the book, like 
how sound practice is used throughout this research, is a loose label. It was 
described as the “different sonic practices that may be considered ‘extreme’ 
or unusual to the uneducated ear”.289  From its introduction, the book had 
made clear that it will include genres that have cross-pollinated with what is 
“strictly understood as noise music”, which means ambient music, academic 
electroacoustic music, distorted electronic rhythms, and industrial music, 
among others.290  
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In the chapter on the history of noise music in Southeast Asia, a section is 
devoted to each country’s history.291 The part about the Philippines started 
with a concise but substantial summary of the political condition of the 
country after independence from American rule in the late 1940s.  
 
Fermont and dela Faille also recognised Jose Maceda, mentioning his 
personal acquaintance with pioneers of Western contemporary and 
electroacoustic musicians like Pierre Schaeffer, Karlheinz Stockhausen, 
Iannis Xenakis;292 as well as his compositions that are comparable to the 
works of these composers (with the addition of John Cage).293 
 
The book then named a long roster of artists from the 1980s, starting with 
Children of the Cathode Ray,294 who are among the first to use audio-visual 
materials with their experimental music, which is telling of their association 
with the Mowelfund/Goethe/PIA workshop earlier discussed. 
 
Meanwhile, from the 1990s, there were Joselito Sional and his cassette label 
Feel Free Prod; Jason Vizmanos (aka Insomia), whom the book claimed to 
be the first noise artist in the Philippines; Lirio Salvador and the groups he 
established in Cavite, a province south of Manila, where many of the present 
practitioners started; Lionel Valdellon (aka Acid42); Tengal and his projects 
under Sabaw Media Kitchen; Arvin Nogueras (aka Caliph8) and his monthly 
initiative Subflex; Teresa Barrozo; and Erick Calilan, among others.295  
 
2. Arts Lineage 
Both the exhibiting and performing sound practitioners at present recognise 
art as a lineage for their practice. In particular, as discussed in the previous 
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chapter, media art and performance art have the closest affinity with sound 
practice.  
 
In Manila, when sound art or sound practice is mentioned, one of the earliest 
artists recognised is David Medalla, a performance artist who first used 
electronic music in his composition in 1959. 296 Medalla’s prolific art career is 
known and (to some degree) inspirational to many contemporary artists. His 
influence, however, is difficult to measure because he spent most of his life 
and practice abroad. It does not help, too, that he does not have direct 
descendants (students) among the contemporary practitioners in Manila.  
 
Another visual artist that is usually mentioned when discussing sound 
practice is Agnes Arellano. 297  While primarily known as a sculptor, she was 
also known for the pop-duo she had with her sister, called Twin Echoes, in 
their high school days. In her huge body of sculptural work, four—“Music for 
Watching the Moon Rise” (1987), “Music for Making the Sun Rise” (1987), 
“Linga Mantra” (1990), “Reptilian Ecstasy” (1990)—produce music. In these 
works, either the arrangement of the sculptures serves as score, there is 
music piped with the installation, or performance making sounds from the 
body.298 Besides the mythology, Arellano, recognised the musical influence 
in one of her works, saying, “The conceptualization of this piece (“Music for 
Watching the Moon Rise”) was made possible by the particular aesthetic-
intellectual climate of the time which included in music John Cage with his 
soundless compositions, and even the Beatles with their distinct instrumental 
influences derived from India.”299 In terms of aesthetic and intellectual 
climate, besides her art, Arellano is also known to have contributed to her 
generation of conceptual artists a venue for experimentation through the 
Pinaglabanan Gallery.  Built from the ruins of Arellano’s burnt ancestral 
home, the Pinaglabanan Gallery became a venue for exhibiting works that 
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one does not see in regular galleries.  Arellano, who was then married to 
Michael Adams, a member of Philippine Literary Arts Council, recalled 
experimentations in exhibitions between writers and visual artists. 
 
One of this intermedia artists who exhibited/performed in Pinaglabanan was 
multimedia artist, painter, poet, and art critic, Cesare Syjuco. One of his 
earliest explorations on posters and canvas was for the exhibit “Chromatext”. 
Later, he and his wife and two daughters were found exhibiting photographs 
and texts in Mag:Net, a venue owned by artist Rock Drilon, which would later 
become a semi-regular venue for sound events in the late 1990s. The 
Syjucos were also known for gigs held by their art-rock band Faust, with an 
album of hybrid poetry that came out in 2011. 
 
For Hong Kong, the earliest sounding sculptures, as mentioned earlier, was 
done by Fujian artist Tsai, who received a commission work from Landmark 
at Central in 1980. But as far as impact to current sound practice is 
concerned, we need to look at the media art practitioners, particularly video 
artists.  Ellen Pau was among the earliest media artists in Hong Kong. 
Although not yet recognised in any other literature, she has the strongest 
connection with the present sound practice from the art lineage.  In an 
interview with Pau, she recalled that she grew up in the time of radio and she 
wanted to become a DJ. In her student days at the Polytechnic University, 
she organised a number of music exhibits, like music as lifestyle, music, and 
fashion, etc. She also started a small publication, a newsletter for music 
society, that reviewed albums and interview musicians, and came out four 
times a year. When she started doing video, she was very conscious of using 
a lot of music, allowing her to enjoy both her passion and to explore the 
technical limitations of the recording media she was using. At the time Pau, 
with other colleagues, established Videotage, she recalled:  
“Before 1980s you can find film company, theatre company they are 
just looking for money. They make films because they like to earn. 




want to explore is, “Who are we?”, “What the relationship between 
China and us?”300  
 
It was through her association with Zuni where her already keen interest with 
experimentation in the art was further harnessed; allowing her to participate 
more aptly in the changing landscape of the 1990s. In 1993 or 1994 she 
started doing MTVs with pop singer Fei Wong. She did an exhibit at 1a 
space, curated by May Fung, visualising sound of heartbeat of a foetus. She 
also recorded different protests in the city, typhoons, etc., which is pretty 
much what they do now at soundpocket.  
 
In 2016, a video art retrospective from 1985, titled “No References”, was held 
at Cattle Depot in To Kwa Wan, Kowloon. It featured 24 pieces of work from 
individual or paired artists. Among those who participated in “chronicling 30 
years of history and development of media art in Hong Kong” were some 
current sound practitioners, namely, Phoebe Hui, Samson Young, and some 
members of Linda Lai’s Floating Projects Collective. 
 
In Manila, as already mentioned earlier, artists like Tad Ermitaño, started 
producing video works that were highly experimental, visually and in sound. It 
was also the time of MTV Asia, and like Pau, Ermitaño did MTVs for two of 
the most known bands at that time—Yano and Rivermaya.301    
 
Summary and Conclusion 
 
The 1960s-1970s in the Philippines was a period known to have been within 
the Marcos rule, where cultural projects were part of the state’s political 
agenda. It was a time when the Cultural Center of the Philippines Complex 
and other cultural infrastructures were built. It was also when some of the 
biggest international cultural events happened in the country. 
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Following closely, cultural infrastructure and international cultural events in 
Hong Kong were already taking shape in this same decades, not as a 
product of authoritarian regime, but more as an effect of unprecedented 
economic growth.  
 
There was a brief break of huge culture and art events for both Manila and 
Hong Kong in the mid-1980s as state support wavered in the new Aquino 
government in the Philippines and when the Joint Declaration was signed in 
Hong Kong. It was a time of political anxiety for both cities, but it was also the 
time when small community efforts, in the form of artist-run spaces, artist 
collectives, and artist-initiated activities, allowed the art world to continue to 
thrive. The alternative music scene and the media art field were found to be 
fertile grounds for accommodating experimentation, innovations, and self-
sustained practice during the later years of the 1980s going towards the 
1990s. These platforms were claimed by practitioners to have been the 
reaction to the lack of state support and the emerging art market’s favour of 
more traditional art forms.  In my earlier research (2009), I claimed that it was 
through these organic platforms where more conceptual and experimental art 
emerged and validated the effectiveness of a community-based ecology for 
various types of art practices and interlinking art practices.  
 
In a recent news feature on the connection of Hong Kong and Manila art 
world, de Leon wrote, quoting a Filipino art dealer:  
“There is a big world of artists just an hour away from us and to be 
able to see so many big galleries and new artists in a matter of days is 
wonderful” (…) “This is Disneyland for art lovers.”302  
 
From what was shown on this chapter, Hong Kong and Manila shared more 
than just an art market.  Each city served as staging ground for artists and 
musicians. Each city also experienced the same state/institutional support 
that enabled a new art to flourish. And although specific experience remains 
unique for practitioners in both cities, it cannot be denied that certain 
characteristics of the practice are shared by the two sites.   
 




At this point, I want to take note that in the chapter above, the following were 
recognised to have been seeded in the past decade for the purpose of the 
sound practice at present: (1) there were state/institutional programs that 
supported the arts; (2) these state/institutional programs were either hinged 
on a projected agenda (internationalisation) or were introspective 
(national/local); (3) alternative platforms were formed when state support or 
market did not provide space/resources for art; and (4) experimentation and 
innovation in the arts usually resulted to cross-pollination of techniques, 
forms, and medium. 
 
In the lineages traced in this chapter, whether of music, arts, or moving 
images, it could be observed that for Manila sound practitioners, the 
influence of personalities was more pronounced.  It was through these 
influences and inspiration, where situations of confluences—conditions 
where sound art has been practiced—were created.  As for Hong Kong, it 
was situations rather than personalities that were more prominent and how 
individual artists were able to make something out of these situations. During 
the symposium, Fiona Lee mentioned that this reflects the natural character 
of Hong Kongese as individuated or independent. 
 
The difference in their attendance to influences could also be realised in how 
the community of practitioners are differently configured in Manila and in 
Hong Kong. The chapter that follows attempts to illustrate the ecologies of 





CHAPTER III: Ecologies of Sound Practices 
 
Sound, whether as an art form or as a practice, in Hong Kong and Manila, is 
a relatively new subject of academic interest. While some lists of practitioners 
and some sort of chronology of activities for noise, electronic music, and 
experimental music grouped with or as sound art can be found in some 
essays and book chapters,303 as of this writing, there is no one book that has 
gone in-depth to analyse the characteristics and culture of sound practice in 
Hong Kong, Manila, or Asia.  
 
In Chapter 1, I discussed the concept of ecology of sound practice as part of 
the contemporary art world. An ecology is the environment where the system 
of encounters between practitioners happen and where the ethics of practice 
are formed.  Sites of practice are the units that make up this ecology: 
individual, organisations/collectives, networks, scenes.  The ethics of practice 
are developed and are continuously adapted, particularly for the purpose of 
determining membership, production, non-engagement, and disengagement.  
 
In this chapter, I examined who in Hong Kong and Manila belong to this so-
called sound practice; what are the sites that they consider to be sites of their 
practice; and the dynamics of their interactions, among others.  This aims to 
draw a map or a model of the ecology of sound practice that is applicable to 
both Hong Kong and Manila, particularly, and to other sound practitioners by 
extension. 
 
To do this, I analysed data gathered from interviews with and project 
portfolios of the participants of what is called projects or events for sound. I 
looked at who the practitioners were, what they do, how they do what they 
do, how they come together, and where they come together. These inquiries 
all contribute to a main question, which is: What is sound practice in Hong 
Kong? It was convenient to assign Hong Kong as the take-off point for this 
research as the city has organisations devoted to sound, or “music” or “art” 
 




that is considered sound practice.  This signals the clear presence and 
awareness of the presence of such a practice among creatives in the city. 
From this point, I looked for similar cases in Manila.  Although I found 
organised groups, their characteristics were different from those of Hong 
Kong.  However, they satisfy a purpose or role similar to what Hong Kong 
organisations provide the practice.  After my Manila search, I went back to 
the Hong Kong case again to look for other aspects that would enable me to 
tie the loose ends of the first set of inter-referencing between Hong Kong and 
Manila.  This crisscrossing of references or inter-referencing was later 
interwoven to plot or illustrate what is to be called ecology of sound practice.  
 
The main aim of this chapter is not to identify the names of actual 
practitioners but to support the claim that the unique formation of linkages or 
points of connection of sound practitioners and other units in a society gives 
the distinct character of this particular ecology of practice, as manifested in 
both Hong Kong and Manila. This serves as a backdrop for strengthening the 
discussion on ethics of practice on the later part of this chapter. To make it 
more explicit, I would like to reiterate that it is my general claim that the site 
of practice took its form, and has its specific characteristics because of the 
performance of practitioners—by their attendance to the unwritten, however 
agreed ethics of practice, which is discussed in the latter part of this chapter; 
within the constellation of the factors that enable the practice, which is 
discussed in the next chapter.  
 
A. Sites of Practice: Porous Borders, Nodal Juncture 
 
There are three main units or sites of practice in an ecology of sound 
practice.  First, there is the circle, which could be an organisation,304 a 
collective, a band, or any other formally formed group. Second, there is the 
network,305 which refers to linkage with art and other institutions, through 
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projects and programmes. Finally, there is the scene,306 which is a non-
formal alliance, unlike organisations, centred on the form—in creating what 
sound practitioners create.  
 
These units are not hardwired. Each of these have porous borders, where 
other practitioners may enter; and nodal junctures, where other practices 
may attach/latch.  
 
Porous borders imply that there is an inside and outside. That what is inside 
is what belongs and that what is outside does not belong. Having porous 
borders mean that those who are outside have opportunities to go in, while 
those who are inside have opportunities to go outside. In short, the 
discussion about porous borders centres on becoming (or unbecoming) part 
of the ecology. The existence of the concept of “insider” and “outsider” in the 
sound practice is not entirely a matter that is discussed openly. I am 
hypothesizing that this is because drawing this line goes against the “friendly” 
attitude that generally characterise this ecology. It does, however. exist. Two 
instances prove such claim. First, I had a prior informal discussion about this 
with one of the foreign authors who wrote about Philippine alternative music, 
which also involved some of the sites of practice I discuss in this chapter. 
She mentioned her surprise about how welcoming Filipinos were to receive 
her and to participate in her research. This conversation says that that she 
had to enter and that she had to be received, therefore she is coming from 
somewhere else, not in the inside. Another more explicit manifestation is 
from a report written by Mary Ann Salvador, wife of Lirio Salvador and an 
active artist/cultural worker both in Manila and Cavite, with Ricardo Clores 
and Heidi Sarno, two other artists from Cavite. They wrote that the term 
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“outsider artist” is used interchangeably with new or beginning artist 
(translated from: nagsisimulang artista).307 
 
Porous borders also mean that other practitioners are able to go in and out of 
the sites of practice. An example of this can be illustrated in the case of 
Surrounded by Water (in Angono, Rizal) or Espasyo Siningdikato (in Cavite).  
These sites are geographically outside Manila, the practitioners, however, 
from these two continues to perform or exhibit in Manila.  Being able to have 
a practice in multiple locations, both in Rizal or Cavite (both provinces 
located outside Manila) and Manila, for this example, is possible because the 
borders of the practice are porous or not closed or sealed. This same 
openness was observed in Hong Kong, in reference to their relationship with 
Macau and Mainland artists, which means that the artists in these three 
countries are able to have a practice in one or all these three countries at the 
same time.   
 
Nodal junctures, on the other hand, refer to allowing other practices to 
engage or commit with the sound practice.  This can be observed in how 
sound scene is entangled with moving images artists or zines artists. This 
implies that a circle may expand into a network, or a scene into a network, or 
several circles into a scene.  
 
Nodal junctures imply that the ecology is expandable. Units can attach to the 
ecology without actually becoming part of the ecology. This is best 
understood by tracing linkages with individuals, organizations, institutions 
whose primary mandate is not producing sound works. There are two main 
categories of units that utilize and benefit from these nodal junctures—those 
that are from related practices and those that are from non-related practices. 
School and universities, museums, commercial galleries, and art fairs are 
examples of institutions or organization who are actively linking with sound 
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practice. They are considered related practices as they are from culture and 
arts sector as well. Non-related practices, on the other hand, may be 
comprised of individuals, organisations, or institutions that are in the fields of 
science, business, trade, or tourism, among others. 
 
For the purpose of theorization, these two characteristics of the site are 
traced through circles, networks, and scenes. In the section that follows, I 
identified 16 circles,308 15 network centres,309 and five scenes centres.310 
Take note that what are identified for networks and scenes are centres, 
which means that the names that were written or identified in these sections 
do not pertain to the whole network or scene, but either to those who initiated 
or those who maintain the network or the scene together. Each was chosen 
to illustrate a characteristic of the unit and to draw similarities or differences 
between the others.  
1. Circles 
As mentioned earlier, in the ecology of sound practice, a circle is one unit. It 
is an organised grouping, which may either call itself an organisation, a 
collective, or a band, among other names. It could have been founded by 
one person or by a group. In the cases that I will present here, the circles 
were formed mostly by a group of practicing artists, except maybe for 
soundpocket, which was founded by a curator. It is quite common for a circle 
to have been formed as a response to lack of resources or opportunities from 
the state, art market, and other institutions.  To illustrate these claims, below 
is a more detailed description of how the corresponding circles were formed 
and the programs or projects they foster.  I propose that: within circles are 
programs; within programs are projects; and within projects are artworks. A 
 
308 Circles: soundpocket, Contemporary Musicking Hong Kong, Children of Cathode Ray, 
Pubiko, Intermedya, Elemento. Experimentation on Sound Art Traditions, Espasyo 
Siningdikato, Surrounded by Water, Big Sky Mind, Floating Projects Collective, Sabaw 
Media Art Kitchen, WSK, Heresy, Green Papaya Art Projects, Videotage 
309 Network centres: ParaSite, Osage, am space, Spring Workshop, Cultural Center of the 
Philippines, Metropolitan Museum of Manila, Lopez Museum, Ayala Museum, Jockey Club 
Centre for Arts and Culture, Tai Kwun, M+, University of the Philippines, Hong Kong Baptist 
University, City University Hong Kong, Hong Kong International Centre for Creativity 
310 Scenes: Experimental, electronic, noise in Hong Kong (Noise to Signal included); POST, 




system of production sustains the existence of the circles.  Not all projects 
and programs, though, are produced by circles (this will be further discussed 
in the next section).  Participating artists are mentioned in the descriptions 
below for the purpose of illustrating that membership is not exclusive in each 
circle and that members are able to participate in one or two or all circles at 
any given time (this discussion leads to the next section of this chapter on 
the ethics of practice).  
soundpocket/Yang Yeung 
Yang Yeung founded soundpocket in 2008. Yeung first entered the Hong 
Kong art scene through Para/Site in 1999. She encountered Para/Site them 
through her work at Radio Television Hong Kong where she worked upon her 
return from the United States after finishing her Master of Arts studies in 
1997. Para/Site, founded in 1996, organised experimental exhibits. They also 
published a magazine of contemporary visual arts called PS from 1997 to 
2006; and produced an educational program for visual arts and curations. 
This is where Yeung met Tsang Tak-ping, one of the founders of Para/Site. 
Later, Yeung attended Tsang’s art criticism classes at the Polytechnic 
University, where the latter invited her to join the design and arts collective 
Habitus. Habitus had an alternative exhibition and performance space at 
Central, and later, at the Western Market. It was through the collective’s 
exhibits and performances where Yeung became exposed to artists who 
worked with music and sound, like Cedric Maridet.  In an interview, Yeung 
confided that she was “not particularly interested in sound”311 but it was the 
exposure to them that set her curatorial direction. She is now known in the 
Hong Kong art scene as a curator, writer, and professor of classics at the 
Chinese University Hong Kong.  
 
Before soundpocket, in 2007, Yeung curated In Mid-Air Sound Works Hong 
Kong, an exhibit on listening and not on defining what “sound artists” do.312  It 
featured works for those “interested in listening and what it means to 
 
311 Katsushi Nakagawa and Tomotaro Kaneko, “Research on the Development of Sound Art 
in Asian Countries: Interview with Ms. Yang Yeung”, 2018, pp.80-91. 




listen”.313  Like the exhibit, the organisation that Yeung later founded, 
soundpocket, does not aim to define what sound art is or who sound artists 
are. Instead it stands as a “promoter, educator, facilitator, and gatherer”314 for 
those who work in the fields of sound, art, and culture. For soundpocket, 
sound is always seen in relation to other art forms and a wider cultural 
context; to an extent that listening or actively being interested in sound is 
promoted as part of a lifestyle.315  
 
A decade earlier, the primer of the organization stated that: “soundpocket is 
committed to meeting the needs and interests of Hong Kong artists in sound 
art and the general public in listening by offering knowledge and know-how in 
the long-term development of sound art in Hong Kong (…)”316  
 
Likewise, noteworthy from both its website and the primer is the following 
description: “soundpocket supports not just an art form, but ideas and 
possibilities that engage with aesthetically meaningful, culturally-grounded 
and publicly relevant sonic practices, which have a lot to teach about how we 
understand the world and the experiences yet to be valued.”317 
 
What I picked up from these introductions are as follows: (1) soundpocket 
recognises that there is a sound art practice and there are sound artists in 
Hong Kong; (2) soundpocket is focused on listening and its place in artistic 
and cultural concerns; and (3) soundpocket does not only serve artists but 
also the public, as audience and participant in their projects. 
 
These organisational principles are best seen in their major projects, three of 
which are particularly relevant to my research: Artist Support Programme, 
 
313 The exhibit was participated by Hong Kong artists: Anson Mak, Cedric Maridet, Yeung 
Ngor-wah Anthony and Yuen Cheuk-Wa, together with three other foreign artists—Felix 
Hess, Kawai Shiu and Su-Mei Tse. In Mid-Air, 2007 
314 http://www.soundpocket.org.hk/v2/category/about-us/ retrieved 7 January 2019 
315 Ibid. 
316 Around Sound Art Festival, catalogue, Hong Kong: soundpocket, 2009. Highlights are 
mine. 
317 http://www.soundpocket.org.hk/v2/category/about-us/ and Around Sound Art Festival, 




Around Sound Festival and Retreat, and The Library by soundpocket.  
 
Artist Support Programme is one that combines arts management and 
mentorship for artists who are just starting their practice. This programme 
assists young artists in developing new projects and exploring the field 
through research and exposes them to projects that involve communities in 
Hong Kong.318  
Around Sound Art Festival has had five editions: 2009, 2010, 2013, 2014, 
and 2015—three of which (2009, 2014, and 2015) are called by the same 
name, while the remaining two (2010 and 2013) are called Around Sound Art 
Festival and Retreat. The festival program included performances, exhibits, 
and talks. The two that had retreat in its title likewise included sound walks, 
field recordings, and excursions in Hong Kong and later, also in Amino, 
Japan.  Interestingly, the title of the festival embodies soundpocket’s agenda 
of making listening central in their kind of creative production—around can be 
translated to ting zai (Putonghua) or ting joi (Cantonese), which both means 
to “listen at”, “listen in”, or “listen to be”. The curation of the festival moved 
from Yeung curating it by herself; to her having one or two younger co-
curators; and to having invited established art curators.319 This point 
highlights the  consistency of the founder’s agenda to maintain soundpocket 
as an inclusive platform of different ideas and productions in thinking sound 
art, sound, and listening through; and not as her personal platform to serve 
as arbiter of what is to be considered sound art or not, which could be the 
impression to pioneering festivals, such as this. The profile of participants in 
the festival is likewise a point of interest for two main reasons: first, the 
participants are always international; and second, the participating artists are 
a mix of those from the fields of music and visual arts and their other 
 
318 The artists who were part of this ASP were: Edwin Lo, Jantzen Tse Chun-sing,  Tsang 
Sin-yu, Jacklam Ho Tsz-yeung and Nicole Wong, Chloe Cheuk Sze-wing and Samson 
Cheung Choi-sang,  Mark Chung Ching and Alvin Lee Siu-hin, Bunchi Chan Cho-kiu and 
Cher Ng Chun-tung, Dave Chow Yui-wang and Li Hiu-wa were selected. For 2016, Brian 
Chu Yin-woo and Jess Wong Tsz-ying were selected. 
319 2009 was curated by Yang Yeung; 2010 curated by Yang yeung and Susie Law Wai 
Shan; 2013 curated by Yang Yeung, Alice Wong  and Wong Chun-Hoi (aka Seadog); 2014 
residency co-curated by Alice Wong and Wong Chun-Hoi, exhibit and performance curated 




interstices as well as pioneers of sound art studies.320 As it was clearly stated 
in the catalogue, “artists are not invited because they are ‘sound artists’, but 
“rather because they have or are making works in which sound is a 
determining rather than an illustrative element or an unintentional effect, and 
where sound offers an interpretation of the world.”321 
  
The Library by soundpocket322 is said to be the most social323 of all of 
soundpocket’s platforms. It has an online and offline presence. Online, The 
Library hosts projects that have gathered, made, or manipulated sounds to 
document an occasion, an idea, an affair, a memory, among others. These 
“deposited materials” correspond to actual physical activities (offline) that are 
required to be able to compile the materials. To date, The Library has at least 
involved 50 individuals324 and about 20 group/organisation325 contributors, 
 
320 2009 Hong Kong participants: Black, Cedric Maridet, Jaffa Lam, John Lee, Beatrix Pang 
& Siu Fung, Patrick Shek, Kacey Wong and Anthony Yeung. Foreign participants: Akio 
Suzuki (Japan), Jerome Joy (France), Jason Lim (Singapore), Kawai Shiu (Singapore) in 
collaboration with Hong Kong Music Ensembles, Miki Yui (Germany/Japan) and Yan Jun 
(PRC). 2010 Hong Kong participants: Jaffa Lam, Joe Chan Kiu Hong, Billy Wong Hon Kei, 
Cedric Maridet and William Lane.Foreign participants: Akio Suzuki (Japan), Dajuin Yao 
(Taiwan/PRC), Felix Hess (Netherlands), Miki Yui (Germany/Japan), and Rolf Julius 
(Germany). 2013 Hong Kong participants: Li Wai Mei, Step Au, Tse Chun-sing, Tsang Sin-
Yu, Cedric Maridet and Leng Yan-Chiu. Foreign participants: Akio Suzuki (Japan), Carlo 
Fossati (Italy), Viv Corringham (UK/US), Matt Cook (UK), Tetsuya Umeda (Japan), Minoru 
Hatanaka (Japan), Hiromi Miyakita (Japan), Salome Voeglin (Switzerland/UK), Mike Cooper 
(UK/Italy) and Alessandro Carboni (Italy). 2014 Hong Kong participants: Ayumi Adachi 
(HK/Japan), Chan Man-Yee Abby (HK/Japan), Chan Kiu-Hong Joe, Fiona Lee, Edwin Lo, 
Xing Liang, Wong Fuk-Kuen. Foreign participants: evala & sonihouse (Japan), Tetsuya 
Umeda (Japan), Akinori Yamasaki (Japan), Michael Graeve (Australia), Paolo Piscitelli 
(Italy/US), Phil Niblock (USA), Carlos Casas (Spain) and Alessandro Quaranta (Italy). 2015 
Hong Kong participants: Phoebe Hui, Dennis Wong (aka Sin:Ned) and Feng Hao (PRC/HK). 
Foreign participants Chelpa Ferro (Brazil), Eli Keszler (US), Jacob Kirkegaard 
(Denmark/Germany), Rie Nakajima (Japan/UK), and Sergei Tcherepnin (US).  
321 Around sound catalogue 2013 
322 https://www.thelibrarybysoundpocket.org.hk/ 
323 Ah Kwok Wong, Interview, Hong Kong, 5 March 2016. Ah Kwok used to teach “Creativity 
and Sound” at the Creative School; a member of Hidden Agenda; and faculty member of 
HKBU handling “Soundscape and Hong Kong Culture”—a course designed by Anson Mak. 
324 Alessandro Carboni, Alex Yiu, Amber Au, Anita Kwok, Cedric Maridet, Chan Sai Lok, 
Cheung Tsz Hin, Choi Tsui-Yin, Chow Yiu-Fai, Eddie Cheung Wai-Sum, Elaine W. Ho, Fiona 
Lee, Garfield Chow, Jacklam Ho Tsz-Yeung, Joan Flasch, Jonathan Edwin Lo, Joseph 
Zhan, Law Yuk-Mui, Li Hiu-Ka, Loretta Ho, Matt Chau, Michael Leung, Mike Cooper, NLKY, 
Pak Sheung-Chuen, PEACE, Queenie Leung, Rica Wong, Ruth Waldeyer and Gregor Hotz, 
Samson Cheung, Samson Young, Sau Ping, Scarlet Wong, Siu Kam Han, Solomon Yu, 
Step Au, Steve Hui, Sunny Chan, Susi Law, Tang Kwok-hin, Tang Wai-Man, Tsang Sin Yu, 
Uncle Ho, Winnie Chau, Wong Chun-Hoi, Wong Fuk-Kuen, Yam Kwai-Sin, Yan Chan, 
Yeung Hiu-Kuan, Yip Kai-Chun  
325 98B Collaboratory (Philippines), Anti480, Broadway Cinematheque, Casphalt, City 




not counting those who deposited sound files on “pool”. These contributors 
are mostly artists from different fields from Hong Kong and a small number of 
foreigners or foreign groups (including, from the Philippines, Germany, and 
Taiwan). As it could easily be mistaken as an archive, Yeung clarified that it 
is not; instead it is a “series of encounters, affirmations, and doubts about 
listening as a way of being.”326 This is better expressed in The Library’s 
mission, which states that it hopes to “create a community of active listeners 
who are curious about listening as a way of knowing ourselves and each 
other; support, critique and contribute to our public culture of listening; regard 
and articulate sound collecting as an artistic practice; and promote listening 
as a way of being and being with others.”327  In many ways, it is a community 
project that builds community and creates activities for a/the community. 
 
To start this discussion with soundpocket is relevant as this organisation’s 
contribution has been found to be crucial for the present practice, not just of 
individuals, but the many in Hong Kong, collectively. This was revealed in 
interviews with practitioners. I quoted three of them to illustrate the extent of 
influence of soundpocket: 
 
 
According to Linda Lai: 
“soundpocket opened up the conversation on hearing, listening, 
phenomenology of sound in our everyday life. soundpocket saved a 
lot of lives, who started to think about sound in more ethnographic 
view. Without soundpocket, there is a big gap there.”328 
 
According to Anson Mak: 
“When Yang Yeung started soundpocket because very few people talk 
about sound in contemporary art. Either it is music or sound design or 
installation. Sound installation is part of contemporary art. But if you 
 
Hong Kong Art Centre, Hong Kong Baptist University Master of Visual Arts, House of To 
Kwa Wan Stories, Kwun Tong Ferry Pier, Sandwoodgoon, Shing Kee Noodles, SKH Leung 
Kwi Yee Secondary School, So Boring, Tai Po Youth Arts Festival, The Coming Society, The 
Good Lab, The Salvation Army Shew Wu School, Ting Shuo Studio (Taiwan), University of 
the Philippines Center for Ethnomusicology  
326 http://www.thelibrarybysoundpocket.org.hk/media/This-is-not-an-archive_CHI_ENG.pdf 
327 https://www.thelibrarybysoundpocket.org.hk/project_info_page/about-us/ 




do phonography, how do you situate it?  I think what soundpocket did 
is very important. People were given an option. Sound artist exist. 
(Prior to soundpocket, how was it?) Very few people talk about sound. 
If people talk about sound it is usually part of video art. But there are 
some video artists who actually experiment in sound in video art. But it 
was not sound art.”329 
 
According to Seadog: 
“It makes it a lot more convenient for people to connect with 
soundpocket. Every time people want to find people, they will ask 
Yang Yeung.”330 
 
From these three views, it was made clear that what soundpocket provided 
were: first, a definition of what people were doing; second, a constant 
“space/place/location” for practitioners to go to find kindred spirits; and third, 
the opportunity to make present sound listening and related concepts 
consciously as a theme of conversations.  Additionally, I am claiming that 
what soundpocket made available was a sustained presence.  It is where 
practitioners were able to have repetitive interactions with the same people, 
forging familiarity, if not actual relationships. It was through the repetitive 
participation (in various capacities, whether as artists, technical staff, curator 
or audience) in the three project platforms mentioned above, where the 
sense of community was forged.  
 
What might be considered as an extended version of this community or as a 
manifestation of an ecology of sound art practice is the collaboration between 
soundpocket and another organisation, Contemporary Musiking Hong Kong 
(CMHK), for the project Feeding Frenzy in 2016.  
 
Feeding Frenzy331 is a culinary concert. Conceived by New York-based 
composer Fast Forward, its idea is to serve food at the same time music is 
being played. The sound of serving and eating then becomes part of the 
repertoire. It was presented in Hong Kong by soundpocket and CMHK as a 
 
329 Anson Mak, Interview, Hong Kong, 16 April 2016 





joint benefit in 2016. According to the CMHK website, the two organizations 
brought Feeding Frenzy to Hong Kong because both agreed that “we make 
sound in art the same way, too—by keeping our bodies alert to unexpected 
rhythms, by staying curious with the taste from mixing disparate materials, by 
disturbing the purity of anything that comes to our ears…or in short, by 
listening.”332 Hence, the event provided a novel dining and listening 
experience. 
 
Contemporary Musiking Hong Kong/Samson Young 
Contemporary Musiking Hong Kong is another influential circle in the current 
sound practice in Hong Kong. It was founded by Samson Young, 333 a 
composer by training who does installative and performative sound works 
since 2004. One of the most recognised contemporary artists from Hong 
Kong in the international art scene, he is a recipient of numerous prestigious 
awards334 and is recognised locally for his contribution towards strengthening 
the scene.  He founded CMHK in 2007 with the goal of promoting, 
presenting, and advocating for cross-disciplinary practices in sound.335 Much 
like soundpocket, CMHK’s vision is to create a structure and an environment 
where a community of practitioners may thrive.336 The practitioners referred 
to here are those from contemporary sonic and musical practices, which 
include composers, musicians, and sound artists. 
 
CMHK has five platforms to achieve their vision: Sonic Anchor, Sonic 
Transmission, Professional Development Workshop, Research and 




334 2018, Honorary Fellowship, Hong Kong Art Centre; 2015, BMW Art Journey Award; 2013, 
Artist of the Year (Media Art Category), Hong Kong Arts Development Council; 2012, Prix 
Ars Electronica (Sound Art and Digital Music Category), Honorary Mention; 2012, Japan 
Media Art Festival (Interactive Art Category), Jury Selection Award; 2009, New York Society 
for New Music, Brian M. Israel Prize; 2007, Bloomberg Emerging Artist Award. 
https://www.thismusicisfalse.com/about/ 
335 https://www.cmhk.org/about-cmhk/ 
336 “To create a forward-looking support structure and a community of practice that is for the 
artists; and to reinvigorate the practices of musicians by investing in the research and 






Sonic Anchor, a bi-monthly program of “experimental music and sound art 
concert series,”337 is focused on: “(1) the presentation of improvisations or 
new commissions by Hong Kong artists; and (2) the premiere of historically 
important compositions or sound art experiments that are rarely or never-
before heard in Hong Kong.”338 Now on its 33rd edition, the regularity of the 
program provides “adventurous artists” and “curious audiences” a space for 
“conversation of mutual discovery and respect.”339 To date, about 61 
artists/curators340 from Hong Kong and abroad have participated in Sonic 
Anchor, with one artist—Lam Lai from Hong Kong341—having participated 
thrice; and four other artists—Wong Chun Hoi,342 Alex Yiu343, and Tsang Sin 
Yu344 from Hong Kong and Yin Yi from Shanghai345—having participated 
twice. Meanwhile, Alvin Lucier, one of the pioneers of sound art; along with 
Milad Mozari, participated in the 32nd Sonic Anchor.  
 
Sonic Transmission is an artist exchange program with the objective of 
“exposing the works of the best of Hong Kong’s sound artists to the wider 
Chinese sound art community.”346 The series of exchanges between Hong 
 
337  http://www.cmhk.org/sonicanchor/ 
338 http://www.cmhk.org/sonicanchor/ 
339 http://www.cmhk.org/sonicanchor/ 
340 Evidence (USA); Diode (HK), Marco de Mutiis (HK/Italy), Wong Chun Hoi (HK); Tse 
Chun-Sing (HK), Yinyi (Shanghai); Lam Lai (HK); PADA (Taiwan); Nicolas Collins (USA), Xu 
Ching (Shanghai); Da Xiao (Shanghai); Edwin Lo (HK), Wang Chan-cun (Shanghai); CLork 
(HK), Yinyi (Shanghai); Chan Ming-Chi (HK), Yu Xiaolu (Shanghai); 4Unlike (HK), Sascia 
Pellegrini (Italy), Mai Mai (Shanghai); Lam Lai (HK), Vanissa Law (HK), Johannes S. 
Sistemanns (Germany); MIVOS Quartet (USA), Jasper Fung (HK); Ariel Huang (HK/USA), 
Serious Grape Flavor (HK); Michael Schiefel (Germany); Vuvuzela Qu (China); Bjorn Ho 
(HK); Dino (Taiwan), Zhang You-Sheng (Taiwan); HH (Taiwan); Louis Siu (HK), Yan Yulong 
(Beijing), Lie Xinyu (Beijing); Lai Tsung-yan (Taiwan); Uan Sheng-wan (Taiwan), The 
Language Lab (HK); Betty Apple (Taiwan), Ingrid Lee (HK/USA); Hsin-jen Wang (Taiwan), 
Andio Lai (HK); Eli Keszler (USA), Dennis Wong (HK), Eric Wong (HK); Leung Kei-chuek 
(HK), Wang Chung-Kun (Taiwan); Vicky Chow (USA); Ayoung Kim (South Korea), Dawang 
Huang (Taiwan), Chao Ming (Taiwan), Jau-Lan Guo (Taiwan); Enoch Cheng (HK), Lee Kai 
Chung (HK), Lo Lai Lai Natalie (HK); Tsang Sin Yu (HK); Alvin Lucier (USA), Milad Mozari 
(USA); Cornelius Cardew, Chang cun and Hong Kong New Music Ensemble.  
341 Sonic Anchor #4, 12, 28 
342 Sonic Anchor #2 and 29b 
343 Sonic Anchor #15 and 31 
344 Sonic Anchor #15 and 30 





Kong and Shanghai from 2012-2014 was participated in by five artists347 from 
Hong Kong and six artists348 from Shanghai.  They performed at the Sonic 
Anchor in Hong Kong and at the Rockbund Art Museum in Shanghai. The 
program’s 2015 edition included other Chinese cities like Beijing and Taiwan. 
To date, Sonic Transmission has been participated in by 15 artists as 
exchange artists,349 supported artists,350 and inbound artists.351  
 
On a more practical level, CMHK’s Professional Development Workshop 
(PDW) is a helpful platform for practitioners as it equips them with new tools 
for creating their art. The workshop consists of training in the programming of 
software and working with various hardware and is given by an invited expert 
technologist. In Hong Kong, there are university courses and other 
independent workshops that train artists who work with sound. PDW, 
however, is particularly designed to cater to a small group of artists to enable 
a more focused attendance to their concerns that are directly linked to their 
specific art projects.352  
 
Research and Development (R&D) and Special Projects are more reflective 
of Young’s own approach to his art making. Young has been known to 
devote thorough research in every piece that he makes. CMHK’s R&D and 
Special Projects enable selected artists to explore their project ideas with the 
same keen approach as Young. 
 
My search to find formed or organised circles in Manila similar to 
soundpocket and CMHK led me to at least five groups. While they are 
configured differently compared to the two examples from Hong Kong, and 
even compared to each other, these circles, identified in the section that 
follows, are fundamentally formed or organised groups and serve the same 
 
347 Edwin Lo, Cedric Maridet, Tse Chun Sing, Samson Young, Steve Hui 
348 Xu Cheng, Da Xiao, Wang Chang Cun, Yin Yi, Yu Xiao Lu, Mai Mai 
349 Lee Cheng and Vvzela (2017); Cheuk Wing-nam and Alex Yiu (2016); Jasper Fung, Louis 
Siu (2014/15) 
350 Language Lab, Olaf Hochherz, Wilmer Chan (2014/15) 





purpose as soundpocket and CMHK, which is to create a consistent physical 
and conceptual space where practitioners can keep coming back.  
 
Children of Cathode Ray 
Children of Cathode Ray (Children) is the longest existing group in the sound 
practice in Manila, having been founded in 1989.  It is essentially a band; 
however, in one of their write-ups, the group was labelled as “one of the 
earliest experimental sound arts group in the Philippines”,353 with the 
following members: Blooms Borres, Tad Ermitaño, Jing Garcia, Peter 
Marquez,354 Regiben Romana, and Magyar Tuazon. The members came 
together from the Goethe/Mowelfund/PIA workshop mentioned in the 
previous chapter on genealogy. The group was formed at the tail-end of a 
colourful period in Pinoy rock, with the competition between new wavers (aka 
chongs) and punk rockers at its heart.355 Among Children’s earlier 
performances were at Red Rocks (later called Club Dredd), one of the most 
important underground rock bars, having been a frequent host to and a 
breeding place for many bands.356 In one of our interviews, Ermitaño recalled 
that Children was usually given a slot to perform during “dead night” or when 
it was not peak season, as their music was a bit unusual than the dominant 
taste.357 Ermitaño, however, added that this alternative music scene was 
very friendly. He said:  
“Walang camps du’n. Sa Red Rocks, punta ka kasi Thursday night. 
Punta ka du’n kasi Thursday, hindi dahil kung sino ang tumutugtog”358 
(translation: There were no camps then. In Red Rocks, you come on 
Thursday night. You went because it is Thursday, not because of who 
is playing.) 
 
And because there were people, even on the “dead nights”, Children were 
able to play for an audience, with some of these audience continuously 
 
353 Jing Garcia, “raymanray by Children of Cathode Ray (early 90s), autoceremony blogspot, 
17 March, 2014. Retrieved in 10 December 2015 
354 In charge of documentation 
355 Jing Garcia, “As it was, when it was: The new album on Pinoy underground 80s and the 
great rock ‘n roll swindle,” autoceremony blogspot, 2 November 2006. Retrieved in 10 
December 2015 
356 Ibid. 





joining them until their present practice. Their performances at Red Rocks 
may be traced to their association with another linkage. Jing Garcia, in a blog 
about the Manila underground music scene in the 80s,359 described the 
“scene” at A2Z. A2Z is a record bar owned by Jingle Chordbook Magazine, 
Ces Rodriguez, and Leslie David. As mentioned in the earlier chapter, Jingle 
did not only circulate information about the current music favourites in the 
70s, it also generated a community by providing people of same interests 
with a platform to come together. It is in this vein that the record bar 
generated the community of sound practitioners in the 80s, including 
Children. A2Z provided them with a physical space where they could gather 
and be among people with the same interest and persuasion in music, 
among other things. A decade later, Children of Cathode Ray are found 
performing in artist-run-spaces and established art institutions, by 
themselves as a group, complete or incomplete; individually; or in 
collaboration with artists of other forms.  In the 2000s, members of Children 
organised events, which other sound practitioners fondly recalled when 
listing down “sound art events in Manila”.   
 
One of these events is New Media Art Manila (NMAM). NMAM is actually an 
entity organised by Borres and Ermitaño. What came out of it was the 
Electrostatic Sound Conference, a series of activities, mostly performance, in 
2007-2009, which gathered other performers besides the members of 
Children of Cathode Ray.  The first iteration in 2007 was participated in by 
Malek Lopez, who is part of another group or duo called Rubber Inc.;360 Juan 
Miguel Sobrepeña (aka Moon Fear Moon), who is a solo act; Earl Drilon (aka 
Tengal), founder and organiser of SABAW sound art collective; and Lirio 
Salvador, who is founder and organiser of several groups but at that time, 
was with Elemento.361 For 2008, there were two editions: one in January, 
participated in by Filipino-Canadian guitarist Reuel Ordoñez (aka Maggot 
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360 Other half of the duo was Noel de Brakinghe, a Hong Kong born British, who grew up in 
Manila. Noel is more known in recent years as a sound engineer.  
361 Jing Garcia, “Sound Art Conference this October”, autoceremony blogspot, 23 September 




Breeder); Pow Martinez, Sam Kiyoumarsi, and Tom McWalter (aka Trojan 
Whores); and Erick Calilan (aka Ugong); and another in September, which 
was participated in by Singapore-based Australian musician Darren Moore of 
Iron Egg; new music composer Teresa Barrozo; and experimental and noise 
musician Roger Lopez (aka Inconnu Ictu). Lirio Salvador and Elemento were 
also part of the 2008 edition362 as were Roque Federizon Lee (aka Roxlee) 
and his experimental films. Roxlee is likewise part of the 
Goethe/Mowelfund/PIA workshop earlier mentioned; thus, the inclusion of his 
work in this program recognises the connection of Children to experimental 
film or video. Some significant changes in the 2009 edition of NMAM were 
their dropping of “new” from their name; their partnership with Green Papaya 
Art Projects, an artist-run space; and their inclusion of field recording and 
soundscape in their programming. Among the 2009 participants were Edsel 
Abesames, who is a video editor and a motion graphics person; Cris 
Garcimo (aka Blend:er), who is a noise musician from Cavite from the same 
group founded by Salvador; Christian Concepcion (aka Grnd Ctrl), who was 
a member of ambient/experimental/industrial band The Slave Drum; Mark 
Laccay, an award-winning audio engineer and educator who was later 
involved with the digitisation project of the Jose Maceda Collection at the 
University of the Philippines; and Mannel Villariba, a performance artist. The 
performers for the 2009 edition included artists like Lyle Sacris and Jason 
Tan for video projections, Arvin Nogueras (aka Caliph8), Malek Lopez, Pow 
Martinez (aka Nun Radar), and Tengal. Only the most active members of 
Children maintained participation in these events, among them Borres and 
Ermitaño, being the main organisers, and Garcia. The mixture of “sound 
artists”,363 experimental musicians, video artists, and other artists of different 
form, was strongly noticeable.  It is because NMAM was not entirely a sound 
art or music event.  It was said to have been formed to “curate, stage, and 
promote new media art—art made with electronic, audio-visual, and 
information technologies.”364  
 
362 Jing Garcia, “The 2nd ElectroStatic Sound Conference”, autoceremony blogspot, 12 
January 2008. Retrieved in 10 December 2015 
363 Term chosen by organisers and used in their promotional materials.  





NMAM was a new media art event, a label that includes “sound art, video art, 
interactive electronics, algorithmic art, computer music, and whatever art 
forms new technologies may yet spawn.”365 It is particularly in view of this 
series of projects that Children of Cathode Ray can be considered as more 
than “just a band”.  In their more recent practice, particularly Ermitaño’s, who 
remains the most active in the Manila art scene among the members, they 
delved more in exhibiting media art works.  The contribution of Children in 
both media and alternative music scene in Manila is remembered strongly in 
more recent years, particularly through their reunion performance at the WSK 
Festival of Recently Possible, organised by Tengal, in 2014.366 Besides the 
longevity of their practice, spanning almost three decades, Children of 
Cathode Ray, is recognised in this research as the best example of a kind of 
group that came out of an institutionalised program (Goethe/Mowelfund/PIA 
workshop) and borne from a combination of a creative climate (band 
performances in bars) and camaraderie. Children of Cathode Ray, then, is 
important because of the instance of their formation. 
 
Among the groups that Children share the stage with, not only for their 
“unstructured music”367 but also for their interestingly formed and differently 
structured circles are Publika, Intermidya, Elemento, and E.X.I.S.T. These 
groups were all founded by Lirio Salvador, an artist based in Cavite, a 
province south of Manila. 
 
Lirio Salvador: Publiko/Intermidya/Elemento/E.X.I.S.T./Espasyo Siningdikato 
Some circles exist through the persistent activation of a main organiser. Such 
is the case with Lirio Salvador, earlier introduced as an artist who lives 
outside Manila but has a practice within Manila. Salvador founded Publiko in 
the late 1980s; Intermidya around 1994; Elemento in 1996; and E.X.I.S.T. in 
 
365 Ibid. 
366 Tricia Aquino, “Audio: Pioneering Sound Art Group, Children of Cathode Ray at WSK 
2004, Lifestyle Section, InterAksyon.com, 7 November 2014, 
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2002. He studied fine arts in Technological University of the Philippines in 
1985, the same time when early Pinoy punk (the local version of punk in 
Manila) was at its height with university students as its major followers.368 It 
was also during his college days when he first encountered research about 
Joseph Beuys, Marcel Duchamp, Luigi Russolo, John Cage, and Yoko Ono, 
among others.  He also had a curious interest in “street urchins” who played 
music from time to time. It was from a combination of all these factors that his 
own brand of punk was developed.  He formed the punk band Publiko, 
together with Mike Resurreccion on vocals, Ed Astilla on drums, Reinnier 
Villagonzago on guitar, and himself on bass, p-trap, television, electric drill, 
and typewriter. Salvador recalled during an interview with artist-curator, Lena 
Cobangbang:  
“During that time karamihan ng audience naming puro punk.  Masaya 
nu’ng araw kasi kahit saan puwede kang tumugtog, sa basketball 
court, sa bahay ng tropa, sa kalye, sa bakanteng lote, okay lang. 
Minsan na rin kaming tumugtog sa Red Rocks (…) maraming 
memories du’n.”369 (translation: During that time most of our audience 
were punk. It was fun during those days, we can perform anywhere, 
on basketball court, in a friend’s house, on the streets, or vacant lot. 
Sometimes we also played at Red Rocks (…) there are a lot of 
memories from there.)  
 
With this, Salvador already described the ecology where Publiko belonged, 
its audience, its site of performance, as well as the other groups it interacted 
and associated with. The statement above also implies that Publiko 
considers all their performances, whether formally organised or more ad hoc 
in nature, to be of equal importance. Performing in a private or unusual 
space is also considered a performance, without any qualifier (e.g. smaller 
performance, informal performance, rehearsal, etc.).  When Publiko 
disbanded in 1994, Salvador organised Intermidya, a group that combined 
noise musicians and visual artists from students of fine arts. What the group 
did to perform was this: their noise musicians played while their visual artists 
painted or did murals. At that time, Salvador was also in the process of 
developing sandata (translation: weapon), an assemblage of different metals 
 
368 Lena Cobangbang, Email interview with Lirio Salvador, 2010 




and electronic circuits, which also serves as a music/sounding/noising 
instrument.  To date, Salvador’s sandata are being used by sound 
practitioners in Manila. Unlike in the beginning when it was only those who 
belonged to Salvador’s circle who played and owned it, in more recent years, 
sandata has become an icon that represents sound art/practice in Manila. 
This topic will be further discussed in the later chapter on technology.  
Meanwhile, Intermidya disbanded in 1996.  In the same year, another group, 
Elemento, was organised by Salvador. Similar to Intermidya, Elemento 
recognised the interlinking of different forms and media, of visual arts and 
music.  Elemento, is more progressive as it accommodates “all else”—other  
forms, other media in the spirit of creation or creating art. Salvador noted:  
“Kaya siya Elemento kasi lahat posibleng elements para lumikha at 
mag-explore ay welcome na. Kaya kahit saan puwede kaming 
tumugtog, puwedeng ako lang mag-isa ang tumugtog, puwedeng may 
kasama, puwedeng may vocals, puwedeng instrumental, puwedeng 
hindi tumugtog, puwedeng makipag-collaborate, puwedeng nasa 
eksena, puwedeng wala, puwedeng mag exist, pwedeng hindi (…). Ito 
‘yung gusto kong ma-achieve. ‘Yung maging conscious ako na ‘yung 
buong ako, ‘yun na rin yung art ko kahit was sa stage, wala sa gallery, 
walang grant, walang recognition, wala lahat ng kung anupamang 
pampagulo sa paglikha at paggawa, okay pa rin. Gusto kong bumalik 
sa umpisa kung saan masaya lang akong nagawa, walang bahid ng 
kung anumang hidden agenda at politika. Gusto kong sumaya lang uli, 
maging inosente uli.”370 
(translation: The reason why it is Elemento because all elements of 
creation are welcome. That is why we can make music, it may just be 
me who is playing, or I will play with company, there can be vocals, 
there can be instrumental, we can also not play, we can collaborate, 
with somebody from the scene, or not, it may exist, or not (…). This is 
what I wanted to achieve. That I become conscious that I am my art, 
even without a stage, outside a gallery, no grants, no recognitions, 
nothing that conflates the process of art making. I would like to go 
back to the beginning when it was fun to make work, no burden of any 
hidden agenda and politics. I want to be happy again, to be innocent 
again.” 
 
Elemento became the name for sound practitioners who, coming from 
Cavite, participated in sound events in Manila. True to its form, Salvador and 
other members would either perform as a group or individually, most of them 






Kris Deuda, Cris Garcimo, Kaloy Olavides, Jon Romero, Gilbert Sanchez, 
Richard John Tuason, and others, who are among the most active sound 
practitioners at present.  
 
In 2002, Experimentation in Sound Art Tradition (E.X.I.S.T.) was co-
organised by Salvador with Toshiyuki Seido, a Japanese noise/sound artist 
and instrument builder, who is married to a Filipina. Seido met Salvador in 
1994 in an exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum, which pays homage to 
National Artists. Salvador’s work, a reaction to Maceda’s composition, was 
part of that exhibit. This started the friendship between the two. This 
friendship culminated in the launch of E.X.I.S.T. as a sound art exhibition and 
performance, which involved Elemento, in a place called Club Sound 
Experience in Makati City, Metro Manila’s central business district. An album 
CD that featured Elemento and Transitory Form371 (another experimental 
group) was also launched during this time.  In 2005, when they launched the 
second sound art exhibition, a larger number of practitioners joined, which 
resulted to the organisation of E.X.I.S.T. as a sound art collective or a loose 
organisation for sound artists and musicians.372 E.X.I.S.T. co-existed with 
Elemento—attending almost the same events and working like a twin 
organisation or circle, with Salvador and Seido as their parent artists.  
 
Besides the events in Manila, Mary Ann Salvador, Lirio Salvador’s wife and 
an active cultural worker, recalls a series of activities that were happening in 
Cavite in the early 2000s.373  Among those she mentioned were Buntisan, a 
jamming session for sound art, metal band, poetry reading, and punk bands. 
It was basically an art happening, which started in 2003. Its name was 
changed to Suvasa in 2005, at the same time the performances moved from 
a restaurant called Arusja, to Suk Café, which is inside a mall. Buntisan had 
to be replaced because although the artists were using the term in its 
 
371 Members of the Transitory Form were Charlie Velarde on vocals and guitar, Rustom 
Cinco on bass guitar and as back-up vocalist, Paulo Odulio on drums, Jason Agpaua on 
lead guitar, Mike Pansipani on trumpet, and Alger Guevarra on trombone. 
372 Some information from Erick Calilan’s write up titled, “Experimentation In Sound art 
Tradition,” 16 June 2008, unpaginaged typescript.  




metaphorical sense, which is “to create”, the term’s literal translation is 
“getting one pregnant”, which the administrators of the mall found 
inappropriate. Despite some limitations, this was the beginning of the period 
when even practitioners from Metro Manila went to Cavite to participate in or 
support as audience the activities that Elemento staged. The Salvadors and 
their other colleagues from Elemento decided to build their own space for 
their projects. In 2009, a small store fronting a national highway was 
converted into an alternative art space that was called Espasyo Siningdikato.  
Curiously, Salvador recounted that Siningdikato, a compound word from 
sining (art) and -dikato (from sindikato or syndicate), was another step 
towards the fulfilment of his ambition to build an “empire”. By this, he meant a 
community of people from different backgrounds who are working on creative 
projects—“puwedeng artist, karpintero, tubero, janitor, kahit sino,” 
(translation: can be artists, carpenter, plumber, janitor, anybody).374 Salvador 
continued, “‘’Eto yung sagot ko sa natuklasan kong monopolyo sa mundo ng 
tinatawag nilang sining” (translation: this is my response to what I 
discovered, a monopoly in the world they are calling art.)375 The space was 
managed by artists from Elemento/E.X.I.S.T.  They had a series of programs, 
from exhibiting 100 artists to doing outreach art programs with the local 
government, and hosting events in the nationwide-celebrated February Arts 
Month. Lirio Salvador met a vehicular accident on New Year’s Day of 2011. 
The accident rendered him physically and mentally incapable to function as a 
normal adult up to this day. The group continued running the space until late 
2011. Elemento remains a performing sound group, making them the second 
oldest group (next to Children of Cathode Ray) in the sound practitioners’ 
community in Manila. 
 
Salvador’s practice and the groups he organised were very much a part of 
the circle/s that was born from the University of the Philippines in the 1990s. 
These circles, particularly Big Sky Mind (BSM) and Surrounded by Water 







practitioners beyond the bars where bands played. More than that, however, 
these artists-run spaces became hubs for a community of artists, from all 
sorts of forms, media, backgrounds, and others.   
 
Surrounded by Water and Big Sky Mind 
Compared to Surrounded by Water (SBW) and Big Sky Mind (BSM), there 
are other much older artists-run spaces in Manila. In the 1970s, there was 
Shop6, founded by earlier conceptual artists like Joe Bautista, Roberto 
Chabet, Rodolfo Gan, Yoli Laudico, Fernando Modesto, and Boy Perez.376 In 
the 1980s, there was Pinaglabanan Gallery, which, although called a gallery, 
is also an artist-run space as it is owned by Agnes Arellano, who, as 
mentioned in the prior chapter, is one of the forerunners of sounding 
artworks. In the 1990s, just before SBW and BSM, there was Third Space, 
founded by conceptual artist Yason Banal.  These aforementioned spaces 
are recognised, too, to have contributed to enabling sound practice in Manila. 
SBW and BSM, however, are more directly recognised by practitioners to 
have been part of the formative years in their practice.  
 
Surrounded by Water was founded by Wire Tuazon, together with Jonathan 
Ching, Mariano Ching, Lena Cobangbang, Louie Cordero, Geraldine Javier, 
Keiye Miranda, Mike Muñoz, and Yasmin Sison, in 1998. Big Sky Mind was 
founded by Ringo Bunoan, Katya Guerrero, and Riza Manalo in 1999. All of 
them were students of Roberto Chabet, one of the most influential professors 
at the University of the Philippines (UP) College of Fine Arts, promoting 
conceptual art. The founding of these artists-run spaces coincided with two 
other phenomena in the art scene in Manila. First, it was the time when 
forming bands in universities was very popular—an offshoot of the punk, new 
wave, and rock band phenomena of the earlier decade. Although the 90s 
was predominantly the time of metal versus hip hop; and of boy bands and 
balladeers on the mainstream; and there were still remnants of punk, which, 
by this time, had already morphed into its localised version that journalists 
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were calling Pinoy punk. In an interview, Lena Cobangbang, mentioned that 
the 90s was the time when everybody had bands. She was particularly 
referring to the case at the UP College of Fine Arts, where she was a 
student. There were three major concerts on campus then within the 
academic year: “I’ve Seen Elvis”, sponsored by the UP Mountaineers; “FA 
Week”, sponsored by the UP Fine Arts Student Council usually with the UP 
Artists Circle Fraternity and Sorority; and “UP Fair”, sponsored by the 
University Student Council. Second, it was the rise of the popularity of 
commercial galleries inside malls, particularly Art Walk, a row of commercial 
galleries at the SM Megamall in Mandaluyong City, a city in between Makati 
City and Quezon City, where UP is located. Besides playing in a gig/concert, 
exhibiting in the Art Walk or other stand-alone commercial galleries outside 
the mall was a dream for most UP College of Fine Arts students. In an 
interview, Tuazon recounted that when he was still a student, he went to one 
of the galleries and presented his portfolio. He was asked to go back when 
he already had better work. Tuazon’s rejection was not unusual.377 Bunoan, 
on the other hand, shared that they (she and her classmates) were able to 
exhibit in the commercial galleries (and other major exhibition spaces) at that 
time because Prof. Chabet’s slot was given to them.378 The professor served 
as the go-between for the student artists and the exhibiting world they 
dreamed of entering. 
 
Both founders of SBW and BSM claim that they established their spaces to 
provide a platform for young and experimental artists that the dominant 
platforms cannot or would not accommodate. Sound practitioners, being in 
interstice of art and music, found these two places as suitable venues for 
their art.   
 
BSM founders Bunoan, Guerrero, and Manalo, were among the students 
who were learning about conceptual art at the time they put up BSM.  They 
were also among those who were experimenting in media art, which brought 
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them to include sound and sounding in some of their works. They are not 
entirely sound practitioners, but other practitioners would not fail to recall that 
they were part of the scene and the community.  
 
BSM was set-up like a bar—with a bar and tables on the ground floor, and an 
open space that could be used as a gallery or performance space on the 
second floor. Almost since its founding, BSM already had a program for 
sound art and alternative music called SoundLab, headed by musician/artist 
Jet Melencio. Melencio described SoundLab as a series of events intended 
“to encourage interaction between artists from various disciplines—visual 
artists, musicians, sound artists, theatre performers, etc.”379 He also 
recounted that SoundLab was an experiment to try to find out what will 
happen if all of those creative energies come together.380 He organised 
SoundLab like a jam. The first one involved 20 musicians from different 
bands. An overhead projector was part of the set-up, where people can write. 
For the second one, he placed a sheer curtain between the audience and the 
performer, precisely to expound on the ideas of audience and performer. 
Most of the invited performers for the first two did noise music. Melencio 
remembers that the first two were too loud that they received complaints from 
the neighbouring village. The third one was an acoustic night, where 
musicians jammed free verse and poetry. For the fourth one, people were 
invited to bring any recorded material that were played by various DJs and 
electronic musicians simultaneously. It was also accompanied by projections. 
Perhaps, brought on by the complaints from their neighbours, Melencio’s 
programming gave particular attention to sound and space.  On the fourth 
SoundLab, Melencio recalled that there were “sound zones”, wherein one 
can hear a different combination of sounds as one moved through the space.  
 
Besides SoundLab, perhaps the more important contribution of BSM is that it 
provided a space where “kindred-spirits” could hang out. In the Philippines, 
this act of hanging out with like-minded souls is called “tambay” (which 
 





roughly translates to hang out/hang round). Katya Guerrero and Ringo 
Bunoan both recalled Children of Cathode Ray hanging there almost every 
day; as well as the Club Dredd (former Red Rocks) crowd (including some of 
the most popular rock musicians at that time, like Karl Roy); and a lot of 
students from the universities (including myself).381 They both recalled that 
sometimes, even when the space was still closed, people would already 
arrive. I find this, their having provided a physical space for congregation, as 
the main contribution of BSM. An informal circle or a loose organisation of 
those who frequented BSM, whether from whatever art or other practices, 
crystallised with their shared and temporary but regularised inhabitation of 
BSM.  I am looking at this phenomenon to highlight that participants in the 
ecology of sound practice, that was made obvious by the situation in BSM, 
are not only sound artists, or experimental musicians, or artists (the more 
general type).  Instead, the ecology is made up of those who take on multiple 
or compounded roles, like artist-organiser, artist-curator, artist-technician, 
writer-photographer, etc.  
 
In 2002, BSM moved to a different location, a warehouse complex in an area 
called 18th Avenue. There, BSM shared the space with artist studios and 
Surrounded by Water. The bar was also removed from the original set-up of 
bar-gallery-performance space. The dynamics changed and generated a 
circle that is more centred on or more comprised of visual artists doing 
experimentations, rather than its past community of mixed practitioners.  
 
Sound works remained a curious part of the art production at this time and by 
these people.  Wire Tuazon of Surrounded by Water organised the annual 
Sound Art Festival.  According to Tuazon, his idea for the festival is simple: 
to ask visual artists to make sounding/music artworks. Like SoundLab, 
Sound Art Festival became a regular occasion where sound practitioners had 
the opportunity to gather and engage. Tuazon and the rest of the founders of 
SBW are locals of the provincial town Angono in the province of Rizal, 
located at the west of Manila. Angono is recognised as the art capital of the 
 




Philippines, having been a town that produced two National Artists (Lucio 
San Pedro, music; and Carlos Botong Francisco, visual arts) and other 
celebrated artists (Jose Blanco, visual arts; Ligaya Tiamson-Rubin, literature; 
and Richard Gappi, literature; among many others); and being the home of 
the Higantes Festival, in observance of the Catholic feast of Saint Clement, 
as well as a number of big marching bands. Tuazon grew up in this tradition, 
playing trumpet, the same time he was painting or doing papier-mâché. In 
the 1990s, in college, Tuazon was one of the students who were learning 
conceptual art from Prof. Chabet. He was also part of a ska band, because, 
as Cobangbang earlier mentioned, during those times, everybody had a 
band. It was through this entangled background that Tuazon came to 
participate in sound art practice.  
 
The first space called SBW was established along the National Highway in 
Angono in 1998. Consistent to its claimed rationale for founding, the space 
exhibited works of student artists that could not find a space in commercial 
galleries. Besides UP fine arts students, SBW also became an exhibition 
space for student artists from other universities who are locals of Angono, 
and the friends that they met along the way. Among the first featured was 
Lirio Salvador.382  According to Tuazon, he first saw Salvador perform in Club 
Dredd, where Tuazon’s ska band was also playing. Salvador had a television 
on his head. In the same year, in 1998, Tuazon organised a three-day 
performance art and human installation project featuring Salvador. This 
project shocked some of the townspeople, as Salvador decided to do noise 
performance in public places, like a canal, and to destroy his instruments on 
the final performance night. But it was this same performance that marked 
SBW as something else, besides being a gallery in a small provincial town.  
Tuazon recounted that there were more audiences coming from Manila then 
than from their town. There were teachers from UP and other senior artists 
and curators who drove to Angono whenever there was an exhibit opening. 
Every December, SBW organised an exhibit titled Dog Show, which brought 
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together the most interesting works from the year. A gig or sound jamming 
was also organised to coincide with the launch of the exhibit.  
 
In 1999, the first Sound Art Festival, curated by Tuazon, was organised by 
SBW to celebrate their first anniversary.383 The instruction to the participating 
artists was to submit any two-minute recording of sound that can be played 
on MP3. The intention was to throw a big party. The Sound Art Festival and 
the Dog Show became the “staple” projects that sound practitioners were 
able to engage in as far as SBW is concerned. In view of this, what SBW 
contributed in the ecology of sound practice is the forming of a circle, a loose 
organisation, besides the SBW’s own collective, through participation to this 
“staple projects”. The dynamics, as compared to that of BSM, is different in 
the sense that people had to travel (for least an hour by car from Manila) to 
SBW so people did not have a chance to congregate on slow days. 
Nonetheless, SBW expanded the community’s membership from UP fine arts 
students to other universities’ fine arts students, and from those who are from 
Manila to those from neighbouring towns. 
 
Like BSM, SBW later moved to a new location. They first moved to a building 
along EDSA, which is along the main thoroughfare that traverses Metro 
Manila business districts, in 2000-2001. Later, they relocated to Cubao, a 
downtown district in Quezon City, in the same warehouse compound as BSM 
in 2003-2004. It was in these relocations when SBW’s relationship with the 
sound practice community in Manila became more regular. There had been 
four other editions of Sound Art Festival, including long after SBW closed 
their space. The last one, in 2015, was hosted by Finale Gallery. Although 
called Sound Art Celebration, it kept the original instructions from the first 
festival. Children of the Cathode Ray, Roxlee, Lirio Salvador and Elemento, 
Paw Martinez (aka Washing Machine), were among its participants.  
 
383 27 March 1999, participated by: Lena Cobangbang, Rembrandt Vocalan, Stanley Ruiz, 
Alvin Zafra Amiel Roldan, Charlier Velarde, Andre Vocalan, Jayson Oliveria, Carlos 
Francisco II, Chico Beltran, Choi Bayonara, Allan Alcantara, Jose Beduya, Ronald Anading 
(aka Poklong), Vernon Perez, Jay Ticar, Ernest Concepcion, Karlo Olavides (Kaloy), Oliver 
Rubio, Yasmin Sison, Lirio Salvador, Tado Jimenez, Mon Amper, Manny Migrino, Mario 





Perhaps coming from the same inspiration as SBW’s Sound Art Festival, or 
perhaps simply in keeping with the climate of the time, artist Ernest 
Concepcion and Mads Adrias launched Uno Documento Compilo,384 a 
compilation of music, which “includes artists from very different artistic 
backgrounds”385 who have the “ability to produce ‘sounds.”386 Concepcion 
and Adrias were not part of either the SBW or BSM collectives, but they, too, 
were UP College of Fine Arts students and “regulars” of both spaces as well 
as other sound practice venues already mentioned, with the addition of 
Mayricks—a bar similar to Club Dredd (former Red Rocks) but which catered 
mostly to students, especially since it is located across the University of 
Santo Tomas and within the neighbourhood of other higher education 
institutions in the so-called University Belt. It is implied, then, that 
Concepcion and Adrias are part of the loose circle that these artist-run 
spaces enabled. 
 
I would like to emphasise that SBW and BSM are not exclusively 
organisations of sound practitioners. Both are small collectives of artists. 
Their contribution and participation to the ecology of sound practice, 
ultimately, is that in the period of their existence (four to five years), they both 
provided somewhat regular spaces, occasions, and platforms where 
experimenting artists (including sound practitioners) kept coming back.  
Although both spaces were started by UP College of Fine Arts students, 
SBW and BSM became nodes of connection for artists from other 
universities, other circles, and other forms.  Most of the present practitioners 
remember these periods as “one-of-a-kind”, if not “the best time”, especially 
in contrast with the “market-driven art” world that they reacted to, then, and 
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currently. Romulo best described the role of artist initiatives in contrast with 
the market-driven art world, recounting that:  
“The absence of money allowed them to flourish. Nobody knew there 
will be money. People did what they wanted to do, and it flourished. It 
is actually great that the absence of money allowed people to interact 
with each other, (…) the lack of (art as a) career was better.”387  
 
Another reason for recognising SBW and BSM as major parts of the ecology 
of sound practice is that their history shows and clarify the close relationship 
between present sound practitioners and the visual arts (or the exhibiting 
arts). It was clear in the events recalled above that the visual artists of that 
period (the mid-1990s to the early 2000s) were the ones who paved the way 
towards and/or were among those who crossed over to sounding and 
musicking, where they were joined by musicians (formally- or self-trained) in 
projects of experimentations, in the DIY world of artist initiatives in artist-run 
spaces.  
 
Floating Projects [Collective] 
In Hong Kong, very similar to SBW and BSM, is Floating Projects Collective.  
It, too, has a university connection; and is geared towards providing more 
platforms for experimental artists. Floating Projects was founded in 2010 by 
Linda Lai, together with Jolene Mok, Cheung Yu-tsz, and Lilian Fu.  At 
present, the collective involves the following artists: Linda Lai as project 
experimenter; Wong Chun-hoi as artistic engineer; and Lai Wai-leung as 
general manager. Jess Lau, Kelvin Lam, Wong Fuk-kuen, Andio Lai, case-
open-close, Queenie Chan, Pat Wong, Yiva Wong, Natalie Lo, Lee Kai-
chung, Eason Tsang, Winnie Yan, and Hugo Yeung are members; Lilian Fu 
(UK), Theresa Junko Mikuriya (UK), and Gyorgy Palos (Hungary) are 
overseas artists; and Vanessa Tsai (Tai Chung),Winnie Yan, Lai Wai-leung, 









Lai, together with her husband, Hector Rodriguez, and artist Cedric Meridet 
were the ones who first formed a degree course in sound art or sound 
practice in the School for Creative Media (SCM) at the City University Hong 
Kong.  Among the most active beneficiaries of the Floating Projects space, 
originally located in Wong Chuk Hang but has since moved to JCCAC, were 
the young media or sound artists who have just graduated from the SCM 
programme or similar courses in other universities.  
 
Floating Projects is a Hong Kong-based interdisciplinary art community: art 
production site and writing platform.389 Their main activities are divided into 
five programs: Laboratory, Exhibition, Art Notes, Forum, and Studio.  
Laboratory is a discussion platform for works-in-progress, where once can 
solicit expert opinion before a work is staged.  Exhibition is a presentation 
platform.  Art Notes is a writing platform that promotes methods and styles in 
articulating different voices in contemporary art, moving image, cultural 
events, sound and music, literature, and media/art histories. Forum is a 
platform for talks, seminars, and workshops.  Finally, Studio is a platform for 
production or art-making, similar to Laboratory.390  These programs were 
designed to respond to Floating Projects’ vision of a dynamic community, 
within which artists can meet and young, emerging art practitioners can 
experiment.391  Floating Project is perhaps the only organisation, among 
those discussed here, that has a physical space where people could go to 
even without a scheduled activity. 
 
Like the two artist-run spaces in Manila, Floating Projects has its own 
community or circle of people who congregate in the space, whether there is 
an event or not.  The collective offers a friendly space for younger artists 
where they can hang around, even when they are not doing work.  Likewise, 
as in the case of SBW and BSM, Floating Projects’ change in location from 








community as well. But the organisation’s activities and projects remained 
active and innovative.  
 
Back in Manila, when BSM and SBW closed in 2004, the members of both 
collectives and the circles they have formed pursued their individual art 
production. The sound practice community, however, was not left without a 
place to go as at that time, Salvador was already organising the space 
Espasyo Siningdikato, mentioned earlier in this chapter. Likewise, during the 
same period, Earl Drilon (aka Tengal) started organising Sabaw Media Art 
Kitchen. 
 
Tengal/Sabaw Media Art Kitchen/WSK/Heresy 
Like Salvador, Earl Drilon (aka Tengal) formed another circle in the ecology 
of sound practice. In the early 2000s, Tengal started performing with Pow 
Martinez and two of their high school classmates in a band called EAT TAE. 
They were at least five years younger than most of the population from the 
other circles mentioned above.392 Salvador’s project E.X.I.S.T. became the 
way for Tengal to get acquainted with other future collaborators like Erick 
Calilan, who came from Elemento; and Merv Espina, a budding filmmaker 
who had been trained under Mowelfund.393 Around 2005, Tengal, founded 
S.A.B.A.W.,394 described as a “not-for-profit, artist-run cultural 
organisation.”395 Sabaw is the Tagalog term for soup. The organisation 
claims to share the same characteristics of soup, thus, the name. “Sabaw 
takes the shape of its container; its ingredients are open and move freely 
within interdependent and diverse spaces (…)”.396  In an interview, Tengal 
recalled:  
“Simple lang. Sobrang straight forward bakit nagkaroon ng Sabaw. 
The main intention was, when we were starting, hindi namin kilala 
kung sino ‘yung mga tao. We just wanted to meet others. Clearly may 
 
392 “I can only be an expert of experience from 2004” according to Tengal, interview, via 
Skype, 13 September 2015.  
393 Erick Calilan, Tengal, Merv Espina, interview, via Skype, 13 September 2015  
394 S.A.B.A.W. is not exactly an acronym for anything. Tengal just decided that it would be a 
good idea to put dots, to differentiate it from sabaw (as in literally soup). Later, around 2009, 
S.A.B.A.W., write ups will show a different name which is Sabaw Media Art Kitchen 
395 Sabaw Primer, 2005, typescript, unpaginated.  




ibang tao d’yan doing the same thing (…). The point of Sabaw is to 
build a community. We just wanted to find out who is doing what.”  
(translation: It is simple. The reason for Sabaw’s existence is 
straightforward. The main intention was, when we were starting, we 
didn’t know who the people were. We just wanted to meet others. 
Clearly there are people who are doing the same thing (…). The point 
of Sabaw is to build a community. We just wanted to find out who is 
doing what.”) 
 
S.A.B.A.W. had a monthly performance series in a café/gallery/magazine 
store called mag:net, owned by artist Rock Drilon.  In the organisation’s 
programmes, one can find familiar names from past sound events, like 
Elemento, Transitory Form, Tad Ermitaño, Blooms Borres, Roger Lopez, 
Malek Lopez, and Erick Calilan, among others. There was also a more active 
participation of people from the UP College of Music like Ria Muñoz, Francis 
de Veyra, and UP CONEMUS (an organisation of student composers). As in 
the earlier experiences of other artist-run spaces, mag:net became a 
constant destination for media artists and sound practitioners and the 
audience they have built.  
 
 
In 2005, Tengal started organising a compilation of music produced by 
experimental musicians and noisecians (noise musicians), through 
S.A.B.A.W.’s muSICK label. This came with the idea of building an online 
presence, particularly a website that will contain artist information and write-
ups, among others. The album, titled S.A.B.A.W. An Anthology of Noise, 
Electronic and Experimental Music, was released in 2006, including tracks 
done by some of the most active practitioners at that time.397 It was 
described in detail an anthology that gathered works of underground (defined 
 
397 Featured works by Pow Martinez, Tom McWalte and Alesis Bitrman; Blums Borres; 
Children of Cathode Ray (Tad Ermitaño and Jing Garcia); Ascaris; Teresa Barrozo; Ria 
Muñoz and Pow Martinez (aka Nasal Police); Tengal; Jing Garcia (aka autoceremony); 
Insomnia; Foodshelter&Clothing; Tengal, Anto Bautista, Pow Martinez and Ivan Garcia (aka 
EAT TAE); Elemento (Lirio Salvador; Gilbert Sanchez; Kristopher Deuda; Raymond 









as underappreciated and underfunded) artists in the last 20 years (dating 
back to the late 1980s). The anthology featured 16 artists and an original 
artwork by contemporary artist Poklong Anading.398  
In the years that followed, performances organised by S.A.B.A.W. continued, 
not only at mag:net,399 but also in other spaces in Manila including Green 
Papaya Art Projects, located in Teacher’s Village but later moved to Kamias 
Road (both areas still in Quezon City).400 S.A.B.A.W. hosted two of the most 
exciting sound projects in 2007. First, there was “Conductors of the Pit: 
Sound Artists versus Video Artists”, a collaborative performance between 
video artists and sound artists and musicians, “in a mock battle of 
dominance, cooperation, and everything in between.”401 The program was 
comprised of the following pairings: Tad Ermitaño vs Blooms Borres; Poklong 
Anading vs Roger Lopez (aka Inconnu Ictu); Blooms Borres vs Elemento; AJ 
Dimarucot (aka 110) vs Arvin Nogueras (aka Caliph8); and Merv Espina vs 
Arvie Bartolome.  Then, there was “Motzkin Gangan Ensemble” aka Gangan 
Series, a relay performance of nine improvisers. The performers for this were 
Lirio Salvador on a self-made touch-modulated synthesizer (aka sandata); 
Roger Lopez (aka Inconnu Ictu) on Alesis Airsynth; Ria Muñoz on Kaoss Pad 
and contact mic; Cris Garcimo on Roland SH-101 keyboard; Arvin Nogueras 
(aka Caliph8) on MPC Sampler; Erick Calilan on self-made circuit-bent 
devices; Jonjie Ayson on a scrap metal bass (aka sandata); Blooms Borres 
on electric guitar; and Tengal on drums, panart, kulintang, and interactive 
computer.402 The two projects were exciting because they experimented on 
the forms of presentation. “Conductor’s Pit” highlighted the deep connection 
between practitioners of sound and practitioners of experimental film/moving 
images in Manila. Meanwhile, “Gangan Series” attempted to customize a 
 
398 “S.A.B.A.W. presents ‘Tengal’s Birthday Celebration and S.A.B.A.W. first anniversary,” 




400 Teacher’s Village is also close to the UP similar to mag:net; Kamias Road is closer to 
Cubao, a commercial downtown in Quezon City.  
401 “S.A.B.A.W. presents ‘Conductors of the Pit: Sound Artists versus Video Artists,” 
typescript, unpaginated, 20 April 2007 
402 Tad Ermitaño, “Notes on the Motszkin Gangan Ensemble Performance”, 25 June 2007, 




different approach to performance programming for sound practitioners.  
Both projects exhibited consistent growth of the community in terms of 
programming, which were earlier devised by Jet Melencio for BSM and Wire 
Tuason for SBW.  
 
Another remarkable project organised by S.A.B.A.W in 2008 was Fete dela 
Wasaque (Fete). The title of the event was a spin-off of Fete dela 
Musique.403  Wasaque is a misnomer that comes from the Tagalog word 
“wasak”, which means to break or to ruin. Fete was a two-night event of 
sound experimentation and improvisation in electro-acoustic, free improv, 
industrial (noise), free jazz, performance art, and free-form noise;404 
accompanied by video projections405 and sound installation406. For this 
project, Tengal already started calling S.A.B.A.W. by a new name, Sabaw 
Media Art Kitchen, as he was contemplating a more consistent participation 
of media artists and media arts works in Sabaw’s future projects.407  
 
Adding “Media Art Kitchen” in the name, was solidified in 2009, after Tengal 
received a grant from Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF), in partnership with 
Multimedia Center KIBLA, a media art centre, in Slovenia. Tengal dreamed 
of creating a network or a bridge that will connect the art practices of Manila 
to Slovenia, of Southeast Asia to East Europe. Tengal knew that media art 
was key, and not only music or sound.408 With Sabaw’s new linkage and 
name, Tengal organised the Asia-Europe Media Art Symposium (ASEUM) in 
2009. ASEUM was conceived as an international network of new media art 
practitioners.409 Its programme included discussions on selected topics of 
 
403 A music festival that originated in France in 1982, which is now a big international 
franchise, being celebrated in 80+ countries. 
http://traduction.culture.gouv.fr/url/Result.aspx?to=en&url=http%3A%2F%2Ffetedelamusiqu
e.culture.gouv.fr 
404 Participants were Gangan Trio (Tengal, Blums, Caliph8), Trojan Whores, Nyangbinghi 
Ugong, Manet Villariba, Radioactive Sago Project, Justice Yeldham, E.X.I.S.T., Elemento, 
Tad Ermitaño, Inconnu Ictu.  
405 Videos by Blums Borres, Tad Ermitaño, Edsel Abisamis, Manet Villariba 
406 “Parasite radio”, sound installation by Jong Pairez  
407 “Fete dela Wasaque: Festival for Adventurous music and related visual arts”, press 
release, typescript, unpaginated, 2008  
408 Tengal, Interview vis Facebook, 4 March 2019 




interest,410 technical workshops, and performances. Participants included 
some of the practitioners already regularly seen, like Tad Ermitaño, Lirio 
Salvador, Malek Lopez and Noel de Brackinghe (aka Rubber Inc), Edsel 
Abesamis, Jon Romero, Arvie Bartolome, Roger Lopez, and Arvin Nogueras, 
among others. Participants also included practitioners invited from Slovenia, 
Japan, Singapore, and Indonesia, among others. The Sabaw team was 
made up of Tengal, who was in-charge of artists, curatorial, and programs; 
Annabs Sanchez for marketing and press-releases; Franchesca Casauay for 
symposium and venue arrangements; Mannet Villariba for technical 
requirements; and Eisa Jocson for artists’ and participants’ concerns. 
Besides bringing together local and international practitioners, ASEUM 
became a relevant event in the history of the ecology of sound practice in 
Manila as it was able to bring together the independent initiatives of artists 
through artist-run spaces and private businesses (Gweilos Bar, Green 
Papaya Art Projects, Espasyo Siningdikato, Penguin Café, and Cubao X-
Mogwai); universities (University of the Philippines-Diliman, De La Salle 
University-Dasmariñas, and De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde); and state-
owned culture and art offices (National Commission for Culture and the Arts 
and Cultural Center of the Philippines).  
 
In 2010, another Fete was organised by Sabaw. This time, it was called Fete 
dela WSK (still reads the same as Fete dela Wasaque), with the subtitle: 
Post-Music and Sonic Bricolage. This edition was organised around 11 types 
of activities: concerts, exhibitions, performances, festival shops, showcases, 
professional meetings, workshops, artist talks, parties, public interventions, 
and screenings; in nine venues, which includes event spaces (B-Side and 
The Collective); an art gallery (Outerspace Gallery); private houses (Syquia 
Apartments and Terminal Garden); a school (Pamantasan ng Makati); a 
studio (Parallax Studios); a parking lot (Free Press Parking Lot), a motel, and 
some streets in Metro Manila. Participation, too, was more international. The 
 
410 Among the topics were: interactive design, networked cultures, open source, software 
movements, interactivity, data visualization, biotechnology, DIY electronics, 




countries represented were France, Japan, China, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Germany, Taiwan, and the Philippines.  Meanwhile, the 2011 edition of Fete 
dela WSK was subtitled 10 Days of Sonic Research, Art-Driven Mayhem, 
and Electro-Acoustic Orgy. The program and profile of participants were 
essentially the same as the 2010 edition, but this time, Sabaw partnered with 
two major museums in Manila, Ayala Museum and Lopez Museum. The next 
Fete was organised in 2013 and was called WSK: Festival of the Recently 
Possible. The 2013 edition is where the current format came from.411 Since 
then, the festivals have become more streamlined, focused on four types of 
activities: performance, exhibition, workshops, and talks. It also continued its 
collaboration with different artist initiatives, galleries, performance venues, 
foundations, and universities. WSK was organised annually until 2018.412 
The last one was closely tied with De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde 
School of Design and Arts and the Japan Foundation Asia Center.  
 
One of the latest contributions of Sabaw Media Art Kitchen in the present 
sound practice in Manila, despite only by association and not directly, is the 
formation of Heresy.  Organised in November 2015, Heresy is the first 
collective of women who are working on sound and interdisciplinary media.  
The core members of this group, particularly Franchesca Casauay and Joee 
Mejias, have been part of organising committee of Sabaw for several WSK 
festivals. Teresa Barrozo, also a core member, has been in practice since 
early 2000s and was recognised as an active sound practitioner in Manila. 
The other members of the group are Pauline Despi, a media artist; and Tusa 
Montes, an academically trained musician and musicologist, who is best 
known for her indigenous music experimentations.  
 
 
411 “WSK 2015: Festival of the Recently Possible,” art+ magazine, 12 November 2015, 
http://www.artplus.ph/features/wsk-2015-festival-of-the-recently-possible; Celene Sakurako, 
“What Happens when creatives of the Philippines and Japan come together for tech-arts 
festival ‘WSK’?”, scoutmag.ph, 2017  http://www.scoutmag.ph/news/events/what-happens-
when-creatives-of-the-philippines-and-japan-come-together-for-tech-arts-festival-wsk-






From this review of decade worth of engagement of Sabaw in the Manila 
sound practice, it can be concluded that its major contribution was a platform 
that was regular enough to sustain interaction and linkage between 
practitioners. With its experimentation in programming, practitioners were 
presented not with formula, but a catalogue of potential projects best suited 
to the form.  With its experimentation in collaborating with institutions and 
various other types of organisations, practitioners are presented with 
possibilities, opportunities, and challenges in maintaining their independent 
status but with sustained practice.   
 
Green Papaya Art Projects 
In the ecology of sound practice, one organisation that rivals the longevity of 
Sabaw Media Art Kitchen is Green Papaya Art Projects.413  As previously 
mentioned, Green Papaya had collaborated with Sabaw for some of the 
WSK festivals.  Like SBW and BSM, Green Papaya is an artist-run space 
that welcomed practitioners, especially those exploring less conventional art. 
What distinguishes Green Papaya Art Projects from the two and from other 
artist-run spaces, however, are its ability to sustain its space for almost two 
decades and its capacity to accommodate the changing art practice and the 
amount of experimentation, while maintaining the spirit of community instead 
of institutionalising their place in the ecology of art practices in Manila and 
the bigger network.  
 
Green Papaya was founded by artist Norberto Roldan and Donna Miranda in 
2000. Their first venue was a condominium in Teacher’s Village, close to the 
UP campus in Quezon City, where both Roldan and Miranda were studying. 
It later moved to a much bigger space, still within the village. In 2008, Green 
Papaya moved to its final location in Kamuning, still in Quezon City, which is 
more central and closer to main roads. Green Papaya was organised around 
the ideas of experimental creations, sharing of intellectual ideas, and sharing 
 
413 Võ Hồng Chương-Đài and Norberto Roldan, “Green Papaya Art Projects: Why Artist-Run 
Spaces?, 26 February 2018,  https://aaa.org.hk/en/ideas/ideas/green-papaya-art-projects-




of communal resources; which it continues to propagate through its almost 
two-decade existence.  As far as sound practice is concerned, Green Papaya 
has hosted, initiated, and participated in over 50 projects, with a collaboration 
between Green Papaya co-founder Miranda and sound art duo Nasal Police 
(Ria Muñoz and Pow Martinez) in 2006, being one of the earliest.414  Until 
2018, Green Papaya hosted a sound program called “Kamuning Public 
Radio,” an inter-media performance platform, co-curated by Merv Espina, 
Erick Calilan, and Arvin Nogueras.  This somewhat revived the communing 
of sound practitioners in a particular space more regularly, at the same time 
strengthening the network in Manila.  But beyond all the projects, what Green 
Papaya contributed to the ecology of sound practice is a sense of belonging 
and self-worth. Green Papaya co-founder Roldan may have once said that 
theirs is a bad business model, as friendships don’t pay the rent, but he, too, 
recognised that this same friendship sets platforms like Green Papaya apart 
from the rest of the art world.415  
 
It is in this same spirit of committed persistence that this discussion is 
brought back to Hong Kong. In particular, the three characteristics that Green 
Papaya exemplifies—being artist-led, its sustainability over a long span of 
time, and its capacity to accommodate the ever evolving art practice—are 
echoed in two other collectives in Hong Kong, namely Videotage and 
Para/Site, both of which still exist today.  Para/Site, however, now recognises 
itself as an art centre; while Videotage is now a new media art institution. The 
discussion that follows is focused on the three mentioned characteristics 
above, rather than the changes in the structure of the two. Para/Site will be 
included in the discussion on network. 
  
Videotage 
Videotage was mentioned earlier as the organisation which Ellen Pau, May 
Fung, and other pioneer media artists founded in 1986.  Videotage was 
founded as a non-profit organisation with the goal of bringing media art 
 
414 See Appendix 1 and 2 for complete list of projects related to sound. 




closer to our everyday life” through “presentation, promotion, production, and 
preservation of video and media art, serving artists in the expanding 
technological art and culture network (…)”.416 Consistent with the claim of 
this thesis, Videotage recognises technology production as a factor in the 
enablement of new media art as a cultural movement.417  
 
Among the projects Videotage organised over the years are exhibits, 
workshops, performances, artists-in-residence programs, and exchange 
programs. One of their earliest projects was the “Video Ensemble” in 1999, 
which Videotage co-founder Fung describes, thus: “the video was...the main 
component of the artwork; it was perhaps the consistent loyalty of video 
artists to visual aesthetics that created the visual impact.”418  Nevertheless, in 
some interviews with practitioners, this project was recalled as one where 
video artists generously incorporated sound in their works, which opened up 
the later possibility of focusing on sound.  
 
In the decade that followed, Videotage had since organised projects that 
were directly focused on sound, like “McSoundscape” in 2009;419 “Artist-in-
Residence: Edwin Lo” in 2009; 420 “Feel Music Experimental Lab” in 2009 and 
2010; 421 “Sound Friction N°2-The Zen Ensemble” in 2010; 422 “Sound Shuttle” 
 
416  http://videotage.org.hk/about/ 
417 http://videotage.org.hk/web/subpage.php?mid=35 
418 Ron Lam, “When Video Makers Meet Sound: Interview with May Fung”, PS Visual Arts 
and Culture, Stella Fong (ed.), Para/Site Art Space, 2006, p.51, as quoted by Lo, 2013. 
419 A soundscape project by Brian Kwok and Terrie Cheung, which recorded sounds from 
McDonald’s fast food chains.  It was developed in view of how people in Hong Kong uses 
McDonald’s in their daily affairs—as their temporary and transitory home. 
http://videotage.org.hk/project/mcsoundscape-spatial-identity-of-mcdonalds-in-hong-kong/ 
420 Lo’s project titled “Auditory Scenes: A study of seascape” was a soundscape project.  
Inspired by his family background, being fishermen, Lo collected audio materials from the 
sea and translated it into a composition.  Edwin Lo is a sound artist who graduated from City 
University School for Creative Media.  He has been featured in a number of exhibits and 
performances in Hong Kong. http://videotage.org.hk/project/artist-in-residence-edwin-lo/ 
421 This was an open jam featuring a series of improvised experimental music and sound art. 
http://videotage.org.hk/project/feel-music-experimental-lab-open-jam-videotage/ 
422 This is “a series of sound events featuring cross-disciplinary performances, collaboration 
and improvisation.”  It is co-presented with Re-Records. Re-Records is a record label 
initiated by experimental electro-acoustic duo No One Pulse (Sin:ned and KWC) from Hong 
Kong.  Artist featured were, mAtter (Tokyo), featuring Yukitomo Hamasaki + shotahirama 
(Electronics), Go Koyashiki (Electronics), Toshikazu Goto (Electronics) + Fumiko Ikeda 
(Voice) + Ken Hirama (Live Visuals), and Alok (Electronics), KWC (Electronics), Sin:Ned 




in 2011; 423 “Soundtracking#JohnCage4’33” in 2012; and “Feed! A Night for 
John Cage” in 2012.”424  
 
Videotage’s accommodation of sound projects appeared to be a much-
needed aid for the community. The documentation of one of their projects 
includes the following comment: “Being badly conservative, the music scene 
in Hong Kong is forced into the dead spot.  In a society that is full of 
unscrupulously profit-making for its own selfish desires, the mainstream 
music is trying to put on an open attitude.”425 It is quite clear that the open 
jam and other sound projects provided diffusion to the “saturated creative 
field (that became a market)” and became options for art production and 
consumption. 
 
To summarise, circles are recognised as such because of the following 
characteristics: (1) they are composed of people who are formally organised 
as a group; (2) the grouping may be initiated and led by one person or a 
group of people; (3) there are core members who are also participants of the 
activities they organised; (4) they also accommodate auxiliary members or 
those whose membership is less regular; and (5) the grouping (and the 
space they occupy, physically and conceptually) is a reaction to the lack of 
resources and opportunities from art institutions. In the final analysis, circles 
 
is a performance of silence composition, inspired by the concept of Zen Buddhism. 
http://videotage.org.hk/project/sound-friction-n%C2%B02-the-zen-ensemble-
2/https://www.facebook.com/rerecordsrerecords/info/?tab=page_info 
423 “Sound shuttle” was a collaborative sonic art installation between Max Hirsh and Michael 
Schiefel.  It was an on-going work which had been brought to Berlin, New York, Tel Aviv, Ho 
Chi Minh City and Beijing.  The idea is to capture the sound of the city then remix it into a 
composition.  As the documentation claim, this project was an intersection between urban 
studies and a sound art project. http://videotage.org.hk/project/%E4%B8%AD%E6%96%87-
%E8%81%B2%E9%9F%B3%E8%A1%8C%E6%9D%8E/ 
424 As a tribute to the most influential figure in contemporary art and music, fourteen artists 
from different fields were invited to reinvent John Cage’s composition 4’3”.  Participating 
artists were: Henry Chu, Steve Hui (Nerve), Otto Li, Aenon Loo, Ellen Pau, Jessey Tsang, 
Eunice Martins, SuperTimes (Marco de Mutiis, Philip Kretschmann & Kenny Wong), Chiyung 
Wong, Dennis Wong, Paul Yip and Yuen Chi-chung. This is part of Media Wiki platform 
which is said to be an open-ended project that was established in the spirit of sharing and 
collaborating.  The output of the artists was performed and exhibited at the Wikitopia 
Festival. “Feed! A Night For John Cage” is a continuation of this tribute as it featured, Alan 
Smart, an architect, historian and critic, in a talk and a ‘soundtracking’ music performance by 





enable two things for the ecology of sound practice: (1) they provide 
practitioners with a sense of belonging and self-worth by providing regular 
occasions for association with kindred spirits; and (2) they provide 
opportunities for production that sustain the practice, which is otherwise 
unavailable elsewhere. Meanwhile, besides organisations, circles, or 
collectives, another site of practice are projects or programmes.  
2. Networks 
Network is defined in this section as institutional linkage. Projects and/or 
programmes make-up the network. Projects are one-off activities, while 
programmes are usually a string of projects directed towards a common goal. 
To differentiate this discussion from the previous, I would qualify that the 
initiators of projects and programmes that are identified in this section are 
institutions that have a more formal structure and canonical function, like art 
galleries, museums, universities, market, etc. Projects initiated by 
individuals/independent curators and organisers will also be included in this 
discussion, if they were implemented with or for the institutions mentioned 
above. Although “islands” or technically disparate, projects and programs are 
considered sites of practice because they generate dynamics among sound 
practitioners that are different from what organisations generate.  
 
I claim that organisations/collectives/circles and networks are different in the 
following sense: (1) organisations are essentially human groupings, whereas 
networks are essentially activities; (2) the formation of organisations is for the 
purpose of “coming together,” whereas the formation of networks leads to 
“making things (objects or events) happen”; (3) organisations are usually 
conceived to last or exist for more than one occasion, whereas 
projects/programmes (which are the bases of networks) usually exist only 
until the set objectives have been accomplished. In short, what is central for 
organisation/collectives/circles are the people involved, whereas for 






In the discussion about circles, I pointed out the lack of access to 
establishments for the arts as a common reason for their formation. Most 
artists lamented the limited chances to exhibit or perform. It is true in a large 
scale. As compared to paintings or sculptures, arts with more experimental 
forms have less exposure in galleries and other art institutions.  
 
Below, however, I have identified projects and/or programmes about or for 
sound practice or sound works that were accommodated or hosted by art 
institutions, galleries, museums, universities, and the art market. 
 
Para/Site  
Para/Site is an example of an organisation that eventually transitioned to 
become an art institution. It was founded in 1996 by Patrick Lee, Leung Chi-
wo, Phoebe Man Ching-ying, Sara Wong Chi-hang, Leung Mee-ping, and 
Tsang Tak-ping. At present, it claims to be the “leading contemporary art 
centre and one of the oldest and most active independent art institutions in 
Asia.” 426 It maintains a physical space, the first one being in Central, before it 
moved to its present location in North Point in 2015.  Para/Site primarily 
holds exhibitions; organises conferences and talks; hosts residencies; offers 
curatorial teaching programmes; and produces publications. All of their 
projects/programmes are intended for both local and international 
consumption and/or participations.  
 
In terms of sound practice, two major projects from Para/Site are relevant. 
First is the HK Sound Station; held from 7 February to 3 April 2009; curated 
by Alvaro Rodriguez Fominaya; and participated in by Vito Acconci, John 
Levack Drever, Phoebe Hui, Steve Hui, Keith Lam, Leung Chi Wo, Edwin Lo, 
Anson Mak, Cedric Maridet, Kingsley Ng, and Kurt Schwitters.  The project 
was “an exhibition of sound works that surveys Hong Kong visual artists and 
their relationship with sound (…) The exhibition is constructed around two 
singular moments in the History of Art—the avant-garde in the early decades 






and 70s.”427 Further, the exhibition explored the relationship of high and low 
technologies and “the ideas of the modern in contemporary art.”428  While the 
project documentation did not include the full description and analysis of the 
works exhibited, it mentioned that the show included “an array of sound and 
conceptual genres”, including street recordings (by Anson Mak and John 
Levack Drever), constructed narratives (by Leung Chi Wo and Vito Acconi), 
and sound electronics (by Steve Hui). Second is the publication of P/S 
magazine, 429 a bilingual visual arts magazine, which ran from 1997 until 
2006.  Like the music magazines that were discussed in earlier chapter, P/S 
magazine served as an extension of the community, providing a platform for 
exchange and discursive interactions. 
 
To say that there are many privately-owned galleries in Hong Kong is an 
understatement. After all, as already discussed in the project of 
internationalisation in the previous chapter, Hong Kong had already been an 
active player in the gallery circuits since the 1960s.  For this part, I chose to 
use the category “privately-owned gallery” rather than “commercial gallery” 
because there is an impression that the main and only point of exhibiting in 
commercial galleries is to sell art. This idea brings confusion as to why these 
art galleries would want to embark on projects that would not exactly “sell”.  I 
find this clarification necessary because projects that involve sound are 
usually non-selling—either that there are no objects to be sold or the artist 
won’t sell what he made. Why are sound projects, then, found in privately-
owned art galleries?  This is a question that will be answered in the next 
chapter. Meanwhile, the section that follows identifies sound projects in some 
privately-owned art galleries in Hong Kong and Manila. This section hopes to 
showcase the variety of projects in terms of form that these galleries 
accommodate; identify the participating practitioners; and make a claim on 
what is the private-owned galleries’ contribution towards forming the ecology 










In terms of the present sound practice, Osage is one that has always been 
mentioned in interviews.  Since the 2000s, the gallery had been involved in at 
least nine projects that were intentionally for or about sound or music, or a 
combination of or experimentation on both.  Among these projects were: “Li 
Xinping: Music Mathematics and Metaphysics” in 2017;430 Around Sound Art 
Festival in 2015;431 “Etudes for the 21st Century” in 2013;432 “LiFeast” in 
2012;433 Kingsley Ng’s solo exhibition, curated by Arianna Gellini in 2012; 
“Last Intervention”, a two-man between Samson Young and Kingsley Ng, 
when they were both still considered emerging tech savvy multidisciplinary 
artists in 2013; “Urban Palimpsest: A Twilight Sound-Walk” in Kwun Tong by 
Samson Young in 2009; “Some Sounds Some Spaces,” a special event 
featuring the Hong Kong Music Ensemble, curated by William Lane and 
Giorgio Biancorosso, for the exhibit “Some Rooms”; and “Siren in New 
Media”, a combination of installation and performance from artists of cross-
discipline in 2007.434  
  
a.m. space 
a.m. space, founded in 2013, is straightforward in its mission as a gallery that 
exhibits contemporary art.  In 2014, one of its inaugural shows was Samson 
Young’s “I want to see everything: the Liquid Borders Project”; in 2015, their 
show “MTvs” featured Young’s “Pastoral Music”435 for Art Basel. It was the 
same year when Young won the Art Basel-BMW Art Award.  
 
430 An exhibit that deals with the relationship of mathematics and music by Chinese artist Li 
Xinping.  
431 Presented by soundpocket. Curated by Aki Onda and Helen Homan Wu. Featured artists 
were Feng Hao (PRC), Chelpa Ferro (Brazil), Phoebe Hui (HK), Eli Keszler (US), Jacob 
Kirkegaard (Denmark/Germany), Sergei Tcherepnin (US)  
432 Work by Robert Cahen, John Conomos and Kingsley Ng with music by Steve Hui 
433 Featured Patricia CHIU, Alok /ahshun aka bjornho /Oetzi.P /Shelf-Index /Wong Chung-fai, 
Jamie JIM, LAM Tim Wai, Wilson TSANG, Moodless. It is a two-week art and food festival 
packed with exhibitions and performances. 
434 Siren includes a video and sound installation by Christopher Lau and Samson Young, 
new performance pieces by choreographers Nina Habulan-Gelladuga and Koala Yip and 
dancer Tomas Belen, an installation by new media artists John Wong and Pong Lam, and 






To date, a.m. space remains largely accommodating of visual arts rather 
than sound.  However, I find that their bringing of Young inside the Art Basel 
platform is significant as it signals new possibilities for sound artists.  A more 
thorough discussion of this topic is reserved for the next chapter. Going back 
to the discussion of the ecology of sound practice, a.m. space had to be 
mentioned here because it is an example of how a temporary participation in 
the scene could also bring so much and lasting impact to practitioners, 
directly or indirectly.  
 
Spring Workshop 
In 2013, I attended a listening party at Spring. It was a performative art 
project by Singaporean artist Ang Song Ming, titled “Guilty Pleasures”.  The 
programme was simple: an audience will share her song of choice, will say 
something about it, then the body will listen and maybe sing-along.  Listening 
sessions are pivotal to the formation of sound practice communities in 
Manila. This will be further discussed later.  In the meantime, it was this 
project that introduced me to Spring. My second visit was in 2016 to attend a 
dinner party called “Composers and Musicians Sharing Session”, an event 
organised by New Music Ensemble Hong Kong. It was attended by 
composers and musicians from the universities, mostly from Hong Kong 
University; active figures in the local Hong Kong music scene like Kung Chi 
Shing; experimental and noise musicians like Dennis Wong and Steve Hui, 
among others; arts managers of relevant organisation like Alice Wong for 
soundpocket; and sound artists like Samson Young and Fiona Lee. While 
having dinner, all attendees, one by one, were asked to introduce 
themselves briefly, talking about what they do and where they came from. 
Despite seeming like a soirée for music and sound practitioners, the 
gathering became the most direct event that brought together practitioners of 
music and “other musics”, including sound.  It also validated one of my earlier 
hypotheses that despite the clear delineation of practice in terms of form in 
Hong Kong (i.e. sound art vis-à-vis experimental music and noise vis-à-vis 






Spring Workshop is organised differently from other existing art and culture 
organisations/collectives/circles or institutions in Hong Kong.  Founded as a 
five-year project, which was to exist from 2011 to 2016,436 it was, then, not an 
organisation from the start.  Spring, too, was, from the beginning, formed to 
become an international and cross-disciplinary program. The two activities 
mentioned above fall under a thick roster of activities that Spring organised in 
its run. There were artist and curatorial residencies, exhibitions, 
performances, and talks. It also engaged with existing platforms in Hong 
Kong, among them soundpocket, Osage, Asia Art Archive, and Para/Site, 
among others. Similar to Osage and a.m. space, what Spring Workshop 
contributed to sound practice was making available a different and stable 
platform for production and exploration. In the ecology of sound practice, this 
site should be considered an island or a temporary site, which exists only at 
the time of the project/programme’s implementation.  
 
In Manila, despite the constant claim that sound practitioners (and other 
experimental artists) have a hard time getting into art venues, a number of 
significant projects/programmes did take place in them. 
 
 
Cultural Center of the Philippines/Metropolitan Museum of Manila/Lopez 
Museum/Ayala Museum 
 
The Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP) and the Metropolitan Museum 
of Manila (Met) are two institutions that former First Lady Imelda Marcos built 
as part of her nation-building and internationalisation of art projects in the 
1970s.  Meanwhile, Ayala Museum (Ayala) and Lopez Museum (Lopez) are 
private museums owned by foundations under the two of the most prominent 
families in the Philippines: the Ayalas and the Lopezes. The Ayalas are 
primarily known for their real estate businesses while the Lopezes are known 






have sound programmes, but all of them have hosted exhibitions and/or 
performances that catered to sound practitioners.  
 
The latest from the CCP was a solo show by media artist Datu Arellano in 
October 2017, titled “Tahigami Music”. Arellano comes from a family of 
artists.437 He was trained as a visual artist, although he maintains a practice 
in music and theatre. He is currently a senior member of the shadow theatre 
company, Anino. Arellano had been developing a series of works called 
“Tahigami” since 2007. It started as a drawing series in which the artist built 
his work by drawing connected triangles; before undergoing various 
iterations that showed his experimentations on the medium. Later versions 
included sewing, hence the name “tahigami”, which is a compound word from 
“tahi” (to sew) and “gami” (from origami). The series exhibited at the CCP 
featured works already in their mature version, wherein Arellano used the 
triangle networks to produce sound/music; produced sounding/music 
instruments that can play; and turned the triangle networks into algorithms for 
moving images, among others.  The exhibit was held at the CCP.  
 
At the same time as Arellano’s exhibit, a commemorative exhibit for the 
centennial celebration of Jose Maceda’s birth was held at the CCP Main 
Gallery, from September to December 2017.  The exhibit was titled “Attitude 
of the Mind”, of which I was the curator. Besides archival materials taken 
from Maceda’s archives at the University of the Philippines Center for 
Ethnomusicology, the exhibit also featured commissioned works from 
contemporary art practitioners, which included Leo Abaya, Ringo Bunoan, 
Tad Ermitaño, Malek Lopez, and Arvin Nogueras. 
 
Still at the CCP, just a few months before the Arellano and Maceda 
exhibitions, in July 2017, as part of the closing programme of the exhibit 
“Inverted Telescope” curated by Angel Shaw, Nogueras did a live 
 
437 Datu Arellano is son of musician Deo Arellano; nephew of visual artist Agnes Arellano, 
who was also recognised in earlier chapter as one of the pioneer work in creating sound 




performance using 100 vinyl records from the CCP Library and from his 
personal collection. Nogueras did sound manipulation using six turntables, 
including parts that he custom-built. 
Meanwhile, in November 2015, as part of Performatura Festival, Teresa 
Barrozo did a sound installation titled “Transmitto”, where she replayed audio 
files and placed texts and other visual clues inside the CCP Library and 
Archives, which served as both exhibition area and the main body of the 
installation. 
 
In July to September of that same year, also at the CCP, a group exhibition 
was staged, curated by Rica Estrada, titled “In Transit”. The participating 
artists were assigned to make works reacting to the video work of Jazel 
Kristin in 2014. The production was built by pairing musicians with artists, 
yielding the following pairs (musician’s name first mentioned): Jazel 
Kristin/Alex Toucourt with Geric Cruz, Armi Millare with Kanna Magosaki; 
Caliph8 with Geloy Concepcion, Catalina Africa with Plet Bolipata, Coke 
Bolipata with Nina Lassila, Earthmover with Vermont Coronel Jr., The 
Edralins with Elaine Bobadilla, Erwin Fajardo with Mimi Tecson, Jon Romero 
with Kabunyan de Guia, Mayaewk with Emmanuel Santos, Melody del 
Mundo with Robert Alejandro, Micaela Benedicto/Michael Benedicto (aka 
Outerhope) with Mia Casal, Monochrome with Ryan Villamael, Nickodemus 
with Bru Sim, Pastilan Dong! with Rogie Navilla, Richard John Tuason with 
Ronald Caringal, Roberdam with Bjorn Calleja, Syke with England Hidalgo, 
and Wassim Qassis with Eugenia Alcaide.  
 
Much earlier, in 2009, Tad Ermitaño participated in an exhibit, titled “We Said 
Our Piece” curated by Don Salubayba and Claro Ramirez, in 
commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the establishment of the CCP.  
The exhibit was comprised of 40 contemporary artists interacting with 40 
pieces from the permanent collection of the CCP.  Ermitaño’s piece, called 
“Agimat ni Captain Latigo”, was a combination of electronics that was 
attached to Solomon Saprid’s “Penitensya”, a black metal humanoid figure. 





Another exhibit that involved sound practitioners was conceptual art 
exhibition “Kaka”, curated by Yason Banal in 1999. The exhibit featured a 
short piece of audio composition by Rubber Inc., made memorable to most 
sound practitioners by the fact that it was installed inside one of the CCP 
toilets.  
 
These exhibitions and performances of varying form and scale attest to the 
CCP's constant engagement with the community of sound practitioners. It is 
known that the CCP was originally designed for performing arts, thus, its 
accommodation of visual arts, performance art, media art, and later, sound 
art, proved to be a challenge for exhibitors. At the same time, it provided the 
practitioners a platform for their experimentation.  Although the CCP is a 
permanent installation and has a governing organisation, I considered it only 
as a site of projects (and not as a site of practice) because beyond the 
completion of the projects, sound practitioners do not necessarily have a 
relationship with the space, nor with the people that govern the institution.  
 
Meanwhile, at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila (Met), foregrounding the 
connection between sound practice and academic music, was the 2002 
exhibit “Homage to Masters”, curated by art historian Rod Paras-Perez. In 
this exhibit, Salvador’s composition was a reaction to Maceda’s “Ugnayan”. 
  
In 2007, Met again hosted an exhibition that accommodated a mix of visual 
arts and music and of institutionalised and ever emerging artists. The exhibit, 
titled “Rocked Age: Images of Loud Music Culture”, featured works by 
National Artist for Visual Arts Ben Cabrera, Dong Abay, Wawi Navarroza, 
Romeo Lee, Howie Severino, Mari Arquiza, and Cesare and Jean Syjuco, 
among others. Some of these artists, such as Abay and Lee, are known as 
rock musicians; meanwhile, the Syjucos are known for their experimental 
music/spoken words. The exhibit opened with a rock show featuring the 





The Lopez Museum also did a show engaging their permanent collection with 
new works from media artists that favoured a good number of sound works. 
The show was titled “Zero In: Reverb”. It was exhibited from September 2011 
to April 2012, with a satellite show at the SM Mall of Asia in 15-24 September 
2011. Among those who participated were Ronald Tomas, Tad Ermitaño, Ian 
Carlo Jaucian, Maria Christine Muyco, Eric Ambata, E.X.I.S.T., Kawayan de 
Guia, and Diokno Pasilan. This exhibit was curated by media artist Claro 
Ramirez and Eileen Legaspi-Ramirez.  Taking off from this show, from April 
2012 to March 2013, Claro Ramirez curated another exhibit involving sound 
work, particularly the work of Jon Romero for Goethe Institut’s “RiverScape”, 
a traveling exhibit in Cambodia, Indonesia, Myanmar, Thailand and 
Vietnam.438  
 
Meanwhile, Ayala Museum hosted “Sensorium”, an exhibition that is part of a 
traveling exhibit program, titled “Media Art Kitchen: Reality Distortion Field” 
by the Japan Foundation, involving Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Thailand, Vietnam, and Japan, in November 2013. Co-curated by Hattori 
Hiroyuki, Lian Ladia, and myself, the exhibit featured installative sounding 
works of Southeast Asian and Japanese artists. Among the participants from 
the Philippines were Tad Ermitaño, Caliph8, Mannet Villariba, Renan Ortiz, 
Kawayan de Guia, Ringo Bunoan, Mel Araneta, and Mark Salvatus. 
 
JCCAC/Tai Kwun/M+ 
Similarly, in Hong Kong, institutions that were built to support arts and culture 
projects have played host to some sound projects and programmes. Most 
recently, from December 2018 to January 2019, various media art works 
were exhibited as part of the Jockey Club Creative Arts Centre Festival. 
Among the sounding works included were those of Fung Wing Lam, Chan Po 
Fung, and Phoebe Hui Fong Wah. At the same time, also at JCCAC, Floating 
Projects, which occupies a space on the third level, was exhibiting “Sound 
Movement Object Articulation” by Elico Suzuki, as part of the sound festival 







Tai Kwun hosted “Performative Audio Tour” by artist-curator Enoch Cheng 
from January to April 2019.439 The 30-minute tour brought audiences around 
the space while relating various histories that are related to the space and to 
Hong Kong. Special events participated in by sound practitioners were held 
at the venue, too, during “Booked: Tai Kwun Contemporary’s Hong Kong Art 
Book Fair”,440 also in January. The Great (aka Makoto Oshiro, Takahiro 
Kawaguchi and Satoshi Yashiro) performed at the opening while Cedric 
Maridet delivered a lecture performance on the second day of the fair.  
 
 
M+ Pavilion, a part of the biggest arts and culture infrastructure in Hong 
Kong, West Kowloon Cultural District, hosted Samson Young’s “Song’s for 
Disaster Relief”,441 from February to May 2018.  Curated by Ying Kwok, the 
exhibit was the content of the Hong Kong Pavilion at the 57th International 
Art Exhibition at the Venice Art Biennale in 2017. The exhibit included audio 
and video works as well as object installations. Yang Yeung of soundpocket 
and myself were invited as presenters and respondents on the 
accompanying talk for the exhibit, which dealt with the theme, “Where is the 
voice—Listening in the Gallery”. This event was co-hosted by Polytechnic 
University.  
 
The point of this section was to find the space of art institutions in the 
ecology of sound practice.  This is an important point to make because in the 
previous section, particularly on the discussion about artist-run spaces, it was 
claimed that they were founded to provide artists with a venue for staging 
their work, especially the more experimental ones. How, then, to explain the 












section are almost the same?  While both organisations/collectives/circles 
and art institutions/galleries do act as venues for sound practitioners, they 
still cannot be considered default venues but rather, occasional (or 
alternative) venues only. There may be occasions when practitioners grow 
relationships with art galleries, as in the case of POST in Manila or Osage 
and a.m. space in Hong Kong, but this is not the usual case where there is a 
sense of ownership and belonging.  In the previous section, practitioners 
became part of circles—such as SBW, BSM, or Sabaw—sometimes even 
without being formally a member of the collective.  It was the regularity, 
consistency, and continuity of association that were imperative rather than 
making exhibits or doing performances.  There might be some semblance of 
this fact in the case of projects, but only because the scenes in both Manila 
and Hong Kong are very small, and the practitioners are relatively few (as 
compared to traditional visual arts or traditional music). 
 
Besides arts and culture institutions, academia can also be the source of 
provisions and/or platforms for sound practice. Its involvement is usually of 
two kinds: first, the hosting of projects; and second, the conduct of 
programmes that are geared towards learning about sound practices.  
 
University of the Philippines 
In formal education setting in the Philippines, the academic programme 
closest to what sound practitioners do might be the Music Production 
bachelor’s degree program offered in the School of Design and Arts of De La 
Salle-College of Saint Benilde (Benilde). Other universities, like the 
University of the Philippines (UP) and the University of Santo Tomas (UST) 
offer only elective courses on sound production. 
 
The direct role of UP in the ecology of sound practice was difficult to define in 
the earlier years of the 1990s.  But as discussed in the previous section, the 
said role became clearer when artist-run spaces surfaced, college bands 
became the thing that students took part in, and visual artists became 




sound practice could also be attributed to sound practitioners recognising the 
university’s Maceda as their “spiritual ancestor”.  
One sound practitioner that comes directly from the same academic unit as 
Maceda is Maria Christine Muyco.442  Muyco is a professor of composition 
and theory at the UP College of Music. She has a Bachelor of Music in 
Composition degree from the same university; a Master of Music in 
Composition degree from the University of British Columbia (Canada); and a 
PhD in Philippine Studies from UP. One of her earliest participation to this 
ecology was through the exhibit “Reverb”, which Claro Ramirez curated for 
Lopez Museum in 2011. In this show, Muyco exhibited two of her video 
documentaries works from her fieldwork in Philippine ethnic music— “Ga 
Sibod Dai-a!” and “Sounding in Panay Bukidnon’s Tradition and Transitions.” 
In the same year, she delivered a lecture at the Department of Music at Hong 
Kong Baptist University on compositional constructs.  During this time, 
Muyco was the Chair of the Asian Composers’ League-Philippine Chapter.  
 
In February 2013, Muyco initiated a project called “IkoToki for a Jeepney 
Orchestra”, 443 a composition and performance using parts of a jeepney (a 
local Philippine public utility vehicle) as music instruments.  This project was 
also accompanied by an outdoor installation exhibit titled “Ikotoki Para”.444 
The installation consisted of raw recordings of soundscapes from inside the 
UP Diliman Campus, as well as compositions done by students using these 
audio recordings. “Ikotoki Para” was participated in by students from the UP 
College of Fine Arts, College of Music, College of Engineering, and College 
of Science.  I was the curator for this exhibit. 
 
In this same year, in July, I curated another exhibit that involved sound 
works, this time engaging more recognised sound practitioners.  The exhibit, 
“Listen to my Music”,445 is the first comprehensive exhibit about Maceda’s 









was to use the exhibit to promote the newly digitised archival collection of 
Maceda, as part of the mandate in its inscription at UNESCO’s Memory of 
the World Registry in 2007. One of the galleries in the exhibit was devoted to 
works by sound artists, experimental musicians, and electronic musicians, in 
confluence with Maceda’s composition and/or ethnomusicological collections. 
The artists featured in the exhibit were Erick Calilan, Tad Ermitaño, Jing 
Garcia, Paolo Garcia, Cris Garcimo, Malek Lopez, Armi Millari, Arvin 
Nogueras, Jon Romero, and Tengal.  
 
Another academic whose contribution in the sound practice remains 
practically unheard of is Robin Rivera. Rivera graduated with a Master of Arts 
in Communication degree from Ateneo De Manila University, then later 
became an Associate Professor at the Department of Art Studies, College of 
Arts and Letters, UP Diliman. Rivera came from a musical family. He is the 
youngest son of Flora Zarco Rivera, founder of the children’s choral group 
“Cherubim and Seraphim”, one of the official performing groups of UP. in 
2013, Rivera started his soundscape project of UP Diliman. His analysis was 
printed in the article “The Devolution of a Sonic Community Ritual,” published 
in Humanities Diliman.446 His was the first academic article from Manila that 
pertained to one of the forms within what is called sound practice. Outside 
academia, Rivera is known for his award-winning work as album producer of 
Eraserheads, one of the most famous bands in Manila (and in the university 
circuit) in the early 1990s.  For this aspect of his practice, he reverts to his 
academic life by writing about it. One of his published works in Musika 
Jornal, the journal published by the UP Center for Ethnomusicology, was a 
paper reflecting on the movements of popular bands in the music industry.447 
Most recently, from March to June 2019, Rivera’s soundscape work was 
exhibited as an art project at Calle Wright, an art project space organised by 
Silverlens (a private-owned gallery), in Malate, Manila. 
 
446 Robin Daniel Z. Rivera, “The Devolution of a Sonic Community Ritual,” Humanities 
Diliman (July-December 2014) 11:2, 113-123 
447 Robin Daniel Z. Rivera, “Now you see them, now you don’t, now you see them again: 
Sandwich, and their odyssey from the majors, to indie, and back to the majors,” Musika 





In Hong Kong, there are university professors who maintain practices similar 
to those of Prof. Muyco and Prof. Rivera. The list includes Anson Mak of the 
Academy of Visual Arts (AVA) of the Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU); 
Kingsley Ng, also of HKBU; and Cedric Maridet of the School of Creative 
Media (SCM) of the City University Hong Kong.  
 
Hong Kong Baptist University Academy for Visual Arts/Anson Mak/Kingsley 
Ng/Cheuk Wing Nam 
Anson Mak448 is an artist working with film, video, and sound. She has a 
bachelor’s degree in Communication from HKBU, a master’s degree in 
Comparative Literature from the University of Hong Kong (HKU), and 
doctorate degree in Fine Arts from the Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology. She taught at the Hong Kong Art Centre, at the General 
Education Unit of HKU, at the SCM, and at the Department of Cultural and 
Religious Studies at Chinese University Hong Kong, before joining AVA-
HKBU. Earlier on, Mak was known as the lead vocalist of the Cantorock indie 
band AMK from 1989 to 1996. Their role in music scene was not only 
producing local rock genre, but also bringing across social issues.449 Mak’s 
involvement with social issues goes beyond the lyrics of AMK’s songs. She 
was also an editor for “From the Factories”, a collection of interviews on 
space, place-making, and conditions of production among small, 
independent, start-up creative circles. Among the issues that were included 
in the collection were the struggles of Hidden Agenda, a live music house, in 
the face of government’s industrial revitalization policy, which threatened 
their space in Kwun Tong.450 As an artist, it was Mak’s experimentation with 
moving images and web-based platforms that inspired her to go deeper into 
phonography. Her explorations with phonography resulted to several works, 
 
448 http://ava.hkbu.edu.hk/people/dr-mak-hoi-shan-anson/ 
449 Denise Tse-Shang Tang, Conditional Spaces: Hong Kong Lesbian Desires and Everyday 
Life, Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2011, p.91. 
450 Anson Mak , ed., From the Factories, Hong Kong: Kai Tak, Centre for Research and 




including exhibits,451 a CD compilation,452 and a web-based project,453 
among others. 
 
Another faculty member of HKBU who is an active art practitioner who works 
heavily with sound is Kingsley Ng.454 Ng received his Bachelor of Fine Arts in 
New Media Art degree from Ryerson University (Canada), his Master of 
Science in Sustainable Design degree from The University of Edinburgh 
(Scotland), and his postgraduate diploma from Le Fresnoy-Studio National 
Des Arts Contemporains (France). Coming from these series of education 
abroad, Ng returned to Hong Kong in 2005. One of his earliest recognised 
work was the “Musical Loom”, a large-scale interactive installation that he 
conceived during his residency in Northern France.455 It was an antique 
weaving machine converted into a musical instrument. One of the first works 
he did in Hong Kong was similar to this. In 2007-2008, he was commissioned 
by the Osage Art Foundation to create a large-scale work that resulted in 
“Musical Wheel”, which, like his earlier “Musical” work, is an interactive 
installation that produces sound/music using a combination of different 
mechanical and electronic technologies.456 Ng was very keen in the 
preparatory research for his work. Besides the technology that he will 
implement, he also researched the site where the work will be installed.  His 
interest in the site ranged from the regular movements of the people to its 
more complex histories.  His art production may also be considered part of 
his teaching. Ng extends his projects to his students by involving them as 
part of the production team for his work. One of his most complex works in 
2016 was titled “twenty-five minutes older”.457 Commissioned by Art Basel, it 
 
451 Some of the exhibits were: Mapping Trainscape, 2005, Taipei; Sonic Meditation Ex I, 
2007, Hong Kong; A Sound Walk on Kowloon, 2008, China; Count, Down to Yue Man 
Square, 2009, Hong Kong; Sonic Meditation Ex II, 2009, Hong Kong; Who’s Afraid of 
Ghost!?, 2010, Hong Kong, among others  
452 Produced by Dennis Wong’s Re.Record, 2009 
453 “A Map of Our Own: Kwun Tong Culture and Histories”, 
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Case_Studies/A_Map_of_Our_Own:Kwun_Tong_Cult
ure_and_Histories , retrieved 11 March 2019. 
454 http://ava.hkbu.edu.hk/people/mr-kingsley-ng/ 
455 Kingsley Ng, Interview, HKBU, 15 July 2016.  





was an audio-video presentation produced while riding a tram in Hong Kong 
Island, which Ng did in collaboration with his HKBU students. Among the 
most active practitioners who was part of Ng’s student team for the project 
was Cheuk Wing Nam.458  
 
Cheuk Wing Nam (aka Wing) graduated with a Master of Visual Arts and 
Extended Media degree from HKBU. She earlier obtained her Bachelor’s in 
Japanese Studies degree from the City University Hong Kong. She also 
studied fashion at the Polytechnic University Hong Kong for two years. Her 
first involvement with art was assisting Ng with his projects. Later, she met 
other artists like Seadog and found out about their work in sound art. It was 
through Seadog that she became acquainted with Floating Projects, and 
later, with artists working with soundpocket, CMHK, and within the 
international network of participants. Her works, which usually utilise 
electronics and digital technologies, can be seen exhibited today in various 
spaces, including commercial galleries in Taipei and Art Central 2019. She 
was also part of the artist residency in Bataan, Philippines, that I curated for 
Bellas Artes Projects, titled “Namamahay 2018”, together with seven other 
Asian artists. 
 
Going back to Mak, besides her own practice, she was also the one who 
developed the sound course for HKBU. The course, “Sound: The Basics”,459 
aimed to rethink sound as a supplementary to visual arts as well as explore 
sound as an artistic and expressive medium. As part of the curriculum, 
students were given practical exercises in creating sound works and 
designing sound. Students were also trained in various ways of listening. Still 
at HKBU, a similar course focused on sound for moving images was earlier 
developed in 2010.  In 2013, the course “Soundscape Studies and Hong 




459 Interview, Anson Mak, 19 April 2016, HKBU; and Interview, Ah Kwok Wong, 5 March 
2016, Lingnan University 




School of Creative Media, City University Hong Kong/Linda Lai 
In the School of Creative Media (SCM) at the City University Hong Kong, 
undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate degrees in creative media or 
new media art enable students to explore sound (among others) as part of 
their creative work and/or research.  In addition, courses such as “Special 
Topics on Sonic and Audio Arts”461 as well as “Creative Media Studio”462 
include sounding and hearing modules.  
 
The City University’s sound program was developed by Linda Lai in 2000463. 
One of the first courses developed was called “Sonic Arts and the History of 
Sound and Noises”, co-developed with Hector Rodriguez and Cedric Maridet. 
Later, artists like John Levak Drever, Samson Young, and Takuro Mizuta 
Lippit (aka DJ Sniff) were invited to teach the course, which was intended to 
make students understand the history, theories and issues that are central to 
sonic arts.464 Artists like Phoebe Hui, Edwin Lo, Fiona Lee, Chon-Hui Wong, 
and Fuk kuen Wong, were students in this course. 
 
In an interview, Phoebe Hui465 mentioned that her participation in an exhibit 
outside school, specifically at Para/Site, sparked her deeper interest to make 
art; although not necessarily of the sounding type.  However, she later 
became interested in sound when she studied at SCM under Rodriguez, one 
of the founders of the sonic arts course. Although the sound art course was 
not exactly in place yet at the time of her study at SCM, Hui was already 
exposed to how sound behaved and how it was and can be treated as a 
creative medium.  She treated sound as a solo element within the whole 
narrative of her works. Hui’s works are pedagogical as they show the 
audience their underbelly and how sound or image or movement is produced 
within. She regularly exhibits, the latest for “Factory Forward” at JCCAC from 




463 Interview, Linda Lai, SCM, 7 January 2016 
464 Taken from the syllabus. 




circle, not even of SCM. Indeed, in the later discussion in this chapter, she 
could be appraised as an independent practitioner. The point of mentioning 
her here, however, is to recognise that engaging in sound practice or 
producing sounding works may be seeded from attendance to university. 
 
Lo Yun Ting Edwin (aka Edwin Lo)466 is another alumnus of SCM. Lo 
graduated from SCM in 2008. He recognises himself as a sound artist. His 
work has been widely exhibited both locally and internationally. His series of 
soundscape projects is most notable among his works.  One of his earliest 
works of this form was titled “Auditory Scenes”, created between 2009-2011. 
Another series he is working on is titled “Gestures of Seascape”, ongoing 
from 2015. Apart from his sound works, his other contribution to sound 
practice in the recent years was the essay titled “The State of Sound 
Practices in Hong Kong”, 467uploaded online in 2013, which surveyed 
practitioners, projects, and organisations that could be considered part of the 
so-called sound practices in Hong Kong. His essay was crucial in the forming 
of this dissertation as it provided the initial data that guided me towards 
fieldwork.  
 
Other alumni of SCM were Chon-Hoi Wong (aka Seadog),468 Fuk-Kuen 
Wong,469 and Fiona Lee.470 At the beginning of my research, this much 
younger batch of sound practitioners was the most active in producing 
exhibitions and performances. They engaged with soundpocket as artists or 
curators; and did exhibitions, performances, and workshops, among other 
things, in Floating Projects. Lee and Seadog were also seen performing 
among experimental musicians and noise musicians. Most recently, Lee 
launched her own “big project”, a music/sound festival called “Intersection in 
 
466 Interview, Edwin Lo, Wan Chai, 18 April 2016 
467 Lo, 2013.  
468 Interview, Chon-Hoi Wong, Floating Projects, 24 January 2016 
http://floatingprojectscollective.net/collective/wong-chun-hoi/; http://wongchunhoi9.com/ 
469 Interview, Fu-Kuen Wong, JCCAC, 24 January 2016, 
http://floatingprojectscollective.net/collective/wong-fuk-kuen/ 
470 Interview with Fiona Lee, Central, 5 December 2015; Lee was also one of the artists in 





MidAir”, comprised of a concert, exhibit, and workshop, with guests from 
Hong Kong and Japan. These younger artists often call themselves sound 
artists. They are those who have taken courses on sound art, or sonic or 
audio art. There are many more names from their generation. However, I 
have chosen these three as they are those whose works I was able to follow, 
in connection with my own curatorial interest.  
 
Among those earlier involved in the SCM, one who was able to sustain a 
sound practice in Hong Kong for more than a decade is Cedric Maridet.471 
Maridet was earlier mentioned as a participant in projects of soundpocket, 
CMHK, and others. He was the first PhD student in Hong Kong to focus on 
sound. Maridet started with a music-oriented practice, particularly using field 
recordings and software in 2003. His interest was influenced by his 
acquaintance with the works of Stockhausen and other early electronic, 
experimental, and computer-based musician in Paris, where there were a lot 
of concerts in 1998-1999. At present, Maridet serves as an Assistant 
Professor at AVA-HKBU and external advisor for soundpocket.472 
 
 
Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture-Lee Shau Kee School of 
Creativity 
Another academic institution that is known to have supported the sound 
practice is the Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture (HKICC)-Lee 
Shau Kee School of Creativity. I first heard of HKICC as a venue for “Kill the 
Silence”473 an experimental music festival curated by Dennis Wong and 
directed by Steve Hui in 2016.  Ah Kwok Wong, an active experimental 
musician, writer, and activist, mentioned in an interview that HKICC offers a 
course that introduces sound practice to younger learners. Called “Music, 
Culture, and Creativity”, the course was developed in 2011-2012 for HKICC 
CPOP. Within the 16-lesson course, students are introduced to various 
 






approaches of music appreciation, movements in music, music in various 
contexts, and music production.474 At the time the course was first offered, 
May Fung, one of the founders of Videotage and a pioneer media artist in 
Hong Kong, sat as the HKICC school principal. 
 
As mentioned above, the biggest impact of the projects and programs from 
art institutions is that they serve as additional space or platform where sound 
practitioners may connect their practice, as individuals or as part of a group. 
My exact claim is that as opposed to circles, projects/programs are 
secondary, as practitioners either see them as temporary and “from the 
‘outside’”, unless a practitioner him/herself are the ones who organised or 
initiated them.   
 
The discussion on what is “ours” or on the point of belonging for sound 
practitioners may be traced to something called “scene”.  
 
A scene is an invisible site, which means that it does not have a physical 
space. Instead, the connection that matters in a scene is that between 
people. It is this invisible presence that makes a scene different from circles, 
because circles have physical presence (e.g. physical space, organisation 
primer, website). On the other hand, it is the absence of a long-term agenda 
or an identified collective mission that makes a scene different from 
projects/programs. A bigger discussion of scenes for sound practitioners 
usually employs a regional framework (e.g. Southeast Asia, East Asia), as 
exemplified by the works of Fermont and dela Faille, mentioned in an earlier 
chapter. Below is a description of some scenes that are found locally in Hong 
Kong and Manila. It, too, talks about a local region or area where sound 
practitioners congregate.  The take-off point for the discussion below, 
however, is the nucleus or core of the scene. This nucleus is either where the 
scene originated from or where the practitioners gravitated to. As this is an 
off-shoot of the discussion on networks, independent practitioners will also 
 





be mentioned in the section below, to illustrate that although, some 
practitioners do not recognise themselves as part of any circle, they are still 
part of the sound practice ecology, with their own practice as their nucleus. 
 
3. Scenes 
Scenes are temporary sociations. As Filipino artist Pow Martinez would have 
it: “sound (art) scene causes rare bubbles that bursts.”475 It does not mean 
though that it is momentary. It only says that a scene can be gone as easily 
as it forms; there is no life span projected; nor an expiration date. 
 
Hong Kong’s Dennis Wong (aka Sin:Ned) best described what a scene 
provides the ecology of sound practice. In an interview, he said, “This (Noise 
to Signal) is where people go when they want this kind of music. 
Experimental musicians [and] noise artists, [even those] who are [only] 
passing by Hong Kong, would know that this is their stopover.” Wong was not 
talking about a place here but a connection. In this case, a scene becomes a 
loose form of organisation in the sense that it is not as fully formed as the 
latter nor as fully structured, allowing for different types and qualities of 
attachments. The scene, therefore, is formed because of practitioners’ 
attendance to their art production, which consists of making music, noise, or 
other sound works.  
 
Experimental/Electronic/Noise Scene/Dennis Wong, Steve Hui, et.al. 
At the beginning of my research, Dennis Wong (aka Sin:Ned) was always the 
first name to be mentioned whenever the subject of sound practice in Hong 
Kong came up. Wong is a self-taught musician. He used to do reviews for 
Music Colony Bi-Weekly. He is also co-founder of Re-Records,476 
 
475 Pow Martinez interview by Sidd Perez, Manila, 2010. 
476 Re-Records is a record label initiated by experimental electro-acoustic duo No One Pulse 





SECOND,477 and No One Pulse.478 He runs a live performance series called 
“NOISE to SIGNAL” and a bigger music festival called “Kill the Silence.”  Like 
some performance platforms in Manila, “NOISE” accommodates musicians 
who are experimenting with their medium and style and those who are 
engaged in noising and other forms of sounding. It also serves as a point of 
connection for experimental musicians from other countries when they 
happen to pass by Hong Kong.479 “NOISE” is a self-initiated platform, which 
does not receive support from any institution. To sustain it, Sin:Ned finds a 
venue partner who is willing to receive half the ticket sales for each event—
which usually does not amount to much, considering that the expected 
audience is only typically 25 people or less. The other half of the ticket sales 
is shared equally among the performers.  Promotion is done via social media 
platforms. At present, the platform has had 52 editions.480 One of the most 
recent “NOISE” featured an all-Hong Kong group of experimental and noise 






477 SECOND is a cross-boundaries/cultural exchange platform in the context of noise, sound, 
music and experimental art. SECOND begins when silence sleeps; 
https://www.facebook.com/secondhk/ 
478 No One Pulse is an electro acoustic duo, comprised of Sin:Ned and KWC; 
https://www.facebook.com/noonepulse/ 
479 Among the artists who have performed in “NOISE to SIGNAL” were:  … (CH), iii (HK), 
23N! (JP), After Doom (HK), ahshun aka bjornho (HK), Alexei Borisov (RU), Alfred 23 Harth 
(DE), Alok (HK), ASTMA (RU), Black Zenith (SG), Brian O’Reilly (SG), Caligine (IT), 
Christiaan Virant (FM3), Circuitrip (SG), Claudio Rocchetti (IT), Composers Union of New 
Tunes (HK), Da Xiao (CN), Dickson Dee (HK), dj sniff (NL), DJ Urine (FR), Diode (HK), e:ch 
(MO), Everdark (HK), Fritz Welch (UK), Fumiko Ikeda (JP), Go Koyashiki (JP), Gregory 
Buttner (DE), Heroses (HK), High Wolf (FR), James Fei (US), Joao Vasco Paiva (HK), Jun-Y 
CIAO (CN), Kazuhisa Uchihashi (JP), Klaus Janek (IT), KLC_NIR (CN), KWC (HK), Laurent 
Valdès (CH), Li YangYang (CN), Li Zenghui (CN), Lin Zhiying (CN), Margie Tong (HK), Mei 
ZhiYong (CN), Meta Fog (HK), Naturalismo (IT), Nerve (HK), No One Pulse (HK), Oetzi.P 
(HK), Olaf Hochherz (DE), Olga Nosova (RU), Patrick Donze (CH), Purple Pilgrims (NZ), 
Ricardo da Silva (CH), Richard Francis (NZ), Shelf-Index (HK), Sherman (HK), shotahirama 
(JP), Sin:Ned (HK), Syndrome WPW (CH), Taishi Kamiya (JP), Tetragrammaton (JP), The 
Invisible Frog and Time Machine aka Ronez (CN), Toshikazu Goto (JP), ::vtol:: (RU), Wilmer 
Ongsitco Chan (HK), Wilson Tsang (HK), Yan Jun (CN), Yang Xiu (CN), Yukitomo Hamasaki 
(JP), Zbigniew Karkowski (PL), ZenLu (CN). Information from http://www.re-
records.com/noise-to-signal/012/, retrieved 11 March 2019 




In this same network are Steve Hui (aka Nerve), Chau Kin Wai (aka KWC), 
and Eric Chan (aka e:ch).481  Steve Hui (aka Nerve)482 has a multidisciplinary 
practice in contemporary music, sound art, and theatre. Since graduating 
from the Hong Kong Academy of Performing Arts, he has worked for and 
with major groups in Hong Kong, including the City Contemporary Dance 
Company, Hong Kong Sinfonietta, and Zuni Icosahedron.  His works have 
been featured and performed in the Hong Kong Arts Festival, Microwave 
International Media Art Festival, New Vision Arts Festival, and CTM Vorspiel.  
Nerve co-organised, together with Sin:Ned, the “Kill the Silence Noise 
Festival”483 in 2016. In terms of format, it was an expanded version of NOISE 
to SIGNAL. Unlike “NOISE” , however, “Kill the Silence” was able to 
accommodate a more diverse performance programme and a bigger 
audience. The main venue for the festival was the HKICC Lee Shau Kee 
School of Creativity, the same school discussed earlier, which offered degree 
programs and courses in sound. Nerve maintains a studio in Wan Chai called 
Twenty Alpha, which also host performances and other activities for sound 
practitioners. 
 
With KWC, Sin:Ned formed the electro acoustic duo called No One Pulse. 
The two started collaborating for an audio-visual internet project titled “60 
Seconds” for the 03 Hong Kong Sound and Vision Festival. From there, they 
continued their partnership towards producing records under the label Re-
Records. In January 2017, Sin:Ned partnered with me as co-curator for 
Composite Noise(s),484 a soundscape/composition project between Filipino 
and Hong Kong artists, including KWC and e:ch. The first of the series was 




481 These were the three other artists from this network that I was able to interview and 
maintained a close connection in the coming years of my research and curatorial.  
482 https://www.lo4nerve.com/ 
483 http://kill-the-silence.net/ 
484 Composite Noise(s) is part of the curatorial platform Composite, which I founded in 2015.  





Scene, then, as it is described, is obviously not an organisation but a more 
organic circle, the existence of which is not based on the efficacy of 
organisational management, but on the consistency of activities.  
 
Making sense of this scene in Hong Kong brought me to a better 
understanding of the rest of the sound practice ecology in Manila, especially 
the idea of how scenes of sound practitioners are formed. Below are 
examples of initiatives that originated from different situations and 
motivations but later formed or became part of the scene.  
   
“Sinemusikalye” in 2008 is a good example of an initiative (actually a project) 
that brought together practitioners from different circles in Manila.  A 
compounded word from “sine” (movie), “musika” (music), and “kalye” (street), 
“Sinemusikalye” was a music performance, movie screening, and outdoor 
event in one. Organised by Tengal and Teddy Co, an art administrator and 
an active agent in many circles of media and sound practice, it was held in 
Remedios Circle in Malate, an old downtown in Manila, which has been a 
hub for creatives since 1970s. “Sinemusikalye” was participated in by John 
Torres, Lyle Sacris, and Mike Mijares, Tad Ermitaño, Blooms Borres, Juan 
Miguel Sobrepeña (aka Moon Fear Moon), Children of Cathode Ray, Malek 
Lopez, Arvin Nogueras (aka Caliph8), Trojan Whores, Elemento, Tado, and 
TJ Besa (aka CommPulse). As mentioned earlier, this project became a 
coming together of practitioners from different stages, forms, origins, and 
conditions of practice. It was a project that was enabled by the recognition of 
the organisers and participants of the relationships of the works and the 
artists. But what is or where is the nucleus of this network? The discussion 
below identifies cases in which a nucleus of the network has been (and is 
still) forming. 
 
POST Gallery/Selecter FM 
Similar to the case of Hong Kong, private-owned art galleries have likewise 
been hosting or even organising sound projects/programs in Manila. Among 




programme, held every third Saturday of the month, that serves as a 
performance platform featuring the music and multimedia work of artists, 
designers, filmmakers, hobbyists, and hangers-on (tambay).  The hosted 
“artist” may choose to spin, DJ, or program a selection of music, video, films, 
etc. Selecter FM was launched in July 2014 to coincide with Kaloy Olavides’s 
exhibit titled “(f)Art Fair.  
 
The first Selecter FM featured Olavides and Paolo Martinez (aka Pow 
Martinez), both of whom are part of the industrial noise band Pastilan Dong 
(with artists-musicians Alvin Zafra and Costantino Zicarelli); Rico of 
Sleepyheads; and writer-musician Lourd de Verya of Radioactive Sago 
Project.  There were nine other Selecter FM events since it launched, until 
February 2017.  One of these nine was a soundscape project, sound 
performance, and cultural exchange that I curated for artists from Hong Kong 
and Manila in January 2017. It featured Manila’s Arvin Nogueras (aka 
Caliph8), Juan Miguel Sobrepeña (aka MoonFearMoon), Erick Calilan (aka 
Ugong), Teresa Barrozo; California’s Alex Abalos (aka Alex Puzzle); and 
Hong Kong and Macau’s Dennis Wong (aka Sin:Ned), Chau Kin-Wai (aka 
KWC) and Eric Chan (aka e:ch).485  Besides being a performance platform, 
Selecter FM was also used by some practitioners for fundraising, like what 
curator Merv Espina did when he led the programme for the May 2015 
edition.486  
 
With its fluid format, Selecter FM became more than a programme. Instead, it 
became a nucleus for some Manila network of practitioners, with POST 
Gallery as the host or shell of this nucleus.  POST is located in Cubao X, at 
the site of the former Marikina Shoe Expo that, in the early 2000, became an 
art and alternative lifestyle hub than an arcade of locally produced footwear. 
The gallery’s culture is similar to that of SBW’s and BSM’s in their earlier 
years. However, POST cannot be considered as a circle or organisation 







space nor a collective. 
 
Jon Romero/Today X Future 
Another venue within the vicinity of Cubao X is Today X Future. Although 
designed like a bar, on most evenings, it hosts various kinds of music 
genres, including experimental and electronic noise/sound/music. Its function 
is, thus, similar to earlier bars that sound practitioners frequented, like Red 
Rocks, Club Dredd, and Mayricks, etc. Among its latest platforms were 
“Ruthless Expert Trip Mental Music”, “Gutter Leak”, “Noisebath.PH”, and 
“Stunning Melodic Noise.” In the middle of all these is Today X Future, a 
performance venue-bar, and artists-organiser by Jon Romero (aka Aurora 
Borealis), one of the most active sound practitioners at the moment, who 
came from Salvador’s sound community in Cavite (Elemento and Espasyo 
Siningdikato). “Ruthless” was originally conceived in June 2016 as a monthly 
gig for sound art, noise, and experimental music. In 2018, it was relabelled 
as a loose organization/collective for musicians and sound artists.487  Despite 
the relabelling that was made available online, “Ruthless” remains a monthly 
gig for most sound practitioners, gathering people from various circles.  The 
other mentioned platforms have the same format, although with slight 
variations in programming, form, and the days and frequency of 
performance.  
 
Arvin Nogueras/Subflex/Modified Signal 
Similar to what Romero is doing are the platforms “Subflex” and “Modified 
Signal”, spearheaded by Arvin Nogueras (aka Caliph8). Caliph8 entered UP 
College of Fine Arts in 1996. He was of the same generation as the 
conceptual artists who started the artist-run spaces in the late 1990s. At that 
time, he was starting his practice as a hip-hop artist, with equal interest in the 
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art found their place in artist-run spaces at the tail-end of the 1990s, Caliph8 
organised “Subflex” to accommodate the intersections of different music 
genres, especially those that fall under the categories of experimental, 
alternative, noise, and/or sound. “Subflex” was founded in 1999, and was, for 
a time, held at B-Side, a performance venue at the outskirts of Makati 
(Central Business District), within a compound called The Collective—a 
warehouse converted into an arcade of thrift shops, craft shop, art gallery, 
among others. Artists who performed in “Subflex” varied from musicians who 
were known in the independent band scene in Manila, to visiting 
instrumentalists, to noisecians, to intermedia artists. The last “Subflex” was 
held at Green Papaya in Quezon City in May 2018, where it was held for a 
year.488 Another platform curated by Caliph8 and his partner Maia Reyes 
(aka Nonplus) is “Modified Signal”.489 This platform originated from the 
“Selecter FM” that Caliph8 curated for POST in August 2015. It became a 
monthly event then hosted by Limbo, an art gallery/bar in Makati, owned by 
Martin Ledesma and David Loughran.  
 
Kamuning Public Radio  
In June 2016, Kamuning Public Radio (KPR) was organised by Merv Espina, 
programme director for Green Papaya Art Projects; Caliph8; and Erick 
Calilan. This performance platform, in addition to what already existed, also 
provided a venue for local and visiting experimental, electronic, noise, sound, 
musicians. It was held at the old space of Green Papaya in Quezon City, 
which is now called Catch 272. There have been 10 regular editions and 
three special editions of KPR since its launch. Among the performers were 
the usual names seen in this kind of programmes, including visiting artists 
from Japan, Australia, and Southeast Asian countries. It is worth noting that 
 
488 Subflex #1: 17 March 2017, Antechamber, Blue Dissolve, Panserschrenk, 
Meesternriquez; #2: 19 July 2017, Caliph8, Tape launch via Nine Iron, Antechamber, 
Sewage Worker; #3: 2 September 2017, Aki Onda + DJ set by Caliph8 X Nonplus; #4: 23 
February 2018, Auspicious Family, Mumuy, Sewage Worker, Turmeric; #5: 6 May 2018, 
Mizutama + Selector set by Mimi Sarisari; Sublefx! Acid Mothers Temple and The Melting 
Paraiso UFO, 27 November 2018, Caliph8 & Nonplus, TV Ananda 
489 Modified Signal #1: POST Aug 2015; #2___; 30 November 2018, Nonplus & Caliph8, 
Sewage Worker, Trobol Kontrol, Alyas Margus, Igerak, Auspicious Family; 27 December 
2018, Caliph8, Gen Thalz, Mumuy, Philippine Bamboo Symphonic Orchestra (Wire Tuason), 




in the KPR programme, musicians from the academia, as well as moving 
images artists, were also included.  
 
The merging of independent forces is the trait of the scene that is honed by 
the aforementioned and similar performance platforms. It is a scene as it 
spread by having one segment connect with another, until it forms a web of 
relations or alliances. It is important that artists know about others who do 
what they do. This is what the performance platforms provided.  It was also a 
factor that these platforms were regularly available, creating more 
opportunities for practitioners to develop relationship besides doing their art.  
It should be pointed out, too, that in the case of network, it is possible for 
independent practice to attach to institutions without necessarily being co-
opted into institutionalisation and instead, maintaining their being 
independent and artist driven. 
 
Independent practice 
Finally, in the scene, there are those whose nucleus or core is their own 
independent practice.  As previously mentioned above, these artists do not 
necessarily identify themselves as sound practitioners, but somehow, they 
and their works have been constant participants in projects/programmes that 
are intended for sound practitioners. Thus, they have been found 
intermingling with organisations, collectives, or circles catering to sound 
practitioners.  
 
In Hong Kong, artist Jaffa Lam has frequently been mentioned in surveys 
identifying sound artists. Lam is an installation artist. She is known (not only 
in Hong Kong) for her series of work that deals with women labouring with 
textile. In an interview, Lam recalls that the earliest of her sound work was 
the one she made in 1999 for her Master of Fine Arts graduation show.  
What she did to put water in a container made of porcelain and wood; when 
the container moves, it created sound.490  For the show “Looking for Antonio 
 




Mak”,491 she placed a horn at the end of an electric fan—to say that the man 
is sleeping because she didn’t want to say that he is dead.  At that time, Lam 
said, she just wanted to do works with sound; to work with sound in her 
memory. A decade later, it was Yang Yeung who told her that what she was 
doing was sound art. Lam was one of the artists for “In MidAir” and “Around 
Sound Festival”, both curated by Yeung for soundpocket.  
 
Similar to Lam, artist-curator Yip Kai Chun, is not a sound artist but is 
recognised as part of the Hong Kong sound practice. It was also through 
Yeung that I met him, during the South Island Festival in 2015. Yip is known 
for his installation work, particularly for “Incomplete Finale,” in which he 
replays a recorded sound made during the last days of his mother who 
suffered from cancer. Another piece Yip worked on was “Hea: Voice from the 
root, reclaiming”, a record of inheritance from his Hakka father, including a 
good length of their conversation. It was exhibited at the Conservancy 
Association Centre for Heritage in 2015. 
 
From a younger generation, Samson Cheung may also be considered as an 
independent artist in the ecology of sound practice. His training is in 
photography, having attended the Hong Kong New Space in 2012. His 
earliest participation in the art scene in Hong Kong was through a pop-up 
market organised by Osage. He recalled adding sound to his work only to 
make it not boring. He started paying attention to the sound environment 
while working in a coffee shop; the process of coffee-making and the 
movements of the cups eventually became interesting sources of sound for 
him. Cheung entered the scene by applying to the soundpocket mentorship 
programme in 2014. His earlier works focused on soundscape. Much later, 
he joined “Around Sound Festival” and did a residency in Chicago. It was 
through the programmes he attended through soundpocket that Cheung was 
able to connect with the other younger practitioners mentioned earlier, like 
 
491 Curated by Valerie Doran, held at the Hong Kong Museum of Art, 2008. Additional 
information from John Batten, “Looking for Antonio Mak,” South China Morning Post, 2 
December 2008, https://www.scmp.com/article/662231/looking-antonio-mak. Retrieved 3 




Seadog, Fukkuen, and Fiona Lee, among others.  
 
In Manila, among those who maintain an independent practice is Datu 
Arellano. Arellano’s work that was described in the earlier part of this chapter 
is actually similar to some of the media works of Tad Ermitaño. Arellano also 
performs using instruments that he built. In 2018, Arellano was a part of a 
group exhibit and performance I curated, featuring sound practitioners who 
do installative works from Manila, titled “Composite Circuits” for a privately-
owned gallery called Vinyl-on-Vinyl.  His solo exhibit and his participation to 
the later exhibit mentioned brought Arellano closer to other sound 
practitioners in the scene. Despite this, rather than just focusing on sound 
practice, Arellano is very keen on maintaining a more cross-discipline 
practice, being equally active in exhibiting his sound works and in performing 
in his shadow puppet theatre company, called Anino. In terms of community, 
or engaged network, Arellano is more attached to the theatre company.  
 
Outside the ecology 
Not all who make sounding works are part of the network. In Manila, sculptor 
Reg Yuson is known for his large-scale sounding sculptural works found in 
prime areas of the Central Business District.492 Yuson, however, claims that 
his are not sounding works, but simply works that respond to the 
environment; making sound or capturing sound just happens to be part of the 
response to the sites where his sculptures are installed. This is the main 
reason why Yuson is not entirely part of the network but should rather be 
considered as an independent practitioner. 
 
What I think circles provide for sound practitioners is a sense of security. 
They are, after all, a place where people “may go back to” to encounter the 
same thing/people that they saw/heard. Networks and scenes are much 
bigger sense of presenting. Networks provide opportunities for production for 
the ecology of practice while scenes strengthen the sense of belonging and 
 
492 “Presence” 2006-2007, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wScseyJ2uoQ ; “Hearsay” 




self-worth of practitioners. Like circles, the two create an environment where 
sound projects happen. But unlike circles, these two are not able to provide a 
“sense of permanency”. In all these—circles, networks, and scenes—
practitioners behave with a sense of community, defined here as the attitude, 
condition, or feeling that those who participate in the sound projects 
recognise as a certain form of affinity between each other. This community 
spirit need not equate to membership in a particular circle but is more of a 
non-antagonistic, or even nurturing affiliation.  
 
To further understand the differences in the units of the ecology of sound 
practice described above, a discussion on the ethics of practice has to follow. 
In the next section, I will try to point out how practitioners understand their 
membership to this ecology of practice, the extent and limitations of their 
membership, and how they operate within this ecology. 
 
B. Ethics of practice 
 
“The scene at A22 at that time was straight out of that John Cussack 
starrer, High Fidelity—complete with blasting music, non-stop able about 
the obscurest music trivia, as well as bragging and sniping. The place, 
owned by my editor at Jingle Chordbook Magazine, Ces Rodriguez and 
he beau Leslie David, was a sanctuary for music of every kind because 
they did have Miles Davis and The Modern Jazz Quartet and Johnny 
Cash and The Band and George Gershwin and early Stones on their 
racks. So I hung, deeming that I had the right as a music journalist and 
record everything that needed to be heard, and partake of Leslie’s 
cooking. That was a sign I was “in,” to have access to the basement 
kitchen and sleeping quarters. And belong I did. On mornings, in the mid-
80s, I worked as an early-day custodian for the bar, accepting a daily 
wage below the minimum. But that didn’t matter. As long as I could 
record or get a copy of those fresh new music records that Toti 
Dalmacion (yes, same dude at Groove Nation) lent to the store directly 
from Hong Kong or LA. It was music heaven. To have the first copy of 
Psychocandy and Brotherhood—those were high points.”493 
 
The aforementioned passage was written by journalist Jing Garcia, a 
member of Children of Cathode Ray, to describe their “hangout” in the 
1980s. The description of hanging out here, which includes opening up of 
 




kitchen duties to those who are “in the circle”, was echoed by Bunoan and 
Guerrero when describing their experience in BSM from the late 1990s.494 
Meanwhile, the importance of “listening sessions” to the formation of sound 
practice and community was echoed by Romulo, who said that the format of 
the recordings and the (limited) access to these recordings required 
enthusiasts to gather physically and to listen to the whole record.495  
 
I find this paragraph quoted from Garcia, then, to be important as it 
summarises all the aspects of sound practice that I would like to examine in 
this dissertation: it talks about a physical space where practitioners 
congregate; it describes what they do in the hangout; it talks about what 
music they listened to and what this listening brought them; it talks about the 
connection of this “music hangout” with other media (print); and ultimately, it 
talks about what this hanging out means to the practitioners in relation to the 
ecology of practice. 
 
I started this research thinking that defining what sound practitioners do, as 
in cataloguing and describing the creative projects they produce, is the most 
fruitful endeavour that I can contribute to this knowledge production.  But 
after trying to make sense of how practitioners (circles, networks, scenes) 
come together and what/where their place in the ecology of practice is, I 
realised that learning about the behaviour of the practitioners, particularly 
their ethics of this practice, would be a more productive endeavour. It is more 
productive as it makes relevant the relationships of the practitioner with each 
other, with their work, and with the rest of the society with whom they share 
culture.  It allows further understanding that creative work like sound practice, 
is not an autonomous enterprise, but rather a product and a production 
entangled with history, society, economics, and culture.   
 
I claim, then, that to make sense of the dynamics of sound practitioners, the 
following should be examined: the concept of coming together vis-à-vis 
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hanging out, which essentially directs us to the discussion on engagement; 
the compounded and ever-changing roles of practitioners; and reputation as 
currency, as well as its various definitions, intensities, and capacity.  
 
I further claim that the ecology of sound practice may be best understood 
within the discussion of pakikipagkapwa-tao and bayanihan, two concepts 
earlier defined as traits, which Filipinos live by. Pakikipagkapwa-tao is an act 
of camaraderie, wherein the doer acts for the mutual benefit of the self and 
another person or the common good.  Bayanihan is an act of unity, wherein 
the action of people is directed towards a common goal and where success 
is ensured by synchronising the action of the participants vis-à-vis the 
common goal. Additionally, I included a separate discussion on the tensions 
and negotiations to illustrate a position on how what happens to the ecology 
when two contracts are not met or are challenged.  
 
1. Pakikipagkapwa-tao: membership through camaraderie  
How or when does one belong to the category called “sound practitioner”? 
Who are those who can claim that they are a “sound practitioner”? Who can 
say that they are/aren’t? In the arts, these are common questions of identity. 
The issue of labelling, whether for the art or the practitioner, has already 
been discussed in an earlier chapter. Labelling is necessary as a label 
becomes the handle by which a form is appraised or by which a practitioner 
is recognised. It therefore signals belonging, recognised as something 
central to sound practice. Older forms have their way of bestowing a name or 
label: for example, a person who attended a conservatory of music can easily 
be called a “musician”; or a person who attended a school of fine arts can 
easily be called an “artist”. 
 
In the ecology that was described above, the recognition of one as a sound 
practitioner is different from that person taking the label.  There are artists 
who call themselves sound artists; while there are others who prefer to be 




composer, music critic, sound engineer, and sound designer, among other 
labels.  
 
Musicians that are mentioned in this chapter do not stop being musicians; 
and visual artists do not stop being visual artists just because they were 
identified as sound practitioners.  Sound practice is done by a group of 
people driven to togetherness for the purpose of and because of their 
connection with sound as creative medium. Sound practitioner, then, is a 
name for anybody whose practice is within the realm of creating sound or 
sounding work and who is considered a member of the ecology of practice. It 
may be a voluntary or involuntary, conscious or subconscious participation. 
The sense of belonging is measured not by an individual label but by 
membership of the sites of practice.  It is then emphasized that this sense of 
togetherness is primarily brought by working together. And this working 
together determines the role of individuals, and the general dynamics in the 
ecology. 
 
 The practice has to acknowledge that the practitioner is part of its ecology. 
How does this happen?  Forming a circle, becoming part of a circle, initiating 
platforms, and participating in projects/programmes, are ways by which one 
can earn membership in the ecology of sound practice. Membership requires 
a two-way affirmation.  As illustrated in the case of Yuson earlier discussed, 
referring to outside ecology and producing similar work with those who are 
within the ecology does not automatically make you a part of the sound 
practice. The practitioner, too, has to claim affiliation to the practice—whether 
through a circle, projects/programmes, or a network.  
 
 But what does membership in the ecology mean? How is it manifested in the 
ecology and how does it reflect in individual practice? Engagement is the first 
manifestation. Engagement refers to attendance to different activities of the 
ecology. It may be as mundane as exchanging greetings or sharing of 
promotional materials or sharing of resources (e.g. materials, spaces, 




workshops, etc., to assisting others in time of need (e.g. fundraising for 
Salvador’s medical needs).  Role is the second manifestation. Role refers to 
the space that practitioners occupy, some of which are as follows: organiser, 
performer, technician, fundraiser, documenter, or counsellor, among others. 
One’s role can be single or compounded (e.g. artist-curator, fundraiser-
curator, bartender-curator, etc.).  Role, of course, is not limited to actual 
production of work.  The ecology, as will be further discussed later, behaves 
like a community, and to some extent filially. Therefore, like engagement, a 
practitioner’s role is determined by his/her participation in the production, as 
much as the space s/he occupies in other social aspects shared with other 
practitioners. Reputation is the third manifestation. One may have the 
reputation of being trustworthy, or hardworking, or shrewd, or unreliable, 
among others. Reputation determines the value of the practitioner’s 
participation in the ecology of practice. It measures how much the 
engagement or how much the role of a practitioner matters to the ecology.  
 
 Engagement, role, and reputation are backdropped against what is called 
pakikipagkapwa-tao, or that basic assumption of how humans harmoniously 
interact with their fellow beings, with the self and others in unity. This means 
that engagement, role, and reputation are geared or aimed at nurturing 
connections between practitioners.  
 
 Although pakikipagkapwa-tao is a concept that is lifted from Filipino 
psychology, practitioners in Hong Kong exhibit this same concept in their 
own practice. At the beginning of the research, it was common to hear from 
Hong Kong practitioners that there was no community (only scenes) there for 
sound and that the scenes were clearly marked by form (i.e. experimental 
music is clearly different from sound art). Despite this, however, as close 
observation of the so-called scenes made it readily apparent that 
practitioners therein were not antagonistic to each other, that there were 
many occasions when they were helpful towards each other, and that there 





2. Bayanihan: unity and unison 
 As described earlier, bayanihan may be defined as “togetherness in common 
effort.” Essentially, it means that actions of practitioners should be in-sync, 
geared towards a common goal, and guided by mutual commitment.  
Bayanihan works two-ways.  As it is beneficial to the ecology of practice at it 
establishes a harmonious environment where symbiosis is nurtured, so is it 
beneficial to practitioners as it reinforces the sense of belonging—as unity 
and unison requires a certain level of belongingness.  
 
 Bayanihan is manifested in situations where resources are not enough. In 
such cases, practitioners are usually encouraged to share what they have to 
make something work for the circle, project/programme, or network. It could 
be time, skill, equipment, or contacts, among others. This is best illustrated in 
the case of artist-run spaces and artist-initiated platforms.  For example, in 
the case of Green Papaya, as Roldan, said: 
“For those of us operating in independent communities, the economy 
of Philippine art is an economy of “x-deals,” of barters and trades, of 
favours. It is built on friendships and shared resources. Green Papaya 
shares equipment and research facilities to a number of artists, 
researchers, curators, and other like-minded spaces. One week our 
sound equipment is with an artist-run film lab, for a few days our film 
projector is with a group of activists, and some researchers and 
curators would squat in our modest library for hours, sometimes for 
days, enjoying unlimited coffee and home-cooked food we are always 
happy to serve. But besides the shared physical resources, the most 
valuable commodity is the presence and time we have for each 
other.”496 
 
 This “economy of x-deals” described above is an example of bayanihan at 
work. In a similar point of discussion, Sin:Ned narrated that although Hong 
Kong has a well-established art-funding infrastructure, the platforms that he 
initiated, because they did not comply with the categories the institution 
recognised, had to be sustained through partnerships with venues owned by 
people who were either a fan of noise, who believed in his passion, and/or 
who do not mind not earning or losing money by assisting him/them. I have 






the case of projects at the Floating Projects in early 2016, where artists, 
although not part of the exhibiting group, came to the space to help with the 
installation and sourcing of materials, among others.497   
 
 Bayanihan also manifests in situations of crisis. This was particularly seen in 
Manila after Lirio Salvador met an accident in 2011. Immediately after his 
accident, a number of events were organised, some through privately-owned 
galleries, some through established art museums, and some by various 
circles, including Salvador’s own Elemento, to raise funds for his medical 
expenses. To date, there are still occasional fundraisers that happen for this 
particular cause.  The same bayanihan spirit was observed in Hong Kong, 
although against a different crisis. In 2000s, when the live house Hidden 
Agenda was on the verge of closing down because of the gentrification of 
spaces in Hong Kong, practitioners went on protest, which was well 
documented in Mak’s book “From Factories.”498   
 
 Finally, bayanihan is manifested in the mundane affairs of the ecology. Like 
what was earlier described, hanging out, eating together, being assigned to 
kitchen duties, having access to other people’s collection, having listening 
sessions, commenting on each other’s social media posts, sharing of each 
other’s events, and attending each other’s events, are only some of the 
activities that enhance familiarity between practitioners, and thus, strengthen 
camaraderie. In this view, it becomes both an aspect of bayanihan as much 
as it is of pakikipagkapwa-tao. 
 
3. Tensions and Negotiations 
Given the illustration of the ecology of practice above, it is already 
understood that coming together of practitioners (and allied institutions) are 
primarily based on working together, attending to tasks; and that harmony is 
imperative so as the complex configuration of the many (groups/sub-groups 
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of) participants will perform as expected or intended. This section now asks, 
what if it is not what is expected?  
 
Mobility of practice is propelled by action and inaction or the performance 
and non-performance of the practitioners of the agreed foundations— 
pakikipagkapwa-tao and bayanihan—of the ethics of practice. This is what I 
call in this research as tensions and negotiations.  
 
Tension is what happens when a practitioner did not attend to the role/task 
that is expected of him. Or he might have attended to the role/task expected 
of him but not in the manner that was expected.  Or he might have attended 
to a role/task that is someone else’s.  
 
A practitioner is said to have not attended his role/task if he did not perform 
what he agreed to do for a project, activity, or any possible situation (which 
may or may not have to do with sound). For example, there are sound 
practitioners who are very good at organising events—whatever the size. 
They are very good at putting people together and most especially for setting 
support for resources like venue, equipment, funding, etc. If this particular 
practitioner put people together for a possible event but did not take charge 
of finding the resources, this will cause tension in the group. A simpler 
example is when a practitioner volunteered to bring an equipment, say a 
camera, to document a performance, but ended up not bringing one or 
missing the performance altogether, this could also cause tension. The point 
here is that there is an agreed role. This agreement is between the doer and 
another party. Tension happens when this agreement is broken. 
 
Tension may also happen when a practitioner is said to have done 
something differently often to detrimental results—if he performed the task in 
a different manner and the expected output was not achieved. As described 
in the DIY culture, there are ways or manners by which practitioners are used 
to doing things. For example, in a program for a performance, each 




perform together. The artists, therefore, are expected to stay throughout the 
performance. If one leaves or gets too drunk (to the point that he cannot 
function anymore) before the “jam”, this will cause tension. This example 
rarely happens, but there were inopportune times when it did, which caused 
lasting friction between the artists. But this example is important because in 
instances such as this, there is no written rule. Sometimes, the lead 
organiser of the event will tell you that this is how the program is planned, but 
most of the time, you are just told the order of performance (when your turn 
is). Sometimes, as to whether there is a “jam” or “improv” at the end, is 
something that is decided during the program only. In this case, then, the 
artist is expected to feel the general flow of events and to intuit whether a 
“jam/improv” is happening or not—the artist should know how to “play it by 
ear” because whether they there is a “jam/improv” at the end, artists are 
expected to listen to each other, especially when in the same program. The 
tension here comes from not being able to achieve an expected output. This 
means that in the condition that the output is achieved even if not in the 
expected manner, there might not be any tension.   
 
A more unusual tension is when a practitioner attended to someone else’s 
task without consent of the other or without valid reason. Viewed as 
inappropriate, this is rather unusual because most sound practitioners have 
“other things to do”—they either have full time jobs, take care of their 
families, or do other art, which only means that taking somebody else’s work 
in the sound practice, unless with valid reason, is a matter of time and 
priority. An example of this is presenting a project that one is not part of. 
Projects in the sound practice are usually public, so others—those who are 
not part of it—might also know a thing or two about the project. In this case, it 
is acceptable for people to talk about these projects. However, tension may 
arise when a person who is not part of the project as an organiser or is a 
“general outsider” presents the project as an insider. This had been the case 
with some who write about the practice. Another simpler example is when an 
artist “fixes” another artist’s set-up (instruments/work) without consent. This 




(produce no sound or some parts are falling off), some practitioners 
(especially who are technically knowledgeable) tend to be “helpful” and do 
their own fix. In these examples, it does not matter how big or insignificant 
the task is; what matters is having consent or not having consent to do it.  
 
This enumeration above was drawn from actual cases.  I do not find it 
necessary to include the detail of the cases here as the point being made is 
that the concept of tension emanates from the main point of the ecology 
formation, which is coming together; that participants of this coming together 
is contracted by acceptable conduct; that there are anticipated ways of doing 
things or achieving goals; and these points of order although widely accepted 
may be negotiated.   
 
Negotiation is when these actions, or inaction, or “misaction”, is 
accommodated back into the practice to either produce an acceptable 
contribution or to create a new path.  
 
In actual experience, this could be illustrated with three cases. In the first 
case, sound practitioners, although claiming strongly that they survive on 
their own initiative, at times, also receive funding from institutions, albeit their 
projects continue to be called “independent projects” or “artist-initiated 
projects”. Where does negotiation lie in this case? What type of negotiation is 
resolved? And how is this kind of negotiation relevant to the formation of the 
sound practice? Negotiation in this case lies in the tension of having a project 
done not in the manner it was expected. What is to be resolved, then, is who 
has the power to decide for the project—the institution who funded it or the 
artist who authored it? To what extent and in what aspects is the artist or the 
author of the project willing to give rights to the institution? This type of 
negotiation is quite common for sound projects, as they are usually non-
income generating. It is a situation that, while considerably helpful in making 
sound projects happen, can also compromise the intent and integrity of the 
project. Being aware of this kind of negotiation is important for the practice as 





The second case involves the exhibiting of sound works in spaces that are 
not intended for sound exhibitions or performances. To be precise, at this 
point, in both Hong Kong and Manila, the only spaces that are intended for 
sound exhibits and performance are music studios doubling as performance 
spaces. They have the proper acoustics to ensure that the precise quality of 
sound and sounding is achieved, and proper sound proofing to ensure that 
the neighbouring spaces are not disturbed. However, as mentioned in earlier 
section of this chapter, art galleries and galleries in museums, hallways or 
lobbies of schools and other buildings are now being used as exhibition and 
performance spaces. The tension here lies in compromising the quality of the 
work and the experience and the general welfare of the project. In this case, 
negotiation lies in how much of the quality of his/her work the artist is willing 
to sacrifice.  Negotiation sometimes comes from the venue’s side, wherein 
they offer their spaces to be altered to accommodate the intended quality of 
work. This latter example is rare. But when they happen, it usually goes full 
circle and becomes a compounded type of negotiation that puts together the 
first case on who decides for the project the second case on the venue for 
the project. 
 
Another common case of negotiation is in accommodating audiences. As 
sound projects are relatively new, or sometimes called “acquired taste”, they 
have developed their own audience (a point to be further discussed in later 
chapters), which is usually comprised of practitioners themselves. At this 
time when sound practice is gaining a wider network, practitioners are faced 
with the task of accommodating bigger audiences with wider demographics. 
The tension here lies in how the artist should conceive his/her project when 
he/she is looking at working for “the audience” while at the same time, 
working for “an audience”. What are the audience faculties that can be 
assumed while making the work? This is the internal struggle. The external 
struggle is when the work had already been put out, how the artist would 
respond to issues criticising his/her work for not being accessible or for failing 





These three cases are but some of the few common avenues where 
negotiation in the ecology of sound practice is manifested. There are a lot 
more that can be added. However, for the purpose of clarifying the points 
earlier mentioned in this chapter—particularly on the case of the formation of 
ecology of sound practice—these three were found to be the most prevalent, 
thus relevant.  
 
Both tensions and negotiations are useful (and even necessary) for the 
formation of the ecology of sound practice as they are able to contribute in 
the following manner: (1) they may be ways to form new alliances and/or 
configure existing alliances—such that members of the organisation may 
form a different one; (2) all forms of interaction propels constant mobility in 
the ecology (i.e. bad publicity is still publicity; or bad relationship is still 
relationship)—such that practitioners are driven towards the search for ideal, 
harmonious, or desired form; (3) they give rise to the type of mobility that 
determines the value of this relational currency, which is reputation—such 
that the positions shifts in the ecology and the scope of influence may 
change (smaller or bigger).   
 
I have chosen this optimistic position, not entirely to assume that nothing can 
disrupt the harmony of the ecology of sound practice. On the contrary, 
looking at the tensions and negotiations as necessary factors in the formation 
of the ecology speaks strongly to the experimental and organic characteristic 
of this social formation.  
 
 Putting this all together, I would like to reiterate the claims that: (1) in the 
ecology of sound practice, engagement and non-engagement rely on 
acquaintance and trust; (2) disengagement relies on the breaking of trust; (3) 
membership relies on friendship; (4) friendship is based on reciprocity; (5) 
support is measured by presence, attendance, and involvement (degree and 
frequency); (5) membership is marked by assumptions of dynamic and fluid, 




propels the relationship is relational reputation, wherein the value lies on 
authenticity499 and reciprocity.  
 
Summary and Conclusion 
 
In closing, I would like to reiterate that there are three sites of practice: 
organisations/collectives/bands or other organised groups, here called 
circles; projects and programmes hosted and supported by art institutions 
that form a network of support; and finally scenes, which are loose groups of 
practitioners, whose participation range from total engagement as initiators of 
platforms to a more detached engagement as independent individual 
practitioners.  
 
Circles are formally organised as groupings. Membership could either be 
explicit, as in one was part of the group who formed the circle; or grew out of 
participation in the activities organised within the circle. It is, then, open to 
receiving members. Some examples of circles are (1) soundpocket, whose 
process of promoting listening and listening culture has harnessed young 
sound art talents in Hong Kong; (2) CMHK, which is focused on nurturing the 
skills and talents of practitioners in the cross-field of musicking and sounding 
as art; (3) Children of Cathode Ray, Lirio Salvador’s Publiko, Intermidya, 
Elemento, E.X.I.S.T., Espasyo Siningdikato, Tengal’s Sabaw Media Art 
Kitchen and WSK, and Heresy, which are organisations of practitioners that 
have been sustained by their ability to adapt to the changing landscape of 
the ecology; and (4) Big Sky Mind, Surrounded by Water, Green Papaya, 
Floating Projects, and Videotage, which are artist-initiatives/artist-run spaces 
that responded to the lack of state support to the experimental nature of 
sound practices.  
 
Networks are supporting units that produce circuits or webs of support for 
sound practitioners, especially by providing them with platforms for 
production, opportunities for discourse, and occasional resources. Among 
 




those in the network are: (1) privately-owned galleries, who saw the value in 
supporting sound practice, whether fin economic or non-economic terms; (2) 
art galleries and museums, who have offered spaces for staging projects, 
their own collection as materials for sound projects, financial and technical 
assistance, and the imprimatur of the institutions; and (3) universities and 
schools that have organised academic programs and supported or organised 
sound projects. 
 
Scenes, which are more fluid units in the ecology, are made up of 
practitioners who found themselves focused on building platforms or 
promoting the form, and in the process, created a community or a grouping, 
much like organised circles.  An earlier discussion explained how scenes can 
be dependent on one person, usually a practitioner; or a space, which 
practitioners frequented or have claimed as home.  
 
This ecology of sound practice is governed by an ethics of practice that is 
grounded on pakikipagkapwa-tao or attendance to fellow beings or fellowship 
and bayanihan or sociability in unity and in unison. Pakikipagkapwa-tao is 
manifested in how practitioners engage, the role/s they take in the ecology, 
and the different manners by which their reputation is formed and utilised. 
Bayanihan is manifested in situations when resources are limited or lacking, 
when there is a crisis, an even in mundane situations.  
 
I am borrowing something that I have earlier written, to conclude this chapter:  
As a conclusion-in-progress, I claim that the present sound practices 
(in Manila and Hong Kong) are birthed or originated from the people’s 
tendency to gravitate towards practitioners of same field and to make 
it function as a community. This provided a condition that enables 
them to create sound and sounding projects, which sustains the 
practice, despite or besides lack of external support. The practice is 
informed by experiences of avant garde music, electronic music, 




images, punk, among others, particularly in the aspect of formulating 
the ethics of the practice. 
  
Sound practices (in Manila and Hong Kong) remain organic, 
interlinked, networked, and fast evolving. In the many forms that 
already exists and claim themselves to be part of the sound practice, a 
lot more varieties are coming out. It is not surprising therefore, that 
besides music and arts, sound practices may claim association with 
(in the future) other fields where its lineage will be traced from. Hence 
nurturing this entangled position remains most productive than 
determining an exact place, a precise definition, to what is called 
“sound practices.”  
 
This was part of a paper titled, “Genealogy of sound practices in Manila”, 
earlier presented at the Hanoi New Music Festival in 2018, titled. The paper 
was written as part of the research for this dissertation, inter-referencing the 
practice in Manila and Hong Kong.  
 
The chapter that follows will discuss the different conditions which are pivotal 
to the formation and sustainability of sound practices in both Hong Kong and 
Manila. These three main conditions identified are: sound practice in relation 
to changing technologies; sound practice in relation to cultures of the DIY 
movement; and sound practice within the contemporary art world.  
 




CHAPTER IV. Enabled Conditions: Creating, sustaining  
 
Taking off from the description of the ecology of sound art practice in the 
previous chapter, this chapter asks the question: What enables the 
condition/s that sustains sound practice? This question will be answered by 
recognising three factors of enablement: (1) technology; (2) sociation; and (3) 
institution. 
 
Technology refers to a system of means or methods (aka techniques).500 In 
particular, I refer to the developments in hardware and software of materials 
and techniques that sound practitioners use to create art objects/events. The 
section will show how the entry of new technology, on the one hand; and its 
obsolescence, on the other; have affected the production of sound 
practitioners over the years. The centre of the discussion here, therefore, are 
objects—those that produce sound (art) works, and those that are 
considered sound (art) works.  
 
Sociation refers to the interaction of practitioners. It refers to actions that 
enable connections. It is the bed or the ground on which the practice lies.  It 
is that which guides their/our “coming together”. It is, hence, a continuation of 
the discussion on ecology, however, expounding the ethics and economics of 
the practice in order to be able to claim that sound practitioners have been 
able to sustain the practice through DIY culture, self-sufficiency, and 
independence from institutions.  
 
Institutions refers to the entry or “bringing-in” of sound practice in the 
discourses of art. It particularly refers to (1) art canons—history, theory, and 
criticism—which look at the sound practice as a subject of analysis; (2) 
presentation and representation, which pertains to sound practice as a 
subject of curatorial enquiries and staging; and (3) the discourse of the art 
market, which examines the place of the transmutable forms of sound works 
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in art galleries, art fairs, and other similar enterprises.  
Essentially, the entanglement of core activities of sound practitioners with the 
rest of the art world and other social projects, is the manifestation that the 
factors of enablement are at work. The core activities in sound practice are 
performance, studio work (to compose), workshop/laboratories (to make 
instruments, gadgets, objects), exhibit, publishing albums (LPs, cassettes, 
digital audio), publishing portfolio, talks/lectures, and hangouts. These 
activities overlap with core activities in the contemporary art world such as 
exhibits, fairs, auctions, talks, and publications. Sound practitioners are seen 
exhibiting in the same venue as the rest of the art world (galleries, museums, 
artist-run spaces, etc.); sound works are present in art fairs/market even if 
not for sale; and sound practitioners are invited to speak/talk about their 
work. Although there is not much presence in publications (i.e. books), times 
are gradually changing as sound practitioners are learning to publish their 
portfolio of works and produce catalogue for exhibits. Some publications that 
are very recent and incoming attempts to make visible sound practice in 
encyclopaedic materials are the Cultural Center of the Philippines 
Encyclopaedia of Art; and an upcoming anthology of essays about what is 
called Hong Kong underground music, which is essentially about the same 
community of practitioners discussed in this paper. Similarly, although not as 
much as with its entanglement in art activities, some sound practitioners are 
engaging in social projects such as advocacy themed performances/exhibits, 
mobilisation actions/rallies, advocacy themed talks/lectures, and productions. 
An example of this kind of undertaking is the album produced by 
soundpocket for the Umbrella Movement—they gathered sounds during the 
protest actions, which was intended to record that historical moment. Other 
artists followed suit in the recent massive protests that emerged from the 
Extradition Law in Summer of 2019. 
 
Regarding the first interest (creating artworks), this chapter will discuss how 
different forms came into being, how they were made, and how practitioners 
made them.  Rather than a technical description, however, this is an 




cases, I will try to identify what were considered resources and what were 
considered challenges or hindrances. Regarding the second interest 
(sustaining the practice), this chapter will discuss how practitioners operate. 
In particular, it will try to identify what practitioners commit to; and what their 
strategies, actions, reactions, and aspirations are towards ensuring that there 
remains a practice. This chapter, then, explores the attitudes and devices 
that practitioners adapt (from other art or from larger society, etc.) that enable 
the condition of their practice.   
 
A. Technology: Creating forms, projects and programs 
 
In art studies, particularly in art history, technological developments are 
sometimes the centre of the discussion, especially when the topic is medium 
or technique. For example, a discussion on the history of printmaking would 
almost always include how the development of lithograph made it possible to 
print books in multiples in a much easier way and how the development of 
the serigraph made this process even easier, even accommodating large 
scale surfaces.  
 
Giving importance to technological movements or technological 
developments that affect art becomes more pronounced in the popularisation 
of media art. With its very nature, media art is a mediated art.  It is either 
mediated by analogue technology, electronic technology, or digital 
technology, among others. The work is both the content and the medium, 
both of which have physical corpuses. This is true for sound practices. In the 
course of research, the following items were identified to have been 
significant in creating different forms: (1) cassette and vinyl; (2) pedal, music 
production centre (sampler, drum, sequencer, and groove box), midi, 
synthesizers, and amplifiers; (3) turntable and cassette players; (4) computer 
apps; (5) circuit bend machines (electronic); (6) other sounding 
instruments—DIY (electronic, digital, and mechanical); (7) sounding 
installations. These items came from technologies developed for sound 





This section reiterates points that were stated in Chapter I of this thesis: That 
the introduction of new and the obsolescence of old sound devices, provide a 
condition of enablement for sound practices. And that there are three major 
types of technology developed that are important for sound practice, which 
are: (1) technology for sound amplification and transmission; (2) technology 
for capturing or recording and playing back sound; and (3) technology for 
creating sound (and music). 
 
Lena Cobangbang, in her “Compilation of Unpublished Interviews Manila 
Sound Art Scene 1999-2006”, which was released a decade later, in the 
2017 WSK Feedback Forum, asked: “How important is technology in your 
sound project?”  This section expands this question by extending it to the 
whole sound practice (and not just to projects): What is the place of 
technology in your practice? What does technology enable/disable? 
1. Processes of production 
In an interview with Ellen Pau, she said: 
“When I was young, I was very much attracted to being a DJ. That 
was the time of radio. (…) 
 
My secondary years, I was doing mixtapes, I was working with open 
reel and tapes. My father had open reel. I know how to do some 
splicing. I play with it like reverse play. (…)  
 
To make video I use a lot of music. (…) It is all analogue. I have to do 
it in a VHS machine. For the first 5 years I do not have a mixer. It was 
difficult. (…) The very beginning would be, there is a fade out or fade 
in button in the camera. So the sound and the visual has to be 
synchronise I cannot separate the two things. I have to do at least 2 
copies—from camera to VHS to camera, then from camera to VHS. 
Output end in camera and back to VHS.501  
 
In this interview, Pau was referring to the 1970s-1980s, until the 1990s. 
These quotations are part of a bigger storytelling where Pau narrated that her 
creative practice started with music, which influenced what it was to become.  
Further, I quote: 
 “Music was my life partner. So, when I start to make video, I had to 
 




tell music that I am not leaving you. I am just trying this.” 
 
In a different interview, Cheuk Wing Nam (aka Wing), shared: 
“At that time, I start to learn Arduino. He (Kingsley Ng) told me the 
name. And MaxMSP. I learned through Google. (…) I just start to 
search “Arduino”. There is a board. I start to Taobao. And then I buy 
some kit. And then I use two weeks to finish the kit.”502  
 
Wing was referring to around 2010s, when she was on her second year of 
pursuing her master’s degree at the Hong Kong Baptist University. 
 
These two narrations reveal a good number of positions in which technology 
is situated in one’s practice. In Pau’s, we could see how the availability and 
accessibility of the radio developed her interest in music, which is one of the 
foundations of her creative practice. The same thing can be said of her 
access to her father’s open reel machine, which enabled her to be 
acquainted with its functions, a skill which she later utilised in making works. 
The first two paragraphs in her quote are in direct contrast with the last one, 
where she described how the available technology was not able to directly 
respond to what she was trying to do. Nevertheless, she found a way to 
make it work, a process which, in practice, has come to be known as 
“hacking”. I will later elaborate how this “hacking” became one of the virtues 
of sound practice. 
 
In the meantime, like Pau’s, Wing’s storytelling reveals the place of 
technology, digital technology, that is, in her practice. In the time of the 
Internet, artists like Wing have the option to source their materials online—as 
Taobao is an online shop—and learn how to use new technology via the 
Internet.  
 
Where from Pau’s and Wing’s narratives, we see that the place of technology 
is learning and doing, another interviewee revealed another place—feel-ing 
or sense-ing. Malek Lopez, in response to the question of how the shift from 
 




electronic to digital (technology) affected his practice, said: 
“From set top boxes to digital. From needing many boxes to just one 
and the sound card. Well it wasn’t as fun even if all the power was 
there. The beauty of having all those boxes running was you can 
engage these things separately. You could do what musicians do—
close your eyes and feel it. Laptops aren’t good for that. Mousing 
around with laptop.”503 
 
Lopez revealed two things about the place of technology in producing work. 
First, the physicality of the technology affects the process of production. 
Second, the process of production is not entirely a mechanical process, 
wherein the artist responds to the medium. Instead, it also includes feel-ing 
or sense-ing the medium, similar to how sculptors appraise the wood or 
metal (or other materials) they work on.  
 
To further elaborate on this topic, I would like to propose the examination of 
some key concepts: (1) studios, labs, and workshops; (2) hacking; (3) open 
source; and (4) collab.  These are concepts that sound practice mostly share 
with media art; genes which, as mentioned in Chapter 1 and 2, share a close 
affinity.504 
 
It is quite familiar to see in programs the following words: studio, lab, or 
workshop. Studios are usually set-up like music or film studios. They can be 
a room in one’s home or a rented space dedicated for doing studio work. 
Both in Hong Kong and Manila, at present time, it is common for a sound 
practitioner to have his/her available studio set-up at home, on his/her 
desktop or even laptop.505 A lab (short for laboratory) is a space that is set-up 
for specific purpose.  It could be set-up in relation to one project, a program, 
or an event (like a festival).  CMHK in Hong Kong has this for their 
 
503 Interview, Malek Lopez, 25 March 2019, via Viber and Facebook 
504 Mark Tribe, “New Media Art: Introduction”,  
http://atc.berkeley.edu/201/readings/TribeNMA.pdf, 22 February 2007, retrieved 3 April 
2019.       
505 This phenomenon, with reference to indie music practitioners was discussed by Schoop, 




Professional Development Workshop506 and Research Development.507 
Likewise, SABAW Media Art Kitchen in Manila, in 2010-2011, offered 
bedroomLab as one of their projects. bedroomLab was described as an 
“informal platform art-science and diybio platform, wherein open discussions, 
brainstorming sessions, lectures, network, meetings, performances, hands-
on workshops, demonstrations and public gatherings take place in 
unconventional venues (such as people’s living rooms or gardens 
laboratories) discussing works-in-progress.”508 Although SABAW’s definition 
expands the function of labs as a general art production space, it still 
emphasises that the main characteristic of a lab as an alternative space, 
hence, the nickname “bedroom”, implying its being informal and even 
personal. Meanwhile, workshops are foundries. In Manila, one of the major 
components of WSK Festival of the Recently Possible’s programme is a 
workshop,509 where an experienced media or sound artist or a maker/hacker 
is invited to teach a skill or a technique or introduce a new device. Studios, 
labs, and workshops, then, are spaces where sound practitioners produce 
work, explore collaborations, and teach.  
 
In the digital world, hacking may pertain to the illegal or unofficial accessing 
of program or platform.  In new media art practice, however, including sound, 
hacking does not necessarily bear the negative connotation. Instead, hacking 
is a commonly used term that refers to a type of production that involves 
fitting or refitting existing technologies according to the purpose that is 
demanded by the work in progress.510 This fitting and refitting (or fashioning 
and refashioning) of technology is something that has been practiced since 
the pioneering time of Luigi Russolo in 1913. His “Intonarumori” was a 






508 Premier “SABAW Media Art Kitchen’s bedroomLab Series,” undated, unpaginated. 
509 https://www.wsk.io/workshops/ 
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acoustic noise generator (in other words, an instrument). A much older term 
with a similar usage is “appropriation”, which can also be applied to whatever 
form or typology of sound/artwork.  
 
Open source is a concept of sharing. It is when processes, sources, 
materials, are made available via online exchange platforms. It could either 
manifest as a chat group, or a tutorial video, or a web page of instructions.  
This is a concept that is shared by new media artist and sound artists. Wing’s 
experience of learning Arduino, as she described above, illustrates how open 
source works. The concept relies on a sense of community511—people who 
have benefitted from extracting materials from open source pages are 
expected to follow “unspoken rules” that ensure camaraderie and encourage 
continuous exploration and development of technologies and proper 
acknowledgment of different labours. 
 
Collab (short for collaboration) is a term that pertains to producing work with 
another person or with a bigger group. Similar to new media art, sound 
practitioners engage in collaborative work for several reasons. First, for 
practical reasons—for works that require different sets of tools and skills, 
collaborating with others is seen more practical than learning or acquiring the 
tools/skills that one lacks. Second, for aesthetic reasons—artists may decide 
on working with other/more artists to be able to achieve a particular state of 
the work he/she wants to achieve. It could also be an acknowledgement of a 
collaborative partner’s ability to respond to one’s own work. Third, for 
ideological reasons—similar to what Tribe referred to in the case of new 
media artists, sound practitioners collaborate to dispel the idea that the artist 
is a genius, preferring being in a collective rather than working as a solitary 
creator.  Collaboration is one of the virtues that supported the sustainability 
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2. Typology of forms and staging  
The other place where technology can be found in the practice is revealed 
within the typology of forms and staging.  
 
I claim that there are four types of forms and staging—installative, 
compositive, performative, and a combination of any or all of the types.513  
 
Installative works refer to objects or systems of objects that produce or 
explore sound.  They can be sculptural, like musical instruments or objects 
meant to be played like musical instruments. The most famous example of 
this installative subtype in Manila is Lirio Salvador’s “Sandata”,514 which, as 
described in the previous chapter, is a series of assemblage of metal objects 
soldered together and fitted with mics, speakers and control knobs. It can be 
played like music instruments. Some look like guitars, some like percussion 
instruments, and others like a combination of several instruments.  They can 
be played solo or with an ensemble in musical context or could be hung in a 
gallery like interactive sculptures. To date, “Sandata” is one of the most 
exhibited and performed sound work in Manila. 
 
The second subtype of installative work includes those that use actual 
musical instruments appropriated or hacked to produce different sounding 
machines. This type of work is similar to a number of works done by Phoebe 
Hui, particularly her works with a piano, including the recent one exhibited in 
JCCAC;515 or by Cheuk Wing Nam, particularly her works with a violin or 
cello, including the latest for Art Central.516 Like the previous subtype, these 
works could be “played” as music instruments or left in the galleries as 
 
challenges of resources. More detailed discussion on collab in contemporary art from 
Johanna Billing, Maria Lind and Lars Nilsson, Taking the matter into common hands, 
London: Blackdog Publishing, 2007. 
513 Yraola, 2016      









objects on display. 
 
The third subtype of installative work includes non-musical instruments that, 
like the first two subtypes, are sounding or musicking. One example of this 
subtype in Manila is Tad Ermitaño’s “Bell”, a flat G.I. sheet made into a 
cylinder, fitted with an electromagnet, and plugged into a wall socket. The 
electromagnet vibrates the iron sheet, producing a humming sound at 
frequencies related to the 60Herts frequency of AC household current. 
Meanwhile, in Hong Kong, there is Jaffa Lam’s “Sound Tree”,517 a listening 
tube with one end connected to an apartment window and with the other end 
accessible to the “audience” who can listen to the sound collected.  The latter 
work is part of the Around Sound Festival in 2009 at the Hong Kong 
Architecture Centre.  
 
For installative works, the technology and how it is used are quite obvious as 
there is an object that can be examined and displayed for a period of time. 
Some artists, like Hui, even make it intentional for the audience to see how 
the sounding is produced in their works.518  
 
The other type of works is compositive. This refers to works that are 
composed although not necessarily considered music.  Under this category, 
the artist may be composing a sequence or order that emphasises one 
sound element in favour of another, or test how particular combinations can 
be listened to.  The output of artists working on this particular form may 
consist of sound files or live performances. These require playback 
equipment or performers (with or without instruments, similar to what music 
compositions require). 
 
Earlier projects like Wire Tuazon’s “Sound Art Festival”, where he collected 
two-minute sound compositions of visual artists, belongs to this type. The 
 
517 Photograph on this website: http://www.soundpocket.org.hk/v2/category/around-sound-
art-festival-and-retreat/around-sound-art-festival-2009/      
 




collected compositions were then staged in an exhibit, set-up as a listening 
session in a gallery. Another example of an exhibited compositive work was 
Malek Lopez’s work for the exhibit Listen to my Music. The instruction given 
to the participating artists was to make work in confluence with Jose Maceda 
composition or ethnomusicological collection. Lopez chose to work on the 
piece called “Ugnayan”. “Ugnayan is a monumental piece composed by 
Maceda in 1974. It was premiered the same year under the patronage of the 
then First Lady Imelda Marcos. The original piece consists of 51 minutes of 
recorded files of 20 tracks played simultaneously in 20 radio stations to 
create a sound sculpture as wide as the coverage of radio transmission.  
Lopez, in choosing to recreate the feeling of the work, said: 
“(…) compacted or streamlined using granular synthesis techniques. 
In some parts, such as the beginning, phrases from the original 
recording were condensed into more streamlined passages (with all 
the events created to make transitions to the next part develop over a 
shorter period of time).  Granular synthesis was used in creating the 
wall of zither sounds. Other parts, such as the chorale towards the 
end, used a technique that allowed sound to be smeared. This 
allowed short ‘voice only’ sounds from the end to be stretched back 
into place without the other sounds of the original recording. The work 
is supposed to allow the listener to go through a virtual walkthrough 
allowing one to experience listening to the music in 20 interactive 
channels in virtual space.”519 
 
For this piece, Lopez did not exactly compose the music, but the experience 
of listening to the music that was composed 30 years ago. 
 
Ermitaño’s “Hulikotekan” is another subtype of exhibited compositive work. 
“Hulikotekan” is an audio-visual piece that recorded household objects and 
played on multichannel form. This is how Ermitaño describes his work: 
“The piece began with the idea of implicit form. I liked the idea that the 
complexity of the 9-channel piece was hidden or somehow already 
present in the 1-channel version.  You watch an arbitrary sequence of 
shots and noises that are subsequently revealed as a sonic 
manipulation happens as a side effect of video manipulation: play 
back the video slowly and pitch of the associated soundtrack will go 
down, and so on. Finally, the dominant colours of the shots are 
correlated to the classes that the “instruments” fall into. Metal sounds 
are associated with yellow, the colour of gold. Red is associated with 
 




sounds made with parts of the coconut tree. Blue is associated with 
bass sound. And black and white was for high-frequency-rich sounds 
like clicks and scrapes.”520 
 
While Lopez’s piece is focused on recreating a listening experience, 
Ermitaño tried to make a new experience sensorial out of ordinary objects. 
 
Another subtype of compositive sound work is what Datu Arellano is doing. 
Arellano devised a rule-based drawing called Tahigami.521 The project is 
described by the artist as follows: 
It came from Tagalog word tahi, which means to sew and gami, which 
means paper in Japanese. Literally, Tahigami means to sew on paper. 
Visually, it is a configuration or a constellation of triangles. In terms of 
sound, the points of the triangles have to be plotted against a scale. 
The line or space where the points fall corresponds to the note that 
will be played.522  
 
In short, the Tahigami is a form of notation system. It is in this respect that 
Tahigami is a sound art object, rather than a music composition. The works 
that are produced by Tahigami notation is also a sound work that may be 
classified as compositive.   
 
Arellano’s work is somewhat similar to Samson Young’s Liquid Border.  In 
this work, Samson recorded the sound of the borders between Hong Kong 
and China to later be translated into a notation.523 
 
Although there are many compositive sound works that are exhibited, 
producing an album or publishing an audio compilation remain the more 
preferred presentations for compositive sound works.  In Manila, among the 
earliest versions of these types of presentations were Ernest Concepcion’s 
 
520 As described on the exhibition catalogue of Listen to my Music, 2013. This piece was 
originally staged for Sinemusikalye in 2008. Documentation here: 
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“Uno Documento Compilo”524 and SABAW’s “Anthology”.525 Like Tuazon’s, 
these are anthology of sound works solicited from artists, mastered and 
published into an album. This, too, was the preferred format of the circles 
initiated by Salvador. Among the compilations they produced were 
“Elemento: As It Is”, which was later part of fundraising efforts to assist 
Salvador’s medical needs.526  And E.X.I.S.T. (Experimentation In Sound art 
Tradition) 3CD Special Editions in 2008, released by New Art Laboratory and 
produced in Hong Kong.  
 
In Hong Kong, Re-Records is known to produce records for solo artists like 
Sin:Ned, No One Plus, e:ch, KWC, DJSniff, adeo, and Yan Jun, among 
others.527 Self-publishing is also practiced, like Fiona Lee’s “Walking in Daze” 
which is a compilation of her work from 2011-2016.  In Manila, Caliph8, too, 
self-released a compilation of his solo sound works in CD compilation titled 
“Assortment” in 2014. His later album in 2016 titled “Realized Patterns & 
Splintered Sequences” was produced by O-Rich Label, a Japan-based 
label.528  
 
The third type of sound works are live acts or performances that produce 
sound/noise or explore elements of sound.  The main element that 
distinguishes compositive from the performative is that compositive may be 
replayed or restaged. Performative works may also be compositions, but the 
consumption of the work is and has to be live. The artist, in this case, is a 
performer or a maker of a performance direction or both. 
 
















Kamuning Public Radio, Modified Signal, Noise to Signal, Kill Jazz, 
Subliminal, etc. A number of performers are set-up in a programme or what 
is called as “line up”, with each performer having their own preferred 
repertoire or what is called as “set”.  It is rare that a line-up is drawn in 
random. Usually, it is set-up or curated by the main organiser/initiator529 to 
follow a theme or a form.  For example, Noise to Signal’s 52nd edition’s 
theme was “The Silence Session”. It featured Hong Kong artists Dickson 
Dee, Nelson Hiu, Dennis Wong, Sherman, and Vinc Kwok, among others.  
The performances are said to “explore silence with sound. It was a non-stop 
performance without intermission with electronics, flute, melodica, voice, 
acoustic guitar, sticks, percussion, and found objects.530  In some 
performative works, performers were either invited or recommended by 
friends. These platforms usually accommodated both local and foreign 
performers who were in-transit in the city. For example, Subflex 3 at Green 
Papaya in September 2017 featured Aki Onda, a Japanese curator/sound 
artist based in New York, who, at that time, was in Manila working on his 
research for TPAM on Jose Maceda.531 
 
In most sound works there are usually no notations. Improvisation is 
preferred. Artists however device their own “cue” or descriptive codes, which 
over time, they become accustomed with.  For example, for Children of 
Cathode Ray, in their performance of the WSK Festival in 2014, Ermitaño 
shred that they wrote something like: “Jing and Magyar duet”. This means 
that Jing and Magyar will play together. As to what and how they will play are 
entirely up to them. Similarly, “Tad solo”, literally Tad playing solo, or more 
abstract sections like “freak out” or “ambience and static”. For this work, the 
audience was given two ways to explore: they could explore the work as it is 
presented—like watching a regular concert; or they could explore the 
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connection and disconnection of the different elements of the performance.  
 
Among all types of sound work, this is perhaps the most staged, because it 
does not exactly demand so much to prepare. Most artists will tell you that 
the point of performing on these “gigs” is to perform, to play sound, music or 
noise, because as artists that is what they do. However, an aspect that is 
usually overlooked by the organisers and performers of this type is the 
audience. Most organisers/initiators will tell you that their audience for these 
“gigs” are always the same people. Expansion of the audience is not usually 
a concern, but if it happens, some (unpleasant) reactions are expected. 
Linda Lai, in an interview, gave the best example of these reactions, I quote: 
“I didn’t find it (performance) interesting (…) all these men facing 
computer and Apple blinking in the dark. (….) The presentation is 
wrong. You don’t need me to sit here and watch 5 men in black. Put 
the camera into your hands. I want to see how you work.”532 
 
Although this may not be entirely true anymore in recent years, since 
performances are more dynamic now, the point remains important as it alerts 
us to relational dynamics of technology, artists, and audience. Some 
possibilities are: first, the regular audience of these gigs are already too 
familiar with how the performances are produced that is why they have no 
further need or interest to see how sound is done or what made it; second, 
the artists think how the work is produced is not exactly a concern of the 
audience; or both.  
 
A more complicated sub-type of performative sound work is one that I call 
instructive-performative installation.  The work has three basic parts: (1) set 
of directional instructions from the artist—these could either be recorded, 
transmitted via radio or telephone signal, or written; (2) an installation or a 
map which will be the route of the “performance”; (3) is the attendance of the 
audience to the instructions. In this case, the performance is directed by the 
artist and performed by the audience. Manila artist Teresa Barrozo has done 
 




it twice in recent years: first, in “This too shall pas(t)”533, held at the Vargas 
Museum in University of the Philippines in 2015; and second, in 
“Transmitto”534, held at the Cultural Center of the Philippines Library and 
Archives. Hong Kong artists do a similar form, but theirs are in much larger 
scale, where the staging ground of the work is a portion of the city.  Among 
such attempts are Samson Young’s “So you are old by the time you reach 
the island”535, which was his work as awardee of BMW Art Journey in 2016; 
and Kingsley Ng’s “25 mins older”536, presented by Hong Kong Arts 
Development Council in 2016. 
 
From a Skype conversation, Filipino curator Merv Espina and Tengal, 
founder of SABAW Media Art Kitchen and a sound practitioner himself, 
summarised the developments of technology in relation to sound practice in 
this manner: 
Merv: “Nung 1990s (…) mga banda, punk. Pagdating ng 2000s, 
internet was booming, suddenly mas electronic, indie punk, post rock 
stuff. Yun yung mga naging trend. (…) Kasi yung 2007 onwards, eto 
na yung social media. I am not sure entirely pero eto na yung sound 
click, myspace, ang dami kong nadidiscover, at may nadidiscover din 
yung music ko. Yung mga nagseself publish…” 
(Translation: In 1990s (…) bands were punk. In 2000s, internet was 
booming, suddenly there were electronic, indie punk, and post rock 
stuff. Those became the trend (…) In 2007 onwards, this was the time 
of social media. I am not sure entirely but this was the time of sound 
click, myspace, a lot were being discovered, and you people discover 
your music too. Those who self-publish…”) 
  
Tengal: “I guess yung period na yan 2007/8/9 phenomenon ‘to na 
nadidiscover ko yung ibang tao. Parang nagkaroon ng thin line 



















rather than purely non-academic composers (…)” 
(Translation: I guess that period, 2007/8/9 the phenomenon was 
discovering other people. It seemed that then, there was a thin line 
between engineering and sound art. Becoming a maker or hacker 
than purely non-academic composers) 
 
More than their specific personal experience, what I think these two shared is 
a more general sense of what had transpired in the decade of 2000s in terms 
of production for sound practitioners in relation to available media. This 
conveniently covers both Hong Kong and Manila, as they were talking about 
global phenomena. It was mentioned by both that the available technology of 
the decade, the Internet, enabled practitioners to learn about what other 
people were doing, and to expand their own practice by trying out related 
processes, even from other fields. Espina particularly mentioned that this 
same technology made available new platforms to present or stage one’s 
work. 
 
In thinking about technology as a factor that enables a condition to perform a 
sound practice, we reflect mainly on the process of production and the types 
of works and staging that are produced.  The discussion on technology is not 
merely naming what “gadgets” or “apps” are the sound practitioners are 
using. In this section, I tried to bring forward that availability of different 
technologies is what enabled existence of different forms of sound works and 
platforms. Further I claimed that these different technologies affected the 
practitioners in different stages and aspects of production. A discussion on 
technology in the framework of conditions of enablement therefore does not 
simply talk about dependence or independence from available technology. 
This discussion illustrates how technology shaped the ecology of sound 
practice, as much as it illustrates how sound practice is entangled with a 
much bigger ecology. 
 
In a news feature, Salvador said, “(In art) many people stop what they are 
doing because they’re worried that it will come out bad. They should just 




they’re holding. Keep on creating.”537 Recognising that creating sound works 
is the core of a sound practice, is it enough that one has all the materials and 
the technology that is needed? Or is there something else that is required? 
 
In the next section, I claim that besides technology, DIY culture enables the 
condition that sustains sound practice and proof of this enablement exists in 
both Hong Kong and Manila.  
 
 
B. DIY Culture in Sustaining the Practice  
 
In music, do-it-yourself (DIY) culture is often attributed to the counter 
hegemonic culture that was developed by the UK punk movement in the 
1960s to 1970s.  It refers not only to the anti-institution and anti-
establishment self-sufficiency, but also collective action stand that punk 
musicians subscribe to. It is this broad definition of DIY culture that I claim as 
a way by which sound practitioners in Hong Kong and Manila sustain their 
practice. As mentioned in Chapter 1, sound practice takes much inspiration 
from the punk culture, which lends a system that sustains the practice. 
However, the DIY culture of sound practice goes beyond punk culture—it has 
its own characteristics, manifestations, ethics, and impact, among others. 
 
An example of this DIY culture is Tsui’s discussion of the Jogja way, or a 
“sense of community spirit.”538 Tsui analysed how the contemporary art 
scene of Yogyakarta, Indonesia was able to create its own ecology when the 
practitioners took shared responsibility for their art community over 
commercial success. DIY culture, in this case, was manifested in the way the 
practitioners created opportunities for themselves by creating their own 
projects and platforms; and supporting each other by being each other’s co-
workers, patrons, etc.  
 
 
537 Christopher Rivera, “Is that a Bicycle in His Guitar?”, Junior Inquirer, 13 November 1999, 
p.9      




What can be directly extracted from this DIY culture is that: (1) there is 
something called a “community,” an idea of “us”, or a sense of membership; 
(2) members/practitioners are required to participate beyond creating own 
work; and (3) there is an understanding among members’ role in the 
community.  
 
It is in this same sense that I pursue this section. This section examines what 
“brand” or “brands” of DIY culture can be found in sound practices in Hong 
Kong and Manila. What is it that we call DIY culture? What are the different 
expressions of DIY culture in sound practice? How does this/these DIY 
culture/s shape the ecology of sound practice? In which aspects of the 
practice does this DIY culture manifest? Where do we see this DIY culture?  
 
1. Initiatives & Exchanges 
The most obvious manifestation of DIY culture is the existence of 
practitioner-initiated activities.  This refers to projects and events that are 
organised by either an artist or an independent curator, that are conceived 
without guaranteed institutional support.  Practitioner-initiated projects may 
either be a one-time thing or sustained for some time.  In the case of the 
former, it is usually referred to as an artist initiative or a project.  For the 
latter, it is sometimes called programme or platform.  
 
In Hong Kong, Dennis Wong aka Sin:Ned’s “Noise to Signal” is the most 
recognised example of an artist-initiated project. This platform, which started 
in 2012, now has over 50 editions. In several occasions that Sin:Ned talked 
about “Noise to Signal”, he said that the motivation to do it and to keep on 
doing it is because there isn’t anybody else who will do it.  And not having 
“Noise to Signal” means less platforms, in the constellation of already very 
few platforms, for the kind of music/sound/noise he and his friends play and 
prefers. In realising this platform, having a venue-partner is crucial. A venue-
partner means that the venue will not charge “Noise” a set amount, instead 




usually divided equally among performers. Sin:Ned had Focal Fair until 2015 
and SAAL until this writing (2019) as venue-partners. Two things are to be 
considered by the venue-partner in agreeing to back “Noise”: First, this kind 
of performance requires an environment that is not highly sensitive to loud, 
irregular sound, because the work they play is not exactly like the familiar 
music and maybe considered nuisance by unfamiliar audience. The venue-
partner and their staff should be made aware of this fact and should express 
willingness to host such. Second, the kind of performance they stage usually 
has a very small audience of about 20-25 people. It is very seldom that there 
is more; most of the time, there are much less. Therefore, there is no real 
chance of profit in ticket sales.   
 
This case is not peculiar to Hong Kong. In Manila, too, “Ruthless” and others 
that were earlier mentioned have a similar concern.  “Ruthless”, for example, 
has been hosted by Today X Future. Unlike the Hong Kong venue-partner 
earlier mentioned, Today X Future does not charge “Ruthless”—not even a 
share on door sale, as ticketed events for this kind of performance are very 
rare. Today X Future is set-up like a bar. This presented some challenges for 
Jon Romero, the lead organiser of this “Ruthless” and also a very active 
noise musician and sound artist. Romero related that there was a time that 
while they were playing some noise and projecting some moving images, 
barguests would request to change the “channel”, which means change the 
music and what is being shown on the big monitors. In this case, given the 
space situation, the artists are not only dealing with their audience, they are 
also dealing with “other bar-guests”.  
 
There are also practitioner-initiated exhibits. These are usually solo exhibits 
or a small group show. An exhibit idea is usually proposed to a gallery space. 
In Manila, most galleries provide (1) space for the exhibit; (2) assistance 
during installation; (3) promotion of the show via their website, social media 
accounts, mailing list, or, in some cases, press releases placed in 
newspapers and media platforms; (4) cocktails for opening reception; (5) 




production only happens when the initiative came from the gallery, i.e. the 
latter invited the curator to build a show, but still this is rare, or not a standard 
practice. When it is the curator who initiates a project, he/she might have 
his/her own funding for staging the exhibit. In most occasions though, the 
curator will already inform the artists that this is a self-initiated project. It is 
almost understood that the artist will carry the cost of his/her work. 
Reimbursement or profit in these kinds of endeavours ideally would come 
from sales, if there ever are any. It should be noted that sound art 
works/sounding works are very rarely sold. In Hong Kong, exhibiting sound 
works may have a different situation. Artist Fiona Lee shared that it is usually 
a curator who invites her for projects. With this invitation comes a 
space/venue, production fee (even for performances), artist fee (in some 
occasion, which is different from production fee), and all the other items 
same as those mentioned in the Manila case. In this case, the gallery is not 
the only source of support. This example illustrates the benefit of having a 
functional state funding institution.  
 
Interestingly though, when Lee initiated her own project in 2018, titled 
Intersections in MidAir,539 despite having available funding from the state, 
she opted to partner with the artist collective Floating Project.  Part of this 
project is a workshop and exhibition540 on sound producing moving objects 
conducted by Japanese artist Elico Suzuki.  
 
The condition for production and staging works in artist-run spaces and 
private-owned gallery are a lot similar in many ways, except that there are 
more DIY efforts in artist-run spaces. For example, the exhibiting artists and 
the curator are in-charge of installing their own work; the artists and the 
curator might need to bring their own cocktails for the opening reception; and 
most likely none of the participants will get paid or will get any form of 









like to claim that it is the fact of attending to one’s own needs that the 
preference to work with artist-run space or collective stems from, like what 
Lee did for her project.  By doing things for one’s self, the space or venue 
feels more like home and there is more sense of ownership and belonging as 
opposed to being a guest or a temporary stint in a private-owned gallery.  
 
 
Coming from this, then, we ask: How is artist organisation still relevant given 
this whole conversation of DIY? For instance, soundpocket and CMHK 
receive state funding more regularly. I would like to claim that in their case, 
the DIY spirit or culture is manifested as community-engagement.  The spirit 
is in how they redistribute the state funding by creating platforms where the 
rest of the sound practitioners can participate. It is their contribution to this 
whole DIY culture, as they are not considered institutions but a unit in the 
ecology of practitioners.  
 
In Hong Kong, there are a number of state organisations that provide 
assistance to artist organisations and artist-initiated projects. There are the 
Hong Kong Arts and Development Council, the Leisure and Cultural Services 
Department, and other big private funders like Jockey Club. In Manila, there 
is only one, the National Commission for Culture and the Arts. In both cases 
of Hong Kong and Manila, however, they all each require different levels of 
commitment or compromise from those who receive grant funding from them, 
which others find undesirable. It should then be noted that DIY culture is not 
only centred on having too little or enough or too much funding, but more on 
manifestations of reciprocity and commitment to help those within the 
ecology. 
 
In sound practice, then, DIY culture manifests in a form of artist-initiated 
projects and programs, which is to be defined as sites of practice created 
and made available by practitioners themselves, of members of the 
community. Although it might be recognised that this DIY culture is a reaction 




the production, or lack of space for staging), the core of the matter is in 
working together as a collective or a group. What the discussion above 
points out is that artist-initiated projects and programs strongly rely not only 
on the hard work and persistence of the main initiator but also in the support 
of the rest of the community. 
 
In Hong Kong, Lee recognised that the audience for this experimental art 
form, like the sound practice, whether installative or performative, are “mostly 
within the circle”—those who are also practicing (in different capacities). The 
same is true in Manila, but also may be extended a bit further by including 
“the audience”, which I was referring to as part of “the rest of the community.” 
 
Lirio Salvador was quoted by Jing Garcia saying: 
“It took almost 20 years [in the Philippines] for people to appreciate 
the existence of sound art, I won’t be surprised if it takes another 20 
years before more of them actually understand it.”541 
 
In an interview with Cobangbang, Blooms Borres said:  
Most of the audience I see are also the artists themselves. But some 
who come to the show who have never heard atonal sounds before 
are given the opportunity to decide: ‘do I like this or not?’ This is 
important, people are given information they need to make their minds 
up. Get heard first, acceptance or rejection can come later. (…) Also, 
appreciating and liking are not necessarily synonymous “542 
 
From these two quotations, it can be gleaned that “the audience” does not 
necessarily consist of practitioners. Instead, the audience members may be 
doing different art or may be from a different field altogether (like 
engineering, as was the experience in more recent years).  
 
 
541 Lirio Salvador quoted by Jing Garcia on “Music Deconstruction Thru Technology,” Manila 
Times, 31 July 2006 




This brings us to the other manifestation of DIY culture, which is the 
assumption of compounded roles among practitioners. 
2. Compounded roles 
In a practitioner-initiated project or program, it is more likely that participants 
take compounded roles.  Compounded roles mean that one can be any of 
these: artist-curator; artist-organiser; artist-curator-organiser, curator-
organiser, artist-technician, curator-technician, curator-documenter, and 
artist-documenter, among others. A compounded role may simply mean that 
one person is doing a lot of things for the production. Or it could refer to more 
complicated terms, say that one is in-charge of or decides for several 
aspects of production. This aspect of art practice is particularly curious, 
particularly for sound, and particularly in Asia.  It is curious because the roles 
one take determines point of entry and participation to the ecology, which, in 
turn, means that this is the very core of how sites of practice and ecologies 
are formed. For example, Yang Yeung entered the ecology as a writer, later 
as a curator, then as a curator-organiser (when she founded soundpocket). 
Now she is more focused on writing again (as a member of Art Appraisal 
Club543). It looks either like going full circle or having one role added on top of 
another and so on. In Manila, Tengal is arguably the most recognised sound 
practitioner. By this, I mean that all of the present sound practitioners know 
who he is. Most will associate him with the WSK Festival, or some to his 
earlier participations. Even outside Manila, when one learns that I am doing 
sound (either as research or art), I am often asked if I know Tengal or not. 
Similar to the case of Yeung, when we start tracing the roles that Tengal had 
attended to and is attending in the practice, we will be able to build a 
catalogue of his contribution to the ecology. What I am trying to argue here is 
that in Yeung’s, Tengal’s, and other practitioner’s acts of taking on different 
and often multiple roles, we may also be able to trace their influence and 
contribution to the ecology. What is it that he/she was able to make happen? 







has he/she helped? Etc. It may be said, then, that compounded roles have to 
do with one’s sphere of influence. 
 
In traditional art, virtuosity is usually the currency for influence—a singer who 
has mastered different vocal technique, a virtuoso, is admired and held in 
high esteem.  In an art practice like sound practice, it remains unclear up to 
this point of research what makes a “good sound or noise,” or even if this is 
actually a relevant point, as this is something that is not discussed in both 
Hong Kong and Manila. A possible equivalent perhaps of virtuosity in this 
practice is productivity. The more active a practitioner is, the higher he is held 
in high esteem, and/or the larger sphere of influence. This claim does not 
mean, though, that sound practice does not have a sense of aesthetics. Just 
like all art, I claim that it does.  
 
It is a common joke among practitioners to recall performing, only for the 
audience to ask when they will be finished with sound check.  Sometimes, 
sound performances are too atonal and unrecognisably structured that 
audiences cannot figure out that what they are listening to is already the 
performance.  The question of aesthetics for sound practice, then, are: When 
do we know it is a sound piece and when it is not? How do we measure the 
effectivity of a sounding work, whether exhibited or performed? In music, this 
is easier: if it follows a certain rhythm, measure, and colour; and/or if its lyrics 
fit a certain narrative, then it will belong a particular genre or style of music. 
In sound practice, particularly experimental music and noise, the point is 
breaking tradition or going against the “normal structure”. A piece, then, is 
considered experimental music and noise depending on how it breaks or un-
structures or de-structures sonic elements. Electronic music and sound art 
are forms that are bound by medium and technique. If it is using electronic 
machines to make music, it is electronic music. If the art is about sound or 
makes sound, is it sound art. Questions of what is “good”, “better”, “best” or 
even “beautiful” seem to contradict the point and context of creation. This is 
when the DIY culture can again be realised.  This DIY culture is manifested 




therefore the energy is focused on providing practitioners with opportunities 
to continually stage their work, despite or maybe regardless if they are new 
or old-timers. 
 
Additionally, if producing work is what is central to all practitioners and not 
self-acclamation, why, then, do some artists use an alias while others don’t?  
Why they don’t is easier to explain—because some artists do not believe that 
they have another persona for art than that they live with in other aspects of 
life. Some artists use aliases for the same reason that bands have names— 
to have an identity that is more easily contextualised in terms of form, style, 
or movement.  Others would say, because their actual names do not fit 
(translation: hindi bagay) to the art that they are doing. Although, historically, 
some artists also use aliases, this practice is more common among 
performers rather than exhibiting practitioners. 
 
The third manifestation of DIY culture in ecology of sound practice is their 
entanglement with other forms.  Entanglement with other forms mean that in 
the development of sound practice, it is more likely to find the other forms 
developing with it, not only as parallel, but as sharing the same path. 
 
3. Further entanglement: urban art movements 
Upon entering SAAL,544 a studio/performance space, that Sin:Ned partnered 
with for his platforms, one would see publications that are on sale. One of 
them is called press: release, a zine produced by Nick Langford, Blair Reeve, 
and Joshua Thomson, which compiles interviews from people who have 
initiated or participated in what they call “experimental electronica, punk rock, 
dub techno and music that’s ‘undefinable”.545 










publication, often in black and white, which is mass-produced via photocopier 
and bound with staples”.546  It is materially a DIY movement. Zines are 
actually present in almost all urban art/music movements—street art, hip 
hop, spoken words, punk music, and the rest of the sound practice, as an 
issue is usually dedicated to a theme about or from these art movements. 
Cobangbang claims that because there were a lot of things that were 
happening in different circles and venues, producing zines in the 1990s was 
a way to keep “abreast” with all that was happening in the sound scene.547  
These zines co-exist alongside with bigger publications--Jingle for Manila 
and BiMonthly for Hong Kong.  Both the zines and the magazines served as 
information centres, as tools in determining the space of membership in the 
sound community.  Knowing the same zine arts, being aware of the same 
zine issues, and recognising the same zine narratives, are signs of 
belonging. Belonging went beyond the form as all other urban art movements 
that are covered by this zine movement became entangled with the sound 
practice. It is common to see venues with graffiti, or sound practitioners 
selling self-printed shirts, bags, stickers, stationeries, and ultimately self-
published albums that they designed and produced. The merchandise is 
there for two functions, first, it is supposed to bring profit, however small; and 
second, the merchandise, just like the alias, may be considered as a token of 
membership in a community. The presence of graffiti artists, zine artists, 
tattoo artists, etc., as audience or collab-partner, or co-presenter/initiator in 
sound performances or exhibits is also a manifestation of this entanglement.  
 
What these urban art movements contribute in the development of sound 
practice’s brand of DIY culture could be reflected in three key aspects: visual 
aesthetics, decorum, and linkages.  
In terms of visual aesthetics, as was mentioned earlier, it is not uncommon to 
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local street artists. Some of these graffiti artists, like Caliph8 and Pow 
Martinez in Manila, are also sound practitioners.  It is most likely that only 
those who went to specific events will have the commemorative T-shirt for 
that event. And only those who were there, or who are a part of the 
community, would recognise that the same came from a sound event. What I 
mean by aesthetics here, then, is how sound practitioners share preference 
with other urban artists for merchandise sold by urban artists. They are each 
other’s patrons. There is no one visual image or look, besides preference to 
dark and dab colours (black, especially), which is something that is common, 
too, among the punks, metal heads, goths, among others.  
 
In terms of decorum, or the way people (are expected to) interact, I would 
like to claim that this is somewhat dictated by the space. Urban artists are 
found is the same spaces where sound performers can be found.  They are 
in little shops of private-owned galleries, who also hosts gigs or exhibits 
sound art, like at Vinyl-on-Vinyl in Manila. They are in buildings or the same 
place where studios can be found, like in Cubao X in Manila or ACO in Hong 
Kong. There are other spaces that can be described, in this discussion, 
however, I would like to emphasise that where these sound practitioners 
perform, shared with the zine, street and merch artists, sound studios, vinyl 
collectors, etc., create a certain decorum that is congenial and intimate.   
 
In Hong Kong, sound performances can be found in sound proofed room in 
an industrial building, fitted with amplifiers, lights and projectors. The sitting 
for these kinds of venues are foldable, if there are any; it is also common to 
see audience seated on the ground of standing up. This kind of physical 
arrangement dictates the decorum for experiencing the performance, which 
because of its side, the proximity between the performers and the audience 
are closer, the staging is less formal, and the whole affair is more intimate. In 
Manila, since real estate is much cheaper, there are more varieties in terms 
of spatial arrangement—there are those similar to live houses described in 
Hong Kong; or there are converted warehouses or driveways which are big 




Using bars as performance space, I found to be more common in Manila 
rather than in Hong Kong. As mentioned in an earlier chapter, the bands 
Children of Cathode Ray and Publiko were first seen “gigging” in bars, like 
Red Rocks, Club Dredd, among others.  Up to this day, the platform 
“Ruthless” is being held regularly at a bar called Today X Future. Sin:Ned 
explained that it is difficult to have bars host “their kind of performances”, as 
it is appreciated only by a select audience.  It means that the sound/noise 
performances are something bar-going public could not appreciate. 
Commercial establishments in Hong Kong could not afford to “donate” a night 
for sound/noise performances. This, too, is true in Manila. The main 
difference is that the rent and other costs of an evening for Manila bars is 
significantly less expensive than that in Hong Kong. This situation implies 
how in Manila, there are “incidental audiences” (non-practitioners; totally from 
a different background, just a bar goer), while audience in Hong Kong are 
almost strictly those who are practitioners themselves. 
 
In the case of exhibiting, spatial aesthetics for both Hong Kong and Manila 
are quite similar as there seemed to be global aesthetics in designing 
galleries. Exhibiting sound works outdoors is also practiced in both Hong 
Kong and Manila. The similarities then on the spatial aesthetics, or how 
space is appraised and sensed, by sound practitioners is more recognisable 
from the exhibiting sound practitioners rather than the performing ones. To 
reiterate, the point here is to recognise that the way people interact has to do 
with the kind of space they occupy, and that the sound practice share theirs 
to zine, street art and other forms that are considered part of the urban art 
movements.  
 
Linkage is the third aspect in which urban art movements manifest their 
entanglement in the spirit of DIY culture.  While visual aesthetics talks about 
shared but personal preferences and decorum talks about micro interactions, 
linkages talks about macro connections. It tackles how sound practitioners 
use the connection with urban art movements in attaching to other ecologies 




movements-sound practitioners “consortium” in Manila or Hong Kong, and 
how they interact with similar consortia in other countries/cultures. In the 
history of punk culture, it was mentioned that the experience and the 
expressions of punk culture, although may vary in one place to another, will 
have identifying elements that holds to (or that exists) in all punk cultures. I 
am looking here at punk, not only as a musical movement but as a lifestyle 
movement as well.  
 
The manifestation of linkages in Manila favours multi-relational interlinks. 
This means that practitioners are entangled with practitioners of different art 
or fields and they are entangled with them in different capacities. For 
example, a sound practitioner may be collaborating with an Indonesian 
engineer, who later becomes the godfather of the sound practitioner’s son. 
Later, the son will be collaborating with the godfather (this is possible now 
because of there already are several generations of practitioners).  
 
In Hong Kong, Lai suggested that there exists what can be called co-
individuated linkages. This means that while practitioners attend to their 
practice as individuals, they are aware that they can connect or link with 
other practitioners when necessary.   
 
The idea of co-individuation was illustrated by Cedric Maridet by saying: 
“In Hong Kong the ‘cake’ is growing. People are fighting for ‘pieces of 
cake.’ There is always this kind of competition that you can feel pretty 
much. (…) You still fighting for surviving, as an individual.”548 
 
These manifestations of linkages are considered an issue under DIY culture 
because it has to do with the behaviour of practitioners in sustaining their 
practice.  
 
In Hong Kong, opportunities to receive support from resources are available, 
including or especially state funding. This makes a lot of difference, as 
linkaging becomes an option rather than an imperative. This claim was also 
 




implied by Ellen Pau, when she historically traced the “cakes” or state 
funding as something that was pivotal in the development of art practice in 
Hong Kong. Pau said: 
 
“The whole landscape changed after 1990s. (…) After so many 
advocacies after 1996 or 1997 the government decide to have 
HKADC because of the funding it was a totally different landscape. In 
the past 10 years we have to sustain the group by our own money, or 
ticket. Now we can write a letter to arts council and get money.”549 
 
A later interview with Samson Young, further this claim when he discussed 
the impact of availability of funding in one’s art practice: 
 
“Samson: In terms of government funding level, I will say Hong Kong 
is overwhelmingly easiest place to get money for art. Why aren’t 
people investing time in labour of love? (…) I think people maybe 
need to learn in Hong Kong. Not everything you do will pay the bill. 
(…) The contemporary art scene is growing, it’s because there is a lot 
of money. That traditionally, that is a good thing. The love side and 
money side have to grow. On the last decade the money grow.550 
Some sound art is already exhibiting in commercial gallery. In my 
experience (…), to think about Hong Kong art having a sustainable 
market, something of a fantasy a decade ago. (Now) If people tell you 
that they are sustained by sales of work. That is real. Everyone is 
selling a little bit. And the grants are OK. The funding level while still 
being generous has really plateau. Because obviously the money they 
are giving to ADC is not increasing. That is worrying. But Hong Kong 
is still pretty well.”551 
 
The existence of a reliable state funding though birthed a different sociation 
that was more appropriately described by Young in the same interview:  
 
“It is important that you hang out with people who are coming from 
different disciplines; different if you hang out with people doing the 
same thing, because (then) you become each other’s competition. (…) 
I think there are group of people doing things. Does that make a 
community; I don’t know? I think community is like pornography, you 
know it when you see it. I cannot really define. I think there is one. But 
 
549 Interview, Ellen Pau,  
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it is very loose one. I think we are individual friends. (…) It is not 
because we work in sound.”552 
 
Again, linkage becomes optional rather than an imperative.  
 
The multi-relational interlinks with Manila and other (mostly Southeast Asian 
countries) are often practiced because the practitioners have to find a way to 
sustain their own. There is not much support and resources besides those 
that can be provided by “people within the practice.”  Having “multi-relations” 
strengthen the ties, as discussed earlier in the section about ethics.  
 
This can be further illustrated by drawing from an even bigger “geographical 
scope”. The linkage that was enabled by Cedric Fermont’s previous projects.  
Two of those he did mapped out the practice from Asia. This was through a 
book titled Noise in South East Asia,553 co-authored with scholar Dimitri della 
Faille, and the other one is a CD compilation, titled Uchronia.554 Both are 
produced through the same DIY spirit, using crowdfunding, print-by-demand, 
using not high-end publication materials. More than the physical condition of 
the materials, however, what this project enables is an opportunity for 
practitioners to find out where they belong. The Noise book focused 
exclusively on practitioners in Southeast Asia, while the Uchronia CD 
included “experimental, electroacoustic, noise, improvised music from the 
Middle East, Central, South, South East and East Asia,”555 including Manila 
and Hong Kong. Being included in these two published materials 
strengthened the sense of belonging. It created a “community of 
practitioners” which is neither local, nor global but both, or glocal. Such is 
another tendency of DIY culture—to transcend geographical and other 
borders. As already discussed in the chapter on ecology, finding belonging 
and self-worth are two most important aspects of forming the sound practice.  
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I am in agreement with Edwin Lo when he claimed that the two main 
elements of sustaining a practice are initiators and spaces.556  As illustrated 
above, the ecology of sound practice is formed and forming by and through 
the active engagement of initiators and the availability of spaces (physical 
spaces or project platforms).  In this case, DIY culture, then, can be 
appraised as a reaction or resistance to existing conditions; as an approach 
to productions; or as a means to achieve a particular aesthetics. The concept 
is discussed within the issues of funding, space, and materials, or collectively 
called “resources”.  What DIY culture enables is a condition of sustained 
practice and equity among practitioners.  
 
 
C. Subjecting to Discourse/s: Sound Practices in the Art World 
 
As claimed in the previous chapters, sound art practice was propelled by the 
spirit of making, building, and doing “stuff”. Practitioners do not necessarily 
become sound artists or experimental, electronic, or noise musicians by 
proclaiming “I will make a name in history” nor even “I will be a good artist.” I 
use here the metaphorical “I” to refer to practitioners of sound art, both 
individually and as a community. It was, however, also mentioned in the 
introductory chapter that: “Participation to the activities organised by art 
institutions provided a condition for the sound practice to submit itself to 
discourses of art institutions or engage in it as a form of critique.”557 These 
two claims do not exactly contradict.  The first points to the motivation of the 
practitioners while the second tells us against which this motivation is 
subjected to.  These two topics are what this section hopes to illuminate. 
 
In a recent lecture, artist and organiser Dominique Lämmli, said: “Art history 
is an insurance.”558 As applied here, I interpret this to mean that the inclusion 
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of sound practice in a dominant art history or its having an art history of its 
own ensures and will continue to ensure its place in the past and in the 
future. The practice is something that is done in the present. Its having a 
place in the past means that it is guided by tradition—where a generation of 
practitioners may already be recognised; where developments in production 
and thinking are chronologised; and where there are existing connections 
and relations with other art forms and movements; among other 
manifestations.  Having a place in the future means that it has a direction—
where a trajectory can be imagined or conceived because there is a clear 
point of departure. Insurance, then, means a guarantee towards not being 
forgotten, being understood, making sense, and having relevance and value.  
 
In this section, I will illustrate what happened to the practice in Hong Kong 
and Manila as soon as it entered the different sections of the art world, and 
(inevitably) submitted itself to the discourse of the art world. I will talk about 
the changes in priorities and agencies and the new conditions enabled or 
disabled in the ecology that was previously described, by this act of entering 
the art institution, which are divided into three units: the academia, the 
museum and gallery systems, and the art market.  
 
1. Sound practice as a school/university program 
In the chapter about the ecology of sound practice, it was discussed that 
universities and schools comprise one of the units with which sound practice 
networks. The academia’s engagement with the practice comes in two 
ways—first, through courses, and second, through projects (exhibits, 
performances, publications, etc.).  As projects were already discussed in the 
said earlier chapter, this section will discuss the courses offered by 
universities and schools that have an effect on the sound practice.  
In Hong Kong, the following institutions offer courses that have to do with 
sound: the Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture Lee Shau Kee 
School of Creativity (HKICC) offers Music, Culture and Creativity under their 




Arts (AVA) offers VART 2136: Sound The Basics, VART 3136: Experiments 
in Moving Image and GDCV1896/GDSS1896: Soundscape Studies and 
Hong Kong Culture; the City University Hong Kong School for Creative Media 
(SCM) offers SM4143: Sonic Arts and the History of Sound and Noises, 
SM1014: Sound Basic and Design, SM2242: Audio Recording Arts, SM2276: 
Music Studio Production, SM3153: Sound Design for Cinema, and SM3130: 
Sound Installation and Sound Spatialization.  In Manila, De La Salle-College 
of Saint Benilde’s School of Design and Arts (Benilde) has a Bachelor of Arts 
Major in Music Production degree; Ateneo de Manila University’s Department 
of Communication (Ateneo) offers courses on image and sound production, 
particularly COM120: Introduction to Sound Production (Radio), COM123: 
Sound Recording, and COM126: Songwriting; and the University of the 
Philippines College of Music Department of Music Education (UP) offers 
MuEd 146, Introduction to Music Technology.  
 
Music, Culture and Creativity is essentially a music course. It deals with 
different movements in music, i.e. Classical, Popular, Western Modern, 
Music for Film, and World Music. The course has two cores—first, the skill in 
producing or making music and listening; and second, the attitude for 
producing or making music and listening. The introduction states that this 
course will help people realise that music has value beyond entertainment, 
pertaining to a more sonically aware and engaged population. I then 
recognise three points that made this course relevant to creating conditions 
that enabled sound practice—first, it has a session that is devoted to sound 
art, which implicitly makes the learners aware of sound art as its own 
genre/form, however, remaining part of music; second, it recognises the 
sociability of music or sound,559 which means that sound/music has the 
ability to bring people together, something that sound practitioners 
subscribes to, particularly those who does soundscape projects; and third, it 
emphasizes listening as equally important to producing music or sound, 
which prepares a population of listeners or those who are aware and open to 
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different types of listening materials. 
 
Closely related to Music, Culture, and Creativity is AVA’s VART 2136: 
Sound: The Basics. This course challenges the primacy of visual, in terms of 
sense, by proposing its entanglement with the aural.  Like the earlier 
described course, the focus in on skills development that has to do with 
creation of sound materials and their perception, i.e. listening.  
 
SCM’s SM4143: Sonic Arts and the History of Sound and Noises is similar to 
the two courses mentioned above. Similar to Music, Culture, and Creativity, 
SM4143 argues that beyond its own form, sound should be understood 
within the context of a culture.  But unlike the former, SM4143 directly uses 
sound rather than music. It also teaches its own history of sound art and 
sound as medium, rather than that which is entangled with music history. 
Again, similar to Music, Culture, and Creativity and AVA’s VART 2136, 
SM4143 also focuses on developing skills for creation of sound materials and 
listening. 
 
Another set of courses are more devoted to specific skill sets, which students 
can use in different manners of production. Among these are UP’s MuEd146, 
which introduces the properties of sound and basic skills, such as recording, 
using a Midi, sequencing and notation, as well as converting analogue to 
digital, all for the purpose of music making; SCM’s SM1014: Sound Basics 
and Design, which teaches students “to create sound designs and audio 
recordings on high standards”; SM2242: Audio Recording Arts, which is an 
“advanced theoretical and technical subjects concerned with audio recording 
(…) live music performance, live sound production, concert recording and 
studio based production;” SM2276: Music Studio Production, which is 
“centred on the audio recording in studios;” and SM3153: Sound Design for 
Cinema. Ateneo’s Com120 and Com 123 is similar to these courses offered 
by SCM.  AVA’s VART3136 is also similar to SM3153.  Meanwhile, the 
degree program that Benilde offers includes courses with similar coverage to 




the Philippines and Western Music History, and song writing. What these 
courses enable that is relevant to sound practice is the honing of skills in 
using tools (how tools are used), in production (how to produce sounding 
works), and in the product (what to produce). It is also through these courses 
that new technologies of production and technologies of thinking sonically 
are usually introduced to a younger generation of learners, who some, later 
continues with their sound practice.  
 
Finally, there are courses that are more directly influential to sound as art 
practice.  One is SCM’s SM3130: Sound Installation and Sound 
Spatialization, which is directly teaches students on how to make sound 
installations. AVA’s “Soundscape Studies and Hong Kong Culture”, does the 
same, focusing the teaching sessions into creating a sound project. The main 
difference, however, is that this AVA course gives importance to the 
engagement of the soundscape project to the social and cultural issues in 
Hong Kong. 
 
Among the names mentioned in the chapter of ecology of sound practice, the 
most recognised teachers of these sound related courses are Linda Lai, 
Hector Rodriguez, Cedric Maridet, and Samson Young for SCM; Anson Mak, 
Kingsley Ng, and Ah-Kok Wong for AVA; and Ah-Kok Wong for HKICC. 
There are, of course, others that have not been mentioned here, like Ken 
Ueno and Damien Charrieras, who started teaching at SCM, two years after 
my research started. In Manila, none of the interviewees are teaching or 
have taught in the sound programmes, except for Mark Laccay, who is more 
focused on sound engineering. Laccay, however, is considered part of the 
sound practice community in Manila as he has been a participant to many 
sound projects, including engineering projects like “Uno Documento,” which 
as mentioned earlier, is one of the first compilations of sound works as art. 
He was also a participant of the NMAM sound recording component and was 
the sound engineer for most of the exhibits and performances I curated. 




Collection in the University of the Philippines Center for Ethnomusicology 
from 2013-2018. 
 
Some universities also engage in extramural attempts to hold events that are 
related to sound art. In Manila, the UP College of Fine Arts held an artist talk 
for sound practitioners in 2017.560 The same College hosted a listening day 
for the World International Listening Day Programme in 2018.561 Benilde 
hosted the WSK Festival in 2017.562 Ateneo de Manila University organised a 
series of talks and workshops in partnership with Queen Mary College 
(London) on technology mediated music/sound works, in April 2017,563 as 
part of initial preparation for the partnership in instituting Masters in 
Innovation through Media Arts Technology (Ateneo) and Master of Science in 
Media and Arts Technology (Queen Mary).564   
 
With all these school programmes, course and extramural activities, what is 
really being enabled that is beneficial to sound practice? What are the 
challenges of teaching sound courses? What are the possible problems in 
teaching sound courses? 
 
I claim that having schools that teach students about sound ensures the 
continuation of the practice.  In Hong Kong, more than in Manila, there are 
new/younger practitioners who came from the university programmes—like 
Fiona Lee, Wong Chun Hoi, and Wong Fuk Kuen from SCM. There is also a 
potential for the programmes to influence listening cultures of the people, 
producing a population that is more sonically open—those who are open to 
 
















listen to different sounds (not just music), and have the theoretical basis to 
consider these as art, something that is desired, something that is of interest, 
and of value.  
 
At the moment, sound courses in both Manila and Hong Kong remain small. 
A proof of this is that we can still identify exactly who are those who teach 
them. In this case, the possibility is that the small number of expert training 
students who most likely follow their style and/or their philosophy at work. 
Fundamentally, this is the same as all pedagogical exercises. What is 
interesting, however, is that the nature of the subject (producing and listening 
to sound), can be on extremes—highly technical on one side, requiring 
students to follow strict and specific instructions; and experimental or 
improvisational on the other, giving the students enough handle to go beyond 
what has already been done and considered as sound as art.   
 
 
All these programmes are, however, relatively new—at most, a decade old. 
As Lirio Salvador claimed, “It took almost 20 years for people to appreciate 
the existence of soundart,565 I won’t be surprised if it takes another 20 years 
before most of them actually understand it.”566 Salvador was talking about 
the case in Manila, and the “it” he was referring to is the art audience. This 
might be true, but as I already claimed above, the presence of sound 
programmes in the schools and universities ensures the continuation of the 
practice. The challenge now is where it is headed. Would there be a more 
critical academic inquiry in the coming years? Would sound practice develop 
its own set of discourse? Would it have its own standard history (instead of 
borrowing from music and visual arts)? These are questions that remains to 
be observed. This thesis is actually one of the first to claim that the sound 
practice deserves a serious academic attention. 
 
 





2. Curating sound in museums and galleries 
 As it is, “curator” and “curating” are fluid concepts at the moment. They could 
refer to somebody or the act of putting things together, which could simply be 
called organising. It could refer to somebody or something to researches and 
writes about an event or activity, which could simply be called writing/writer.  
 
 This section looks into the concept of curating or curator in the context of 
museums and galleries first, and second in the context by how it is used in 
sound practice. More specifically, in this section I ask, what do curators do, 
when they curate sound works? What did/do these curations did to sound 
practice? What is the place of this curation in the ecology of sound practice in 
general? What did/does this enable/disable?  
 
 In Hong Kong, Yang Yeung is one of the curators most associated with 
sound art. As mentioned earlier, she is the founder of soundpocket. She 
curated In MidAir and Around Sound Festival. Attention here is paid on doing 
festival instead of other presentation formats. By creating and curating 
festivals, what Yeung enabled in the ecology of practice is a programme 
where sound practice is presented in different formats, as a festival usually 
have an exhibit, performance, workshop, talk, residency, among others. 
Holding it every year, and even a little less more regular on later dates, 
Around Sound already had an impact on the ecology—sound practitioners 
know what it is; they know it is a platform that accommodates their art; and 
that there is a possibility that they will be part of it, sooner or later, although 
without a contract.  
 
 Yeung’s curatorial efforts also provided younger practitioners with an avenue 
to pursue the curatorial direction. Among these were Wong Chun Hoi (aka 
Seadog) and Fiona Lee. Two of the most active sound practitioners in Hong 
Kong. Wong Chun Hoi was co-curator for Around Sound Festival residency 
programme in 2014.  He was chosen by Yeung after his participation as artist 
assistant to Yan Jun and Felix Hest in the same festival in 2010. At present, 




performing as musician, Seadog is also the “events engineer” or the curator 
of Floating Projects Collective’s space at JCCAC. Fiona Lee is also an 
alumna of Around Sound Festival residency. She started as an artist 
assistant for Tetsuya Umeda, one of the featured artists in the festival in 
2013. The following year, Lee was herself a participating artist for the Japan 
residency-leg of the festival.  In January 2019, Lee launched a festival she 
herself curated and organised. It followed a similar format as soundpocket’s 
Around Sound, having workshops, performance and exhibit. She also invited 
Hong Kong artists and foreign artists (mostly from Japan).   
 
 Besides Yeung, Young also with his CMHK, has a similar curatorial platform. 
CMHK even has a curator-in-residence program, which directly caters to 
curators who are inclined to do sound projects. The latest of which was 
Remy Siu, with a festival called Sound Forms 2019.  
 
 This kind of curatorial platform is also present in Manila. Perhaps the closest 
is what Tengal does for WSK Festival. Although this was first introduced as a 
media art festival, from the beginning, the sound component and the 
presence of participants from the sound practice are already very strong.   
 
 Like those in Hong Kong, this kind of curatorial platform has multiple 
events—happening in more than one day; the events are in multiple 
formats—there is an exhibit, performance, workshops, talks, etc.; and it 
involves artists and/or curators who are local and those from abroad. 
 
 What appears to be smaller versions or scaled-down versions of festivals are 
performance platforms. The number of performance platforms in both Hong 
Kong and Manila have already been described on the chapter on ecology of 
sound practice. Among those mentioned were Ruthless, Kamuning Public 
Radio, Modified Signal and Subflex from Manila and Noise to Signal and Kill 
Jazz from Hong Kong. But how does the curatorial act happen in this case? It 
starts with identifying who the performers are. Either the curator-organiser 




organiser finds a common thread among the performers that will be used to 
promote the performance. Unlike big festivals, these types of performances 
happen more frequently. Some to as frequent as one performance per week. 
More commonly it happens once a month. Given their frequency, the 
preparation for each event is swifter. Usually, there is already a set space of 
performance. Performers have to agree to use existing equipment. In rare 
occasions, equipment beyond what is already in space are requested by the 
performers. This is one of the unwritten rules. Promotion, at the same time, is 
limited to popular and free means, such as social media, or, in earlier years 
text messages or emails. Sometimes there is already a set time and date. 
And more or less, the same set of audience attends the performance.  
Participation is usually free, which means that the artists are not performing 
to earn. Sometimes, depending on the agreement, performers receive a 
portion of the ticket sales, which usually do not amount to much. For 
example, the audience usually consists of around 20 people, paying HKD100 
each. There is also the pay-what-you-want or pay-what-you-can system, 
which is even more non-profit, or sometimes the performance is totally free. 
This aspect of curated performances in sound practice reverts us back to the 
discussion of DIY-culture among the sound practitioners, whose coming 
together is keener on producing work regardless or despite the financial 
situation. Despite not having sufficient finances in producing this platform like 
bigger (more or well) funded festivals, these smaller events to accommodate 
local and foreign performers in their line-up, which indicates that the DIY-
culture that Hong Kong and Manila practice is something that is understood 
(and even maybe similar to) by practitioners from other ecologies.  
 
While the curated performance format seems to be standardised in terms of 
format and organisation, in most cases, exhibits as curatorial projects for 
sound practitioners have more varieties. In Hong Kong, it is common to see 
one exhibit devoted to sound works alone—like Cheuk Wing Nam’s No 
Sense of Touch, which is a solo exhibition at the Floating Projects in 2016, 
where she exhibited pieces of hand-skeleton shaped theremin. There are 




Street in 2013 and 2015; this exhibit also included a high percentage of 
sound works.  In Manila, it is rare to find an all-sound works exhibit; rare but 
there are some. One of the earliest was the one curated by Claro Ramirez 
and Eileen Legaspi for Lopez Museum, titled Reverb in 2011. In this exhibit, 
the curator gathered seven individual artists and an organisation—E.X.I.S.T., 
who were responded to an open call for works that are self-produced, 
installative and site-specific sound works that will respond to the permanent 
collection of Lopez Museum. Some of the works that were created were Tad 
Ermitaño’s “Bell”, a sound installation, reacting to Arturo Luz’s oil on canvas, 
“Trumpets”; and Diokno Pasilan’s “Galingan-Mu”, an installation of wood, 
fishing gear, paint brush, guitar strings and coconut shell with amplifier, 
reacting to B. Morales’ oil on canvas “Moros playing Bandolin”; among 
others. Another work, which more compositive but still part of the Reverb 
project, was done by Wire Tuazon titled “Dehumidifier Series”, which is a 
sound improv using one of the most common tools found in the museum 
(dehumidifier). This series reacted to works of several abstract and 
conceptual artists including those of Charlie Co, Federico Alcuaz, Pacita 
Abad, and David Medalla.  This curatorial approach—to instruct artists to 
react to existing collections, is common among the institutionally initiated 
projects. This is also the curatorial approach I used for the exhibit Listen to 
My Music and Attitude of the Mind, the two major exhibits that required the 
artists to reflect on existing archival collection and music compositions.  
 
 Composite Circuit, an exhibit I curated for Vinyl-on-Vinyl, a private-owned 
gallery in Manila, in 2018, is perhaps the first exhibit that is devoted to purely 
to sound and sounding works. Since there have been more performance 
platforms since earlier years, this show was devoted to works that are 
installative—sampling different subtypes of installative sound works, from 
instruments, assemblage, installation, etc. Focusing on the (relative) 
“newness” of this type of art, especially in consideration of the audience, the 
artists in this exhibit were instructed to make known technique, technology, 
medium/material, through their construction of their work and the 




of the exhibit—a curatorial approach that is more commonly used for 
traditional forms like painting and sculpture.  
 
 Another common format for exhibition of sound works is to pair 
musicians/sound artists with visual artists. An example of this was the one 
Cultural Center of the Philippines organised, titled In Transit, in 2015, curated 
by Rica Estrada. This curatorial approach may be considered the oldest or at 
least the most practiced, especially in Manila. This is closely similar to asking 
artist from a different form to intentionally crossover another, for example a 
painter to make a sound composition, or a poet to paint. This was practiced 
since the time of Pinaglabanan Gallery.567 And in Surrounded by Water’s 
Sound Art Festival. What this brings to the practice is that it re-enforces the 
entanglement of sound practice to other fields of art. It also broadens the 
audience by bringing those who follow literature, visual arts, sound, etc. 
together in one event.  
 
 The most common of all exhibiting formats is that of sound or sounding 
works mixed with other forms, which is most common for group shows. An 
example of this is the group show on the L1 Gallery of JCCAC in December 
2018 to January 2019, for the JCCAC Festival 2018, titled Factory Forward.  
In that Gallery, work of Fung Wing Lam, titled “Blah, Blah, Blah”, a 
synthesizer made of 555 integrated circuit that converts electricity into sound. 
Another featured sound work was Phoebe Hui’s “Everyday Object 
Ensemble”, which is an installation containing motors, scanners, bicycle 
wheel, vacuum cleaner, electronics, wood and speakers. Another work was 
by Chan Po Fung, titled “Metal Ensemble!”, is an installation that works like a 
music box of all metal components. These works were exhibited alongside 
with other non-sounding media artworks like Siu Wai Hang’s “Crosswalkers”, 
an installation of photography; and more traditional media, such as oil on 
canvas by Lau Siu Chung Lonely,568 or ink and calligraphy by Chan Fat 
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Henry (Frog King).569 For solo show, for example, Datu Arellano’s “Tahigami 
Music” at the CCP in 2018, featured his tahigami as a sound/music 
composing instrument, as well as videos of his other work series. In Hong 
Kong, Samson Young’s “Liquid Borders” exhibited at a.m. space, among 
others, exhibited compositive works, and graphic notations framed like 
drawings. Mixing of forms is commonly seen on privately-owned galleries as 
all their shows are implied to be a selling show. An ownable piece or a piece 
that maybe bought and collection should be considered in preparing for the 
show. This is not a hard rule. It is, however, implied and understood by most 
curators, as privately-owned galleries are technically a commercial space.  
This point will be further elaborated in the next section of this chapter. When 
this is done on bigger not-for-profit museum, it is usually for the purpose of 
surveying different forms, or expressions of themes, or representations of 
subjects that the curator is trying to achieve.  
 
 This is, then, to say that what curators do is to create venues where sound 
practitioners can stage their work. It could be a single activity, like an exhibit 
or a performance; or a combination, like an exhibit and performance. Some 
curators participate in the production of work.  They either build work with the 
featured artists (curator as collaborating artist), build a work idea with artists 
(curator as main author/artist), or build their own work and present with other 
artists (curator as co-featured artist). Some curators focus more on 
organising the project—attending to logistics, finding funding, promoting the 
events, etc. Some are more focused on the scholarship of the project—doing 
research for and about the content, context and message of the exhibit or 
performance, writing, and having talks.  And other curators are more focused 
on ensuring the survival of the projects beyond its staying, which covers 
documenting, publishing, and archiving. 
 
 Just like having school or university programmes, having sound works, 
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sound projects or sound practice curated ensures the sustainability of the 
practice—its continuous existence, by providing a space for its staging, by 
promoting it as relevant to audiences (practitioners and non-practitioners), by 
making it relevant to the trends in the contemporary art scene that hosts the 
ecology of practitioners. Curated, exhibition and performance platforms may 
also be a product of a long study or research. It may also have intention to 
educate the audience. However, the difference from university or school 
programmes is the place of pedagogy in the work.  Exhibits and 
performances’ main intention is to create work and to stage them; teaching 
skills, creating about history or historical connections, postulating theories of 
and about sound practice, remains secondary; which may or may not be a 
characteristic specific to sound practice. 
 
 In the recent years, the art market, in both Hong Kong and Manila became a 
big player, if not actually the major player in shaping the contemporary art 
world. The section that follows reflects on how this trend or movement, and 
how it affected different aspects of the sound practice.  
 
3. Art market, art fairs and commercial galleries 
 Art Basel and Art Central in Hong Kong and Art Fair Philippines and Art in 
the Park in Manila are just some of the main events associated with the 
contemporary art scene when the concept of market is discussed. There are 
more, but this section will focus on two main points—the entry of sound 
works in art fairs and listening in commercial galleries.  This section asks: 
What happens with sound practice when subsumed to the systems of the 
market? I will try to expound on the question of art as commodity and art as 
spectacle and propose a claim on what it does to the survival, sustainability, 
and/or growth of the sound practice.  
 
 It was not coincidence that Hong Kong and Manila art scene experienced a 
movement at the same time. By “movement at the same time”, I meant that 




the commercial reality that is attached to the idea of art.   
 
 In Hong Kong, the first private-owned gallery was said to be The Chatham, 
ran by American Dorothy Swan in 1962.570 The oldest existing, however, is 
Alisan Gallery, a gallery that specialises on ink and Chinese contemporary 
art,571 which said to have been in business since the 1980s. Most of the 
present galleries in Hong Kong were established between mid-2000s to 
about five years ago. This is to illustrate that the art market is not a new 
phenomenon in Hong Kong. There has been, however, a stronger growth in 
the last decade. 
 
 Not all these galleries, especially the older ones, cater to sound works.  
Those who cater to sound projects were already mentioned in the earlier 
chapter. The existence of private-owned galleries, however, is relevant to the 
study of sound practice as the timing of foundation and longevity of these 
supposed commercial spaces do not only speak about the art market. These 
commercial/private-owned galleries become relevant in two accounts. First, 
as discussed in the chapter about genealogy, these private-owned galleries 
are able to facilitate culture-exchange between the two cities and countries 
when they feature foreign and local artists. These culture-exchanges ignites 
camaraderie and harnesses engagement between artists and other art 
practitioners of participating cities, which in turn expands the site of 
production of artists beyond their own city. Second, as most endeavours of 
these private-owned galleries are income generating, and that they are able 
to earn something, they, too, are able to subsidize projects that are not 
expected to earn income, but are important in capturing the contemporary art 
scene. 
 
 At present, the largest of these commercial endeavours in Hong Kong is Art 
Basel.572 Art Basel is one of the biggest art franchises from Basel, Germany, 
 







that came to Hong Kong in 2010.  It was first is still being held annually in the 
Hong Kong International Convention Centre, which is big enough to 
accommodate what was estimated as 60,000 visitors in the three days of 
staging on its first year. Art Basel is designed to connect collectors, galleries, 
and artists. Besides exhibit of artworks in booths held by commercial 
galleries, Art Basel organises special art projects, talks, publications and 
screenings. In other words, Art Basel is something like an arts festival, but 
with a clear agenda to sell art.  
 
 In Art Basel, among the most famed works exhibited were that of Samson 
Young. First was a work in the gallery a.m. space titled Nocturne, which is an 
on-site performance improvised from found video footage of night 
bombings.573 The year after, Young received the BMW Art Journey Award, 
which is one of the programmes under Art Basel. For this, he did a 
multimedia walk with site-specific films, radio broadcast and live 
performance.574 
 
 A locally formed platform similar to Art Basel is Art Central. Art Central was 
founded in 2014 by Tim Etchells, Sandy Angus, and Will Ramsay. Etchells is 
the original founder of ARTHK: Hong Kong International Art Fair launched in 
2008. Angus also played a key role in launching HKART. Meanwhile, 
Ramsay is a co-founder of ArtHK and founder of PULSE Art Fairs. Art 
Central is housed in a temporary structure, has a six-day programme, and 
claims to be the place to discover more cutting-edge museum worthy art 
works.575  
 
 Art Central, in 2018, also hosted a similar style of sound work.  Sampson 













performance installation, wherein the audio are guided to experience the 
smallness of the space (as central to the curatorial narrative), comparable to 
micro-flats, by listening to instructions given through headphones. This year, 
2019, another sound work was featured. It was Cheuk Wing Nam’s “Ak7 
Shou”577 an installation of violin, cello and cassette player and speaker. It 
was supposed to be a sounding and kinetic installation that is activated by 
sensors attached to the edge of the display platform.  
 
 The Manila art market has a similar platform to that of Art Basel and Art 
Central, called Art Fair Philippines (AFP).578 In terms of number of 
participating galleries, venue, and perhaps market network, AFP is much 
smaller than Art Basel.579 But like Art Basel, it is over its six years of 
existence, it has now become a box office art event, attended by thousands 
of audience, collectors and non-collectors, students, professionals, and other 
demographics. Like Art Central, it was locally formed by Dindin Araneta, 
Trickie Lopa, and Lisa Periquet.  Araneta is an arts management professor in 
Dela Salle College of Saint Benilde, while Lopa and Periquet are gallerists.   
 
 In recent years, AFP had hosted exhibits for sounding and sound art works. 
Among these were “Everyday Impunity: Ang Mga Walang Pangalan”, a 
multimedia installation, featuring photographs of artist-journalist Carlo 
Gabuco of the victims on Duterte’s war on drugs, accompanied by audio 
recorded testimonies of the same source, with compositive sound works by 
Juan Miguel Sobrepena, in 2018;580 “All Watched Over by Machines of 


















works by Caliph8, Erick Calilan, Jon Romero, Joee Mejias, Mark Rambo, Tad 
Ermitaño, co-curated by Tengal for WSK in  2017; “Uwang”, a multimedia art 
installation by Tad Ermitaño, in 2015; and “Asphalt” by Gabriel Barredo in 
2013. All were curated by Erwin Romulo. 
 
 Private-owned galleries, as mentioned in earlier chapters, have also been 
hosting sound and sounding works. Those mentioned were Vinyl-on-Vinyl,582 
which is obvious from their name has a close affinity with music and sound. 
This gallery used to carry a section selling vinyl records as well as vinyl toys. 
Post and Pablo Gallery583 carries various forms of contemporary urban art, 
media art, performance art, with a programme devoted entirely to sound—
Selecter FM. West Gallery,584 one of the oldest existing galleries in Manila, 
which had been in operation since the 1980s, has catered to a number of 
sound works in their group exhibitions especially at the time when Roberto 
Chabet was actively curating.585 Finale is another private-owned gallery that 
is known to Manila sound practice community. Finale hosted “The Last Dog 
Show (Come Back When you are Famous)”, a reunion exhibit for Surrounded 
by Water members, which also included “SBW Sound Art Celebration,” 
curated by Wire Tuazon.586  It followed its old format of collecting compositive 
sound works from non-musician artists and presenting/performing them at 
the gallery during exhibit opening. But this time, instead of CDs, Tuazon 
collected MP3s, which he played from a computer.587  
 
 What does it require of a sound or sounding work when it enters this kind of 








585 Recounted Katya Guerrero, who also exhibited a sounding work in a group show curated 
by Prof. Chabet in the 1990s, when she was a university student. Unfortunately, no 








platform—such as art as commodity and art as spectacle; the absence of 
criticality in favour of profit? 
 
 Art markets in both Hong Kong and Manila mark a particular territory of art 
production—one that is attributed to profit.  However, given the exhibits and 
performances of sound and sounding works in private-owned galleries and 
art fairs that were mentioned above, and a lot more that were not mentioned, 
I want to illustrate that these platforms are likewise active sites of production 
for sound practitioners.  
 
 To directly respond to the questions of this section, then, the sound or 
sounding works did not have to take a form that was prescribed by the art 
market. They maintained the form to which they have been curated/designed 
as the fair organisers, and galleries, did not demand sales from their 
exhibition. However, the issue of art as commodity is not simply whether an 
object is for sale or not.  To some extent, the sound and sounding works 
became commodities in the sense that they became a novelty, something of 
a curiosity, because they are “new”.  It is in this same sense that sound and 
sounding works in art market are sometimes considered spectacle. 
 
 In view of this, in the context of practice, I would like to claim that the 
market’s accommodation of sound or sounding works, which are essentially 
not-for-profit and/or unsaleable, is not paradoxical but rather a manifestation 
of symbiosis. It is a manifestation of how the ecology of sound practice is 
nodal; that it is able to latch or connect with platforms such as the art market. 
 
 
Summary and Conclusion 
 
This chapter asks: What does conditions of enablement mean in sound 
practice? What is enabled? What are the conditions? The discussion started 
by identifying what I claim to be the three factors of enablement, namely: 





Technology is the hardware that makes up the practice. In this section, I 
discussed the processes of production and how the availability and 
unavailability of technology created conditions for the production of sound 
and sounding works. I also discussed here key concepts under the topic of 
technology, such as studios, labs and workshops, which pertains to the 
concept of in the production of sound practice; hacking, which pertains to the 
concept of making and unmaking; open source, which pertains to the 
concept of sharing; and collab, which is pertains to the concept of 
engagement. Under technology, too, was the discussion on typologies of 
forms and staging. Installative, compositive, performative, and a combination 
of any or all of these three are the main types of sound and sounding works, 
with a number of subtypes. 
 
Sociation refers to DIY culture or how practitioners sustain sound practice 
despite its disengagement with institutions. This section particularly tried to 
identify what brand of DIY culture sound practitioners’ practice. I find this 
imperative as the usual discussion on this topic in previous scholarships limit 
the scope within the effects or influences of Punk as culture and a lifestyle.  
In this section, I identified practitioner-initiated activities; compounded roles 
that are measures by influence and productivity; and entanglement with 
different urban art movements, as an indication of this DIY culture.  Among 
the urban art movements identified were zine, street art, hip hop, spoken 
words, punk, graffiti, and tattoo. This entanglement contributed in the forming 
of the visual aesthetics of sound practitioners, especially in fashion and 
fashioning their spaces; decorum-- how people act or conduct themselves 
within the sites of their production; and linkages, which is multi-relational 
interlink for Manila practice, and a more individuated linkage for Hong Kong.  
The third main factor—subjecting the sound practice to art discourses, 
included discussions on sound programs under universities or schools. 
Identified here are courses that taught about theory and history of sound (in 
relation to music and/or art), as well as different skills. The existence of 
university or school programmes was recognised to be important in 




of practitioners, as well as audience development.  
 
Curating of sound and sounding works in museums and galleries is another 
form of discourse.  In this discussion, curated sound projects are deemed as 
platforms that sustain the practice.  There are three forms in which this sound 
and sounding works are curated: multiple events or festivals, performances, 
and exhibits. Exhibits could be all sound and sounding works or mixed with 
other forms.  It could also be that the curator will approach the project by 
instructing the artists to react to a (museum or archive) collection, and/or pair 
with artists from different fields.  Different ways in which curators participate 
in production of sound projects were also discussed in this section. 
 
Finally, I discussed the art market, particularly the presence of sound and 
sounding works in private-owned galleries and art fairs.  I enumerated 
different sound projects from both Hong Kong and Manila that were obviously 
of the same form and fundamentals. I claimed here that although the 
relationship is seemingly paradoxical, it is the characteristic of the ecology of 
sound practice, being nodal, which is being practiced when sound 
practitioners participate in the art market.  
 
I reiterate the importance of the three factors in forming and sustaining sound 
practice in both Hong Kong and Manila. The conditions and quality of 
technology, DIY culture, and art institutions in these two cities were 
substantially different.  Their effects, however, to the ecology of sound 
practice (to include both), are the same.  They created a space, an occasion, 
or an event where practitioners were able to do their practice; and they gave 
practitioners a sense of community—a group of people with whom they can 





CHAPTER V: Concluding chapter: Where it continues to resonate 
 
A. Summary of study 
 
Chapters 
This thesis was divided into five chapters: four content chapters and this 
present concluding chapter. 
 
The first chapter is titled Existing Conversations: Where do they come from? 
Three main points were laid-out in this chapter: First, positionality. I am 
attending to this research from the position of both a sound practitioner and 
as an academic. As such, I am hoping to contribute to the practice a 
documentation and analysis of a particular present in our practice; a 
functional framework by which sound practice may be understood beyond its 
changing form and the even more complex social environment that hosts the 
ecology of practice; and to contribute in the production of knowledge by inter-
referencing experiences of Asian cities. Second, the subject of my 
research—sound practice, as per existing literature, is found in the interstice 
of different arts and musics.  This study, though, should not be seen as an 
attempt to remove the sound practice from its current entangled position, but 
rather, to understand precisely where it is currently located. Third, that the 
condition of enablement is the main conceptual framework that will aid me in 
understanding this ecology of practice.   
 
The second chapter is titled Before Sound Practices: A Genealogy.  It talked 
about the historical moments that Hong Kong and Manila shared from the 
1960s to the 1980s, mostly related to arts and culture; and how these 
moments seeded the conditions for the present sound practice. Historical 
moments such as the establishment of organisations and building of 
infrastructures, as well as the conceptual alignment of institutions and their 
international counterparts were discussed in the chapter.  
 
The third chapter is titled Ecology of Sound Practices. This chapter analyses 




manners, and to what end they each relate to each other, and what their 
relationships contribute to the practice; until I am able to illustrate the site of 
practice; make claims on its characteristics; as well as to deduce the 
foundation of membership, which is the ethics of practice.  
 
The fourth chapter is titled Enabled Conditions: Creating, sustaining.  This 
continues the discussion on ecology drawn in the previous chapter. This 
chapter analyses situations in that ecology that are related to, affected by, 
coming from, or directed towards the three factors of enablement.  
 
For all the three chapters (II, III and IV), I employed inter-referencing 
between Hong Kong and Manila. The use of “inter-referencing” is borrowed 
from its usage in Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, wherein the experience of cities 
in Asia are used as references for studying other Asian cities. In this case,I 
interwove the inquiries and problematisation between the experiences of 
these cities: I took the experiences of Hong Kong to formulate or direct the 
inquiry for Manila, and vice versa, towards proving the claim or answering the 
questions of this thesis.  
 
Claims and Problems 
The thesis is about Hong Kong and Manila, Sound Practice, and Conditions 
of Enablement. The main question of the thesis is: How does sound practice 
in Hong Kong and Manila happen?  
  
My first claim is that sound practice is distinct from other arts in that it is 
entangled with and relies on the boundaries of the membership to the 
practice. This claim is premised on the art historical condition that sound 
practice is referred to as or with sound art, with music, visual arts, performing 
arts, media art, etc. 
 
Sound practice is currently the term used to group together sound art, 
electronic music, experimental music, noise music, and any other creative 




art, among others, that shares a sense of community, manifested in their 
projects and other platforms of production. In Manila, from the early 1990s 
until the next two and a half decades (mid-2010s), the term used to refer to 
sound art, electronic music, experimental music, noise music was sound art. 
In Hong Kong, the label sound art pertains to a more installative type of 
sounding art.  Although practitioners of other sound forms recognise affinity 
with it, sound art still cannot be used as a label or name of grouping of 
practitioners, in the sense that it is used in Manila. I have therefore used the 
term sound practice as it is a label that both Manila and Hong Kong would 
recognise to refer to a grouping of practices engaging with sound medium or 
subject, sharing practitioners, histories, spaces, resources, and other aspects 
of production, dissemination and consumption of their art. 
 
Since there is no one definition of what is sound practice (or what it is not), 
knowing who belongs to the sound practice is determined by who are within 
the sites of practice and who subscribe to ethics of practice. The sites of 
practice maybe grouped according to three sets of parameters: circles, which 
are formally formed organisations; networks, or a linkage between 
practitioners and “others”; and scenes, which are loose groupings of 
practitioners.  The ethics of practice, on the other hand, are governed by two-
foundations—pakikipagkapwa-tao and bayanihan, both considered high 
forms of “fellow-ness” or ideal forms of interacting and relating with other 
people, which are concepts borrowed from Filipino psychology but illustrated 
as practiced in both Hong Kong and Manila.  
 
As a practitioner in this ecology of sound practice, this research project aided 
me on various levels. By inter-referencing the experiences of Manila and 
Hong Kong, I was able to plot the ecology of sound practice. The plotting of 
this ecology, in turn, is important to my practice as it informed me of the 
different depths of engagement or different participants based on what site 
they are approaching the practice. It also helped me in identifying or finding 
reasons where negotiations occur, and from what direction resolutions could 




are more aspects of the practice to be explored after realising or 
understanding the formation of its ecology.  
 
Among my later discoveries was the unfamiliarity of “sound practice” to 
people who are not part of the practice. As this research introduced “sound 
practice” as a concept, it was met by contestation by the both practitioners 
and non-practitioners. The question is either on the veracity of the claim—
whether a “sound practice” actually exists; or the importance of the claim vis-
à-vis existing discourses. Nonetheless, the contestations reveal how 
unfamiliar people are with the existence and experience of sound practice 
although it came into existence as early as 1980s in Manila and 1990s in 
Hong Kong. This also reveals that making sound practice visible by giving it a 
name unsettles current discourses in the arts that are entangled with sound 
practice. 
 
The sites of practice and the ethics of practice put together is called in this 
research Ecology of Sound Practice. I further claim that this said ecology has 
porous borders and nodal junctures.  
 
To reiterate points made in earlier chapters, porous borders imply that there 
is an inside and outside in an ecology of sound practice. The existence of 
porous borders as a concept describes what membership means in the 
ecology as it deals with issues of becoming (or unbecoming) part of the 
ecology. 
 
Another discovery was that the conception of the characteristics of the 
ecology was originally thought of only as being fluid. Thus, I was 
hypothesizing that the ecology follows the form of its container, such that 
practitioners within visual arts treat their sound practice as art; those who are 
in the realm of music, treat their sound practice as music.  The conception, 
however, became problematic when I found practices that are not within 
music or art or those that are in both music and art. Learning more about 




understand, or discover, a more accurate understanding of the 
characteristics of the ecology.  
 
This expounds on the concept of membership as far as sound practice is 
concerned. It is common to hear practitioners say that they belong (or do not) 
to a “scene” or to a “community”.  These two refer to groupings of people 
who participate in sound practice—particularly in programs, projects, events, 
and research. There is some formally organized grouping, such as 
organisations or artists’ collectives (which are usually not-for-profit type), or 
bands (which the main activity is performing together). Among practitioners, it 
can be observed that the use of scene and community is interchangeable. In 
theory, however, scene is used when the point of discussion is on the form—
what artists do; while community is used when the point of discussion is on 
the dynamics of relations—how they come together. The practical and 
theoretical sense of these two terms were brought together in what I call ‘site 
of practice’—the physical and conceptual space where practitioners gather to 
produce, to congregate and other forms of interactions. It is within this site of 
practice where trust, reputation, camaraderie (congeniality/collegiality), these 
currencies that are seeded, nurtured and propels the practice. 
 
Nodal junctures, on the other hand, talk about the expandability of the 
ecology. For practices or institutions to attach through the nodal junctures 
means that they are associating with practitioners from the ecology of sound 
practice. It does not mean that they are becoming members of the ecology. It 
is a temporary connection that is linked by a specific project, or occasion, or 
period of time. I find this characteristic important as it reveals how much 
despite being self-sufficient the practice remains embedded to a bigger 
society. It implies that the practice cannot exist by itself alone. It exists 
because of, and for particular aspect of society.  
 
Conditions of enablement is the main research problem of this thesis. With 
specific focus on the case of Hong Kong and Manila, for the practice in the 




practice to exist and be sustained (sustainable?) within the context of its own 
ecology and in the bigger art world. The response is that the ecology of 
sound practice is enabled by technological movements, DIY culture, and 
activities of art institutions.  This seeks to illustrate how these three factors 
enables the ecology of sound practice, how they operate and what their 
manifestations are.  
 
Yet another discovery that came out of presentation of preliminary form of 
this research, was that the factors that enabled the condition of sound 
practice that I identified in this research and were central points of my claims, 
may not only be application to Hong Kong and Manila. They may also be 
applicable to other ecologies of sound practice. Enabling factors I mentioned 
in this research may not only be applicable. This discovery does not so much 
change the existing content of my research. It is, however, a discovery that 
suggests direction of further future explorations.  
 
Technology pertains to the developments and movements of machines, 
digital applications, materials, and techniques, which enabled the practice to 
create different forms of sound and sounding works. This point of discussion 
emerged from the literature on histories of electronic music, experimental 
music, noise music, and sound art. Resonance of this point in practice was 
first noticed in an interview with the Manila artist Tad Ermitaño about 
Children of Cathode Ray, wherein he said, “Back then (early 1990s), we 
bring our CPU (tower) to gigs.”  At that time, I took this information to 
illustrate the condition of practitioners in Manila, particularly how they “make 
do with what they have.” Technology is seen here as a manifestation of 
condition, not as a factor that enables (or disables) a condition. Shift in my 
present perspective of valuating technology came through a later interview 
with Hong Kong artist Ellen Pau. Pau shared how her interest in music was 
nurtured by her early acquaintance with different records and audio playing 
machines (like an open-reel machine owned by her father). This narration 
goes as far as how the access to gadgets in Hong Kong enabled her to 




scoring, among others, in her many years of practice. Pau made me realise 
then that technology can determine what exists and what doesn’t in the 
production of sound works. Again, in a much later interview, Manila artist 
Malek Lopez shared the experience that the performative body of the artist 
had to conform or adapt to the shift from analogue to digital sounding/music 
producing gadgets. With these three insights, I was able to conclude that 
technology is not an incidental, but an enabling factor in the practice. On the 
surface, technology is the tool that creates the “art object”, but essentially, 
the form of technology and the availability and/or unavailability of technology, 
determine the condition of practitioners, on how or in what way they would 
participate in relational dynamics in the ecology of sound practice. 
  
I used the term DIY culture to refer to the relational dynamics mentioned 
above.  DIY or do-it-yourself culture reflects the system of how practitioners 
interact to be able to sustain their practice. While the discussion on 
technology emerged from literature, the discussion on DIY culture emerged 
from interviews. It was from the interviews, especially with Manila artists, that 
I first learned the strong affinity of sound practitioners with punk music.  It is 
very common to hear from practitioners that “they have been listening to” 
Ramones, the Dead Kennedys, Green Days, Misfits, to name a few. It was 
quite distinct, however, that for both Manila and Hong Kong the affinity with 
punk music is more reflected on how they render their practice, more than 
influence in the type of music or sound work that are produced, which means 
that they might not sound entirely like the UK or US punk bands, but they 
have imbibed the lifestyle.  
 
Punks are best known as anti-institution. This main characteristic was 
realised early in the research, during an interview with Hong Kong artists, 
Sin:Ned, Nerve and KWC, wherein they mentioned how their performance 
platforms are initiated by practitioners themselves, as opposed to organised 
by institution or market. Varying opinions define the reason for engaging 
more on self-initiated/sustained practice, rather than institution sustained 




platform, free of bureaucratic requirements that challenges or even stifles the 
artists’ main objective. Without the institutional support sustainability of 
practice then relies on the practitioner’s own commitment, which in turn 
determines the condition of their partnerships (with venues, with other 
practitioners, with audience, among others). “Yourself” then in the DIY refers 
to those who practitioners as individuals, in a collective, as initiators.  
 
As Hong Kong artist-scholar Linda Lai suggested, what Hong Kong has is co-
individuated linkages.  This claim made me aware of how a similar system 
also operates in Manila, especially in the case of artists-run-spaces, like 
Surrounded by Water and Big Sky Mind, and artist-initiated circles like those 
that was organised by Lirio Salvador or Tengal. “Yourself”, however, in this 
case, pertains more to a collective (no matter how loosely organised) than 
individual. Related to this, another matter unravelled in the Manila case was 
the linkage between other urban art movements with sound practice. This 
claim was brought forward by Manila curator and artist Lena Cobangbang in 
a forum of sound practitioners in Asia. She particularly mentioned how the 
zine scene, the merch art (merchandise art or those who are doing art for T-
shirt, bags, stickers, and others), graffiti artists, tattoo artists, among others, 
and sound practitioners share their events and spaces with each other, which 
forms a multi-relational interlink.  
 
Art institutions were broken down into three sectors—first, school and 
universities; second, curation of sound and sounding works in museums and 
galleries; and third, through the art market or art fairs and commercial 
galleries. Participation of schools and universities are either academic or 
extramural. For academic, courses related to what sound and sounding 
works required. Sound practice, however, is taught either as part of music, 
music technology or media art course.  Extramural activities are sponsoring 
or providing venues, to funding an event/project.  This factor is more obvious 
in the case of Hong Kong as there are courses, minors, majors, electives in 
school curricula; as well as extramural programmes. What this contribute in 




of volume or number of academic programmes as compared to other arts 
programmes, the one for some is still very small. Nevertheless, these 
programmes become the “training ground” for future practitioners as well as 
their educated audience. This allowed made me to see that Manila does not 
have as much. But what is more abundant in the case of Manila are curated 
programmes attached with museums and galleries. It enabled exploration of 
at least three main staging formats, such as festival, performance and/or 
exhibit. It is from these that education of the audience public and new or 
potential practitioners is honed, the same way with self-initiated programmes.  
The main difference, however, is that being an art institution programme, 
festival, performances and/or exhibit initiated by art institution have better 
chances of having formal documentation, like catalogues, reviews, etc. As for 
the art market, the analysis is focused on activities of sound practitioners in 
or with Art Basel and Art Central in Hong Kong and Art Fair Philippines in 
Manila, and number of commercial/private-owned galleries. There are still 
very few activities where sound practitioners engaged in this aspect of art 
world, but it is present and persistent as at least there are two sound projects 
in these sites in a year, and it is becoming more in the recent years. 
 
Investigation on movements in technology shows that objects and skills must 
be understood in the context of how they are used. It is how the users of 
technology—in this case, the artists—react to the absence or limitation of 
technology that determines what will happen to ones’ practice, or the practice 
in general. Investigation on DIY culture dealt with identifying who the word 
“yourself” refers to, who the actors are who are considered insiders, and 
consequently, who are the outsiders. It also brought focus on how “DIY” 
became the “culture” of shared and enacted traits, belief, ways, 
understanding, etc., not only of sound practice but a network of practice. 
Investigation of art institutions dealt with reconciling the seemingly 
paradoxically contention between staying in DIY culture while engaging with 
art institutions, whether consciously or otherwise. Since (almost) nobody 
collects sound and sounding works, what was enabled is a different staging 




an object of curiosity, and as spectacle, rather than a “commodity”.  But 
rather than a paradox, I understood this as a manifestation of symbiosis 
between the art market, and the art without a market, which is the sound 
practice. As claimed in the earlier chapter, the site of practice of sound is 
porous to enable practitioners to go in and out, with nodal junctures, to allow 
other practices to connect. 
 
Further reflecting, I claimed that it is in the constellation of these three factors 
(technology, DIY culture, institution) that the sites of practice are shaped and 
ethics of practice are moulded. It was shown in the chapters the effects of 
technological movements manifests in the aspect of production, sharing, of 
making and unmaking, and engagement. DIY culture makes possible self-
sufficiency through self-initiated activities, compounded roles, and 
entanglement with other urban art movements that shapes the aesthetics, 
decorum and linkages for the practice. And third, over the years, 
practitioners’ engagement with schools or universities, galleries or museum 
and even the art market, despite its favouring non-institutional corpus, 
enables the sound practice, as they contribute in educating or developing 
practitioners and audience, new or more platforms, and being nodal, allowing 
“others to interlink” is also an inherent characteristic of the ecology.  
 
In my own practice, I find other factors weigh much heavier than others—
such that practicing the ethics of DIY culture is more crucial for me than the 
advancements of technology or the movements of art institutions. This line of 
discussion, however, was not pursued as it will derail the research away from 
the formation of the ecology to something more case-based, which is not the 
intent of capturing this particular state of sound practice.  
 
The claim of studying sound (art) practice as not being an art studies 
research made sense through finding out why studying Hong Kong and 
Manila together (their sound practices). In sound practice, Hong Kong is 
usually grouped with other cities in East Asia; Manila on the other hand is 




generally Hong Kong sound projects or programs are with and held in Japan, 
China, Korea, and Taiwan; while for the Philippines, it could be with or in 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam and occasionally other 
ASEAN countries. This divide might well have been caused by the very few 
exchanges or interactions between the two cities in terms of this specific 
practice, despite the very close proximity and long history of diplomatic, trade 
and cultural relations between Hong Kong and Manila. These two coming 
from two different Asian networks could also be the reason why the 
conception of community and ethics of practice appeared to diverge in the 
two cities.  
 
I started examining historical connections or historical moments that are 
relevant to both and that informs the condition of the present practice. I had 
to reflect, too, on the issues of community formations, of political and social 
situations, and the embeddedness of art practice. Unfolding not only the 
culture of practitioners but also the society/cities that hosts the practice.  
Inter-referencing the case of Hong Kong with Manila was particularly helpful 
in unravelling this case. 
 
In the course of research, I discovered that the historical embeddedness or 
entanglement of sound practice with social, cultural, scientific, and other 
histories is crucial at this point. By that I mean sound practice as a relatively 
new subject of scholarly inquiry. The linkage with histories is a viable 
approach or starting point in unravelling or discovering new knowledge the 
practice may inform; what existing scholarly conversations it may participate 
in; and what new criticality if may encourage that could be applicable to 
scholarship and practice.  
 
In the research I have identified a set of shared contextual currents for the 
two cities. Shared contextual current is a concept borrowed from the art 
historian Ahmad Mashadi, whose work prompts me to examine the historical 
moments that may have been shared by Hong Kong and Manila. The project 




sponsored arts and culture activities is one of these that resonated strongly 
with this sound practice research. Among these were the installation of 
international organisation, like Asian Composers’ League; the erection of 
infrastructure for arts and culture like the Cultural Center of the Philippines 
complex; and the promotion of international art styles such as abstraction. It 
is within the projects under the states’ project of internationalisation, within 
these decades, when the present virtues of sound practice, such as 
experimentative/improvisational/collaborative-driven art production, and 
community-effectual self-sufficient attitude, were seeded.   
 
Informed by this historical connection with non-hierarchical relational 
dynamics I have adopted inter-referencing to outline the conditions of Hong 
Kong and Manila in order to make sense of what I call the “conditions of 
enablement” of sound practice. To reiterate, inter-referencing is the 
interweaving of inquiries and problematisation between the experience of two 
or more subjects. It is through inter-referencing Hong Kong and Manila 
practices that I am able to make the following set of claims: (1) that there are 
three main factors that enabled the sound practice and (2) that because of 
these three, an ecology of sound practice was formed. 
 
By looking at the formation of the ecology of sound practice as a type or 
occasion of social formation brought by a particular way of life, this research 
has brought sound practice to the inquiry of cultural studies. 
 
B. Obstacles, Limitations and Directions of this research 
 
This is the first dissertation about sound practice that comes from and 
studies both Hong Kong and Manila together. Besides two other researches 
in film, this is the first attempt to understand an art practice by inter-
referencing Hong Kong and Manila. And besides reportage, this is the first 
attempt to theorise the sound practice in Asia, which as claimed earlier is a 
rather new scholarly interest. This thesis, then, serves as take off point of 
future studies of sound practice—whether the form, the dynamics of practice, 





There will perhaps be more researchers connected to or coming from this 
present study of sound practice. Below, I have listed the obstacles I 
encountered in the course of this research. I find that identifying the 
limitations is a form of reflection on the research process that was just 
concluded and a preparation for direction or future researches connected to 
this one.   
 
First, as in any other culture or subculture, there is a language that is 
exclusive for the members. I am not talking about Cantonese or Tagalog 
here, but more of a jargon—words, actions, or reactions that only “members” 
understand. This is a common problem for ethnographic researches. The 
ethnographic method will tell us to allot time to learn the language and the 
dynamics of conversation as part of the research. Similar to ethnographic 
studies, participant-observation is the most tested way to do this. As claimed 
earlier in the discussion on ethics of practice, membership is gained through 
active participation in projects and programs. In my own research, 
understanding this exclusive language was the first main hurdle. It was, 
however, the factor that propelled me to explore inter-referencing as an 
approach in the study. Early stages of research revealed that the presence of 
the same terms in Hong Kong and Manila practice cannot be assumed as a 
shared vocabulary, as there were nuances in their meanings, as far as actual 
usage is concerned. For example, on the terms scene and community, it was 
unclear when scene is to be used and when community is more appropriate. 
It was only after looking at their respective usage in practice (not only during 
interviews) that brought clarity to the specific meaning of these terms in each 
of the cities. For most informants from Hong Kong, the claim is that there is a 
scene but not exactly a community, as community is charged with a sense of 
camaraderie, congeniality, of union or a coming together by virtue of 
common cause (i.e. commons). Whereas, a scene is a product of coming 
together or communing. For Manila informants, these two terms have the 
same meaning as that from Hong Kong. Therefore, for both Hong Kong and 




gathers (not only the physical space), these are not intentionally formed 
organisations but there is a sort of membership or more appropriately, a 
sense of who belongs, who are new, and who are the “pioneers”. The only 
difference is, but a crucial one, is that in Manila, these terms are conveniently 
interchangeable, as it satisfies both the definition. This illustrates that 
studying the vocabulary of the practice is a direction that this research could 
take in the future.  
 
Second, there are too many undocumented events for both Hong Kong and 
Manila practice, which may make it difficult, even for an insider, to 
reconstruct the histories, or the events in the scenes, much more in the 
ecology. In the course of research, I was able to “harvest” some snippets of 
recordings of events, promotional materials from the Internet (mostly from 
Facebook, some from YouTube and Vimeo). There are a few artists’ portfolio 
or portfolio of the artists-run-spaces, but they were not archived properly in 
their entirety. There were unlabelled clippings, photographs, sketches, and 
other things, kept on (usually unlabelled) envelopes. The case is much better 
in Hong Kong, but generally speaking, not by much. Realising this, what 
some practitioners and myself started doing was to record performances and 
gather materials about exhibits. The search for documentation for past 
events is also already being done. These are later intended to be organised 
as an archive, starting with the list of events, which is appended in this 
thesis. The documentation of projects and programmes is important not only 
to keep evidence for posterity. I find that these materials are crucial in 
becoming aware of how practitioners see themselves; they serve as a 
compass to the direction of their practice; they map out the location of the 
practice—how it is positioned, to which it is attached, or detached, among 
others, in relation to a bigger web of practices within and beyond the 
contemporary art world.  
 
Third, the ecology is changing so fast. Sound practice, as I claimed in the 
body of the thesis, is a practice that is in itself fluid and organic and at the 




changes faster. The practice changes and is influenced by the other 
practices it engages with. Therefore, generalised analyses on the conditions 
of the practice may be rendered invalid or insufficient much faster than in 
other art practices. Practitioners, in various fora, and as mentioned in the 
thesis body, have recognised the need for the practice to be written. This 
writing of practice is designed to be write about three main aspects: (1) for 
history or historicising the practice; (2) as a critique to what came from and 
what is coming out of the practice in terms of materials and thoughts; (3) as a 
culture; as a way of life, enmeshed with but distinct from different aspects of 
society.   
 
For a later research, the role of sound might be explored further as a 
determining factor in learning about the sound practice. Sound as a concept 
and a material is constant in the practice. I am hypothesizing that it can later 
be examined as another factor enabling sound practice. My present 
research, however, focuses on another constant, which is the “people”—
those who I called practitioners. This is because in the earlier stages of this 
research, I claim that to find where sound practice is, one must look for 
where and who the practitioners are.  
 
All these three limitations and directions are important as it would allow 
practitioners and non-practitioners (but invested or interested parties) to 
better understand sound practice in its own organic form and not as 
prescribed by standard definitions borrowed from other arts, and ultimately, 
not as just another Asian version of a Western invention. 
 
It is, however, in the light of its newness and “organicness” that I realised the 
limitations of this research.  I found that the framework of my present 
research maybe useful for studying other ecologies of sound practices in 
other cities of Southeast Asia and East Asia, as they share general 
experience with Hong Kong and Manila. However, the framework might need 
to be rethought when it is to be applied to cities beyond the geographical 




At the same time, the framework that I used to understand the practice 
limited the applicability of this research only to understanding the practice 
and not the form. “What exactly is the art object produced in sound practice?” 
might be a question that cannot be answered at the moment, as there, too, is 
no available vocabulary that will not oversimplify what the artists are doing. I 
refuse to use existing music or art parameters as I am not proposing sound 






C. Inter: From Practice to Research and Back and Back 
This research is conceived from my own practice, as a curator-organiser-
artist-teacher-archivist. It is exactly the multiple positionality or what was 
called in Chapter 4 the “compounded roles”, which is common among sound 
practitioners. The point of the research is to capture what is happening 
because the field is rapidly changing. In the process of studying it other 
practitioners have vested in me the task of being the “expert on the subject” 
as far as Manila practitioners are concerned; and as the “she, who is one of 
us, who is studying us”, for Hong Kong. The project Composite Noise(s) in 
2017 is a direct output of this research where I tried to offer Manila as a 
production space for Hong Kong artists, and Manila artists as their 
collaborators. In the same year, Manila artists who participated in Composite 
Noise(s) performed in Hong Kong. In 2018, two more artists from Manila, 
who are associated with WSK performed in Noise to Signal. At the time of 
writing, I and the rest of the artists of Composite Noise(s) await the 
appropriate time for the staging of the said project in Hong Kong. There are 
other points where Manila and Hong Kong practitioners can connect, but the 
one I nurtured was with soundpocket and Sin:Ned.  
 
After Composite Noise(s), I presented my initial research findings in a 




significant role in the practice. During this time, I was more focused on 
understanding how DIY culture enables condition for sound practice. The 
direct output of this is the project Composite Circuits, which is an exhibit 
highlighting the different technology sound practitioners are using at the 
moment. It is a small sampling of works, and it was only held in Manila. But 
the processing of the exhibit helped me in forming what would later be the 
section on technology in this thesis.   
 
My two summer projects, Drone Progression and Ensonicment, were 
conceived to test the claim that discourses on art institutions are factors that 
enabled the practice. My final project for winter 2019, is also drawn from this; 
it responds to the possibility of sound practice in engaging with social 
projects. 
 
Therefore, this research had broadened my scope of participation in the 
ecology of sound practice. My research became an intervention to the 
practice as later, it enabled me to draw a definitive linkage between Manila 
and Hong Kong sound practice. What I learned so far from inter-referencing 
my academic research with my sound practice is that they are not at all 
autonomous endeavours. The more I try to make sense of my research, the 
more faculties I gather for the purpose of creating sound work. With the 
introduction of scholarship in sound art, in community formation, art practice, 
social theories, and others from my postgraduate work, I am more able to 
articulate the rationale of my work and assess the conditions of production to 
maximise efficacy. 
 
My two summer projects, Drone Progression and Ensonicment, were 
conceived to test the claim that discourses on art institutions are factors that 
enabled the practice. Meanwhile, my winter final project 2019, was a 
response to the possibility of sound practice in engaging with social projects.  
 
Therefore, this research broadened my scope of participation in the ecology 




later, it enables me to draw a definitive linkage between Manila practice and 
Hong Kong practice. What I learned so far from inter-referencing my 
academic research with my sound practice is that they are not at all 
autonomous endeavours.  The more I try to make sense of my research, the 
more faculties I gather for the purpose of creating sound work. With the 
introduction of scholarship in sound art, in community formation, art practice, 
social theories, and others, from my postgraduate work, I am more able to 
articulate the rationale of my works and assess the conditions of production 
to maximise efficacy.  
 
Using autoethnography or doing the ethnographic work of this research from 
the perspective of a practitioner and a scholar remains the most important 
decision I made. At the beginning of the research, I was trying to approach it 
using traditional ethnography where the subject of study is assigned as 
something outside or “not mine.”  In the course of interviewing, however, I 
found it difficult to divorce my own participation and influence to the 
experiences that I am recording. It became obvious to me that muting the “I” 
or making the “I” a third person would unnecessarily complicate the 
presentation of findings, the analysis of data, and even the problematisation 
within the research.  
 
In the early 1990s, sound practice, which was then commonly referred to as 
sound art, was claimed to be in its infancy in Manila and in its conception in 
Hong Kong. Three decades later, it remains an emergent art form, but with a 
practice that is distinct and wide enough, conversing with the bigger art 
world. Unlike much older forms of art, such as music, painting, and sculpture, 
sound practice has yet to experience the violence that art canon can bestow 
on them.  And like other art forms of its generation, such as moving images 
and other new media art, sound practice can participate in conversations of 
much older art and learn from them.   
 
At the end of doing this research, my initial contention remains that it is more 




belong to music, or art, or another field altogether. By this, I mean, to try to 
understand: What is it that they do? How participants operate? What allows 
them to do what they do? What stops them from doing something else? In a 
similar vein, I further maintain the position that it is more productive to nurture 
the entangled position of sound practice with music, visual arts, performing 
arts, and others, as an interstice, or as a bug in the matrix, rather than to find 




APPENDIX 1: List of sound events in Manila 
 
Date 
Title of Event/  
Project 







































          
1983 
Music for Watching 





  Agnes Arellano 
1988  






  Agnes Arellano 
1989  
founding of Children 

















ArtLab Noise performance   Orville Tiamson Orville Tiamson 
    
Spoken words, 
experimental sound 
  Cesare Syjuco Cesare Syjuco 
1990s            





  Agnes Arellano 
1996-
2000  
  Collaborative work     
Gary Ross 
Pastrana 



















Udyok (Primal Urge) 
  NCCA Bldg. Elemento Elemento 
Jun As It Is 











Group with video, 































1st Surrounded by 
Water Art 
Celebration 







































  Psyche     
Surrounded by 
Water 
Jose Beduya; Pol 
Mondok; Guitao; 
Poklong Anading 























Elemento Elemento; Y2K 
  





Big Sky Mind   






Rubberinc   
Cultural 





Malek Lopez; Cyril 
Sorongon 





          
2000 
Sept 












Udyok (Primal Urge) 
Interdisciplinary Art 
Exhibit 















Morera; TJ Ortis; 





Dequito and the 
Sinematika Art 


















2nd Surrounded by 
Water Art 
Celebration 







Hag; Gitaw 1463; 
Shoulder; Homage 
















Wire Tuazon; Gary 
Ross Pastrana; 
Mike Sandejas; 
Mideo Cruz; Jose 





  Sound Lab Performance   
Big Sky Mind; 
Jet Melencio 





Sound Art Tradition) 





Nine Objects: A 










Transitory form, a 



















Elemento   
  






Big Sky Mind   









Water opened a 























Fresh Shorts & 
Videos 
























Project and Up 
Dharma Down 













      




SABAW Media Art 
Kitchen 







3-Oct  SABAW  Performance mag:net   
Tengal (aka Earl 
Drilon); Elemento 





 SABAW: A Tribute 
to Eddie Guerrero 
(Experimental 
MuSICK)  
Performance mag:net Tengal 
Elemento 




Roger/ Tengal)  
Transitory Form 
Sound Existence  
VT: XXXX111  
5-Dec 
Huling Hirit Buntisan 
Art Experience 
Performance   


























Malek Lopez; Cyril 
Sorongon 
(Silverfilter) 
2006            
6-Feb 
EXIST Arts Fest   
De La Salle 
University, 
Dasmariñas 
EXIST Liquid Ginger 

















SIBOL     SIBOL   






















(Alak Na! Alak Na!) 





Summer Ends and 































(Erick Calilan); VT: 
XXXX111; Blums 
Borres; EAT TAE 














Innovart   


























































































(samahan ng mga 
baliw) 
    
Marikina Shoe 




Anatomy Jam Nights 
Dance Improvisation 
open Jams 





EXIST “New Art for 
New Year” 




2007            
20-Apr 
Conductors of the 
Pit: Sound Artists 
versus Video Artists 
    
SABAW/ 
mag:net 
Tad Ermitano vs 
Blums Borres; 
Poklong Anading 
vs Inconnu Ictu; 
Blums Borres vs 
Elemento; 110 (AJ 
Dimarucut) vs 
Caliph8; Mervin 
Espina vs Arvie 
Bartolome 
25-Apr 
Conductors of the 
Pit (COPP) 
      
Tad Ermitano, 
Tengal 
Apr       Penguin Malate 
Mono Temple  
(Richard Tuason, 




The Arvie Bartolome 
Experience 











Munoz + Atchoo 
Ilagan; The 
Loveteam  





24-Jul Happy Tengal Day 
Performance: 


























Mono Temple     Vida de Malate 
Richard Tuason; 
EXIST 








New Media Arts 
Manila, Electrostatic 
sound conference 
Festival   
Club Dredd in 
Eastwood 
Malek Lopez; John 
Sobrepena (Mu 
Arae Transmission 
and Moon Fear 
Moon); Lirio 
Salvador; Tengal; 
Blums Borres; Tad 
Ermitano; Jing 
Garcia 
Danny Silada. Art for 
Peace in Mindanao 
Poetry, music, live art 
performance 
The Podium   
Yanna Verbo 
Acosta & Project 
Ganymded; Miko 
Pepito Aguilar; 




















Trix Syjuco & 
Marvin; Mannet 










Malek Lopez; John 
Sobrepena; Lirio 
Salvador; Tengal; 




Mono Temple Artists 
Fair 












Goh Lee Kwang 
Dec 
Mono Temple Rock 
the Riles 










Images of Loud 
Music Culture 
Exhibit Met Museum Institution 
Ben Cabrera; 
Dong Abay; Wawi 
Navarroza 





Symposium for the 
Experimental Art 






Super Fist, Erick 






2nd New Media Arts 
Manila 
Festival   






Lirio Salvador and 









(noted on the 
press release as 









Lyle Sacris and 
Mike Mijares; Tad 
Ermitano vs Blums 
Borres; Malek 
Lopez and John 
Torres; Moon Fear 








    
Autoceremony; 
Blend:er; Grnd 










Performance   








Lopez; Nun Radar 
(Pow Martinez); 




Plas Technology (a 
sound art and 
multimedia 
exhibition) 
Performance   





















Festival   







Blums Borres; Tad 
Ermitano; Inconnu 




Fete de la Wasaque 
(later changed to 
Fete dela WSK!; in 
2014 it is officially 
called WSK!) 





































































We EXIST (a 
gathering of 
performance sound 
and visual arts) 
Performance   
Experimentation 

















Minister Zero; Sgt. 
Vez; Dayuhan; 
Autoceremony; 











































Jimenez; et al. 
13-Jul 
Sound is All Our 
Dreams of Music 
Performance     
Bent Lynchpin; 
similarobjects; 









































Salvador; Noel De 
Brackinghe 
Jul 











































Few Breed of 
Sounds 









Eric Diolola + 
Jeanilyn Kwan; 
Washing Machine 
(Stan Castelo and 
Gilbert Sanchez 
from Firefly Logic 
(Eric and Abby)); 
Elemento; Marlon 
Magnaua; 
Curators - Erick 
Calilan and Cris 
Garcimo 






Kawayan de Guia 
  RONAC Performance     
Lirio Salvador; A. 
Lien 
2010            
Feb 
1st PINOISE (Noise 
Festival) 










































The Sleepyheads - 
Malnutrition of Love 
- Album Launch 




T!!! The Southeast 
Asia Tour (with 
Coffeebreak Planet) 







Oct 9 (Cavite), 12 
(Manila), 13 
(Manila), 15 
(Davao), 16 (Davao) 
2010 Active/ De-
Active, an inventive 
music festival 
























Fete dela WSK!, 
festival of post-
music and sonic 
bricolage 

























































Szcyrk (FR); HeHe 
(FR); Space 360 
(TH); Kijjaz (TH); 
CJ Wasu (IN); 
Jezis thane na 
Berlin (CZ); 
Toshiyuki Seido 
(JP); Doshy (DE); 
Chih-Fang Huang 
(TW); VJ 101 
(FR); Kenneth 
Feinstein (US/SG); 
Terrence Lau aka 
wyxmm (SG); 
Chao Yun Luo 
(TW) 
  
Launch of SABAW 
Anthology 












(Roger Lopez); Ill 
Primitivo; Ampon; 










Chua; Goh Lee 
Kwang (Mly); Un 
Escargot Gide 
(FR); Tujiko Noriko 
(FR/JP) 
2011            
22-
Jan 
Bedroom Lab (artist 
talk, electronic 
music, live cinema, 
performances, 
collaborative 
mapping, living labs, 
research, party) 
Lab   SABAW/ Baguio 
Tengal; Kawayan 







and 1990) from 4-
channel open reel 
and stereo cassette 





1-May Bedroom Lab  
lectures, audio visual 
performances, 

































Fete dela WSK! (10 














































An Xiao Mina 
(US), Bong Ramilo 
(PH/AU), Diego 
Maranan (US/PH), 
Ian Parker (UK), 















of Rizal; 1escV?un 
escargot vide? 
(FR), Black Zenith 
(AU/US), Kai Lam 
(SG), Moeth (VN), 




















Kawayan de Guia; 
Thierry Bernard-
Gotteland (FR); 




2nd PINOISE (Noise 
Festival) 

























 Reverb (a group 
exhibition on sound 
and the broad 
auditory spectrum) 







Kawayan de Guia; 














vintage analog synth; 






Noli Aurillo, CJ 
Wasu and Punno 
Wasu 
Malek Lopez, 
Mark Zero; Fred 
Sandoval; Caliph8 
2-May 


























The Bar @ 
1951, Espasyo 
Siningdikato, 








Jon Romero; Ian 
Madrigal; (Inconnu 
















Balingit at Planeta 









Logic; Flux; Gentle 
Universe; Inconnu 
Ictu; Joee Mejias; 
Joe Federis; 
Mannet Villariba; 
Mary's Palm; PJ 
Soliven; 
Rembrandt 
Vocalan; Tales of 
Ordinary 
Madness; Torture 





One Man Nation 
(Tara X) 






    
15-
Dec 
Folk U: Last 
Christmas I Folk U 
My Heart 
Performance       















ng bagong sandata 
Sound art exhibition, 
performance art, art 






























(Czar), Guest MCs 








































































Performance     







Performance       
Feb 













in two-track casette 




Children of the 
Cathode Ray 





























Lourd De Veyra 
(Radioactie Sago 
Project); Alvin 
Zafra, Cos Zicarelli 
(Pastilan Dong) 
8-Aug 
TriAngle Force Gig 




























9-Aug Musiko Imbento 
 live performance, 
documentary/short 
film showing and 
building, workshop 
  Sev’s Cafe 
Richard Tuason; 
Erick Calilan; Jean 







Launch of Zine Duo 
Saturnina Basilica 
Performance   





Apol Sta. Maria; 

















Jon Romero; Jing 
Garcia; Joee 


























Post/Pablo Albert Sy 
31-Oct 
Selecter FM Session 
4th Ed.: Friday the 



























WSK: Festival of 
Recently Possible 
[artists as its 
audience; the only 





























  Ikotoki Para Exhibit UP Diliman Dayang Yraola 






  founding of WALA Organisation     Erick Calilan 
2015           
Feb 















Juro Kim Feliz, 



























Deux Ex Machina  
(Tad Ermitano’s solo 
exhibit) 





















Joee Mejias (Joee 
& I); (Zomtendo); 
(A-REB-REG) 
Apr 








Performance   1335 Mabini Richard Tuason 
27-
May 


















































Post Gallery (Caliph8) 
Jun 
Mono Temple Fete 
dela Musique Poetry 
and Sound Stage 





In Transit Exhibit 
Cultural 
Center of the 
Philippines 
Rica Estrada 
Jazel Kristin; Alex 
Toucourt; Geric 










Jr.; The Edralins; 
Elaine Bobadilla; 
Erwin Fajardo; 




















Talk: a discussion 
group of DIY artists, 
makers and hackers 
  Tin-Aw Gallery 





Tahigami     ArtInformal Datu Arellano 
15-
Aug 
Pablo X Part 2 
Opening on August 




















(Pablo’s 10 Anniv) 











Transmitto Sound installation CCP   Teresa Barrozo 
16-
Dec 
15 Thousand Years: 
Sleepyheads, 
Pastilan Dong!, Tao 
- 15th Anniversary 
Event 
Performance     
Tao; Sleepyheads; 
Pastilan Dong! 
  This too shall pass 
Performance, 
interactive 





  Teresa Barrozo 
















































(1 9 9 X) 
13-
Aug 
Idioterne: Idiolalia Performance       
14-15 
Aug 
Not Your World 
Music 
Book launch       
18-
Aug 










Today x Future 
(Paincake Patrol); 
Richard Tuason; 
(Ram Millisec8); (1 


























3-Sep Babel Gun Performance       
14-
Sep 






































(1 9 9 X); 
(Popdaze); Joee 
Mejias (Joee & I); 
(DJ Leo); (Beejay 
Groovey) 



















































Today x Future, 
Purgatory Art 
Space 








2017            
5-Jan 
We're Still Looking 


































When in Manila, 














Arma Agharta + 
Puzzle + Nonplus 


























































































Jon Romero; Tad 
Ermitano (Children 
of Cathode Ray); 
Mark Rambo 
(Ram Millisec8)  
17-
Mar 























































































Post/Pablo (Notorious Jig) 
26-Apr 
Ruthless: Expert 
















(Paul Z); Alex 
Alcaraz; Jon 




































Today x Future, 
Purgatory Art 
Space 































Panda Just Touches 
This Afternoon 
(Halfsound) 
Performance       
23-
Jun 


























Jon Romero; (1 9 











Performance     BMLab 
15-Jul 
Subflex 2: Caliph8 
'Vertical Stack' Tape 












































The Promdi MIDI 








































































































































































































Rijn); Joee Mejias 
(Joee & I) 




























(Gen Thalz); (Ram 
Millisec8); (Bass 





In Memoriam: The 
Skeleton Years EP 
Launch 













































& Mighty); (Clavier 

































































































Kitten); (Knell Fab) 
25-Apr 
Ruthless: Expert 













































































Ruthless Expert Trip 













































































































































































































































Mothers Temple & 
The Melting Paraiso 
UFO 
Performance 
















Nani; (Wolf)  
27-
Nov 












































































2019            


























































































































































*Types: exhibit, performance, conference, laboratory, discussion, 
others 
I will continue to construct this table beyond the research as an attempt to 
create a more comprehensive archive/ documentation of the practice.  
 






APPENDIX 2: List of sound events in Hong Kong 
Date 
Title of Event/  
Project 




1980s            
e1980s    
Performance, exhibit, 
group 
    Pun Tak Shu 
1980s    Performance     Xper Xr 








1990s            
1997  Noise Asia 
Record label (record 
production) 
  




1999  Video Ensemble Exhibit and discussion   Videotage 




          
2002  Lona Records 
Record label (record 
production) 
  Alok   





of Visual Arts 
Anson Mak   
2006-
2010  
          





Organisation   Samson Young   
  
 "White Walls 
Have Ears" 
Exhibit 
City U School of 
Creative Media 
Samson Young Takuro Mizuta (djsniff) 
  
In Mid-air: Sound 
Work Hong Kong 
Exhibition   Yang Yeung 
Yuen Cheuk-Wa; 
Anson Mak; Anthony 
Yeung; Siu Ga-Wai; 
Cedric Maridet; Felix 





organization   Yang Yeung   
2009 
2 Feb - 
3 Apr 





Phoebe Hui; Steve 
Hui (Nerve); Anson 
Mak; Cedric Maridet; 
Kingsley Ng; Edwin 
Lo 
 287 














Jaffa Lam; John Lee; 
Beatrix Pang & Siu 
Fung; Patrick Shek; 
Kacey Wong and 
Anthony Yeung; Akio 
Suzuki (Japan); 
Jerome Joy (France); 
Jason Lim 
(Singapore); Kawai 
Shiu; Hong Kong 
Music Ensembles 
(Singapore); Miki Yui 
(Germany/Japan); 





A study of 
seascape” 








and sound art) 
      
  
Around sound art 
festival and retreat 
performance, 
lectures, residency 
  Yang Yeung   










Open Jam  
(improvised 
experimental music 
and sound art) 
  Videotage   
2010 
Aug 
Around sound art 





Yang Yeung and 
Susie Law Wai 
Shan (curator) 
Jaffa Lam; Joe Chan 
Kiu Hong; Billy Wong 
Hon Kei; Cédric 
Maridet; William Lane; 






Rolf Julius (Germany) 
2010 
Dec 
Sound Friction No. 















Fumiko Ikeda (Voice) 
+ Ken Hirama (Live 








Organisation   
Founders: Linda 
Lai, together 
with Jolene Mok, 
Cheung Yu-tsz 










Members are Jess 
Lau, Kelvin Lam, 
Wong Fuk-kuen, 
Andio Lai, case-open 
close, Queenie Chan, 
Pat Wong, Yiva 
Wong, Natalie Lo, Lee 
Kai-chung, Eason 
Tsang, Winnie Yan, 
Hugo Yeung. 
Overseas Artists: 
Lilian Fu (UK), 
Theresa Junko 
Mikuriya (UK), Gyorgy 
Palos (Hungary). And 
writers: Vanessa Tsai 
(Tai Chung),Winnie 
Yan, Lai Wai-leung, 
Linda Lai. 
2011            
Jan Sound Shuttle Exhibit 
Berlin, New 
York, Tel Aviv, 
Ho Chi Minh 
City, Beijing 
videotage 
Max Hirsh; Michael 
Schiefel 
2012            
25-Feb 






10/F, High Win 
Factory Building, 






Alexei Borisov, Olga 
Nosova (Astma) 
14-Mar Sonic Anchor #1 performance 
McAulay Studio, 






Moore & Scott 
Smallwood) 
17-Mar 
Noise To Signal 
0.02: 5ivelements 
Performance 
Hidden Agenda - 
2A, Wing Fu 
Industrial 
Building, 15-17 



















Diode; Wong Chun 
Hoi; Marco De Mutiis 
(HKG/Italy) 
15-Apr 






10/F, High Win 
Factory Building, 









8-May Sonic Anchor #3 soundscape 
McAulay Studio, 





Tse Chun-Sing; Yinyi 
(Shanghai) 
4-Jul Sonic Anchor #4 Installation 
McAulay Studio, 

















Liao: PADA (Taiwan) 
8-Aug 






10/F, High Win 
Factory Building, 






Tong; Kevin Pan, 
Callum MacKenzie 
(Composers Union of 










Unit 10C, Gee 
Chang Industrial 
Building, 108 




Olaf Hochherz; (Alok); 
(Sin:Ned) 
9-Oct 
Noise To Signal 






10/F, High Win 
Factory Building, 






Chan; Kevin Pan, 
Callum MacKenzie 
(Composers Union of 




Harth); (Jun-Y CIAO) 
  Sonic Anchor #6 Performance 
McAulay Studio, 





Nicolas Collins (USA); 
Xu Cheng (Shanghai) 
13-Oct 
Noise To Signal 





10/F, High Win 
Factory Building, 





Fung Tsun Yin 
Jasper, Lam Kit Hang 
Frank, Lau Ho Chi, 
Tsang Ka Wai Eason, 





Moore (Black Zenith) 
3-Nov 
Noise To Signal 






10/F, High Win 
Factory Building, 









6-Nov Sonic Anchor #7 Performance 
McAulay Studio, 










Feed! A Night For 
John Cage 
Performance   
videotage, 
Media Wiki 
Henry Chu; Steve Hui 
(Nerve); Otto Li; 
Aenon Loo; Ellen 
Pau; Jessey Tsang; 
Eunice Martins; 
SuperTimes (Marco 




Dennis Wong; Paul 
Yip; Yuen Chichung 
4-Dec Sonic Anchor #8 Performance 
McAulay Studio, 





Edwin Lo; Wang 
Changcun (Shanghai) 
4-Dec 












  Sound Library 
Organisation; online 
platform 
  soundpocket   
2013            
15-Jan 
Noise To Signal 
0.09: +N2G 
Performance 
Hidden Agenda - 
2A, Wing Fu 
Industrial 
Building, 15-17 







Pellegrini, Eric Wong 
(Meta Fog); 
(Heroses); Andrew 






Around sound art 








Li Wai Mei; Step Au; 
Tse Chun-sing; Tsang 
Sin-Yu; Cedric 
Maridet; Leng Yan- 
Chiu; Akio Suzuki 
(Japan); Carlo Fossati 
(Italy); Viv 
Corringham (UK/US); 


















Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 








(e:ch); (Alok); Wong 
Chung-fai (Sin:Ned); 











Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 








Hui (Nerve); Taishi 
Kamiya; Takuro 
Mizuta Lippit (dj sniff) 
26-Mar 











4Unlike; Yu Xiaolu 
(Shanghai); Sascia 
Pellegrini (Italy); Mai 
Mai (Shanghai) 
13-Apr 






Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 













Noise To Signal 
0.13: Shark 






Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 















Noise To Signal 






Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 





















Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 








Conny Zenk; Zhang 
You-Sheng; Fiona 
Lee; Tim Blechmann; 










Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 
























Pellegrini (Italy); Mai 
Mai (Shanghai) 
27-Aug 










Lam Lai; Vanissa 









Peak - G/F Block 
A Dairy Farm 
Building, 100 












Sonic Anchor #13, 
A 










Jasper Fung; MIVOS 
Quartet (USA) 
29-Oct 






Unit 7, 8/F, 
Block B, Wah 
Tat Industrial 
Centre, 8-10 











Arnold Haberl (Noid); 
Error: Wrong; 
Gabriele de Seta 
(Naturalismo) 
10-Nov 




Peak - G/F Block 
A Dairy Farm 
Building, 100 











2014            
1-Mar 






















Sonic Anchor #15, 
Electronic Humor - 









Ariel Huang (Hong 
Kong, USA); Serious 







Garage - HKICC 



























Alex Yiu; Tsang Sin-
yu 
16-May 
Noist To Signal 
0.21: ( ) 
Performance 































Noise To Signal 
0.22: Vision Quest 
Performance 














Dennis Wong; Timmy 
Lok; Alain Chiu; 
Yasunobu Zaizen  
28-Jun 
























Noise To Signal 
0.24: Patchwork 
Performance 
Gallery - HKICC 






























Noise To Singal 
0.25: Glitch.Pop 
Performance 





















XXX Gallery - 
B/F, 353-363 
Des Voeux Rd. 
West, Sai Ying 




Wang Fujui; (Noise 
Steve); Eric Chan 
(e:ch); (KWC); Steve 
Hui (Nerve); Wilmer 




Around Sound Art 
Festival 
performance, talks, 
exhibit and film 
showing 
Kwun Tong 








Yee Abby (HK/JP); 
Chan Kiu-Hong Joe 
(HK); Fiona Lee (HK); 
Edwin Lo (HK); Xing 
Liang (HK); Wong 
Fuk-Kuen (HK); Paolo 
Piscitelli (Italy/ USA); 
Tetsuya Umeda (JP); 
Phill Niblock (USA); 
Carlos Casas (Spain); 
Alessandro Quaranta 
(Italy); evala & 
sonihouse (JP); 
Tetsuya Umeda (JP); 



















Hans Koch, Christian 
Muller, Silber Ingold 
(DEER) 
30-Sep 


















Koo Park-kin, Tse 
Kam-po (The 
Language Lab); Tim 
Blechmann; Li Qing, 












Bjorn Ho; Vuvuzela 
Qu (China) 
25-Oct 
Noise To Singal 
0.27: Modulation 
Performance 




































| e:ch | Phantom 







Noise To Singal 
0.28: Ting Shuo 
Performance 














Jasper Fung; Aming 
Liang; (Sin:Ned); 
Oliver Coates 
2015            
13-Jan 










HH (Yao Chung-han 
and YehTing-hao) 
17-Jan 



















Fan Yau (Exoterrism); 
(Naturalismo); Gao 




Noise To Singal 
0.30: Hex 
Performance 




























Jasper Fung; Louis 
Siu 
31-Mar 









Louis Siu; Yan Yulong 




Kill The Silence 




Theatre - HKICC 


























Aquiles Hadjis; (dj 
sniff); Shane 
Aspegren; Kung Chi 
Shing; (Nerve); 
(Hijokaidan 非常階段); 
(KWC); Yip Pak To; 
(Phantom); Fuyama 
Yousuke; Gaute 







Live | Hong Kong 
Performance 
Hidden Agenda - 
2A, Wing Fu 
Industrial Bldg, 






(SA Trio); (Heroses) 
12-May 






























Records, JV Lab 
(mulian); (jfi); Zen Lu; 
(Alok); (Metroscan); 
Choi Sai-ho; (Five 
Zero Four) 
12-Jul 
Kill The Silence 
2015 | Macau | 
Day1 | 7/12 | 
Music in Films 
Performance 
LMA - LIVE 
Music 
Association 現場
音樂協會 - AV. 
DO CORONEL 
MESQUITA, 
NOS 50, EDIF. 










(Forget the G); 
Wilmer Chan 
14-Jul 
Kill The Silence 
2015 | Macau | 




LMA - LIVE 
Music 
Association 現場
音樂協會 - AV. 
DO CORONEL 
MESQUITA, 
NOS 50, EDIF. 










(… aka Nikola 
Mounoud) 
17-Jul 
Kill The Silence 
2015 | Macau | 




LMA - LIVE 
Music 
Association 現場
音樂協會 - AV. 
DO CORONEL 
MESQUITA, 
NOS 50, EDIF. 










(… aka Nikola 
Mounoud) 
18-Jul 
Kill The Silence 
2015 | Macau | 
Day4 | 7/18 | 
Live@LMA 
Performance 
LMA - LIVE 
Music 
Association 現場
音樂協會 - AV. 
DO CORONEL 
MESQUITA, 
NOS 50, EDIF. 






























Betty Apple (Taiwan); 
Ingrid Lee (Los 
Angeles / Hong Kong) 
 297 
8-Aug 
Noise To Signal 
0.31: 
Dissapointing Live 
(Between Tokyo & 
Hongkong) 
Performance 



































paper / running / 
pencil sharpener); 
CHEUK Wing-nam 
(VJ); Lai Chung-man 
Andio (Guitar); Son 
Tse Wing Yan 
(Zazen); Wong Chun-
hoi (chopsticks); 
Wong Fuk-kuen (floor 
/glass / machine 
glazed wrapping 
paper); Pat Wong 
Wing-shan; Flyingpig 
(live drawing); 
Solomon Yu (toilet); 
Thomas Yuen 
(Shakuhachi); Yip Kai 
chun (Yoga) 
29-Sep 










Andio Lai; Hsin-jen 
Wang (Taiwan) 















Edwin Lo; Cedric 
Maridet; Tse Chun 
Sing; Samson Young, 
Steve Hui; Xu Cheng; 
Da Xiao; Wang 
Changcun; Yin Yi; Yu 
Xiao Lu; Mai Mai 
11-Nov Sonic Anchor #25 Performance 
McAulay Studio, 







(Sin:Ned); Eric Wong 








Theatre - HKICC 















Philip Brophy; (e:ch); 
(HakGwai); (The 
Language Lab); Fiona 
Lee; ()-(u||!c|<); Cal 
Lyall; (Sin:Ned); (dj 
sniff); (Chin King); 
(Vv); Cao Shuying; 
(KWC); Bjorn Ho; 





Festival 2015 - 
Macau 
Festival 
LMA - LIVE 
Music 
Association 現場
音樂協會 - AV. 
DO CORONEL 
MESQUITA, 
NOS 50, EDIF. 




























Around Sound Art 
Festival 
Festival   
soundpocket, 
Aki Onda, Helen 
Homan Wu 
Phoebe Hui; Feng 






Noise To Singal 
0.32: Abstraction 
Performance 










Lars Akerlund; (dj 
sniff); Shane 
Aspegren; (Nerve); 






Performance Floating Projects 
Floating Projects 
[collective] 
Cheuk Wing Nam; 
Cheung Choi Sang, 
Samson; Sin Wang 
Hon (Stanley); So 
Man Wa (Arabii); 
Wong Fuk Kuen; 
Wong Ho Yi (Crystal); 













The Language Lab; 







Winter After 3 
Years 
Performance Floating Projects 
Floating Projects 
[collective] 
Jasper Fung; Fiona 
Lee; Jay Tse; Wong 
Chunhoi + Wong Fuk-
kuen 
  Pastoral Music Exhibit/ performance 
a.m.space 
booth, Art Basel 
  Samson Young 
  Untitled Speech installation PMQ   Adonian Chan 
  Sing For Her installation 
Hong Kong Art 
Museum 
Grounds 
  Zhend Bo 
2016            
5-Jan 
Noise To Singal 
0.33: duality 
Performance 










Will Guthrie; Dennis 
Wong (Sin:Ned); 
Jasper Fung; Wong 





Sonic Anchor #26 
Spirit of Kinetics 
Perfromance 
McAulay Studio, 








Vicky Chow (US) 
5-Mar 















Vanissa Law; Adam 





Kill The Silence: 
LUFF does Hong 
Kong 
Festival 







- LIVE Music 
Association 現場
音樂協會 - AV. 
DO CORONEL 
MESQUITA, 
NOS 50, EDIF. 
IND. San Mei, 






































Fair, Miso Tech 






(Mai Mai Mai); Aquiles 
Hadjis; Gao Jiafeng; 
(e:ch bleeds); 
(Frog.W); (Faslane); 
Ryan Jordan); (The 
Language Lab); 
Dominic S Lam; 
Shane Aspegren; 
Wilmer Chan; Chin 
King; (HakGwai); 
Sherman Ho; Steve 
Hui; (Shadow Kim); 
Kung Chi-Shing; 
Dennis Wong; (dj 
sniff); (T. Mikawa); 
(Plain Jerk); 
(Torturing Nurse); 
Jason Kahn; (Rudolf 
Eb.er); Kubikukuri 
Takuzou; Ramaya 




Live Performance | 
City of Sounds: 
Review 123 days 
Performance 
Floating Projects 
據點 句點 - L3-
06D, Jockey 
Club Creative 
Arts Centre, 30 
Pak Tin St,, 
Shek Kip Mei, 
Hong Kong 
City of Sounds 
Steev Saunders 
(3X3X3); Fiona Lee; 
Bjorn Ho 
6-Aug 




Saal - Suite D, 






Po-Hao Chi; Cheuk 




Noise To Singal 
0.37: Linkage 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 







Chang; (Five Zero 
Four) 
25-Sep 
















Ming Ng; (Sin:Ned); 
(Oetzi.P) 
7-Oct 
Kill Jazz 01: Horse 
Orchestra & DJ 
Sniff 
Performance 
Focal Fair - 
28/F, Park 









(Horse Orchestra); (dj 
sniff) 
12-Oct 
Kill Jazz 02: The 
Thing (NO/SE) 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 









Love; Dominic S Lam; 
Dennis Wong 
29-Oct 
Noise To Singal 
0.39: Sound Cult 
Performance 










(We've Locked All 
The Doors); 黑檀; 
(Sin:Ned) 
3-Nov 
Noise To Singal 
0.40: Stone Tone 
Performance 










Carl Stone; Steve Hui; 
Dennis Wong 
19-Nov 
Noise To Singal 
0.41: Noise Cult 
Performance 










Eva Aguila; (No One 
Pulse); (3X3X3) 
27-Dec 
Noise To Singal 




Artist Talk By 
Cedrik Fermont 
Performance 
Art & Culture 
















2017            
29-Jan Kill The Rave Performance 






Carl Stone; Gil Kuno; 




Kill Jazz 03: 
Giovanni Di 





Focal Fair - 
28/F, Park 











Yamamoto; (dj sniff); 
Shane Aspegren; Liu 
Fangyi; Dennis Wong; 
Sherman Ho 
25-Feb 



















Noise To Singal 
0.44: Triptych 
Performance 










Fritz Welch; Steve 
Hui; Dennis Wong 
3-Apr 
Noise To Singal 
0.45: Black Hole 
Tour 
Performance 










(… Aka Nikola 
Mounoud); Mei 
Zhiyong; (Les Belles 
Noiseuses); Seki 
Kazehito; (Tengal); 
(Five Zero Four) 
15-Apr 















Chan; Dennis Wong 
17-Jun 
Noise To Singal 
0.47: KNO 
Performance 










(dj sniff); (Sherman); 
Wilmer Chan; 
Dominic S. Lam; 
Dennis Wong 
21-Jul 
Kill Jazz 04: JOKE 




Saal - Suite D, 






Joke Lanz; Dominic S 
Lam; Sherman Ho; 
Callum MacKenzie 
20-Aug 


















Kill Jazz 05: 
SHAYNE 
BOWDEN / 
SHERMAN / MIKE 
YIP 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 











Kill Jazz 06: Will 




Saal - Suite D, 






Will Guthrie; Wilmer 
Chan; Adam Neutron 
24-Nov 
Kill Jazz 07: 
PORTA CHIUSA / 
CHING KING / 
SHERMAN 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 







Music, Town and 
Canton of Bern, 
Re-Records, 
SECOND, SAAL 
(Porta Chiusa); Ching 
King; (Sherman) 
1-Dec 





Saal - Suite D, 









2018            
2-Jun 
Noise To Singal 
0.49: Next To 
Nothing 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 
















The Silent Barn - 
603 Bushwick 
Ave., New York, 
New York 











launch x Foo Tak 
Music 
Performance 
Art & Culture 














實驗夜 | Beta 
Night 
Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach, HKCR 
(kutin | kindlinger); Gil 
Kuno; Hiroko Otake; 
Fiona Lee; Jasper 
Fung 
21-Apr 
自作電 | DIY 
Electronica 
Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 








1-May 離心 | Centrifugal Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 
Flora Yin Wong; 
Michael Speers 
12-May 作興 | Livecraft Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 
Ken Ueno; Kung Chi 
Shing; Chin King; 
Vanissa Law; Steve 
Hui; Alex Yiu; Alain 
Chiu; Lawrence Lau 
 303 
2-Jul 
Fu, Clemydia & 
Maszkowicz | 
Nicola, Steve, 
Viola & Wilmer 
Performance 










Nicola L. Hein; Steve 
Hui; Wilmer Chan; 
Viola Yip 
11-Nov 滴啪 | Flip Flap Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 





Cheuk Wing Nam; 
Deigo Kohn; Erik 
Wong; Johnny Chang 
25-Nov 
PRE: ATƎ 2018: 




Twenty Alpha - 




HKCR - Unit 
















1-2 Dec 20ά 檔案 | Archive Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 
(830); Alain Chiu; 
Alex Yiu; Anton 
Lennartsson; Cheuk 
Wing Nam; Ching 
King; Eric Wong; 
Diego Kohn; Fiona 
Lee; Flora Yin Wong; 
(FU); (Clemydia); 
(Maszkowicz); Gil 
Kuno; Hiroko Otake; 
Jasper Fung; Johnny 
Chang; Ken Ueno; 
Kung Chi Shing; 
(kutin | kindlinger); 
Lawrence Lau; Max 
Wainwright; Michael 
Speers; (Nerve); 
Nicola L. Hein; (Of 
Habit); Olaf Hochherz; 
Vanissa Law; Vinc 
Kwok; Viola Yup; 
Wilmer Chan 
1-9 Dec 
FOO TAK FLUX: 
Docent Tours x 
Open Studios 
Open studio 















Noise To Signal 
0.50: Dream of 
Voltage 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 






(Crystal Bug); Riar 
Rizaldi; (The Black 
Sea; Vinc Kwok 
21-Dec 
Noise To Signal 
0.51: Dream of 
Chaos 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 






Arthur Urquiola; Bjorn 




Kill the Rave: 
KΣITO/ Spoils & 
Relics/ Nerve & 
Stone 
Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 





(KΣITO); (Spoils & 
Relics); (Nerve & 
Stone) 
2019            
18-Jan 
Noise To Signal 
0.SE: LLLSD Live 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 






(Lab for Life-Long 
Sound Dysfunctions); 
Lars Akerlund; Lise-






像 : 時間 : 旅程 
Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 








Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 
  
15-Feb 新形 NEW FORM Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 




Kill Jazz 09: Dark 
Radish | Dennis 
Wong | Sherman 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 














#4: Circle Of Light 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 






Timmy Lok; (Zebra 





Noise To Signal 
0.52: The Silence 
Session 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 






Dickson Dee; Nelsion 
Hiu; Dennis Wong; 
(Sherman);  Vinc 
Kwok 
9-Mar 聲本 SONARIO Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 




Art & Culture 
Outreach 








Saal - Suite D, 





















Noise To Signal 
0.54: against that 
which is out of 
reach 
Performance 
Saal - Suite D, 













Saal - Suite D, 






Bill Hsu; Nelson Hiu; 
Dennis Wong; Viola 
Yip; Rafael Kalil 
6-Apr 反動 REBOUND Performance 
Twenty Alpha - 












I will continue to construct this table beyond the research as an attempt to 
create a more comprehensive archive/ documentation of the practice.  




APPENDIX 3: Main interviews 
Manila 
Name Date Place Notes 
Arellano, Agnes; Bonnevie, Billy 24-Jun-
17 
Quezon City  
Arellano, Datu Jun-17 Quezon City  













Quezon City  
Drilon, Earl Jan-16 Pasig City aka Tengal 




Quezon City  





Legaspi, Eileen; Ramirez, Claro 26-Jan-
16 
Manila/ HK via Skype 





Manila/ HK via Skype 
Romulo, Erwin 1-Jan-
19 


























Wanchai Hong Kong  
Kung, Chi Shing 
15-Jul-
16 










Central Hong Kong  
Lane, William 8-Jul-16 


















Sheung Wan Hong 
Kong 
 
Nam, Cheuk Wing 
27-Jul-
16 





Pau, Ellen 8-Jul-16 Kubrick Hong Kong 
with Phoebe 
Wong 
Wong Chun Hoi 
24-Jan-
16 
Wong Cheuk Hang 
Hong Kong 
aka Seadog 
Wong, Ah Kok 
5-Mar-
16 
LU, Hong Kong  
Wong, Dennis; Chau Kin 
Wai; Hiu Steve 
5-Dec-
15 
Tin Hau Hong Kong  
Wong, Fuk Kuen 
24-Jan-
16 







Central Hong Kong  
Yip Kai Chun 
7-Jan-
16 
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